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Medina wanted to see everyone in Stoneman 
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turned him down and in for hitting on them. He 
used Nikolas Cruz as his surrogate for fulfilling his 
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statements under oath and was exposed as a liar 
by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement. 
Medina video   
 

https://youtu.be/qIDrIbuGSTo
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No matter what stunts the Miscreant pulled, Lynda 
Cruz made sure he didn’t get a criminal record by 
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There were numerous reports that Cruz planned to 
become a school shooter that were ignored by the 
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that Cruz had posted under his own name his 
desire to become a school shooter and the FBI 
didn’t do squat even though the agent assigned to 
the case was a computer security expert. 
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Kathy Blaine is a liar like her cousin Lynda. She 
warned the BSO about her cousins son but then 
denied having called 911 about Cruz and says the 
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wasn’t a toll call. Another coward and liar. The 
whole family, except for retired nurse and 
registered Republican Mary Hamel Theall, who is 
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Miscreant. 
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shooter but was ignored by Call Screeners hired by 
Obama’s stooges. The BSO did the same. 
 
CHAPTER 14: THE BAD SNEADS [R] 
 
Medina will get his. But a person who is escaping 
punishment in this case is a pudgy turd named 
Jameson T. Snead. Cruz told everyone he met that 
he wanted to shoot up Marjorie Stoneman Douglas 
and told the same to his best friend who he called 
“J. T.” yet Jameson convinced his father to allow 
Cruz to live with them and to have access to his 
Smith & Wesson MP-15. He supplied a base of 
operations for Cruz even though he knew of his 
ambition to become a “school shooter” i.e. mass 
murderer. Cruz told him he wanted to shoot up a 
bunch of “niggers.” The only one Cruz was worried 
about after the event was Jameson Snead. Papa 
Snead the Greed was after the Miscreant’s 
inheritance so allowed him free access to the gun 
safe he made Cruz buy before Cruz moved in with 
him and his wife.  
 
CHAPTER 15: CRUZ BECOMES A POP CULTURE 
HERO [R] 
 
The sick bastards who make Cruz into a hero 
should be lined up against a wall and shot. 

 
 

(Note FDLE findings for the Florida Commission on School Safety 
appear in RED) 
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“Every day the NAZI Cruz remains alive is a day too long.” – 
Mordechai Levy, JDO National Director 
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CHAPTER 1 
[return] 

 
ANDREW MEDINA MOVED IN THE SAME SOCIAL 

CIRCLES AS NIKOLAS CRUZ 
 

 
 

ANDREW “THE MAGGOT” MEDINA VIDEO 
 
The early Broward Sherriff’s office release of documents 

relating to the Parkland Massacre contained references to a 
mysterious Campus Monitor who first spotted Nikolas Cruz. The 
name of this individual was deleted. This researcher unmasked his 

https://youtu.be/qIDrIbuGSTo
https://youtu.be/qIDrIbuGSTo
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identity by getting the names of all the Campus Monitors at 
Stoneman Douglas and then contacted them or ruled them out as 
the Miscreant Nikolas Cruz had murdered them. In a telephone 
conversation Medina admitted that he was the Campus Monitor 
with extensive contact with Cruz. I asked him why he didn’t tackle 
Cruz. I recorded the conversation which is illegal under Florida 
two party consent state law but legal under a Federal Appellate 
Court ruling that supersedes state law: “Eleventh Circuit (with 
jurisdiction over Alabama, Florida and Georgia): see Smith v. City 
of Cumming, 212 F.3d 1332, 1333 (11th Cir. 2000) ("The First 
Amendment protects the right to gather information about what 
public officials do on public property, and specifically, a right to 
record matters of public interest."). Medina told JDO researcher 
A. J. Weberman a different story than he told the Broward County 
Sherriff’s Office under oath: 
 
Weberman: Hello. Andrew Medina please. 

 
Medina: Yes who is this? 
 
Weberman: This is Mr. Weberman calling. Are you a campus 
monitor from Stoneman Douglas High School? 
 
Medina: Who is this? 
 
Weberman: Alan Weberman 
 
Medina: How are you doing Alan? Alan I really can’t talk at the 
moment because I am checking IDs out here in front in front of 
the school. 
 
Weberman: I’m gonna make it real quick. Were you the guy who 
saw Nikolas Cruz enter through a back entrance? 
 
Medina: He didn’t enter a back entrance he entered a front door. 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=16398383335009435380&q=212+F.3d+1332&hl=en&as_sdt=2,22
http://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=16398383335009435380&q=212+F.3d+1332&hl=en&as_sdt=2,22
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Weberman: But you were you the one that saw him?  
 
Medina: Yes. 

 
Weberman: How come you didn’t tackle him? 
 
Medina: Huh? 
 
Weberman: How come you didn’t tackle him when you saw him 
go in with a duffle bag and back pack and knew he had been 
previously expelled? 
 
Medina: Because I was 700 feet, 500 feet away from him. How am 
I supposed to tackle someone 700 feet away from him? 

 
Weberman: You just run as fast as you can and get behind him 
and bring him down. 
 
Medina: I guarantee you wouldn’t have been able to catch 
someone 300 feet away from you. 
 
Weberman: You could have made an attempt. 

 
Medina: I appreciate it if your wouldn’t call my phone no more 
and I turned your phone number over to the Broward County 
Sherriff’s office. 
 
Weberman: What do mean you turned my phone number over to 
the Broward County Sherriff’s Office? I just called you once.  
 
Medina: You been harassing me. You been emailing me and you 
been calling the house. So we got a problem now. 
 
Weberman: You were close enough to describe his clothing! 
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Medina: I turned your phone into the Broward County Sherriff’s 
office! 
 
Weberman: Good for you! 
 

Medina had called the BSO and he was told Weberman would 
have to call at least twice before they could bring a harassment 
charge against me. So the maggot left a garbled message on 
Weberman’s answering machine thinking he would call him back. 
However his caller ID told him it was him.  

 
 

 
 
 
Medina: He didn’t enter a back entrance he entered a front door. 

 
Okay he entered through the front door of the school that was 
being used as an exit. But guess who opened the front gate for 
him, Andrew Medina. The FDLE / Parkland Commission reported:  
 
• Medina was in the process of opening the perimeter gates for 
dismissal just prior to the arriving Uber.  
 
• Cruz entered through one of the gates Medina had just opened.  
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1. Cruz arrived at MSDHS on February 14, 2018 at approximately 
2:19 p.m. in an Uber that dropped him off on Pine Island Road to 
the east of the Building 12. Cruz entered the MSDHS campus 
through an open and unstaffed pedestrian gate that had been 
opened by Campus Monitor Andrew Medina for afternoon 
dismissal. Cruz exploited this open and unstaffed gate, and it is 
what allowed him initial access to the campus. This open and 
unstaffed gate was a security failure. 
 

Medina: “Because I was 700 feet, 500 feet away from him. 
How am I supposed to tackle someone 700 feet away from him? I 
guarantee you wouldn’t have been able to catch someone 300 
feet away from you.” Note how at first Medina said he was 700 
feet away, and then it went down to 500 feet and finally ended up 
at 300 which is probably the least inaccurate number. 300 feet is 
91.44 meters. Let’s be charitable and say 100 meters. Normal 
people who have average fitness should be able to complete this 
run below 18 seconds. Assistant Baseball coach Medina was an 
average person. Assuming he was telling the truth, which he is 
not, it would have taken him 15 seconds to catch up with the 
Miscreant. Nikolas Cruz was 5 ft 7 and weighed 120 pounds. 
Medina could have overpowered him.  

 
My suppositions here, however, were based on the phone 

call when in reality Medina was one foot away from Cruz close 
enough to look Cruz right in the eye as Cruz passed by his golf 
cart. When reached by the Sun Sentinel Medina disputed what he 
told investigators while under oath. Medina told a reporter he 
saw Cruz arrive at the school from a distance of about two 
football fields. Medina was questioned by Mr. Brill at his 
deposition in Pollack v. Medina: 

 
Q. Well, if you weren't going to attempt to stop him, who was? 
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A. I never had an opportunity to stop him. I was on the other side 
of two gates, three gates. I  just never had a chance to stop him. 

 Q. Who was? 

 A. I don't know. I never had a chance. I too far away. 

 Q. Your testimony to the detectives, “to be honest, something 
inside me told me not to approach him. Something told me not -- 
don't go running over there and chasing. Something like just say 
report it, do what we've been taught. I was ready to go be the 
guy. I was ready to go get him, just go get him. But then 
something right when I was pulled up in the golf cart and he back, 
something was, like, just let him go, report it, make sure your boy 
inside is gone -- is good. 
 
A. Sir, all the facts all the facts that are on the thing weren't all 
weren't all stated into the thing. I was too far away from the 
individual when it first happened. I was behind the fence in the 
car loop looking through two fences trying to see this individual. 
There's no way I could have ran up and jumped the fence and ran 
up caught him anyway. I was just giving them as much 
information, as much facts, as much stuff as to the puzzle that 
they can build up and try to make something out of this.  
 

Q. And you knew who he was so well that who was it that went to 
go ID him? 
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The chronology of this event begins long ago but we will begin 
with this video that was made on the morning of February 12, 
2018 when Cruz made a video with his cell phone. 

 
Hello my name is Nick and I'm gonna be a next 
school shooter of 2018. My goal is at least 20 
people with an AR-15 and a couple tracer rounds. I 
think I could do good done location is Stoneman 
Douglas in Parkland Florida. 
 
(NO TRACER ROUNDS USED) 
 

The video continued: 
 

It's gonna be a big event and when you see me on 
the news you will all know who I am. You're going 
to die pew pew pew oh yeah can't wait. Alright so 
here's the plan. I'm gonna go take Uber in the 
afternoon before two forty. From there I'll go into 
the to school campus walk up the stairs unload my 
bags and get my AR and shoot people down at the 
main courtyard await and people will die. Today is 
the day today that all begins. The day of my 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNMGzsxJgkM&t=9s
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massacre shall begin. All the kids in school run in 
fear and hide from the wrath of my power. They 
will know who I am. I am nothing. I am no one. My 
life is nothing and meaningless. Everything that I 
hold dear I let go beyond your half. Every day I see 
the world ending another day. I live a long life living 
in seclusion and solitude. I hate everyone and 
everything. With the power of my AR you will all 
know who I am. I had enough of being told what to 
do and when to do it. I had enough of people 
telling me that I'm an idiot. And a fucking dunce. In 
real life you're all the dumbest. They're all stupid 
and brainwashed by the fucking political 
government programs. [The Promise Program] You 
will all see. You will all know who my name is. My 
love for you Angie will never go away I hope to 
see you in the afterlife on one day another you 
will end and we'll all die. 

 
MEDINA IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZED CRUZ AND KNEW HE WAS 
A POTENTIAL SCHOOL SHOOTER  
 
• At 2:19 p.m. Medina observed an Uber stop on Pine Island Road 
in front of MSDHS, Cruz exited. 
 

Medina’s sworn statement: 
 

2:20 somewhere in that area 2:20 I observed an 
Uber park and I observed the suspect come out of 
that Uber. [I knew it was an Uber from] the sign on 
the on the window it was a was like a goldish color 
maybe Honda CR-V or it was one of those little 
SUVS. An older lady driving he was in the backseat 
so you know. 
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• Campus Monitor Elliott Bonner said that the first thing that 
caused him to realize something unusual was taking place on 
February 14 was when he heard the fire alarm. His typical 
assignment during a fire alarm is to respond to Building 7, and 
that was where he was going on the day of the shooting. He said 
that he also heard radio traffic about firecrackers and something 
about someone getting out of an Uber, but Bonner did not 
specify the order in which those transmissions occurred and did 
not identify the person(s) making the transmissions. 
 

Bonner was the only witness to reporting hearing a 
transmission about someone getting out of an Uber. What was 
Medina doing there? 
 

Prior to the event, on December 15, 2017, MSDHS Assistant 
Principal Winfred Porter met with Steven Wexler, a retired Secret 
Service Agent to discuss campus security. Wexler noted that the 
open and unattended gates should be locked at all times. The 
school implemented some of Wexler’s recommendations to 
varying degrees, such as training on existing emergency codes, 
locking exterior gates that were not being staffed when open, 
assigning a campus monitor in front of the school. Andrew 
Medina was later assigned this role. On February 14, 2018 in 
Parkland, Florida, Medina was sitting on his mall cop-type golf cart 
in front of the 1200 Building when he noticed a gold colored Uber 
pull up in front of the school.  

 
Q. So while I'm there talking maybe like we're talking about, like, 
somewhere in that  area, I observe -- observe an Uber park and I 
the suspect come out of the Uber? You said that; right? 

Yes. 

Q. And that's accurate, too? 
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A. Yes. 

Q. And you knew it was an Uber, you said, because the sign on the 
window, the Uber sign? 

A. She had an Uber sign on the window, yes. 

Q. You didn't have any trouble, despite the emotions you said you 
were going through, to remember specifically that Uber sticker on 
the car? 

A. It was very -- it was very noticeable. 

Q. And you -- you then say, it was like a, a goldish, kind of goldish 
color, maybe a Honda CRV a Kia Sportage; right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. That's what you said; accurate? 

A. Yes. 

Q. So you had the presence of mind five minutes after the 
shooting to not only give a description of the Uber sticker on the 
window but -- and the color of the car but even maybe, not just 
make, but even model potential of these two cars -- of this car; 
right?  

A. Yes. 

 Q. You said it was an older lady driving; correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And he was in the front seat. 
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A. Yes. He came out of the back seat. 

Q. So, you know, you know, Ubers all day. There's like Uber city 
around the area. So I saw sign in the front. I saw the Uber. He got 
out of the car. There was I -- you know, I'm -- him from my cart, 
you know, to the left. There was no communication with the 
driver or anything. He just got out. 

A. You said that; correct? And that's all accurate; correct? Still 
remains accurate; correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you say, white boy. He pulled out. came and he's walking 
head down, got a black bag in his hand here and like a backpack, 
burgundy shirt, black pants, hat. He's got his head down and he's  
walking in. Black hat. Black hat, burgundy top and, um, black 
pants. You said all that; 
A. Yes. 

Q. And that was accurate; correct? 

A. At that time, yes. 

Q. And you distinguished in here to the detective between a black 
bag in the one hand and a backpack separately; correct, two 
different things? 

A. Well, I was just describing what I saw at the time. 

Q. Yes. And you described a -- two different bags, one being a 
black bag and the other one backpack; correct?  

 A. But from the distance, I thought it was it was a backpack or a 
bag. I couldn't tell the difference of what it was. 
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Q. Let me -- let me clarify what here. This is on Page 12 , Line 16. 
He came and walking head down, got a black bag in his and like a 
backpack. Two things; correct? 

 A. No. I was mashing up statements there and I was just trying to 
explain that he had a black bag or a backpack. It was a black bag 
or a backpack. I didn't know either just on his back. ; what -- what 
it was. It was just on his back. 

Uber driver Laura Zecchini,  
 
A. I remember what I know I remember he has like red shirt. I 
don't remember the pants but I remember that he has a black 
case a guitar case and that's all. 
 
Q. Ok did you see for sure that it was a guitar case? 
 
A. Yes I am sure. It was a guitar case. Yes. 
 
Q. Ok so while he's inside the vehicle with you and you guys are 
driving and you picked him from Loxahatchee and then you took 
him to the school. Did you and Nicholas Cruz have a conversation 
did he talk to you about anything? 
 
A. Well he just told me how was I making the day. And then I 
answered to him more or less, and then he asked me if I you know 
live in the sun? In the area. Area I tell him no but I know that I live 
cause I take a lot of passengers to the area that's all. And then he 
asked me what I don't remember. I know I ask him why he was 
asking me that. I don't know it was just courteous and then he 
told me when he get inside the car. He told me that he was going 
to the high school for his music class. 
 
Q. Ok while you were talking to Nicholas Cruz did he did he talk to 
anybody else? Did he talk to himself while he was in the car? 
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A. He was with an the phone. Yes but I don't remember. If he 
talked with somebody or not. 
 
Q. Ok so you're not sure whether only texting or he was actually 
on the phone. 
 
A. I think he was texting. But I am really not sure. 
Q. Was there anything about his behavior or his actions that stood 
out? 
 
A. When I dropped him off he was a little he was you know like 
anxious to get out of the car. 

 
Either Laura Zecchini thought it was a guitar case or didn’t 

want to say it was a gun case because she believed if she did, she 
might have some responsibility for not alerting the authorities. So 
Cruz, along with his back pack and gun case is dropped off at the 
Marjorie Stoneman Douglass High without a hitch because Laura 
didn’t want to get involved. 

 
Despite Medina’s testimony to the contrary Medina looked at 

the passenger of the Uber and even before the male passenger 
got out of the car Medina recognized him as Nikolas Cruz. He had 
come into contact with Cruz on numerous occasions. Not only 
that a member of Cruz’s Nazi cell’s family was close friends with 
Medina and his wife Jasmine Tea Hill. Cruz had lived next to 
Medina for a week when he stayed with the Krzeminski family. 
The next thing Medina observed was Cruz exit the Uber carrying a 
gun case and wearing a big back pack. Medina knew who Cruz was 
in a heartbeat from his own social circles and also knew of his 
reputation as a potential school shooter from a Security Meeting 
so the very second Medina saw the gun case emerge Medina 
knew Cruz was going to commit a mass murder. Medina looked 
Cruz straight in the eye as Nikolas Cruz passed RIGHT IN FRONT of 
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his golf cart. In fact when the Uber door opened it almost brushed 
the cart parked next to the fence. Medina was less than a foot 
away from Nikolas Cruz looking face-to-face with him and Medina 
said or did nothing. Not a fucking thing. 
 
• Cruz walked toward the school wearing a backpack and carried 
what was readily identifiable as a rifle bag. 
 
• Medina recognized Cruz but did not recall his name initially. 

 
One of the keys to the understanding of Medina’s witting 

spontaneous participation or his part in a conspiracy with Cruz 
was his familiarity with Cruz’s face and background. This is what 
Medina told the Broward County Sherriff’s Office (BSO). 

 
I knew who the kid was because we had a meeting 
about him last year we said if there's gonna be 
anybody who will come to the school and shoot 
the school up its gonna be that kid because he had 
problems with everybody like all the security 
people. And I knew the kid from the school last 
year. Well we had violent Nicholas Cruz I knew the 
kid I knew him when I saw him.  

 
Campus Monitor David Taylor also stated that at the time 

Cruz entered Building 1200 he recognized Cruz and Taylor 
acknowledged he previously had discussions with others about 
Cruz becoming a school shooter. When reached by the Sun 
Sentinel Medina disputed what he told investigators while under 
oath. He told a reporter that there was never a meeting 
identifying Cruz as a potential school shooter.  

 
Q. You told the detectives under oath that had a meeting the year 
before which you attended in which it was discussed that if there 
was anyone that's going to come back and shoot up the was going 
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to be this kid. Did you not say that? 

 A. I used those words, but there was no meeting. This was a 
group of campus monitors that were together and just talking and 
over saying and just talking out loud, and just saying that were 
coming off the top of their head. 

 Q. What -- 

 A. And I was giving that information to the BSOs just to try to give 
them as much information as I had at that time to give them more 
information on the individual that was going through the 
shooting. 

Q. How do you define a meeting? 

A. It depends on the meeting you’re talking about. 

Q. How do you define a meeting? 

A. It depends on the meeting that talking about. 

Q. Give meeting. 

A. What we're in today. 

Q. Is this the only type of 

A. No. There's many other meetings. 

Q. Including a group of security monitors getting together the 
year before and talking about how if anyone's going to shoot up 
the school, it's going to be Cruz; right? That's a meeting? 

A. In your understanding, yes, but not 
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That's not a meeting to you? 

No. 

What would you call it? 

We got together. , 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. A get-together? That's what you 

a get-together? 

A. Basically, we rounded up, together. 

 Q. So if a group of people get together or round up around 
together, that's not a meeting to 

 Give me Andrew Medina’s definition of a meeting. 

A. What we are in today. 

Q. Is that the only type of meeting you can have? 

A. No. 

A. No. There's many other meetings. 

Q. Including a group of security monitors getting together the 
year before and talking about how if anyone's going to shoot up 
the school, it's going to be Cruz; right? That's a meeting? 
 
A. In your understanding, yes, but not mine. 

Q. That's not a meeting to you? 

A. No. 
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Q. What would you call it? 

A. We got together.  

 BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. A get-together? That's what you call it a get-together? 

A. Basically, we rounded up, together. 

 Q. So if a group of people get together or round up around 
together, that's not a meeting to Andrew Medina? 

A. No. 

Q. But it was a meeting when you said it to the detective hours 
after people were killed and more were wounded; that's your 
testimony? 

A. Yes, but hours after this – hours the shooting was happening, 
there was so much, so much going on, so much situations, all 
these different types of things going on, everything happening. 

 Q. And? 

 A. I was just giving trying to be as honest in -- in everything that 
could be at that point and just giving them everything that I had at 
the point that I had of being in a situation I've never been in 
before in my  life. 

Q. So let's go back don't want to call a meeting, the group, the 
get-together or the whatever you want to call it. The year before 
the shooting, you met with whom? Greenleaf, was he there? 

A. No, sir. 
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Q. Peterson, was he there? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. Who was there? 

 A. When we gathered up together, in the little lunchroom area. 
We were walking and getting some chips and stuff like that. And it 
was Dave Taylor, Brian Staubley and Coach Hixon. 

Q. And the discussion was had among in this not meeting meeting 
in which Cruz was the topic correct? 

 THE WITNESS: Repeat the question. 

BRILL: Cruz was the topic of the discussion among you. 

A. It wasn't the topic. Two of the security guards were talking 
about a situation that they had with him, and another campus 
monitor told them that if they keep treating him this way, when 
he would come back to the school, then he would -- he would 
shoot them up is what he told them. 

 Q. That's not what you told the detectives five hours after the 
shooting, though; is it? 

A. Well, the five hours after the shooting, my brain was running 
really fast and I was just trying to give them as much information 
as I could. 

 Q. So you think giving them wrong is going to help them? 

A. At the time I didn't think it was wrong information. 

Q. Well, that's the point; isn't it? hours after this, you're not -- you 
don't have any agenda but to give them everything that's honest 
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and accurate to help them in the pursuit of justice the shooting; 
correct? Correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You hadn't been sued by me at that have you? You hadn't met 
with any school board officials; had you? 

A. No. But if I knew my words were going be criticized and if I 
knew they were going to timeline everything that I said in the 
moment five hours after a mass shooting that was going on, I 
might have thought about it a little bit more and maybe would 
have got a lawyer or somebody to help me out in that situation. 
But at that time I was just trying to give them as much 
information as I could at that time. I -- I was just going off instincts 
and going off my reactions and going off my feelings. did not 
know I was going to get criticized for everything that I said. I was 
just giving them much information as I can. 
 Q. You didn't get criticized for what you said, sir. You got 
criticized for what you did. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Do you understand the difference? 

MR. HENRY: Sir, are you testifying? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Do you understand the difference? 

 A. I don't understand your question. 

Q. You didn't call code red when you saw crazy boy get out of an 
Uber with what you thought might be a rifle bag? 
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BY MR. BRILL: Do you understand that? 

BSO: 
 

Q. When did you realize that you knew him?  
 

When he walked on I saw him with the hat down 
and I came in the golf cart and he was walking 
beeline and I got to, like, right here and he gave me 
the look. Like he looked back at me to see, you 
know, where I was there. And once he looked, I 
was like, bing, I knew it. Soon as I saw him, I said, 
that's Nick. I didn't know his name at the time. 

 
The sadistic moron blurted out the truth during his BSO 

interview. I said yes that's him that’s Nick Cruz came to the golf 
cart! Medina was close enough to look Cruz right in the eye. Cruz 
wasn’t 2 football fields away from him as he claimed when not 
under oath. Medina slipped and revealed the fact that he knew 
exactly who it was and what the person was believed capable of. 
So he had to modify his statement: 

 
I didn't know his name at the time but I'm texting 
on all the security guys who's the kid who used to 
wear camouflage mask who used to do this who 
used to be crazy. I'm trying to text all the guys to 
get his name so I can give it to the BSO then one of 
my guys said Nick then I went to the Assistant 
Principal and I said, you remember Nick? They said 
Nick Cruz. Boom. And once he said it I knew -- I 
knew -- 

 
One of my guys? Medina makes it sound as if he is in 

charge. Case 0:18-CV-61577 United States District Court 
Southern District of Florida: 
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Medina further explained that he immediately 
“knew the kid from the school from last year” and 
that at a meeting from the year prior there was 
consensus that if anyone would shoot up the 
school, it would be Shooter, and STILL Medina did 
nothing, not even call a code. Medina did however 
have enough time to text other security officers 
about who the suspicious person was, again 
instead of approaching Shooter or calling a code. 

 
Why didn’t he use his walkie-talkie instead of texting? To give 

Cruz more time. What difference did his name make? Which one 
of his guys said the name Nick Cruz? Why was Medina so 
ambiguous? Because none of them said it. Medina already knew 
his name. When we look at the sworn statement of another 
Campus Monitor, David Taylor, we find Medina was the one who 
came up with the name “Nikolas Cruz.” Taylor:  

 
A. And I couldn’t remember his last name but I 
knew the kid and that’s when I was talking. It was 
when I was in the room, oh [I told him] I’m sorry. 
After I got out after I was on the street, me and 
Coach Medina, I don’t know if you talked to him 
yet. He he’s the one that alerted me the kid was 
coming in the building. He’s the one, he texted me 
and said I know that kid. I know its Nik I can’t 
remember his last name. I think it’s Cruz or Diaz or 
something like that but he’s not a Spanish kid. 
And we were talking via text and then he and then 
he came back and he goes Yeah its Nikolas Cruz. 
Remember him, the kid with the camo, he always 
wore camouflage to school.  
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Q. So Coach Medina was the one that saw him and 
contacted you? What’s Coach Medina’s first name? 
 
A. Andrew. He had the FBI at his house last night at 
midnight. He was in contact with detectives right 
after the whole incident. They had him in a car 
cause he was out front and that’s where the 
majority I guess of the police went at first. The 
front of our school. I was on the north side of the 
school on the Holmberg side of the road. 
 

According to Taylor’s testimony Medina had recalled the 
students name. In reality Median knew it from the start not only 
from MSHS but from his own social circles which opens up the 
remote possibility of criminal conspiracy. David Taylor’s statement 
contradicted Medina’s who stated it was one of the security guys 
who knew his name, not him. Later on in the chronology of 
Medina’s activities that day the name Nikolas Cruz again escaped 
him: 

 
Medina continued south into the main courtyard which was in the 
middle of Buildings 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8. He continued toward the 
southeast corner of that courtyard where he met with Deputy 
Peterson and Security Specialist Kelvin Greenleaf. At 2:22:51, 
video showed Peterson in the front passenger seat of a golf cart 
as it turned to the north to travel toward Building 12. Medina said 
that when he met up with Peterson he did not recall Peterson 
saying anything to him. Medina said that he gave a description of 
Cruz to Peterson (at this point, Medina could still not recall Cruz’s 
name). 

 
Even after he gave the name to Taylor, Medina could not 

remember it a few minutes later. Instead of the name he gave 
Peterson a description far less valuable in apprehending his short 
time neighbor. Additionally Cruz was the subject of a security 
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meeting Medina attended but Medina couldn’t remember his 
name! They had an entire meeting about Cruz! No way Medina 
didn’t know what the little self-styled Nazi was up to even before 
the event as Cruz and Medina moved in the same social circles 
and Cruz bragged about how he was going to become a famous 
school shooter to everyone he met. The Sun Sentinel took Medina 
at his word: 

 
Medina, 39, of Coral Springs, told investigators he 
remembered Cruz as the “racist” kid who always 
wore black or camouflage and had swastikas on his 
back pack. He texted other monitors to try to 
figure out Cruz’s name.  

 
Medina kept saying “our training is to call it in” and not to 

take unilateral action. That means call it in to the closest law 
enforcement officer, not waste time Texting to other Campus 
Monitors trying to determine the trespassers name. But in reality 
Medina knew his name and had plenty of prior interaction with 
him. In fact they had close friends in common outside the school! 
Medina told the BSO: 
 

So he's been having issues he's had issues since I’ve 
been at the school working so he says like just 
crazy things. He used to wear like a face 
camouflage kind of mask and he used to hide 
behind poles and when people walk by and yell 
AHHHH!!! And kind of scare ‘em and we got a 
report. Oh kid with a mask on scaring everybody. I 
go pull up and pick him up and take him to the 
office and we know we had to talk to him you can't 
be doing that he can't be wearing masks in the 
school. You scare people not that I know of 
anything [violence, fights] but a lot of like racist 
stuff you know because he had 666 on his bag he 
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had a little Jewish swastika on his back pack people 
that didn't want in his in his life that you want 
racist to like blacks “oh I hate blacks” anybody who 
want with his little side you know I mean he was 
with the camouflage. Always wore black you know 
he was that like that kid. And we always was 
watching him, you know. Like, it was one of those 
kids that we always kept an eye on. You see him in 
the hallways, you see him out, call us up. Let's get 
him to the office. Let's do that. And then -- and 
until they withdrew him last year because he just 
was problems, you know. He just kept giving those 
little problems, little problems. So they finally 
withdrew him last year. And I knew he wasn't 
there this year so when I saw him walk on campus 
I said yes that's him that’s Nick you know I didn’t 
know his name at the time but that's crazy boy 
that’s crazy boy. He had one bag in the right hand 
it was night and day for me when I saw him 
especially what I had a feeling when I saw him and 
then when he looked back at me and I made eye 
contact with him I said yes that's him that’s Nick he 
had one bag in the right hand. I didn't know his 
name at the time but that's --  

 
DETECTIVE GALINDEZ: But you know – Crazy boy. That's 
crazy boy. 
 
In his interview with BSO, Medina stated that he knew Cruz was 
not a student at that time and that he had withdrawn the prior 
year due to ongoing issues. In his interview with MSD-PSC 
investigators, Medina said that he was unaware at that time 
whether Cruz was or was not a student. Medina said that he 
continued toward Building 1200 when he heard the first “bang” 
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coming from Building 1200 and described to BSO detectives that 
noise prompted him to get back on his golf cart. 
 
BY MR. BRILL 

Q. That's crazy boy. Isn't that what you said? 

A. At that time, yes, sir. 

Q. But now, today, that's not the truth? 

A. That's the truth, but that's -- it's not all -- all the information is 
not all -- everything else, all the substance that goes all around 
that, that's not there. I was just giving them a whole bunch of 
information of the things that I learned prior to being in that 
statement. 
Q. You were, in fact, always watching him the other staff 
members; weren't you? 

A. No. I was on the other side of the campus, I really never 
interacted with him at all. 

Q. Cruz really was one of those kids that you always had to keep 
an eye on? 

A. That's what the people said, 

Q. And you, too? 

A. No. 

Q. You would always do so as well? That's why you said we; right, 
we? 

A. No.  

Q. Well, I I say we 
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A. Well I say a lot during this whole statement. 

Q. Yes, you do, sir. 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you're saying today that we 

A. And I was by myself and I say we a lot. 

Q. So we didn't mean you also; is that what telling? 

A. No, because I never really had interactions with him. I was on 
one side of the school, he was on the other side of the 

Q. And you said again, this is now a time in this statement, and 
until they withdrew him last year because he was just problems, 
you know, he just kept giving them little problems, so they finally 
withdrew him last year. 
 

A. Yeah. That was because they gave me that information. I wasn't 
even at the school when they withdrew him. 

Q. But you knew that before the shooting; didn't you? 

A. No, 

Q. Which is why you told the detective 

A. I learned that after the shooting. 

Q. Then reconcile that, make that make sense to all of us, and the 
jury and the judge, with this next paragraph, because if you said 
you don't know that he was out of the school until after the 
shooting, explain how that last paragraph makes any sense, 
because you say, “I knew he wasn't there this year, so when I see 
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him walk on campus -- saw him walk on campus, it was night and 
day for me when I saw him. Especially when I -- I had a feeling 
when I saw him and then when he looked back at me and I made 
contact with him, I said, that's him, that's Nik. Didn't know his 
name at the time. That's crazy boy. That's crazy boy.” Make that 
make sense for me, please. 
 
A. I wasn't at the campus until three months before this situation. 
I didn't know the kid -- I didn't know they withdrew him. I didn't 
know anything about the student at that time. I was just getting 
back on campus to coach baseball. Unfortunately, the situation 
happened. I witnessed somebody who I recognized from other 
interactions stuff that I had with him. But I was just trying to give 
the police as much information as I knew and I gathered from 
everybody else at that time. But I really honestly didn't know he 
wasn't even there. I didn't know they even withdrew him until 
they told me under the bridge that he was withdrawn.  
 

Q. Can you make this paragraph that I just read make any sense if 
any of that you just said true? 

Q. Can you make this paragraph that I just read make any sense if 
any of that you just said true? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Can you? 

A. I just explained it. I didn't know he was from there. I didn't 
know he was there. He was a kid coming off the campus who was 
off who came onto the campus. Now I know he wasn't supposed 
to be there because he was off campus. Once you leave the 
campus from school, you're not supposed to come back on 
campus. So once he left the campus and he came on campus, I 
knew he wasn't supposed to be there because he wasn't on 
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campus originally was trying to explain to them. That's what I was 
trying to tell you, the stories get mashed up. There's a lot of 
accurate statements, everything accurate statements, but the full 
substance of everything is not there. 
 

Q. You didn't say that you knew that he walked campus that day 
and came back in that paragraph; did you, sir?  You said, “I knew 
he wasn't there so when I saw him walk on campus, it was night 
and day for me when I saw him.” How does that make any sense 
unless knew that Cruz wasn't a student at that time? 
 

A. I did not know he wasn't a student at time. Like I told you 
before, I used to be on one side of the campus, he used to be on 
the other side of the campus. I patrolled one side. He was always 
the other side. I never had interactions with I was only on the 
campus for three months before this happened. I didn't get any 
information that he was off, that he was -- that he was withdrawn 
or anything. I didn't know any information about this student. 
 

Q. Would you agree with me that that first sentence in that 
paragraph makes no sense, given testimony right now? Would 
you agree with me? 

A. What paragraph, sir? 

Q. “That I knew he wasn't there this year, so when I saw him walk 
on campus, it was night and day for me when I saw him.” 

A. Well, I was just trying to explain that I haven't seen him since 
I've been back on campus. 
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Medina “knew he wasn't there this year” because he’d been 
expelled. That was reason enough to confront him. Medina 
contradicted himself so he would be charged with perjury when 
he said “I said yes that's him that’s Nick you know I didn’t know 
his name at the time but that's crazy boy and then when he 
looked back at me and I made eye contact with him I said yes 
that's him that’s Nick.” Medina and Cruz could not have made eye 
contact if they were 3 football fields away as Medina claimed 
when not under oath. He was a few feet away from Cruz as Cruz 
walked, sprinted and ran toward the 1200 Building. He had picked 
up Crazy Boy and taken him to the office for disciplinary action. 
He had recently escorted him off campus. He knew all the details, 
the swastika, the 666, the scaring other kids but he didn’t know 
the student’s name. He knew what Cruz was up to. But had 
Medina forgotten Cruz’s name it really didn’t matter. A potential 
school shooter by any other name would shoot the same. Medina 
knew that whatever the hell his name was, was a potential school 
shooter entering the school with a gun case and with an assault 
weapon in it and a backpack filled with ammo. When reached by 
the Sun Sentinel Medina disputed what he told investigators while 
under oath. Medina told a reporter that he didn’t recognize Cruz 
specifically when he saw him arrive at the school.  

 
Medina’s debriefing by Sergeant Richard Rossman was 

revealing:  
 

TC: When you're debriefing especially Mr. Medina does he relay -- 
did he instantly knew it Nikolas Cruz? Like, he was able to tell you 
who it was? 
 
RR: He couldn't get the -- he knew who it was. But he couldn't get 
the name out because, obviously, what had just happened. He 
goes it -- it's – he kept saying, "It was crazy kid. It's the crazy kid. 
It's the kid. It's that -- it's the crazy kid." Um, he knew. And then 
once we took him away, got him off site I was the one that did the 
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show-up. I put Medina in my car and we did the show-up where 
he was ultimately detained at. 
 
HOW OFTEN DID MEDINA INTERACT WITH CRUZ? 
 
Q. in a sworn  statement to the police after the shooting you said 
that you  brought him into the office all the time.  And so my first 
question is for what sorts of things did you bring Cruz into the 
office all the  time? What sorts of things did you bring  Cruz into 
the school's office all the time for some wrongdoing? 

A. I brang in Mr. Cruz for two interactions that I had with Mr. Cruz.  

Q. So for two interactions, is that that was your terminology for all 
of the time? 

A. Well, at the moment that I was giving that sworn statement, 
there was a lot of -- lot of pieces of the puzzle that were getting 
put together at that time, a lot of things going on, a lot of 
emotions, a lot of action, things that I've never experienced in my 
life before, and it was just the emotions of me coming out and 
trying to get the puzzles together and the piece together to give  
the BSO officers as much information as I could give them at that 
time. 
 
Q. Okay. Is it your testimony here today that you only brought 
Cruz into the school's office for some misconduct he might have 
done two times in the time you dealt with him? 
 

A. I brang him to the office one time. The other interaction I had 
with him was a communication from the security specialist to go 
assume a student, who was scaring kids in the bike rack. 
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Q. Well, I'm going to talk about these two incidents momentarily, 
but still wanting to dig deep a little bit in what you said differently 
to the police at the time.  Now, we're talking about the statement 
was literally hours after the shooting; correct? 
 
A. Yes. 

Q. And at that time you specifically said in your sworn statement 
that you, yourself, Cruz to the office all the time right? 

THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question? 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. Yes. You told the detectives the shooting that you brought Cruz 
to the office the time? Correct? 

A. Could you rephrase the question? 

Q. You remember  the night of the shooting  didn't you tell the 
detectives at that time that you brought Cruz to the office, the 
principal's office, all the time? 
 
A. I told them that. But at the time that I told them that was after 
the fact. I was putting pieces of this puzzle together of many 
things that I was getting involved, many text messages, all the 
phone calls of many people calling me, putting the pieces 
together trying to get as much information as I can get to the -- to 
the BSO at that time, information I can give them at that time. 
 

Q. So telling them all the time rather than just one time is 
somehow going to help them? 

A. I was just reacting off my emotions on that day. 
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Q. All right. So tell us what you claim to today the one time you 
brought him; when was that? 

A. The interaction that I had with Mr. Cruz, was patrolling my 7- 8 
stairwell in the school and I observed the student with a 
backpack, black backpack on. On the back of the black backpack it 
had a couple of swastika symbols, it had the , it had I hate niggers. 
And to me that was very appropriate inappropriate for the school, 
especially that, you know, that we're at. And I approached the 
student and I asked him, I said, can I please get your backpack 
because you have an inappropriate backpack on. The student took 
his backpack off. He gave me the backpack. I reported it to Mr. 
Greenleaf, I have a student with a backpack saying these things on 
it. Mr. Greenleaf reported me to tell him to walk him to the front 
of the office. 
 
Q. Okay. And when was this? 

In the year 2016. 

Fall or spring? 

Spring. SJ 

What was the second incident that you claimed was the other and 
only other you had with Mr. Cruz? 

A. The only other incident I had with Mr. Cruz, I was in my - 
stairwell post. It's very close to the senior courtyard. I was out in 
the senior courtyard just making sure the kids were going. It was 
dismissal time. I get a call on my radio from Mr. Greenleaf that 
students came and told him that there's a student that is scaring 
kids by the bike rack and he would like for and take a look and see 
what it was. 
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Q. Did you do so? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. What did you see? 

A. When I approached the bike rack, I approached Mr. Cruz 
wearing like a -- he had like a fishing camo type mask with a camo 
hat, very low down, and he was just kind of popping out from 
behind a tree that was by the bike rack. 

Q. And you saw this yourself? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What did you do? 

A. I asked Mr. Cruz to remove the mask from his face and told him 
that he can't be doing that on campus, scaring the kids, and it's 
time for dismissal and it was time for him to go home. 

Q. Did you report it in any other way? 

A. No. 

Q. Why not? 

A. I was just told to go find out and see the situation was. 

Q. And then after you did and you found what he was doing, did 
you deem it appropriate to report it to anyone? 

 A. I -- I -- I reported it to Greenleaf the situation was handled. He 
already – they already told him what was going on. I told him it 
was handled. 
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Q. When was this? 

A. This was in the spring of 2016 . 

Q. Before or after the first incident? 

A. After. 

Q. How much after? Days? 

A. Not a hundred percent sure. 

Q. Can you approximate? 

A. I can't. It's been a while. 

Q. Now, before the first incident that mentioned with the 
swastikas and the backpack, didn't you already know that Cruz 
was trouble? 

A. No. 

Q. Didn't you already know that he had bullet, bullet casings and 
knives to school? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. That he was that teachers were 

A. No, sir. I was very fresh on the not even six months on the 
campus yet. 

 Q. But you later found those things didn't you, before the 
shooting? 

 A. Before the shooting, yeah. 
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Q. You knew before the Valentine's Day shooting that Cruz was 
trouble on the campus? 

A. No. 

Q. You told the detectives at the statement hours after. 

A. That those were the information of the of the puzzle that was 
told for me after. 

Q. After when? 

A. After the event happened. 

Q. So it's your testimony here that after the shooting had ended 
and the time between that and your statement with the 
detectives, you came into information that you hadn't known 
before of what a troublemaker Cruz was? 
 
A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And from whom in that interim of time did you learn all the 
things that you told the detectives at that statement? 

A. After the fact, all the pieces that I was putting together, it was 
many phone calls and text messages that I was getting from all 
different of people, the information that I got from the 
administrators while we were together underneath the bridge 
and the headquarters of the -- of the police, I gathered so much 
information of information that I didn't have at that time. 
 

Q. Sir, you told the detectives under oath this is the same oath 
that you had today; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You told the detectives under oath that had a meeting the year 
before which you attended in which it was discussed that if there 
was anyone that's going to come back and shoot up the was going 
to be this kid. Did you not say that? 
 

 A. I used those words, but there was meeting. This was a group of 
campus monitors that were together and just talking and over 
saying and just talking out, out at loud, and just saying that were 
coming off the top of their head. And I was giving that information 
to the BSOs just to try to give them as much information as  I had 
at that time to give them more information on the individual that 
was going through the shooting. 
 
Q. How do you define a meeting? 

A. It depends on the meeting that talking about. 

Q. Give me and example of a meeting. 

A. What we're in today. 

Q. Is this the only type of meeting? 

A. No. There's many other meetings. 

Q. Including a group of security monitors getting together the 
year before and talking about how if anyone's going to shoot up 
the school, it's going to be Cruz; right? That's a meeting? 

A. In your understanding, yes, but not mine. 

Q. That's not a meeting to you? 

A. No. 

Q. What would you call it? 
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A. We got together.  

Q. A get-together? That's what you call a get-together? 

A. Basically, we rounded up, together. 

 Q. So if a group of people get together or round up together, 
that's not a meeting to  Andrew Medina? 

A. No. 

Q. But it was a meeting when you said it to the detective hours 
after people were killed and more were wounded; that's your 
testimony? 

A. Yes, but hours after this – hours the shooting was happening, 
there was so much, so much going on, so much situations, all 
these different types of things going on, everything happening.  I 
was just giving trying to be as honest in everything that could be 
at that point and just giving them everything that I had at the 
point that I had of being in a situation I've never been in before in 
life. 

Q. Sir, this was a mass shooting; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. That included a mass murder; correct? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. You knew at that time that there killed, scores of students in 

MR. HENRY: Objection to form. What time? 

MR. BRILL: When he's giving the statement the detectives under 
oath. 
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THE WITNESS: Did not know any information or anything that was 
going on inside the school. 

BY MR. BRILL:  

Q. You didn't hear the announcements from people? You're 
talking, you say, with police and others about Cruz, but you have 
no knowledge that students were killed? 

A. At that moment I did not know that students were being killed 
inside the school. 

MR. HENRY: Can we just clarify what point we're talking about? 

MR. BRILL: Yeah. 

MR. HENRY: Because I think there's a little confusion. Because 
you're bouncing the sworn statement to under the bridge, so I 
just want to make sure we're clear about the timing. 
 

BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. You gave your interview to Detective Galindez and Detective 
Armand Demosthenes, starting at -- excuse me, 19:17:18  which is 
7:17 and 18 seconds, p.m. That's just roughly five hours after the 
shooting; correct? I'm happy to show you the time stamp. 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you understood the gravity of what the situation was, 
surely; didn't you? 

A. At the moment I was putting pieces together to try to figure it 
all out, yes. Everything was happening so fast in my head. 
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Q. Sir, you understood that we had a shooting at Stoneman 
Douglas; right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And that there were kids and adults who were shot; correct? 

A. At the moment at the moment when I was explaining to the 
officers at that time, I didn't get -- I wasn't on no TV. I didn't see 
any information. I wasn't watching anything. I was secluded to the 
officers at that time. They kept me under the bridge. They kept 
me in their car. I didn't know anything. The only information that I 
got was a text message that one of my coworkers or one of the 
campus monitors, they -- they thought he was dead. That was the 
only information I got at that time. And my phone died while I was 
with the police inside the car and I lost all communications with 
anybody through my phone on my way to go give the statement. 
 
Q. Describe the gunshots that you heard that day before anyone 
else. Describe the gunshots you heard from the building 12. 

THE WITNESS: When? 

 BY MR. BRILL:  

 Q. The first time you heard them, the boom, boom describe it. 

THE WITNESS: But at what time? When? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. The first time you heard the first boom 

A. I'm not understanding the question. 

Q. You were outside building 12; correct? 
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A. Yes.  

Q. You then left building and you picked up Peterson and 
Greenleaf; correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And then you went back to the building. 

A. Yes. 

Q. So the first time you were at building I want to know what the 
sound of the gunfire like. 

THE WITNESS: I still don't understand question. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. When you were outside the building went in, you heard 
gunfire? 

THE WITNESS: Didn't hear any gunfire. Never heard gunshots 
before in my life. Never been to a shooting range. Never been 
anywhere. I didn't hear any gunfire.  
 
BY MR. BRILL 
 

Okay. And Butler played the tape, the of gunshots; right, in that 
training?  

THE WITNESS: An audiotape of 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Yeah. 
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A. An audiotape and real life is things. 

 Q. Didn't, by your own account, didn't these shots sound exactly 
like what Al Butler said -- played? 

A. Not exactly. Not exactly. 

Q. Very similar? 

A. there was no --There was no – there percussion. 

Q. Listen to my question, if I could, please. When you heard those 
sounds on February 14, they sounded like Al Butler's sounds that 
he played for you in training; didn't they? 

A. Not like not -- not --exactly like.  

Q. Did you have any question that they sounded like Al Butler's 
audio and, therefore, you knew they 

A. Yes. I questioned. That's why I said sounds. 

Medina continued to deny what he heard were gunshots: 

Q. And then you went back with Peterson stood outside building ; 
correct? 

A. I didn't stand outside building , no. 

Q. You were in your golf cart by building; were driving towards the 
building, 

A. Yes. 

Q. And then you heard more boom, boom of gunfire; didn't you? 

A. I don't know if it was gunfire or not. never heard gunfire 
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before. 

 Q. Isn't that what you heard the gunfire, you heard the gunshots? 

 A. I heard sounds. 

 Q. What did you think they are, as you're sitting here today? 
They're not gunfire? 

 A. Today, today, after the fact, yes, there was gunfire, but at that 
moment –  

Q. And you didn't think they were 

A. -- no, I did not know. 

Q. You saw crazy boy go into the building with a rifle bag. That's 
who you described him as, right, crazy boy? 

A. Could you repeat the question? 

Q. You described Cruz to the detectives the day of this massacre 
at five hours after it as crazy boy; correct? 

A. Yes, for -- for the interactions that I had with him for having a 
backpack with swastikas and stuff like that, to me, that's kind of 
crazy. 

Q. Did you describe him as crazy boy, sir? 

A. To the BSOs, yes. 

Q. And you saw him go into the building you understood to be a 
rifle bag? 

THE WITNESS: Repeat the question. 
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Q. You saw him get out of the Uber and that building, the 
freshman building, with what you understood was a rifle bag?  

A. No, sir. 

Q. You thought it was a rifle bag? 

A. When I seen the individual stepping the Uber, I was at least a 
hundred yards away from this individual. He had the bag up on his 
side. I can see was a little mound like if it was a big backpack from 
the -- from the distance that I had. 

Q. You thought it was a rifle bag; didn't you? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. So when the -- the Broward Sheriff's Office 22  minutes after 
this massacre started gets a body cam and has you on it saying, I 
think it was a rifle bag, the tape's wrong? 

Q. The recording's wrong? 

A. -- repeat -- repeat the question? 

Q. You understood that you were captured body cam? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. You understood that it captured you saying I think it was a rifle 
bag? Or it looked like.. 

THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. That you said on the body cam it looked like a rifle bag? 
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A. From the information that I had after I gathered up all these 
pieces, I tried to put this puzzle together. When I went to the 
sergeant, I was just trying to give him all these pieces of 
everything that I had mashed up the story all in together, and I -- 
and I was just trying to give a story after hearing active shooter, 
after hearing this, I just put it together maybe the bag that he 
had, it could have been a rifle bag. When I first noticed the bag on 
his  hand I didn't know it was a rifle bag. I wouldn't go send my 
best friend, my good friend, to go check on a kid with a gun. 
 
Q. You wouldn't? 

A. I wouldn't -- I wouldn't -- I wouldn't let a man walk on a campus 
with a rifle bag when I have 30 something baseball players inside 
that building. My niece is inside that building. There's teachers 
inside that building that I made great relationships  with at the 
time that I was in that school. I would have never, never, never 
sent anybody to go watch this guy with a rifle bag from the 
distance that I had. Why would I go send somebody? It's just 
absurd. I would never do that. 

Q. These are your words, Mr. Medina, 

A. My  

Q. 22 minutes after the event there was no meeting, there wasn't 
mashing things together, there wasn't a group discussion. There 
was you running up to this -- this BSO deputy and saying, yeah, he 
went this way and he 

MR. BRILL: Let him watch it first. hear it first. 

MR. BRILL: Go 

(Video commenced as follows:) 
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He got dropped by an Uber. He walk start -- when he walked on 
campus, I saw him walking on campus, and I saw him with a bag, 
with like a rifle bag or something. 

(Video concluded.) 

Q. So minutes after the shooting before you met with any group 
of people or anything like that and BSO arriving on scene, you told 
that deputy on a body cam that you saw Cruz get out of the Uber 
and he was walking with a bag like a rifle bag or something; 
correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Because you suspected a rifle immediately -- 

A. No, sir. 

Q. correct? So sometime between then and getting out the Uber 
and minutes later, the words rifle bag popped into your head? 

 yes. 

A. Of course, after you hear a mass shooting. 

Medina also claimed he didn’t know it was a mass shooting at this 
time. 

Q. You knew at that time that there scores killed, scores of 
students in your school? 

 MR. HENRY: Objection to form. What time? 

MR. BRILL: When he's giving the statement the detectives under 
oath. 
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THE WITNESS: Did not know any information or anything that was 
going on inside the school. 

BY MR. BRILL:  

Q. You didn't hear the announcements from people? You're 
talking, you say, with police and others about Cruz, but you have 
no knowledge that students were killed? 

A. At that moment I did not know that students were being killed 
inside the school. 

MR. HENRY: Can we just clarify what point we're talking about? 

MR. BRILL: Yeah. 

MR. HENRY: Because I think there's a little confusion. Because 
you're bouncing the sworn statement to under the bridge, so I 
just want to make sure we're clear about the timing. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. You gave your interview to Detective Galindez and Detective 
Armand Demosthenes starting at – 17 excuse me, which is 
19:17:18, which is 7:17 and 18 seconds, p.m. That's just roughly 
five hours after the shooting; correct? I'm happy to show you the 
time stamp. 
A. Yes. 

Q. And you understood the gravity of what the situation was, 
surely; didn't you? 

A. At the moment I was putting pieces together to try to figure it 
all out, yes. Everything was happening so fast in my head. 

Q. Sir, you understood that we had a shooting at Stoneman 
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Douglas; right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And that there were kids and adults who were shot; correct? 

A. At the moment at the moment when I was explaining to the 
officers at that time, I didn't get -- I wasn't on no TV. I didn't see 
any information. I wasn't watching anything. I was secluded to the 
officers at that time. They kept me under the bridge. They kept 
me in their car. I didn't know anything. The only information that I 
got was a text message that one of my coworkers or one of the 
campus monitors, they -- they thought he was dead. That was the 
only information I got at that time. And my phone died while I was 
with the police inside the car and I lost all communications with 
anybody through my phone on my way to go give the statement. 
 

By this time Medina knew the name Nikolas Cruz from his texting 
interaction with David Taylor wherein he claimed Taylor or 
someone close to him informed him of it so Medina was playing 
Rossman. Taylor said it was Medina who came up with it. In any 
event there was no need to call him crazy kid by this time other 
than to protect Nikolas Cruz from being identified. This is the 
second time he denies knowing the name after telling it to Taylor. 
The interview continues: 
 
MP: So, you -- you actually drove him over there? 

RR: I drove Mr. Medina to the show-up location. Being that was 
the same person he saw entering the school and when the shots 
started. 
 
MP: And he confirmed that? 

RR: Yes. 
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RR: But, yeah, he knew who he was. And working through Mr. 
Winfred Porter more so Mr. Winfred Porter because he's the 
assistant principal. I think he had a little more access to some of 
the resources through wherever he was getting it from. Once we 
believed we had the subject identified -- this is prior to him being 
taken into custody. Working on photographs, busting out, you 
know, text messages of possible suspect photos. 
 
MP: Do you recall where the photographs came from? 

RR: I believe the school may have provided some of them. And 
then trying to get phone numbers, contact numbers for anybody 
related to the possible suspect at that time. 
 
Medina was the first school employee to see Nikolas Cruz enter 
the MSD campus. Medina stated that he was near the southeast 
corner of the administration parking lot and just north of the 
entrance to the bus loop at the time he saw Cruz. To his north he 
saw an Uber car stopped on Pine Island Road. A male subject 
walked from Pine Island Road west onto campus through the 
pedestrian gate which he had opened minutes earlier and the 
male then began to jog west. Medina did not know who the 
intruder was at that time. 
 
The intruder exits walks, jogs and will finally run. Medina knew 
who he was and is lying. In his written declaration to the BDO 
Medina said he recognized Cruz immediately as a “troubled kid.” 
 
Medina said that he began to drive north in his golf cart to 
approach Cruz. Once on his golf cart Medina radioed to Campus 
Monitor David Taylor that there was a “suspicious kid” on 
campus. Medina described him as being suspicious because he 
kept his head lowered down; he contrasted this with the normal 
behavior of students who seemed to have little shame for 
skipping class or jumping the fences.  
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Medina never mentioned this head lowered down description to 
the BSO. “When he walked on I saw him with the hat down and I 
came in the golf cart and he was walking beeline and I got to, like, 
right here and he gave me the look. Like he looked back at me to 
see, you know, where I was there.”  
 
Maybe the rifle case and back pack and his running made him a 
suspicious kid, instead of his feakin’ hat or head. 
 
BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. You told him there's a suspicious coming your way; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. You don't think it's good information him to have when you see 
Cruz get out of the Uber with all this information to say, white kid, 
the got black pants, maroon shirt, looks like he's carrying a 
backpack and a rifle bag, way, beelining it; you couldn't say that? 
 

THE WITNESS: I said, suspicious kid is on campus with a bag 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. You didn't did you? 

THE WITNESS: At that moment the moment I didn't give all that 
info at that moment. It was just I was reacting on what I , saw and 
what I was going with. And I alerted I alerted everyone who had a 
radio the suspicious kid that was on campus, which was headed 
and which way he walked into the building. 
 
BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. Now, in that regard, sir, you understand now, as we sit here 
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today, that Mr. Cruz got out that Uber at 2:19 p.m.? You know 
that; right? 

 A. I don't know that, no. 

Q. And that the first shots on that first floor was at two minutes 
and seconds later? understand that now; right? 

A. I understand that. 

Q. So if you saw him getting out of that Uber you had roughly two 
minutes, twenty-five seconds, to relay that information we just 
discussed just now to everybody on that radio; didn't you? 

 A. I alerted everyone on the radio that there was a suspicious kid 
on campus with a bag, yes. 

 Q. Well, let's -- let's compare. there's a suspicious kid on campus 
coming your way. He's got a duffel bag, big duffel bag. That's 
basically what you told them right? 

 A. That's what I told the radio, yes. 

Q. Now Door Number Two, suspicious kid coming out of the Uber. 
He's got a big black bag. It like it could be a rifle bag. I think it 
could be a rifle bag. He's got a black backpack. He's wearing 
maroon shirt, black pants. He's on a beelining it. He's got -- he 
looks like he's on a mission, and he's heading your way to 
building. Which one gives your coworkers more and better 
information  
 
BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. -- one or two? 
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A. Two would be more informative, but at that time there was no 
need to give all those descriptions out and everything like that. 
From a student -- we're talking about a student that came out of 
the car, five-foot student, five-foot kid. Not talking about a grown 
person, a big man that would come out car that would make it 
more susceptible to give a description, oh, we got a big guy on the 
campus. We're talking about a student who was dressed in a 
JROTC uniform who was coming on the campus, who was running 
on the campus just like what normal kids would do when they're 
off the campus and trying to come back. That's why it was no 
need for me to give all these descriptions and all these different 
descriptions when it was just a kid who first was just running on 
the campus. I didn't notice who the kid was until he turned back 
and he looked at me. And when he turned back and he looked at 
me, I realized this was a kid I had some interactions with. That 
was it. There was no reason for me to -- to get on the radio and to 
alert everyone who this was. I didn't know he had a gun in the 
bag. I didn't know what he was coming to do on campus. It was a 
normal kid coming off campus just like a regular kid would do. 
 
As Cruz continued west onto campus, Medina continued north on 
his golf cart. Medina drove north over a curb which was south of 
the bike racks and east of Building 8. At that point, Cruz looked 
back toward Medina in apparent response to the noise of the golf 
cart going over the curb. That is when Medina said that he 
recognized Cruz but could not recall his name. Medina said at that 
time he was too far from Cruz to say anything to him. Medina said 
that Cruz then ran toward the east doors. In his initial interview 
with BSO, Medina described the bag as a “nice-sized duffle bag.” 
He said that sometimes ROTC and the color guard carry similar 
bags. At approximately the same time Cruz looked back at 
Medina, Taylor asked Medina which side Cruz was coming to and 
Medina told him it was the east side. 
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He knew and he said that he knew who Cruz was immediately to 
the BSO giving two contradictory statements in the same 
sentence but equivocated when questioned by the FDLE. Medina 
was too far away to say anything to Cruz. Maybe he could have 
moved closer and yelled at him. This takes us to the “duffle bag” 
deception. 
 

 
 

 
 

THE DUFFEL BAG DECEPTION 
 
Medina told the Broward Sheriff’s Office: “He had a pretty big 
bag and it looked like a gun bag just looked like a nice sized 
town like duffle bag you know what I mean..”  
 
Medina made two contradictory statements in the same sentence 
just as he did about recognizing Cruz. The Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement uncovered a body cam recording made by 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35mDJ40_REM&t=24s
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Sergeant Richard Rossman where Medina admitted he saw Cruz 
enter the school with a GUN CASE not a duffle bag. The MSDS 
Public Safety Commission Hearing revealed:  
 

Andrew Medina makes a specific comment to law 
enforcement that he knew the bag Nikolas Cruz 
was carrying was a rifle bag he refers to it as a rifle 
bag just minutes after the incident and with that in 
mind he did not call a CODE RED. Andrew Medina 
(22 minutes after the shooting) “and I saw him with 
a bag a rifle bag or something. At approximately 
2:23:39, law enforcement officers encountered 
Medina near the southeast corner of Building 1. 
Officers gathered intelligence from Medina about 
his observations and information about the 
campus. Approximately ten minutes after law 
enforcement met with Medina, he began to explain 
to them what he saw when the intruder arrived. In 
that explanation he said he saw the intruder 
“…with like a rifle-bag or something.” Regardless of 
his statements in multiple interviews, investigators 
believe this recollection (21 minutes after the first 
shots were fired) to be the most genuine and 
accurate reflection about what Medina knew at the 
time he first saw Cruz. 

 

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-ne-andy-pollack-confrontation-medina-20190207-story.html
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-ne-andy-pollack-confrontation-medina-20190207-story.html
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-ne-andy-pollack-confrontation-medina-20190207-story.html
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The Parkland Commission: 
 
• Medina began to drive his cart towards Cruz. 
 
• Medina stated that Cruz did turn his head and look back at him. 
 
• Cruz walked toward the school wearing a backpack and carried 
what was readily identifiable as a rifle bag. 
 
• Medina later made a specific statement to law enforcement that 
he knew the bag Cruz was carrying was a rifle bag. 
 
• Medina did not call a CODE RED.  
 
• Cruz entered through one of the gates Medina had just opened. 
 
At approximately 2:42:30, while near the southeast corner of 
Building 1, Andrew Medina began to give Sgt. Rossman (BSO) a 
narrative about what he saw and what he did in response to 
initially seeing Cruz enter the campus. He described seeing Cruz 
walk onto campus from an Uber “…with like a rifle-bag or 
something….” Medina has been interviewed multiple times since 
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this shooting and provided varying statements about what he 
saw. Investigators believe that this statement — given 
spontaneously without any forethought or counseling—is the 
most credible statement about what Medina saw and knew at the 
time he saw Cruz—that he knew Cruz was carrying a rifle bag. 
Medina said that he radioed the other campus monitor (David 
Taylor) as soon as Cruz went into Building 1200 and he heard loud 
bangs. 
 
The Parkland School Safety Commission is hinting that something 
is rotten in Parkland. They know that Medina has lied numerous 
times and has sought legal counseling before being questioned by 
the commission.  
 

 

Transcription of the document above: 
 
A sworn statement was obtained from witness, 
Andrew Medina, who is employed as a Campus 
[Security] Monitor at Stoneman Douglas High 
School. Medina stated that he observed Cruz, who 
he recognized as a former troubled student, arrive 
at the school in a small goldish colored vehicle. 
Medina stated that Cruz was wearing a maroon 
shirt, black pants and a black hat. Medina stated 
Cruz was carrying a black duffel bag and wearing a 
black back pack. Medina stated that he radioed 
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his co-worker to alert him that Cruz was walking 
purposefully toward the 1200 building. Medina 
stated that within a minute he heard gunshots 
and called a CODE RED indicating an emergency 
on campus. 

 
Q. Did you call CODE RED when you saw crazy boy get out of an 
Uber with a rifle bag or what you thought might be a rifle bag? 

A. Well, when I saw an individual come out the car with a black 
bag, that normally usually happens on that campus, kids come out 
of cars and they run on the campus, I did not know at that time 
that it was a rifle bag or there was a rifle inside the bag. That's 
why I didn't call CODE RED at that time. 
 Q. But you saw him turn around after you pursuit and you saw it 
was Cruz; correct? When Cruz turned around, before he ever got 
to building , you saw his face and knew exactly who he was? 
 
A. No, sir. 

Q. That's what you told the detectives hours after the shooting. 

A. When I was pursuing Cruz, I'm looking through two fences. 
There's a six-foot fence and there's a bike rack fence that I'm 
looking through the fence. I'm looking through the fence. I'm 
looking at his face to see if I can get an idea on who this person is 
that's coming on campus. When Mr. Cruz looks back at me, I 
recognize somebody that I might have had an interaction with at 
the school, but at that time at that moment I did not know it was 
Mr. Cruz. 
 
Q. That's not what you told the detectives.  You said, I knew, I 
knew who he was, I knew right  away then; didn't you?  

 A. After -- when I was speaking to the detectives, I was mashing 
up all -- all the information that I had altogether. And once I got 
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out of there, I got back to the front office, I got with the 
detectives and the sergeants, it started coming to my head who 
this individual was. 
 
Q. We'll get into this in greater detail. 

Medina changed his description from gun case to duffel bag 
because if he called it a gun case people would realize Andrew 
Medina spontaneously aided and abetted Nikolas Cruz in carrying 
out his heinous act or was part of a conspiracy. Medina said Cruz 
had a black duffel bag but a Summary of Evidence that was turned 
over to Nikolas Cruz’s defense team included cell phone video 
statements and “The clothing, back pack and rifle case worn by 
Cruz.” The Broward County Sheriff’s Office that collected the 
evidence in this case reported:  

2:06 Uber picks up Nikolas Cruz.  
 
2:19 Uber drops off Cruz at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 

School. 
 
“2:21:18 Suspect enters east stair well of Building 1200 with 

rifle inside a soft black rifle case. Suspect walks through all three 
floors, shooting several students and faculty inside the classrooms 
and hallways of the building.”  
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GUN CASE WITH SLING AND AMMUNITION POCKETS 

Chris McKenna, who encountered Cruz loading his weapon, 
described the gun case as resembling a “guitar case” but only saw 
it for a fraction of a second. Let’s examine the description of the 
gun case given by Medina and David Taylor another Campus 
Monitor:  
 
MEDINA: “It didn’t look like a gun bag just looked like a nice size, 
kind of like a duffle bag you know what I mean and a lot of kids at 
the school bring those bags for JROTC and they carry their little 
thing color guard.” 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLc18WKu9pU 
 

Why “gun bag” instead of gun case? It wasn’t a duffle bag 
“but was kind of like a duffle bag.” 

 
TAYLOR: “I looked down towards the East Side of the building and 
I saw a young man in a red burgundy shirt, Douglas shirt, said 
JROTC, carrying about a 3 foot long duffle bag, hand held duffle 
bag.” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyEkBmeCbto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLc18WKu9pU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLc18WKu9pU
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A Smith & Wesson MP-15 is about 40 inches in total length. 
But as we shall see the minute David Taylor saw Cruz with the rifle 
case, even before Cruz started firing, he headed for a closet. 
Medina: 

 
He got out of the car that was keeping him from 
my golf cart you know to the left. There was no 
communication with the driver or anything. The 
only reason I noticed it was because the car 
stopped then I saw him exit the car. He just got out 
like that he pulled out he came he's walking head 
down got a black bag in his hand here and kept like 
a back pack. Burgundy shirt black pants that he's 
got his head down he's walking in a black hat 
burgundy top black pants long pants so at that time 
I'm gonna be here he's coming in like over here so 
and then he start and he's bee-lining. He's got a 
little speed on he's coming across yeah because 
this is the parking lot in the building where he 
entered it was like over here so I'm like over here 
and he entered the gate this way so he's bee-
lining. 

 
In November 2018 the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 

School Public Safety Commission made this revelation concerning 
Andrew Medina. The Sun Sentinel reported:  
 

Medina recognized but didn’t stop Cruz when he 
came on campus the day of the massacre. When 
Cruz exited an Uber car and walked on campus, 
Medina immediately recognized what he was 
carrying as a rifle bag, a fact that emerged for the 
first time during Wednesday’s commission 
meeting. But despite his awareness that a teen he 
knew to be trouble was walking onto campus with 
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a rifle bag, Medina failed to call a CODE RED, an 
alarm of “imminent danger” that would have 
required everyone on campus to hold in place. 
Medina was just a few feet away from Building 12, 
where the shooting was beginning. Despite hearing 
the gunshots, he still did not call the CODE RED. By 
the time another campus monitor, Elliot Bonner, 
called a CODE RED, Cruz had been shooting for 
more than three minutes.” 

 

 
 

 
Medina was questioned by the Broward Sheriff’s Office: 
 
DETECTIVE DEMOSTHENES: So he had one bag? 
 
MEDINA: He had one bag in the right hand. He had a - 
 
DETECTIVE DEMOSTHENES: And a back pack? 
 
MEDINA: And a back pack, yeah.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLc18WKu9pU
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DETECTIVE DEMOSTHENES: Anything sticking out of either one of 
those bags? 
 
MEDINA: No. Not that I -- not that I saw. Not that I saw. 

 
Medina saw the Miscreant enter with a Smith & Wesson MP-

15 soft assault rifle case! Medina knew exactly what Cruz was up 
to and covered this up by claiming he saw him enter with a duffle 
bag. Medina knew what Cruz was about: 

 
He was one of those kids that in was rebellious you 
know he had 666 on his book bag he had the 
Jewish swastika yeah all that crazy stuff today they 
got rid of him out of the school. They were 
withdrew him out of the school because we had 
issues you know. All the signs were there, so they 
got rid of him. And once I saw him come on -- but 
the only thing that -- that I didn't -- I didn't really 
go crazy about gun or something, because he had 
a pretty big bag in his hand. It looked like a gun 
bag. Just looked like a nice sized kind of like a 
duffel bag. You know what I mean? And a lot of 
kids at the school bring those bags for JROTC and 
they carry their little thing. Color guard, that they 
flip up kind of thing, they always come on with 
those kind of bags, so. But when he started 
running -- 

 
DETECTIVE GALINDEZ: You knew something. 
 
Medina: I knew -- I already knew –  
 

So until Cruz started running Medina believed the duffle bag 
might have contained JROTC gear and even though he knew Cruz 
had been expelled from MSDHS he was given permission to 
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attend the program. What a load of shit in light of the Richard 
Rossman recording. 
 

Medina knew upfront, before anyone else, that an assault 
weapon was in that gun case and Cruz was going to use it to 
commit mass murder. Medina then made a conscious decision to 
do all he could to make sure Cruz’s attack was a success. Medina 
was either a spontaneous accomplice i.e. Medina took advantage 
of a situation to get revenge on the school and its students or a 
co-conspirator. Medina decided to give Cruz enough time to carry 
out his deed at the school that Medina hated. Before the event 
Cruz searched the internet to learn how long it takes police to 
respond to a school shooter. Cruz’s online behavior were shared 
with the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety 
Commission.  

 
The first phase of Medina’s facilitation included not 

confronting Cruz, not tackling Cruz, not even asking “Where are 
you going, Nick?” not following Cruz into the building though 
Medina said Cruz broke into a run just before Cruz entered. 
Medina had intercepted Cruz trespassing on a previous occasion 
and apprehended him and escorted him off campus without 
fearing he had a concealed weapon as he claimed he believed he 
had on February 14, 2018. The preponderance of evidence 
indicates that Medina acted out of malice not cowardice. 
 
THE BACK PACK 
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Cruz, who was wearing a back pack, had been barred from 

bringing a back pack on campus, in fact he had been barred from 
the campus altogether after being expelled a fact of which 
Medina said he was well aware of. “Cruz stated that he brought 
additional loaded magazines to the school campus and kept them 
hidden in a back pack until he got on campus to begin his assault.” 
Medina stated Cruz was carrying a black duffel bag and wearing a 
black back pack. Look at the size of the back pack. It was big 
enough to contain an IED. Students have told Local 10 TV News 
that ammunition had been found in Cruz’s back pack and that was 
one of the reasons he was expelled. “We were told last year that 
he wasn’t allowed on campus with a back pack on him,’ said math 
teacher Jim Gard, who taught Cruz. ‘There were problems with 
him last year threatening students, and I guess he was asked to 
leave campus.’ Administrators at MSD considered Cruz enough of 
a threat that one teacher said a warning was emailed to staff 
saying Cruz shouldn’t be allowed on the campus. “We were told 
last year that Cruz wasn’t allowed on campus with a back pack on 
him,’ said Gard, who taught Cruz. ‘There were problems with him 

https://www.local10.com/news/parkland-school-shooting/school-considered-shooting-suspect-potential-threat-year-before-massacre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU760_PUsf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAUPvC8EDG0&feature=youtu.be
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last year threatening students, and I guess Cruz was asked to 
leave campus.’ Students said one reason Cruz was expelled was 
that bullets were discovered in his back pack. 

 

 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLc18WKu9pU
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INA CANTONE stated: 
 

I'm not sure if this is the reason why he got 
expelled, but I know it was because he would bring 
weapons in his backpack. And he, also, had gotten 
into a huge fight as well. I heard from the school, 
because he wasn't allowed to bring backpacks 
anymore, cause he would threaten teachers and 
kids. 

 
The Miscreant's Engineering teacher, Sandra Reenie stated:  
 
Q. Okay. Alright and you stated what kind of backpack would 
have? Anything did it stand out or was it just typical student 
backpack?  
 
A. At one typical student you know like the I think he did have a 
camouflage looking type of backpack at one point; then he didn't 
have a backpack then he had like a drawstring thingy; then he 
wasn't allowed to bring his backpack on campus at one point.  
 
Q. Oh why was that why not?  
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A. I didn't ask we got an email from the Assistant Principal saying 
if Nicholas Cruz is seen with any type of backpack to please alert 
security.  
 
Q. And when was that? That was year?  
 
A. That was school year.  
 
Q. Before he ended up leaving the school?  
 
A. Before they got him out yeah. And I think that might have been 
after the fight when they were trying to get the paperwork in 
order to move him to the center. Yeah and then I saw him come in 
with a Publix plastic bag so I called security and they told me to 
send him up to the front you know and when he came back they… 
I talked to Mr. Moore for later and he said oh it was his lunch.  
 

This interview proves beyond a doubt that the minute 
Medina saw Cruz walk in the school with even just a back pack, 
forget the gun case, Medina at the very least, should have called 
School Resource Deputy Scot Peterson. Medina recognized Cruz 
immediately and could have nipped this thing in the bud by 
confronting Cruz the minute Cruz exited the Uber with the gun 
case and back pack. Medina: 
 

He got out of the car that was keeping him from 
my golf cart you know to the left. There was no 
communication with the driver or anything. The 
only reason I noticed it was because the car 
stopped then I saw him exit the car. 

 
Medina’s golf cart was directly in Cruz’s bee-line path to the 

school and the Uber door brushed against it through the chain link 
fencing when Cruz exited. Medina: 
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He just got out like that. He pulled out. He's 
walking head down got a black bag in his hand 
here and kept like a back pack. Burgundy shirt 
black pants that he's got his head down he's 
walking in. [He is wearing] a black hat burgundy top 
black pants. Long pants. So at that time I'm over 
here. He's coming in, like, over here. So he's -- and 
then he started – and he's beelining. He's got a 
little speed on him. He's coming across yeah 
because this is the parking lot in the building where 
he entered it was like over here so I'm like over 
here and he entered the gate this way so he's bee-
lining. So he's coming onto school campus. 

 

 
 

 
MEDINA ALLOWS THE MISCREANT TO ENTER BUILDING 

1200 OF MSDHS UNHINDERED 

DETECTIVE GALINDEZ: And you said once he made it into the 
building, not even a minute later you started to hear -- 
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MEDINA: Wasn't even -- I'm telling you, it wasn't even minute 
later when he got in that building that I heard the first bang, bam.  

• Cruz picked up his pace and moved toward building 1200 with a 
purpose, according to Medina. Medina stopped his cart at the 
northeast corner of the administration building and watched Cruz 
enter building 1200. 
 
• After approximately 17 seconds Medina then drove toward 
building 1200 and heard the first rounds fired within the building. 

 
CRUZ AND MEDINA CAN BE SEEN IN THE BACKGROUND? 

 
• Medina radioed that “suspicious noises” were coming from 
inside of building 1200, but still did not call a CODE RED. Medina 
turned back south and headed to find other help.  
 
• Greenleaf said in his interviews that he heard Campus Monitor 
Medina’s transmissions on the radio in which Medina notified 
Campus Monitor Taylor about a suspicious person (Cruz) on 
campus. Greenleaf said he also heard subsequent radio 
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transmissions by Medina about a weird sound from Building 
1200. 
 
Medina continued under oath: 

 
So he's coming down the school campus on 
Homburg Road okay so he's I know okay so he's 
just south the Homburg walking on the campus 
through the bike rack gate so he starts coming. 
He's bee-lining he's got his head down he's on a 
mission you know he's on a mission he’s working 
with a purpose he's walking with a purpose. So I'm 
-- and I'm peeping. So I got on the golf cart and I 
whoop and I come around this way back around, 
you know, to the loop of the school because I can 
get in through this gate that's over here. So I'm 
coming this way and he's right here. By the time I 
get over here, I see him. He's picking up more 
speed. I gotta go – so when I see him pick up more 
speed, I quickly call my security guard guy who's in 
the 1200 building and I said, um, Taylor, Coach 
Taylor, got a suspicious subject on campus. When 
he walked on like right [in front of me] when he 
walked on and I saw him with the hat down and he 
came to golf cart and he was walking beeline and 
I got to look right here and he gave me the look 
like he looked back at me to see if you know why I 
was there and once he looked I was like bing! I 
knew it as soon as I saw I said that’s Nick. 

 
Cruz came to the golf cart! He walked right in front of it. 

There was nothing stopping Medina from getting off his golf cart 
and preventing this tragedy except the evil in his heart and his sick 
sadistic desires. 
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So I got on the golf cart and I move and I come 
around this way back you know to the loop of the 
school is because I can get in through this gate 
that's over here so I'm coming this way he's right 
here by the time I get over here I see him he's 
picking up more speed. He sees my golf cart and 
he runs he starts running to the building inside the 
building right when he sees it he starts running 
inside the building I'm naive I'm kind of chasing 
him to go get you know I don't like pull up in front 
of the building to go in and see what he's kinda of 
doing. 

Medina says Cruz ran away the minute he saw him yet he 
didn’t follow up and go after him. He is on a mission. A combat 
operation assigned to a person or military unit. Medina knew all 
along there was going to be a mass murder. Case 0:18-CV-61577 
United States District Court Southern District of Florida: 

 
Defendant Medina watched Shooter walk in and 
described it as a “B-line” as though “he was on a 
mission” so he tried to drive a golf cart to Shooter, 
but that only made Shooter pick up the speed.  

 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. He was hurrying, looked like was trying to get on campus, yes, 
on his way to do something; right? 

A. On his way to do something, yes. 

Q. And you weren't aware of any school function he may have 
been going to attend; were you? 

A. I wasn't at that moment, no. 
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Q. And he was not an MSD student at that time? 

A. I wasn't aware at that time. 

Q. But he was not; right? 

A. I wasn't aware at that time. 

Q. So let's recap about what you did or didn't tell your coworkers 
on the radio. We talked about that. Would you agree that you 
weren't completely honest with your coworkers when you 
announced what you did on the radio? 

THE WITNESS: I gave them the information as I gave them. I was 
honest with the information that they gave -- that I gave. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Well, you knew more relevant information about who it was 
and what he was doing and what you believed than you reported 
on that radio; didn't you? 

THE WITNESS I just reported what I saw on the radio. I wasn't 
speculating on anything that he was going to do or not. 
 

Q. Right. But we addressed this moments ago how on the one 
hand you said on the radio, suspicious guy heading your way with 
a black bag or black bag; right? That's what you said? 

A. With a black bag, yes. 

Q. Versus what you actually did know that you don't dispute here 
today, which is that it's a kid beelining, looks like he's on a 
mission, doesn't has no apparent -- looks like he doesn't want to 
be stopped, he's hurrying, and he's on his way to do something, 
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head down, beelining, on a mission, walking with a purpose, black 
pants, maroon shirt, hat, black hat, looks to be a backpack and a 
rifle bag; you don't say any of that stuff? You didn't say any of the 
stuff I just identified as what you saw? 
 
A. On the radio I said he had a black bag. 

Q. So my question again is you knew more relevant information 
than you conveyed on the radio? 

 THE WITNESS: At what point? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Relevant at the moment you saw it. 

A. I saw it. I reported it. I said he had a black bag, suspicious kid on 
campus. For all the details that you said, his head down, the black 
the bag, I said, suspicious kid on campus. 
 
Q. When did you say, black hat, head down, beelining? 

 A. I said that's why I said, suspicious kid on campus. 

Q. So suspicious kid on campus to you is the same as head down, 
beelining, on a mission, crazy boy? 

A. Yes. Because, if not, it would be kid on campus. I think the word 
suspicious would speak for itself.  

Q. We just went over the limited information you gave on the 
radio, suspicious person carrying a black bag. Do you agree that 
giving only that information and not the greater detail you knew 
was likely to result in injury or death to someone at school? 

THE WITNESS: I don't believe any more description that I would 
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have gave, any colors or shirts or anything else, would have 
stopped anything that he was doing that day. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. No, but it would have given an opportunity for other people to 
do something. 

A. No -I'm not going to speculate. 

Q. If you told Bonner, the Vietnam veteran, hey, it's crazy boy, the 
kid we had a meeting about, heading to the school with what 
looks like a rifle bag.  
 
 A. I didn't know he was crazy boy time. By the time I realized that 
it was crazy boy or someone that I had interactions with, he was 
inside the building. 

Later on in the Deposition: 

Q. He's got his head down. He's on a mission you know. He's on a 
mission. You said that; correct? 

 A. Yes, explaining -- explaining what I saw. 

Q. Right. That was accurate, too; right? 

Yes.  

Q. On a mission, like beelining, is your way of expressing that he is 
hurrying with an obvious look of a goal of where he's going; 
correct? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. That's what you meant to describe detectives; he's got a goal, 
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he's going? 

THE WITNESS; Like most kids do when they come off campus or 
they've been off campus and they get back on campus, they 
usually run back to try to get inside the school or try to do 
whatever. 
 
 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. But that's not what this was for you? 

A. That's exactly what it was for me. 

Q. Oh, so when we watch that audio, and play it shortly, you're 
describing this kid being a mission and beelining and head down 
to describe just any old kid like anyone else coming in after 
school? 

A. Well, I was 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Yes? Is that what you meant to suggest? 

A. I was describing that five hours after the incident happened, 
after everything was going on, after the after fact of all the things 
that were happening at that time. I was giving them a description 
of what I saw with the emotions that I had. At the time that I saw 
him, all I saw him was just moving onto the campus at a high rate 
of speed. 
 
Q. Okay. So let's -- let's make sure you're trying to express here. 
So when -- because I'm a little confused about what you just 
testified to, so I just want to see if I understand it. Because 
moments ago you said when you're describing that he's beelining 
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and on a mission, that it's like any other kid coming in after school 
and going to where they're going. 
 
A. When kids skip class or they leave campus and they try to get 
back on campus, they usually get on and they run back to get on 
campus -- so they're not caught. 

Q. So is that what you're suggesting to detectives that that's what 
Cruz was doing?  

A. At that time I was explaining to them just the movements that 
he had at that time. 

Q. I get that and I'm asking is that what you want the detectives to 
come away with, that it's like a kid coming back after skipping a 
class? 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. What you're describing to these detectives with this kid's 
movements, are you suggesting to these detectives that he's just 
like a kid that skipped class and coming back on campus? Is that 
what the meaning you're trying to get across? 

A. I didn't suggest to them anything how they took it. I was just 
explaining to them what I saw. 

 Q. Right. And what I -- what I'm asking is what meaning are you 
trying to get across to them, that Cruz is acting just like any kid 
that skipped class and coming back on campus? 

A.  Yes. 

Q.  Not like this is the kid that's going to shoot up the school? 
You're not expressing this to the detectives what type of conduct 
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this kid is exhibiting so that the detectives understood knew that 
he was up to no good? 

THE WITNESS: Did not I did not express that 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. That's not what the meaning you wanted to get across to those 
detectives? 

A. No. I was just letting them know that he was on coming on 
campus and he had a high rate of speed. 

Q. All right. So up to this point, which is Page 14, you have told us 
under oath that everything you said up to Page 14 was accurate, 
remains accurate, and you didn't have all this emotion affect your 
ability to testify honestly and without committing perjury; right? 

 MR. HENRY: Objection to form. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Right? 

MR. HENRY: Wait. Stop. Do not -- do not is that -- is this the whole 
question? 

MR. BRILL: Yeah, yeah. 

MR. HENRY: I'm going to object to the question. 

MR. BRILL: Okay. 

MR. HENRY: He hasn't seen the whole thing. 

THE WITNESS: Yeah. 
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MR. HENRY: I'm going to instruct him not to answer. 

THE WITNESS: I don't understand the question. 

MR. BRILL: You can't instruct him not to answer. 

MR. HENRY: I'm actually going to instruct not to -- I'm going to 
instruct him not to answer. 

MR. BRILL: On what grounds? 

MR. HENRY: On -- at the moment on 5th Amendment grounds, 
given the fact that you mentioned perjury. 

MR. BRILL: Oh, that might be the best advice you can give him. 

MR. HENRY: So on Fifth Amendment Grounds I am going to 
instruct him not to answer. 

MR. BRILL: Love it. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Okay. So let's go there  to these detectives; is that correct? 

A.  I'm going not to answer on the grounds Amendment grounds. 

MR. BRILL: And for short, we with Fifth. 

MR. HENRY: Okay. 

MR. BRILL: Is that okay with you? 

MR. HENRY: Sure. 

BY MR. BRILL:  
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Q. Okay. So when you testified to the detectives under oath that 
he -- Cruz was beelining and on a mission, that's different than 
what you're trying to tell the jury and the judge you saw today; 
correct? 
 
MR. HENRY: You can answer. 

THE WITNESS: Yes 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Okay. So you lied to the detectives, right, about saying he was -
- Cruz was beelining on a mission; correct? 

A. Didn't lie to the detectives, no. I was just explaining to them the 
rate of speed that he coming on the campus with. 

Q. You were plainly expressing that Mr. Cruz was beelining and on 
a mission to -- to serve notice that you understood that this kid 
was a threat to the campus and you knew it right then and there, 
that's what you told the detectives; correct? 
 
THE WITNESS: No, sir. 

 The only evidence there is that Medina tried to drive a golf cart 
toward Cruz relies on his word. What Medina did in reality was 
just sit there and text other Security people about Cruz’s full 
name which Medina ended up supplying to them.  

 
In reviewing Medina’s interviews, he indicates that he 

pursued Cruz the entire time but was just not able to reach him in 
time. A review of the surveillance video paints a different picture. 
At 2:21:11, Medina drove north on the east side of Building 8, 
toward the parking lot north of Building 8, and east of Building 
1200. The cart began to slow immediately and by 2:21:13 the cart 
had come to a complete stop. The cart remained stationary for 15 
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seconds until 2:21:28. During that time Medina was seated on the 
cart facing generally north. Cruz entered Building 1200 at 2:21:16. 
In his interview with MSD-PSC investigators, Medina was shown 
this surveillance footage and asked “Why is it you aren’t still 
going after Cruz? There’s somebody coming on the campus who 
shouldn’t be there who you know as crazy boy.” Medina said that 
he had already radioed ahead to Taylor making him aware of the 
intruder “…like we usually do.” Medina went on to describe how 
he was conflicted about what to do, he said, “So, I'm 
contemplating to myself should I go and go see what's going on or 
should I just stay out and do my job out in the front of the thing. 
So, look, took about 10, 15 seconds until I said, well, I'm going to 
go and start headed that way to where, you know, where he went 
in to go see if Taylor needed any help.” In contrast, toward the 
end of his interview with BSO, Medina made several statements 
that indicate Medina had a concern that something more 
dangerous than a mere intruder was taking place: 

 
• “Something inside me told me not to approach him” 
 
• “Report like…do what we’ve been taught…report it.” 
 
• “Just let him go, and report it and make sure your boy 

inside (Coach Taylor) is good…I called him on the radio, ‘Coach 
Taylor, be careful because a suspicious kid’s coming inside that 
building.’” 

 
Q. You then continue “but then something – right when I was 
pulling up in the golf cart and he looked back, something was, like, 
just let him go and report it and make sure your boy inside is 
good. So that's when I got on the radio and say, hey, suspicious 
guy.  That's what you said; right? 
 
A. Yeah, I said that. But this is still, there's a lot of information that 
I didn't give onto to give more substance to what was going on 
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there. I just gave as much information I could at that time. 

 Q. And your boy was Coach Taylor; right? 

A. Inside the building, yes, sir. 

Q. So your concern was to make sure Taylor was okay? Right? 

A. My concern was for Coach Taylor to observe the individual to 
see if we could figure out what was going on. 

 Q. You said, just let him go make sure your boy inside is good. 
When you say, your boy inside is good, you mean you want to 
make sure your boy inside is alerted so when this kid crazy boy 
comes in, David Taylor is  not in the crosshairs? 

THE WITNESS: Objection. That's not -that's nowhere near -- 
nowhere near what I thought. I radioed in. I never told him to run. 
I never told him to hide. I just told go check out the scene what 
was going on. If I knew he had a gun and if I knew all of that, I 
would have told him, run, run, hide, hide, there's somebody with 
a gun. 
 
BY MR. BRILL:  

Q. You just got finished telling these detectives that you didn't 
want to be the guy to confront Cruz because you were afraid out 
a gun, he might kill you, something inside, said, kept me from 
going to get him; right? 
 

THE WITNESS: Sir, I was too far away to go get him anyway. I was 
about 50 yards away from him anyway. I was too far away. I 
couldn't go run and catch him. I couldn't chase him. I'm not 
Superman to be able to fly over the gates. I was too far away from 
him anyway. I was just giving the detectives an example and 
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giving them as much information I can of the situation at hand 
after the fact of everything that was going on and what I been 
through. 
 

• “I really wish I would have stopped him before and we 
would have saved all those…but there wasn’t really anything I 
could do about that. I was just doing my job of what they trained 
us to do.” 

 
• “I don’t know if he had a handgun. Maybe he could have 

had a handgun in the pocket.” 
 
School surveillance video confirmed that at 2:21:28, Medina 

continued to drive north and out of sight of any cameras. Based 
on where he would reappear on the cameras seconds later, it is 
known that Medina did indeed continue in the general direction 
of the east doors of Building 1200. From where Medina was 
located at approximately 2:21:32, he would have been in a 
position to see student Chris McKenna sprinting from the east 
side of Building 1200 after he had just seen Cruz with a rifle. Cruz 
began to fire at 2:21:38, and at 2:21:42 Medina’s golf cart was 
seen quickly driving south from the east side of Building 1200 
toward the walkway between buildings 7 and 8. 

 
Cruz: 
 

Alright so here's the plan. I'm gonna go take Uber 
in the afternoon before two forty. From there I'll 
go into the to school campus walk up the stairs 
unload my bags and get my AR and shoot people 
down  

 
Cruz had originally planned to go up to the second floor and 

unload his back pack and gun case and take out his AR type rifle 
and shoot people. This would provide more cover than the first 
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floor stairwell. But what happened was Medina saw Cruz with 
what Medina described as a “duffle bag” heading for the 1200 
building. Medina failed to follow Cruz and confront him as to what 
he was doing back on Campus or better yet give chase and tackle 
and apprehend Cruz: instead of following him into the building 
after Cruz broke into a run just before he got inside, Medina 
radioed David Anthony Taylor an unarmed Campus Monitor. 
Medina told the BSO he thought Cruz was armed. If he really 
believed this and it was not an excuse for his facilitation of the 
event, Medina was trying to get Taylor killed, which is unlikely. 
But when Cruz realized Medina was not going to follow him inside 
he prepared for the mass murder of innocents in the first floor 
stairwell. 

 

 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35mDJ40_REM&t=24s
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MEDINA’S EXCUSE FOR ALLOWING CRUZ TO ENTER 
WAS THAT HE BELIEVED CRUZ HAD CONCEALED 
HANDGUN ON HIS PERSON  
 
• Medina admitted he did not approach Cruz because he thought 
Cruz may have had a handgun that was easily accessible. 
 

 This was what Andrew Medina claims he first thought when 
he saw Nikolas Cruz get out of an Uber on February 14, 2018 as 
told under oath to the Broward County Sherriff’s Office:  

 
You know if I would have….[stopped him from 
entering] there was nothing really I can do after 
that for that, I did what I had to do. [I had to exact 
revenge on the school] You know I wasn't… 
[afraid?] You know, if I would have --there's 
nothing really I can do after that. I did what I had to 
do, you know. I wasn't -- something told me don't 
want to approach him, you know. Like, I don't 
know if -- I don't know if he had a handgun. 
Maybe he could have had a handgun in a pocket. 
And if that gate wasn’t open I'm first one dead cuz 
I'm out front so if he can't get in through there he 
gonna come in front so I would have been dead he 
would killed everybody in the office cuz there's 
only one way in here I’m the first one he see so 
he's would’ve come in he would laid me out he 
would have walked in the building. He went into 
the side the 1200 building and those buildings 
those doors are unlocked those are the main 
entrance to the building so you can't really lock 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35mDJ40_REM&t=24s
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those gates so kids can't get in yeah and we don't 
have the personnel to put right one guy on one 
side one guy on the other side. So it was one of 
those situations that I did down to the “T” of 
everything that I saw and everything that I heard. 

MR. BRILL 

Q. What's the purpose of having the gate unlocked? 

A. Not enough manpower to be able to do all the duties that I had 
to do and open up all the gates as well. So a lot of the gates would 
open up a lot earlier so the manpower could cover two areas at 
one time. 
 
Q. So you knew, though, that in a correct situation, the 
appropriate situation, that gate should have been locked; correct? 
 
THE WITNESS: No, I -- I open up those gates those gates have 
been opening up at those times for many years, even when I was 
not there. 
 
Q. What did you say? Read it out loud “that's down down to the T 
of everything that I saw and that I heard.” You didn't say 
anywhere in there say that it's mashed up in your mind or you're 
confused or you're emotional or anything like that? 
 
A. Because at that time I was confused and I was in a different 
state of mind at that time. So there wasn't a reason for me to tell 
them that. I was -- that's just what it was, talking about five hours 
after one of the most worst mass shootings in the country. 
 
Q. Yeah, but you didn't know it at the time? 
 
A. I heard all the shots. I knew there was a lot of shots going on. I 
know there was something serious that happened. We're talking 
about after the fact. 
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Q. Yes, we are. Five hours and some odd minutes; correct? Right? 

A. I think that's what it is, yes. 

 
 

 
 
Medina told the BSO he believed Cruz had a concealed 

handgun on his person so that was why he didn’t stop him. But 
unless the gun was a very small caliber there was no way Cruz 
could have concealed it. He was just wearing a JROTC shirt and a 
pair of light weight pants and did not have a jacket on. There 
would have been a bulge near the waistband. 

 
Remember: when Cruz trespassed on another occasion 

Medina didn’t worry whether he was packing, and escorted him 
out without filing a report. Medina made reference to it in his 
testimony “All the signs were there, so they got rid of him. And 
once I saw him come on -- but the only thing that -- that I didn't -- 
I didn't really” and this was corroborated by a teacher.  
 
SANTIAGO CUELLAR: 
 
Q. Okay. And after he got expelled something occurred, what 
happened with the teacher? 
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A. Someone brought him up in our class in that engineering class 
and our teacher said ‘yeah I saw Nikolas recently like a week 
ago.’ And he was just walking on campus and I knew he wasn't 
supposed to be there because he had been expelled and he was 
going to an alternative school and I asked him what are you 
doing here, Nick and he said - I don't know the exact response he 
gave but he said something along the lines of I don't know, I 
have to go do something. And then a security guard came by 
with his walkie-talkie going off like we have to get him, he's on 
campus. 

 
Q. Do you recall the teacher that confronted him about being on 
campus? 

 
A. The same engineering teacher Sandra Rennie. Then that's the 
last that I heard of that incident. 
 
SANDRA RENNIE corroborated it:  
 
Q. Alright and then the first day of school this year he came on 
campus? You saw him? You reported that Nick's here? They 
security took care of him?  
 
A. Yes.  
 
Q. But there was no incident that you know of?  
 
A. No.  
 
Q. And he was just talking he was mixed in a group of kids?  
 
A. Yeah with a backpack and uh his you know I think a dark green 
hoodie or something but. He told me he was back - - -  
 
Q. Back to school?  
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A. Yeah.  
 
Q. Back on campus?  
 
A. I said hey Nick, I said you're back? And he said yeah; I'm back, I 
said okay ha, ha, I said see you soon.  
 
Q. But and then that was the last you saw him?  
 
A. Yep. Never saw him after that no. 
 

The Curcio BSO report: 
 
Another ex-teacher of Nikolas Cruz, Sandra Rennie was 

interviewed and gave a sworn statement to Detective Metz. She 
advised that she taught Nikolas Cruz in an Engineering class and 
that Cruz wore camouflaged clothing and told her that he wanted 
to go into the military. Rennie stated that Cruz on several 
occasions complained that he could not search websites for guns 
while in school due to the school server and once intentionally 
destroyed a group class project belonging to other students 
because he was mad. Rennie stated that Cruz also liked to view 
"gory" pictures on the internet to the point where one student 
Santiago Cuellar asked for-his desk to be moved away from Cruz 
because he was “creepy” Rennie stated that on the day of the 
shooting she was in the 700 building but did not see the gunman 
and only heard the gunfire. For further information see the 
recorded statement of Sandra Rennie and the supplement report 
of Detective Metz. 
 
(no mention of the earlier Cruz trespass)  

 
Santiago Cuellar was interviewed and gave a sworn 

statement to PBSO Detective Jamie and FBI Agent Sarah Halleran. 
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In that statement Cuellar stated that he felt Nikolas Cruz was a 
"strange kid” who made him feel uneasy. Cuellar stated that he 
had an engineering class with Cruz and that Cruz used you access 
his school computer to do searches such as 666 and look up 
disturbing images and searches on "how to make a nail bomb” 
Cuellar stated that once he had a conversation with Cruz where 
Cruz advised that he was happy about the "Pulse Night Club 
Shooting" with Cruz stating that he was "so glad they killed all 
those gay people.” Cuellar stated that Cruz used to have a 
swastika on his backpack and would sometimes refer to "White 
Power” and that once Cruz showed him a picture of a rifle on his 
phone. Cuellar stated that once Cruz was expelled from MSDHS 
he learned that Sandra Rennie had caught him trespassing on 
school ground and notified security at the school. 

 
Medina could have gotten off his golf cart, run after Cruz 

from behind, grabbed Cruz before he could pull the handgun 
which Medina later claimed he believed Cruz had concealed on his 
person, the gun was just an excuse for his deliberate inaction.  

 
As for why Cruz’s first trespass was not reported, the Sun 

Sentinel has the answer:  
 

From rapes to arsons to guns, Florida’s school 
districts are hiding countless crimes that take place 
on campus, defying state laws and leaving parents 
with the false impression that children are safer 
than they are. Many serious offenses and even 
minor ones are never reported to the state as 
required, an investigation by the South Florida Sun 
Sentinel found. A staggering number of schools 
report no incidents at all — no bullying, no 
trespassing, nothing. 

 

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-ne-florida-school-crime-reporting-20181127-story.html#nws=true
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-ne-florida-school-crime-reporting-20181127-story.html#nws=true
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The state largely takes the districts at their word, 
and state law provides no penalties for 
administrators who allow the lies to continue. 
Several districts pledged to change their ways only 
when confronted by journalists. No one told the 
state after a registered sex offender trespassed at 
the Deane Bozeman School in Panama City in 2016. 
Or that police charged a woman in 2014 with trying 
to choke and kidnap a student at Eccleston 
Elementary in Orlando. Or that a drunk Tampa Bay 
man brought a Glock pistol to a Seminole High 
football game in 2015 and threatened to shoot a 
teacher. Even murder has been ignored. A student 
at Coral Gables Senior High got a 40-year prison 
sentence for a fatal stabbing in 2009, a case that 
attracted national attention, but the Miami-Dade 
County school district never reported it to the 
state.  

 
The Collaborative Educational Network of Tallahassee 

reported: “On February 8, 2017, the student withdrew from 
Stoneman. He did not return to the campus until the day of 
incident, just over one year later.”  

 
 If Medina really believed Cruz was armed why didn’t Medina 

call 911 on the same cell phone I reached him at and say there 
was an armed crazy kid loose on campus? Why didn’t Medina 
send a radio message to the Broward Sheriff’s Office? Why didn’t 
Medina radio the armed School Resource Officer, Deputy Scot 
Peterson? Why did Medina radio an unarmed Campus Monitor 
instead and report a “suspicious” person heading his way, not an 
armed and dangerous one, when Medina believed, according to 
his testimony, Cruz had a hand gun in his pocket. It makes no 
sense unless Medina the Maggot wanted to see it happen and 
cooked up this excuse for his inaction. Medina said he was going 
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by his training which told him to report it, radio it in, but who did 
he radio it into? Not the BSO or Peterson but to another campus 
monitor! Even if Medina didn’t know that there was a chopper in 
that “duffel bag” by his own admission Medina thought Cruz had 
a handgun concealed in his pocket and was an armed intruder. 
But Medina refused to call in a CODE RED which would have 
brought a massive police response. Then Medina heard sounds of 
gunshots reverberating through the school from the building Cruz 
had scurried into with his gun case that Medina had decided to 
mask as the sound of firecrackers exploding.  

 
The handgun story was made up after the event to account 

for Medina not having confronted Cruz. His fiction further 
incriminated Medina since he failed to radio anyone his belief that 
the subject might have been armed and dangerous and on the 
loose in the school. If Medina immediately believed Cruz was 
packin’ a pistol in his pocket and was armed and dangerous so 
why couldn’t Cruz have had an assault weapon in the gun case? 
So keep in mind the story, true or false, that Medina believed Cruz 
was armed and Medina was not in the mood to get aired out that 
morning still incriminates him for not warning others. The Sun 
Sentinel: 

 
Although Medina didn’t think Cruz was armed, 
something told him not to approach him. Medina 
instead relied on his training: “Do what we’ve been 
taught. Report it.” “Because I was ready to go get 
him. Like, I was ready to go be the guy, just go get 
him.” 

 
“So it was one of those situations that I did down to the “T” 

of everything that I saw and everything that I heard.” Medina 
decided if he played it strictly by the book and didn’t confront 
Cruz, but just reported his having entered the school to the wrong 
person there was nothing anyone could do to him for facilitating 
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Cruz’s attack. Medina, a sadistic sexual deviate, became a witting 
accomplice who used Cruz to get revenge on the students and on 
the school. Nothing in Medina’s training instructed him NOT to 
stop a school shooting if it was within his power to do so, which it 
was. Medina knew what Cruz was up to and facilitated it. In fact 
Medina might have heard from family friends who lived next door 
that a Nikolas Cruz was going around mouthing off about shooting 
up a school.  

 
Medina claimed that he suspected Cruz was carrying a hand 

gun in his pocket, which is harder for a teenager to obtain in 
Florida but not a long gun in his gun case. BS. Medina knew there 
was an automatic weapon in the gun case but the Sentinel twisted 
the truth to protect Medina:  

 
Medina radioed ahead to a fellow campus monitor 
assigned to that building to warn him that a 
suspicious kid who Medina did not suspect was 
carrying a gun in his duffel bag was heading for 
the east-side entrance. Cruz broke into a run when 
he noticed Medina coming his way on a golf cart 
“kind of chasing him. 
 

Why did Medina allow Cruz to pass in front of his golf cart 
without at least confronting Cruz and asking, “Hey where do you 
think you’re going?” Was Medina afraid of Cruz because of the 
gun case and because he believed there was a semi-automatic 
fully loaded assault weapon in it? But unless Cruz figured out a 
way to fire the weapon while it was still in the gun case Medina 
had nothing to fear. As it turned out the gun wasn’t loaded and 
Cruz had no hand gun. This had nothing to do with risking his life. 
Andrew Medina wanted to see the school get shot up! Medina is 
not a dirty coward like Broward Cowards Scot Peterson and David 
Taylor, Medina is something much worse. 
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Medina continued: “But when he started running I knew, I 
really knew” Cruz had a assault weapon in the gun case and was 
there to shoot up the school just as predicted. Medina 
immediately knew but this confirmed it. When Medina says “so 
they got rid of him and once I saw him come on….?” He stopped 
himself from saying “campus” because if he apprehended him 
before why not on St. Valentine’s Day? As stated even though 
Cruz had been expelled and barred from the campus Medina had 
seen him there before, casing the place, but failed to file a report 
after stopping Cruz.  
 
SHOTS FROM THE FOOTBALL FIELD OR “IN THE FOG OF 
WAR” 
 

Chaos reigned and somehow the football field came into play. 
 
CURCIO REPORT: “Deputy Peterson stated that he heard other 
deputies advising on the radio of students being found shot near 
the football field and thought that the gunman was possibly 
running in that direction.  
 
DEPUTY HANKS  
 
I already know that there's other cops that got there before me. I 
can see a couple of 'em, you know? Um, and the one that heard, 
the shots being fired by the football field, I couldn't tell you 
where he is, but he's probably somewhere around the football 
field. Uh, when I get out of my car, I don't know, the layout of the 
building numbers at the school. I don't know one building number 
from the next. And you got another deputy saying he hears shots 
at the football field.  
 
14:25:42 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) Dispatch: “Attention all 
units not working signal 33 (shooting) go to bravo channel for 
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regular traffic.” 17T2 (Kratz) “some students thought it was 
firecrackers, but we’re not sure, by the football fields.” 
 
JANICE M. JORDAN 
 
We were getting sporadic information of different areas of 
shooting at the school; football field, possibly the north parking 
lot, um, so we didn't have an exact location. 
 
14:25:08 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) “17T2 (Kratz) I hear 
shots by the football field, shots fired by the football field.” 
Dispatch: “Shots fired by the football field, heard.” 
 
14:25:42 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) Dispatch: “Attention all 
units not working signal 33 (shooting) go to bravo channel for 
regular traffic.” 17T2 (Kratz) “some students thought it was 
firecrackers, but we’re not sure, by the football fields.” 
 
DEPUTY BRIAN GOOLSBY 
 
 BG: -- or that I knew six days later when I wrote the report. I 
remember the initial calls that he was saying, "Shots fired," I can 
remember hearing him say that. I remember him saying Holmberg 
Road. I remember hearing football field. It may have been Kratz, 
it may have Peterson. 
 
KR: Do you remember Peterson' s -- that day, do you remember 
Peterson saying anything about building? 
 
 BG: I don't recall, um, him saying -- any of his transmissions, from 
the time that I left the building till I made it to the fence and even 
inside the gate.  
 
INSPECTOR KEITH RIDDICK 
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KR: And -- and I've interviewed Deputy Kratz, so I know that he 
had said that he, you know -- he thought it was coming from the -- 
from the football -- area of the football field. Plus, you had the 
child that had been shot in that area. (???) 
  
MEDINA REFUSED TO CALL IN A CODE RED WHICH 
WOULD HAVE BROUGHT MASSIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT 
RESPONSE 

 
• Medina stated that he believed he could not call a CODE RED 
unless he physically saw a gun or heard gunshots. 
 
• Despite hearing gunshots Medina still did not call a CODE RED. 
 
• Medina claimed that after hearing the gunshots he did not call a 
CODE RED because he was focused on getting help. 
 
• Medina advised that the first person he heard call a CODE RED 
was Campus Monitor Elliot Bonner. (Over 3 minutes after Cruz 
began shooting and after Cruz had already shot and/or killed 24 
people on the first floor) 
 
• Campus Monitor Andrew Medina was the first school employee 
to observe Cruz walk onto the MSD campus. Medina saw Cruz 
carrying a bag that was obviously a rifle bag—Medina admitted on 
video that he recognized that the bag Cruz was carrying was a rifle 
bag, and Medina identified Cruz as a threat. Medina failed to act 
appropriately by not calling a CODE RED, and that failure allowed 
Cruz to enter the Building 1200 without the building’s occupants 
being notified to implement an active assailant response (Code 
Red). Further, even after hearing gunshots Medina failed to call a 
CODE RED.  
 
• Medina met with Deputy Peterson and Security Specialist Kelvin 
Greenleaf. Medina transported Peterson and Greenleaf back to 
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building 1200. Medina stated when he was within feet of the east 
door of building 1200, he heard additional noises and realized at 
that point that the noises were gunshots. There are veracity 
issues with Medina’s post-incident statements regarding what 
he knew and what he did and did not do. 

 
There are lies here that that indicate Medina post incident 
statements confirm he had a hidden motive for not calling in a 
CODE RED. The Sun Sentinel: 

 
At the first sound of gunfire, Medina considered 
reporting an emergency code, a warning that a 
shooter was on campus. But he hesitated. He’d 
been trained not to set off a massive law 
enforcement response unless he actually saw a gun 
or shots fired. “I don’t want to be the guy who calls 
that, you know.”  

 
The protocol is not SEE a gun or see SHOTS coming out of the 

barrel. You can also call in a CODE RED based on hearing 
gunshots. Case 0:18-CV-61577 United States District Court 
Southern District of Florida: 

 
Even after hearing the first several shots ring out 
through the school’s hallways, Medina still didn’t 
call in a CODE RED because he claims he didn’t see 
a gun. This lack of training demonstrates deliberate 
indifference on the parts of Israel, Runcie and the 
County. Alternatively, a policy not allowing Medina 
to call a code unless he SEES a gun, further 
demonstrates deliberate indifference to the 
Plaintiffs. 

 
• Medina stated that he believed he could not call a CODE RED 
unless he physically saw a gun or heard gunshots. 
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After seeing Cruz run in with the AR-15 gun case and back 

pack (remember Cruz had been barred from bringing a back pack 
to school with him and was currently barred from the campus) 
then hearing shots coming from the building Cruz had run into 
Medina knew what was happening called for a massive law 
enforcement response. Back to Medina’s initial statement to 
authorities where he said he called in a CODE RED within a minute 
of hearing the gunfire. 
 

 
 

Medina stated that within a minute he heard 
gunshots and called CODE RED, indicating an 
emergency on campus. Approximately one hour 
later a subject fitting the description of the shooter 
was contacted at the 1400 block of Windham Lakes 
Blvd South, Coral Springs by Coral Springs units and 
identified as Nikolas Cruz W/M DOB: 9/24/98. 
Witness Medina responded to where Cruz had 
been located and positively identified Cruz as the 
person he observed entering the school prior to 
the shooting. 

 
Medina told the BSO: 
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Dude, I'm talking about he ran in and not even a 
minute after he was in we heard – I heard the first 
bang, like pow. And I'm like, uh-oh. Right? Like, 
what? So I got back in the golf cart and I'm starting 
to turn. I'm getting out. I'm getting out. And then I 
hear, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop. I'm going 
beeline to go get the deputy who was in the front 
of the school at his, you know so I turn round and I 
get on the radio I got suspicious noises coming out 
I don't know yet I'm not gonna say gunshots and 
you never know maybe they could be a kid hitting 
but you know. That's crazy, you know. Like kids do, 
you know. So I like say suspicious noises coming 
out of the twelve hundred building. I don't know 
what's going on. I got suspicious guy on the radio 
so when I'm coming to get the deputy he's already 
walking out of the thing like ready to come down 
so I pick him up on my golf cart and then somebody 
yells on the radio oh it sounds like fireworks and 
somebody said those ain't fireworks and once we 
get to the front by the building we hear the shots 
again pop pop pop that's when the deputy was like 
get out of here and he jumped off and he ran to his 
own way and he told me just to go back to the 
front of school. So then once I got back to the front 
of the school -- and I knew the kid. I knew the kid 
from the school from last year. We had problems --
Nikolas Cruz. I knew the kid. I couldn't -- I knew 
him. I saw him. 
 

It took Cruz 30 seconds to get into the stairwell, take off his 
back pack, put on the magazines vest, open the gun case, take the 
weapon then insert the magazine into it put the back pack back 
on while Medina sat outside on his golf cart waiting and hoping 
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for the shots to begin. When he heard them Medina knew they 
were gunshots and he knew who had fired them. 

 
Q. So I turn around and I get on the radio. go, it's suspicious noises 
coming out. I don't know yet. I'm not gonna say gunshots. You 
never know. Maybe it could be a kid hitting, you know. That's 
crazy, you know. Like kids do, you know. Is that what you said? 

A. Yes. 

Q. So I'm like, suspicious noises coming out of the building. I don't 
know what's going on. We got a suspicious guy on the radio. So 
when I'm coming to get the deputy you mean Peterson; 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And this is all what you said? 

A. At the time, yes, trying to give them much information as I can. 

Q. Is it accurate? 

A. It's as accurate mash -- it's a lot up from -- from -- from the 
pieces of the puzzle because I was trying to give them all -- all that 
information all at one time. But it's very close to being very 
accurate. I wasn't a hundred percent on my timeline. I didn't 
know I had to be a hundred percent on the timelines because that 
was after the fact. I was just giving them as much information as I 
could give at that time. 

 Q. All right. Well, up to this point haven't identified to me 
anything other than everything's accurate. So where’s -- what's 
mashed  

 MR. HENRY: Objection to form. 
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 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Have you told me up to now anything 

A. The whole -- the whole testimony is a mash-up testimony that I 
gave after. 

Q. Everything? 

A. It's all mashed up all together. There's parts there from the 
beginning, there's parts at the end that I mashed up together 
because of my brain and everything that was going on, it just kept 
-- it's just stuff just kept coming out and coming out, and when it 
came out, I was just giving it to them. It's almost like -- can I give 
you an example? Can I give you an example? Can an analogy? 

Q. I'm -- I'm dying to hear 

A. If you're watching a baseball game you're sitting up in the 
upper deck and the guy hits a home run, right, but then when you 
get home and you watch Sports Center and you find out the guy 
hit a home run off a curveball. Oh, he hit a curveball off the jack. 
Then you go tell your friend, oh, did you see the home run Barry 
Bonds hit off the curveball? You didn't know it was a curveball 
when you first initially saw it. You just knew it was a home run. 
You just saw it was gone. But once you heard it on the radio, once 
you got more information from it, you would be able to give it to 
him. And you -- and when you give the story back to your friend, 
you're not going to go, oh, it was the sixth inning, it was the 
seventh inning. You would just go, he just got the pitch and he hit 
it and it was gone. It was a curveball, a hanger. That -- that -- 
that's basically what it was. I'm giving them a whole mash-up of 
stories of stuff that I had and stuff that I heard, and I'm giving 
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them as much information as I can at that time. 

Q. See, what confused me about that is we took the break at : and 
seconds today, I asked you after every single paragraph or 
sentence that I read, is it accurate? And you said yes. never said 
any of it was mashed up yet. So what happened between the that 
all of a sudden everything in this now mashed up? 

Q. What happened at the from 12:06 to 12:24 that is mashed up 
now? 

THE WITNESS: If you go back to when we first started the 
deposition, I explained to that a lot of the -- the things that I was 
giving the officers was a mash-up of situations and occurrences 
that happened from getting information from the beginning and 
getting information from the end. I explained that you from the 
beginning. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. And I asked you each question 

 A. Both those testimonies that I gave, this one that I gave under 
oath and the one that I gave to Sergeant Rossman, just all 
information that I was giving to them as immediate as possible, as 
immediate as possible, as accurate as I could be, as honest as I 
could be at that time with the information that I was given. 

 Q. Right. And when I asked you at or before the break, was this 
paragraph accurate, this paragraph accurate, you were under 
oath then, too; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You didn't tell me anything was not accurate before the break? 

A. Because I told you before that it was mashed up. I didn't know I 
had to rephrase and tell you again. 

Q. Usually when I ask you, is it accurate, you're going to say yes or 
no. So now you were confused by the question? 

A. No, I wasn't confused. 

A. I answered question earlier that it was a mash-up. 

Q. Sure. 

A. So I thought you would have you would have remembered 
that. 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. So let's go back. Tell me what's mashed up? 

Page 1. 

MR. HENRY: It might be better to put it front of him.  

MR. BRILL: I'll do it my way.  You've got a copy. You can give it to 
him. 

MR. HENRY: Oh, I can? Okay. 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. Let's go to Page 1. 

MR. HENRY: Hold on a second. 

MR. BRILL: This is just getting better and better. 
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MR. HENRY: So let me see, one, two three, four. 

THE WITNESS: Yeah. 

MR. HENRY: It has on the top right numbers. 

THE WITNESS: Yep. 

MR. HENRY: And then he's on Page 1 he'll probably ask you page 
by page. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. And it’s your testimony at the break they didn't your lawyers 
didn't tell you to say just tell him everything was mashed up? 

MR. HENRY: Objection. 

MR. HENRY: Don't answer first don't answer that. Attorney-client 
privilege. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. I just find it very conspicuous that – and obvious that all of a 
sudden, everything that we just went over page by page that you 
said was accurate all of a sudden is all mashed up, sir. 

BRILL READS FROM TRANSCRIPT: 

Q.  “Dude, I'm talking about he ran in even a minute after he was 
in, we heard I heard the first bang, like pow. And I'm like, uh-oh. 
Right? Like, what? So I got back in the golf cart and I'm starting to 
turn. I'm getting out. I'm getting out. And then I hear, pop, pop, 
pop, pop, pop, pop. And I'm going beeline to go get the deputy 
who was in the front of -- he's in the front of the school at his, you 
know.” Accurate? 
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A. Mashed up.  

Q. This is where we left off. 

A. It's mashed up. When I was explaining story to him -- when I 
was explaining the story initially when I heard the first two pops, 
that's when I got back in my golf cart and started heading towards 
the front of the school to -- to try to get Deputy Peterson. The 
story was mashed up because when I heard the pop, pop, pop, 
pop, pops is when we were approaching the building after Deputy 
Peterson and Kelvin Greenleaf were on the cart and we were 
approaching the building, that's when I initially started hearing 
the pop, pop, pop, pop, pops. So the story is kind of mashed up. I 
was just trying to give them the story and the story is getting kind 
of all intertwined with the – with experiences and stuff that I had 
that I never through. 

Q. So your testimony now is that when you there before turning 
in your golf cart to go get Peterson and Greenleaf that you heard 
at least two pops? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. So, of course, at that moment immediately called code red; 
right? 

THE WITNESS: No, sir. At that moment I grabbed my radio and 
said, strange sounds coming out of the building. And immediately 
after me saying that, an AP got on the radio and said, sounds like 
sounds like fireworks. And then another security guard who's a 
veteran said, those aren't fireworks, those are gunshots, code red, 
immediately after, not 20 seconds after, 30 seconds after. 
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 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. But you didn't call code red? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. The person who 

A. Coach Bonner. 

Q. And what's Coach Bonner? Is he 

or -- 

A. He's a campus monitor, but also a vet, Vietnam vet. And that 
makes a lot of difference. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Because he had only heard two pops, recognized it as gunfire; 
right? 

A. I don't know where he was. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. But your -- your contention is it makes a big difference because 
Mr. Bonner heard the pop, and recognized it as gunfire; correct? 

A. I heard the pop, pops. I don't know what they heard. I just 
explained on my radio that I heard strange sounds coming out of 
the building. 

 Q. And Bonner, you're claiming, as recognized it as gunfire, where 
you claim you did not; correct? 

A. He recognized it, yes, not me. 
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Q. But who had all the information of what the pop, pops meant, 

THE WITNESS: Repeat 

BRILL: Who had the information of the Uber carrying the bag, you 
or Bonner? 

A. Me. 

Q. Who had the information that he went into the gate that he 
shouldn't have been going in at, or Bonner? 

A. Me. 

Q. Who had the information that he with his head down, you or 
Bonner? 

A. Me. 

Q. Who had the information that he like a mission, beelining, you 
or Bonner? 

A. Me. 

Q. Who had the information that he looked suspicious t you or 
Bonner? 

A. Me. 

Q. Who had the friend in the building, Mr. Taylor, to whom a 
warning was given, you or Bonner? 

A. The warning was given to everybody, just -- not just Mr. Taylor. 
When I got on the radio, the warning went to the whole school, 
not 
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Q. Suspicious person; right? 

A. -- not just to Taylor, yes. 

Q. Suspicious person? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Where was the description in the that he has a big black bag 
that could be a rifle bag? Where was that in your warning?  

 A. I didn't know it was a rifle bag. 

  BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. You thought it might be a rifle bag.  

BRILL: 

That's what you 

 

THE WITNESS: I explained it was a black bag. 

BRILL: Did you say that you thought it might be a rifle bag in that 
warning? 

THE WITNESS; On the on the radio, no. 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. And you didn't say that he was beelining on a mission in the 
message; did you? 

A. On the on the radio? 

Q. Yeah. 
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A. No, sir. 

Q. And you didn't say that he had about his description of his 
clothing or like that; did you? 

A. On the radio, no, sir. 

Q. And in issuing the suspicious person, you weren't looking to 
give the information to everyone, even though you're saying 
everyone's got a radio, you were looking to give the information 
to your friend Taylor; correct? 

A. school. He's in that building on that side of the school. 

Q. Right. So your purpose of radioing is radio Taylor and giving 
your friend Taylor the heads-up; correct? 

A. No, sir. If I wanted to do that, I would have called him on his 
cell phone. I radioed -- on the main radio because that's his side of 
the so that's where we would call. If he was on the other side of 
the school, I would have radioed the other side of the school. It's 
just -- I was just radioing in to whoever who was on that side. 
wasn't a specific, a Taylor, Taylor, he's coming in. It was just, 
suspicious kid on campus carrying a black bag. When Taylor 
responded back to me, that’s when I told Taylor which side he 
was going in on. 
 

Q. So you say in the top of Page 16, “I go, it's suspicious noises 
coming out. I don't know yet. I'm not going to say gunshots. You 
never know. Maybe it could be a kid hitting, you know. That's 
crazy, you know, like kids do, you know.” That was what you said; 
right? 

A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Hitting what? could it be? A kid doing what? 

A. We've had kids hit those - hit those staircases and stuff with -- 
with baseball bats stuff like that, making loud noises in the 1200 
building.  

Q. So I'm like, suspicious noises coming out of the 1200 building. I 
don't know what's going on. We got a suspicious guy on the radio. 
So is it your did I read that correctly? Line 6 through line 8 on page 
16?  

 A. Yes, sir. 

Q. That's what you're saying is time on the radio? 

A. This is the third time on the radio when I was letting them 
know that there was suspicious sounds coming out of the 
building. 

 Q. Okay. Now, at this point there's no doubt that the person to 
you saw is crazy boy, the guy about you had, I'm calling it a 
meeting, you call it a get-together, I don't care what we call it, but 
the year before you met and said or someone said, if anyone's 
going to shoot up the school, it's this kid; right? You knew that? 

Q. At this time with this supposed third call on the radio by you, 
you now know, because he had turned his head, that it's Cruz; 
right? 

A. No, I don't know it's Cruz at that time. 

Q. He's in the building. 

 A. Yeah, he's in the building, but I don't I don't remember Cruz 
that vaguely. I was out of the school for 11 months before that, 
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and so when I got back to the school, it was still fresh. So when I 
realize a kid and I see a kid, I recognize him from an incident that I 
had, but I'm not 100 percent who he is, 100 percent sure at that 
time. 

Q. Well, I'm going to jump ahead, because I just can't resist, to the 
next page, please. Line 

Q. Nikolas Cruz, you say, “I knew the kid. I couldn't -- I knew him. I 
saw him. When he walked Like, right when he walked -- when he 
walked on and I saw him with the hat down, and I -- and I and I 
came in the golf cart and he was walking beeline and I got to, like, 
right here and he gave me the look. Like, he looked -- he looked 
back at me to see, you know, where I was there. And once he 
looked, I was like, bing, I knew it. As soon as I saw him, I said, 
that's Nik. I didn't know his name at the time. But I'm texting all 
the security guys, who's the kid who used to wear camo masks, 
who used to wear the camo, who used to do this, who used to be 
crazy, who used to -- I'm texting all the guys to get his name so I 
can give it to the BSO. Then one of my guys says Nik. Then I went I 
went to the AP and I said, do you remember Nik? They said Nik 
Cruz. Boom. And once he said it, I knew I knew.” Did I read that 
right? 

A. Yeah. 

Q. That's what you said; right? 

A. It was a mash-up, yes. 

 Q. There's no mash up Mr. Medina at the beginning, is there?  
You're making it clear as day, are you not, sir, to these detectives 
that the moment that Cruz turned around and looked at you, you 
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knew exactly who he was?  

A. No. I was explaining to them that this was happening, I didn't 
know who it was. But as I'm explaining to them, inside I was like 
now I know who -- now I know who this kid is. I know who this is, 
like, I know who this kid is. But at that time when he was going in, 
I didn't know who it was. If I would have known who it was as 
soon as he walked on campus, I would have let the whole school 
know. I would have let everybody know that Nik Cruz -- and I 
didn't even know he wasn't allowed on school campus anyway. 

Q. Well, we'll get to that, too, because you say to the contrary 
moments later. But what you just said. Page , Line , and once he 
looked, I was like, bing, I knew it. Soon as I him, I said that's Nik. I 
didn't know his name at the time. Isn't that what you said, sir? 

A. Because I recognized a student that I had interactions with 
before. But I never thought in my hindsight mind that he was 
going to come out with a gun and shoot up the school. Never 
thought that, never, never in my mind. 

 Q. Then on , to just refute exactly just testified to, sir -- 

Q. -- look on , Line , I'm telling you I knew who the kid was. 
Because we had a meeting about him last year and we said if 
there's gonna be anybody who's gonna come to the school and 
shoot this up, it's gonna be that kid. That's what you said; right? 

A. That's what I said there, yes. But by knowing who the kid was, 
that's after the fact who I 

 knew who he was. 

That's not what you said here, sir; is 
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THE WITNESS: But that's why I said it was a mash-up, that I was 
trying to explain to them that I knew who this kid was, I just knew 
who he was, but I didn't know who he was at that time. 

MR. BRILL: 

Q. You just also testified under oath a moment ago you didn't 
even know that he was out of the 

school; right? 

A. I didn't know. 

 Q. Let's look at what you say. He had all that crazy stuff. So they -- 
they got rid of him up out of the school. They withdrew him out of 
the school because he had issues, you know. 

 
One minute later when he got in that building I 
heard the first bang Pow I heard 15 bangs. After 
the first bang, I heard at least 15 bangs after that. 
Pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop. And then pop, pop, 
pop, pop, pop. And then -- and then, like, five -- 
three sessions of like five -- five shots over. And it 
was loud. Like, you could kind of feel the 
percussion coming out of that building, the echo 
coming out of doors of the building. It was kind of 
surreal to really hear. Because to hear that noise, it 
ain't a fire cracker noise. It wasn't like somebody 
banging. It was something different. And that's 
when I really -- that's when I was like, this -- this -- 
there's something going wrong. 
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## By his own admission Medina knew it was gunshots but 
didn’t call in a CODE RED. 

But I wasn't going to yell a code black or CODE RED 
because I didn't -- I didn't actually visualize a gun 
and I didn't really see the shots. So I'm not -- you 
know, we've been doing this training at the school, 
you know. Don't yell it unless you, you actually get 
a good visual because you go code black, they 
shut the whole -- you get a million -- all those cops 
out there for nothing. Then I don't want to be the 
guy who calls that, you know. But once I heard the 
shots, I told the deputy, there's some crazy shots 
going on. Then when he heard the shots, that's 
when he was, like, we got a shooter on, on campus, 
you know. And that -- and then after that I went to 
the front and then the cops called me from the 
front. They -- go down --Of course he didn’t see the 
gun because he didn’t go into the building and 
waited outside for the shots to begin then got on 
his golf cart to pick up Peterson who was running in 
the direction of the 1200 Building and met him half 
way. 

 
“Don't yell it unless you, you actually get a good visual 

because you go CODE BLACK, they shut the whole -- you get a 
million -- all those cops out there for nothing.” A CODE BLACK is 
the evacuation of school due to bomb threat or explosion. Medina 
got a “good visual” when he saw Cruz enter with a gun case and 
backpack and then saw a student run out in a panic then heard 
gunshots. Medina didn’t want to call in a CODE RED because he 
was actively abetting the shooter. He also committed perjury with 
two conflicting statements under oath. First he said he called in a 
CODE RED then he said he did not because he was hesitant about 
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doing it. He should be indicted for perjury which is defined as two 
conflicting statements under oath.  
 
BRILL: 

 
Q. Well, Meadow was on the third floor, so were other kids that 
were killed. You didn’t give a CODE RED then; did you? 

 A. When? 

Q. When you saw Cruz go into the first floor you heard the first 
pow, pow. 

A. There was -- there was no CODE RED to call when he ran inside 
the building. I didn't see anything to call a CODE RED. He was just 
a kid running on the campus. 

 Q. With pow, pows coming from the building that was concussive 
that you felt vibrating under  your feet? 

THE WITNESS: I didn't feel it at that time. 

Q. Well, you said you felt it when Mr. Peterson got back to the 
building; right? 

A. When we both got back to the building we heard them then 
yes. 

Q. Cruz was still on the first floor? 

A. I don't know where he was. 

Q. Well, that -- we know that now. 

A. You know. I don't know. I haven’t seen video. I haven't seen 
anything. 
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Q. Did you call CODE RED then? 

 A. No. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Why not? 

A. Because I said, strange sounds are out of the building because I 
didn't know exactly what it was. As soon as I said, strange sounds, 
the Army veteran quickly said CODE RED right after, about 20 
seconds 25 seconds after. 
 
Q. Evidence indicates that Bonner didn't call a CODE RED until 
after everybody was killed. I'm asking why you didn't call CODE 
RED when Mr. Peterson and you and Greenleaf were outside that 
building feeling the rounds. 
 
THE WITNESS: When I was outside with Deputy Peterson and 
Kelvin Greenleaf, to call in a CODE RED, it was already -- I was 
with Deputy Peterson with them. I didn't need -- no need call a 
CODE RED at that time. 
 
 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Had anybody called a CODE RED at that time? 

A. They called a CODE RED way before that. 

Q. You didn't; did you? 

A. I didn't call it, no. Coach Bonner called it, though, about thirty 
seconds after. 

MR. BRILL: No, sir.  Those are the facts. 

Q. When you arrive at building 12 outside with Mr. Peterson and 
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Greenleaf, the shooter was still on the first floor, I just mentioned; 
did you know that? 

A. Did not know that. 

Q. Have you learned that since? 

A. Haven't seen any videos, haven't seen anything about the 
shooting or anything like that. 

Q. You understand that the shooter at that time had not yet killed 
Coach Feis? 

A. I don't know. 

Q. You heard fifteen shots or thereabout when you were with 
Peterson outside the building? 

A. Approximately about 15 shots.  

Q. They were loud percussion shots; right?. 

A. Pretty  strong coming out of the building. Yes, sir. 

So there's no way that Mr. Peterson when he was with you only 
heard one or two shots; right? 

THE WITNESS: I don't know what  Mr. Peterson heard. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Well, he was standing with you; 

A. He was on the other side 

Q. Of the cart with you? 
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A.  of the cart and he jumped off and I rolled that way. 

Q. Do you see it at all feasible, possible, that Mr. Peterson only 
heard two shots when you heard 15? How loud were the shots, 
sir? 

 A. Pretty loud 

Q. Describe them for us more than pretty loud. Give us some idea. 

A. I can't give you an idea of how loud. I can't put a pinpoint 
sound to make it that – that close of a sound. So you're asking 
questions of a situation that you don't know about. 

Q. No, I know that an AR-15 round going through that building 
concussed your feet. You said there was nothing like it to the 
detectives. 

A. I didn't say my feet. You're misquoting me. 

Q. Can you appreciate that you could have saved every one of 
those people who were killed and the others that were maimed 
by uttering two simple words, CODE RED? 

 THE WITNESS: I could have called and the individual would have 
still have killed people. It would have been -- just been different 
people. 

TAYLOR DOESN’T CALL CODE RED 
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Medina notified Campus Monitor David Taylor via school 

radio that Cruz was entering the Building 1200. Taylor saw Cruz 
enter the building but Taylor did not call a CODE RED. Taylor was 
experienced with guns and recognized Cruz when he entered 
Building 1200 as someone they had previously discussed as being 
a potential school shooter. Taylor’s inaction by not calling a Code 
Red was inappropriate and delayed notification to others of the 
active shooting. 

 
MEDINA INVENTS THE FIREWORKS / FIRECRACKER 
STORY TO SLOW DOWN LAW ENFORCEMENT 
RESPONSE 

 
Medina’s statement coincides with the video at this point and he 
said that he continued driving south upon hearing the first noises. 
Video confirmed that Medina had a radio in his hand. However, 
based on Medina’s statement, it would not be until later that it 
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occurred to him that the noises were gunshots. Medina said that 
while driving south he got on the radio and said there were 
“suspicious noises” (BSO interview) or “strange sounds” (MSDPSC 
interview) coming from Building 1200—he described them as 
“two bangs, like almost kind of like a firecracker, smoke bombs.” 
Medina said that he heard additional unidentified staff getting on 
the radio and talking about the noises possibly being firecrackers.  
 
Medina said that he did not call a CODE RED as he was focused on 
going to get help. He said “When I heard the two bangs inside the 
building, I just—I just was—I just went on instinct to go get 
Peterson to go get some help to go inside this building to find out 
what's going on because it was some strange noises going on in 
there. Stuff that we've never heard before— I never heard before; 
you know what I mean.”  
 
Medina said that he heard Bonner call a CODE RED while he was 
driving to get help; however, we know that a CODE RED would 
not be called for approximately another three minutes. Medina 
drove the golf cart north on the east side of the courtyard and 
then between Buildings 7 and 8 toward Building 12. The golf cart 
emerged from between Buildings 7 and 8 at approximately 
2:23:15, and two seconds later it passed out of the range of the 
surveillance cameras. Medina said it was not until he began to 
return the east side of Building 1200 with Peterson and 
Greenleaf that he realized the loud noises were gunshots. 
Medina quickly left the east side of Building 1200 at Peterson’s 
direction. Video showed that he continued to the southeast and 
then to the east side of Building 8. 
 

Curcio report:  
 

“Deputy Peterson advised that school is dismissed 
at 2:40 p.m. and around 2:20 p.m. he heard school 
security specialist Andrew Medina on the school 
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radio announcing that he had possible heard 
firecrackers going off in the 1200 building. It 
should be noted that this school radio mentioned 
by Deputy Peterson is not a recorded channel and 
all school employees have a similar school radio. 
Deputy Peterson stated that he exited his office 
and he saw Security Specialist Kelvin Greenleaf 
whose office is right next to his office. Deputy 
Peterson stated that once outside his office he 
looked for a golf cart which is normally parked right 
outside his office but couldn't find one. Deputy 
Peterson stated that he and Greenleaf began to 
run towards the 1200 building when he stated that 
the school fire alarm went off and as he got right 
up aside of the 1200 building (around ten feet 
away) heard two to three gunshots go off. Deputy 
Peterson stated that he was unsure if the 
gunshots were coming from inside the building or 
outside the building due to the fact that the 
gunshots were so loud. Deputy Peterson stated 
that though he didn't see anyone with a gun so he 
retreated from being along the 1200 building and 
sought cover along the wall of the 700 building 
which was the building just south 'Of the 1200 
building.” 

 
In his statement to the Broward Sheriff’s Office on February 16, 
2018, Deputy Peterson said that he heard Campus Monitor 
Medina say that he thought he heard a firecracker in the Building 
1200. 
 

Medina claimed even after seeing Cruz enter the 1200 
Building with a gun case he thought the rapid noises might have 
been firecrackers? He sees a potential school shooter walk into 
school with a gun case and thinks the sounds from the building 
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the potential shooter entered was firecrackers? Was it a 
coincidence that someone labeled as a potential school shooter 
ran into a building he is barred from entering just before another 
student sets off firecrackers?  

 
If a student or students had ignited a pack of firecrackers the 

sounds emanating from it would have been in quick succession.  
 

DOMINIC TIMPONE 
 

TC: Um, I guess the only other question I have is kinda the sounds. 
You said, you know, you heard more gunshots. Um, was it in, like, 
rapid succession or was there pauses in between? Is there 
anything you can add to that? 

 
 DT: Yeah. Like, pauses. Like, it went on, like, for a minute and 
then it paused for a little and then they went back on. 
 
KR: Okay. Have you ever heard gunshots before? Okay. So you 
knew they were gunshots? 

 
DT: Yeah. 

 
KR: Okay. When -- how -- how did you hear them? In what in real 
life or on TV? 
 
DT: In real life. 

 
The sounds The Maggot heard were not: 

 
 
CAMPUS MONITOR BRIAN STAUBLY 
 
Campus Monitor Brian Staubly stated that the first thing on 
February 14 that caused him concern was hearing fellow Campus 
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Monitor Andrew Medina’s radio traffic about firecrackers in the 
1200 building.  
 
CAMPUS MONITOR RAMOS 
 
Campus Monitor Ramos said that she was near the media center 
(Building 2) when she first became aware that something unusual 
was taking place. Ramos said she heard Medina and Taylor 
speaking over the radio about firecrackers.  
 

But Medina’s story was that even after seeing Cruz enter the 
building with a gun case and back pack, run into the building just 
before he entered it but claimed he believed the sounds were 
from firecrackers and were “suspicious” one of the favorite words 
he used that day. Medina could have called a CODE RED ALERT 
immediately instead of calling Peterson then going to him in his 
golf cart and meeting him halfway across campus. As far as 
thinking the noises were firecrackers, hey, he saw Nikolas Cruz, 
who he knew was the most likely candidate in the school to 
become a school shooter run into the 1200 Building with a gun 
case only seconds ago before the “firecracker” sounds began that 
came from that very building. Medina knew they were gunshots 
and he knew who had fired them. Medina BSO: 

 
So I like say suspicious noises coming out of the 
twelve hundred building. I don't know what's going 
on. I got suspicious guy on the radio so when I'm 
coming to get the deputy he's already walking out 
of the thing like ready to come down so I pick him 
up on my golf cart and then somebody yells on the 
radio oh it sounds like fireworks and somebody 
said those ain't fireworks and once we get to the 
front by the building we hear the shots again pop 
pop pop that's when the Deputy was like get out of 
here and he jumped off and he ran to his own way 
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and he told me just to go back to the front of 
school.  

 
Scot Peterson told the Washington Post: 
 

I began running toward the 1200 building until one 
of the unarmed security guards swung by in a golf 
cart and offered me a ride. I climbed onto the back 
and jumped off the cart about 20 yards from the 
1200 building. The security guard drove away, and 
I took a few steps toward the building before I 
heard two loud bangs. They didn’t sound like 
firecrackers. Maybe gunshots, I thought. 

 
“Somebody yells on the radio oh it sounds like fireworks” that 
somebody was Scot Peterson because Andrew Medina had told 
him he believed it was fireworks not gunshots. He had to say that 
because if he said he believed it was gunshots then why didn’t he 
immediately call in a CODE RED? Peterson later said they were 
firecrackers or gunshots the closer he came to the 1200 Building. 
During the brief ride that Medina, Greenleaf and Peterson shared 
if Medina would have said “I heard gunshots” Peterson would 
have said, “You moron why didn’t you call in a CODE RED? And 
Peterson would have called in a CODE RED.  
 
RICHARD ROSSMAN 
 
TC: So, it came over the radio? That Alpha channel? 

RR: Yes, ma'am. Okay. Um, hoping for the worst, not thinking that 
the that this day was ever gonna come. Um, shortly after I 
believe, somebody said, Maybe firecrackers. I heard something 
about firecrackers. And that, in my mind, seemed right. That's 
what it should be. Then, after that, people said that there were 
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victims. There was a victim and that's when it, you know, got real 
real.  
 
DEPUTY EDWARD EASON 

 
EE: Um, I was leaving Heron Heights Elementary from I was doing 
traffic control out there which I did a lot of mornings. And, I 
heard, I believe it was Deputy Scott Peterson say something on 
the radio about, either shots fired or fireworks. I wasn't a 
hundred percent – hundred percent sure. 
 
TC: And, you heard that over the radio? 
 
EE: Yes, sir. 
 
TC: Okay. Let me back you up because I think I'm getting 
confused. You became aware because you heard Deputy Peterson 
over the radio? 
 
 EE: Well, I believe it was him. I heard somebody on the radio. 
 
 TC: And, to the best of your recollection, it was in reference to 
either fireworks or potentially shots fired? 
 
 EE: Yes. 
 
JERMAINE JOHNSON 
 
 J: I'm not sure whose voice it was, but I just heard a deputy on a 
radio saying that they heard -- or, somebody told 'em they heard 
either firecrackers or sounds of gunshots on the school campus 
and they were gonna go see. 
KR: Okay. And did you respond from that? 
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 J: No. I didn't respond because I knew it could possibly be a prank 
or firecrackers 'cause kids do silly things like those. But maybe 
seconds later, I think that person came on and said they heard 
sounds of what sound to be gunshots. 
 
WILLIAM DAVID HANKS 
 
TC: Okay. And what to the best of your recollection, what was said 
over the radio about the – what was going on? 
 
WH: Well, it progressed something to this effect here. It started 
off something to the effect there were shots being fired at the 
school possibly firecrackers. During my response it progressed 
from there. I believe there was something said about the building, 
and then there became a focus on the building.  
 
COACH ELLIOT BONNER 
 
Q. Ok alright once you got there, what did you see what could you 
hear?  
 
A. Well on my way there they said that there were that somebody 
was firing firecrackers.  
 
Q. And you're hearing that over the radio.  
 
A. I hear that over the radio. Alright so as I get here I said no those 
aren't firecrackers those are gunshots. CODE RED! Coach Feis is 
right here. Coach Feis goes down and I go. 
 
Q. Right back towards the football field? 
 
A. Back to the baseball field right here. And I actually got kids 
running with me and we go to Westglades' back here. 
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Q. All right. When you say "Coach Feis goes down," you're saying 
when he was shot? 
 
A. Yeah. I just said, "Those are gunshots," 'cause Feis goes down. I 
don't really -- didn't know what, extent of anything. I just said he -
- he went down. Matter of fact, as I was going back, Jeff Heinrich, 
the police officer for, Coral Springs -- He comes running up, and as 
-- now I -- I didn't turn around, I went in reverse. I just all right -- I 
said, by the door." I didn't stop. "Coach Feis is down I said it on my 
way. And that's -- that's the only person I talked to until I got to 
Westglades. 
 
Q. All right. Um, and you called the CODE RED and -- 
 and said it was gunshots. 
 
A. I called the CODE RED right here. 
 
Q. Right. And that was over the radio? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Okay. Uh, have you heard gunshots before? 
 
A. Yes. I've been I'm a Marine. 
  
Q. Okay. All right. We just have to clarify that everybody -- that 
anybody that says they heard gunshots know what they're talking 
-- you know? All right? 
 
Q. Okay. All right. Um, how many gunshots -- or where were you 
when you first heard the gunshots? 
 
A. Uh, probably -- I probably heard them coming up here, 
because they said "firecrackers." So my brain says, "Ugh, 
firecrackers," and then I get about here, as I'm rolling up, I said, I 
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actually said, "Those aren't firecrackers. Those are gunshots." 
Well, I heard more than one, but I really wasn't -- I it could've 
been. It could have been five. It could've -- I know the gunshots 
were in the Twelve Hundred Building. 
 
Q. You could tell that from what you were hearing or 
 what you were told? 
 
A. I could tell that because I -- I -- you know – no 'cause I was 
there. So I could hear it was in the Twelve Hundred Building. 
 
Q. Okay. All right. Anything else? 
 
A. That's the whole gist of my involvement. You know, when I got 
into Westglades, they were out on the basketball courts, and then 
I remember saying to them, "Hey, you guys need to be on some 
kind of lockdown." 'Cause we're -- we're on CODE RED, and that 
they ran into the building -- and the kids that were running with 
me, ran into their building too. 
 
WINFRED PORTER 
 
KR: Okay. All right. Uh, all right. Once you've gone in there, you've 
seen that it's the alarm -- when did do it -- how did you find out 
that it was an active shooter? 
 
WP: When Coach Bonner called CODE RED. 
 
KR: Okay. So Coach Bonner called the CODE RED? 
 
WP: Yes, sir. So now, prior to that, what I heard was, "Those are 
firecrackers. Those aren't firecrackers." I don't remember -- recall 
what the other chatter was on the radio.  
 
JOSEPH BARBUTO 
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MP: Okay, okay. So a fairly short distance. Okay. So you overheard 
it on the radio and if you can recall, what t exactly did you hear? 

JB: Basically, what I heard is he was investigating possible, claim 
of fireworks going off on the campus. 

MP: And who was it that you were -- 

JB: That was Officer Peters or Deputy Peters that was assigned to 
Stoneman Douglas. 

TW: Just to clarify, it's Peterson. 

MP: Okay. What were your actions after that? 

JB: I was basically standing in the front office and just hearing 
what was going on, and then probably within about maybe a 
minute and he responded over -- it was "Shots fired," and at that 
point I took off out the door, jumped in my car and started 
heading over there. 
 
MP: Okay. So initially, he came over the radio saying there were 
possible fireworks at the school, right, and you didn't respond. But 
then when he said there was an actual shooting you respond 
immediately. 
 

JR: What was about the time delay in between the fireworks and 
the -- 

JB: It was probably maybe about a minute, maybe a minute and a 
half, if that. 

MP: And so it was Peterson over the radio that said that he 
actually heard shots fired. 
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JB: Yeah. 

Medina told a different story than he told to Scot Peterson to 
Sergeant Richard Rossman who was the officer in charge of 
debriefing him: 

MP: And all this information you were receiving over the radio? 

RR: Yes , ma'am. 

TC: Did Andrew Medina or Mr. Winfred Porter relate any 
information to you because obviously they saw it. And you said 
Mr. Medina described hearing the shooting or shots? Is that 
correct? 

RR: Yeah. He saw him exit. Enter -- as soon as -- shortly 
thereafter, him entering the Building. He heard shots. So, I 
believe Mr. Medina said there a suspicion or a, the person was 
entering the 1200 Building. And then, shortly after there's shots. 
Shots are heard. 
 
 MP: Do you know who Mr. Medina was relaying this information 
to? 

RR: I -- I'm not -- 

MP: Was this just over the school radio? 

RR: I believe it -- it was over his radio. 

MP: Okay. 

RR: I'm -- I'm not sure. 

MP: TC: -- point to point? 
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RR: Yup. Point to point. 

TC: And -- and just so -- I want to make sure I have it accurate. 
You're -- the communication is they've got these point-to-point 
radios, or they're only able to -- you would -- your radio was not 
able to communicate directly with the individual viewing the 
video? 
 
RR: -- was the other one. Uh, yep. Andrew Medina was the 
security specialist. He's the one that actually saw him exit the 
Uber, and walk into the Building, and then heard the shots. I was 
dealing with him. And then, also, the assistant principal, Mr. 
Winfred Porter. 

 
Before returning to the 1200 building Medina expects us to 

believe that he believed it was a mere coincidence that Cruz, 
potential school shooter, walked into school he was barred from 
with a gun case and some other kids or kid just happened to set of 
firecrackers about a minute later. Medina knew they were 
gunshots from the start and concocted the story to slow down law 
enforcement response. Medina: 

 
One minute later when he got in that building I 
heard the first bang Pow I heard 15 bangs. After 
the first bang, I heard at least 15 bangs after that. 
Pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop. And then pop, pop, 
pop, pop, pop. And then -- and then, like, five -- 
three sessions of like five -- five shots over. And it 
was loud. Like, you could kind of feel the 
percussion coming out of that building, the echo 
coming out of doors of the building. It was kind of 
surreal to really hear. Because to hear that noise, it 
ain't a fire cracker noise. It wasn't like somebody 
banging. It was something different. And that's 
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when I really -- that's when I was like, this -- this -- 
there's something going wrong. 

 
Medina after returned to the 1200 building with Greenleaf 

and Peterson: 
  

But once I heard the shots I told the deputy there's 
some crazy shots going on then when he heard 
the shots that's when he was like we got a shooter 
on campus you know and then after that I went to 
the front and then the cops call me from the front. 
He once went into the building then after that they 
just do the communications on the radio they're on 
the cameras finding out which way he went or 
whatever like that and he exited the opposite side 
of the building in it. That shooting probably went 
on about like 10 minutes maybe 10 minutes 10 15 
minutes and then after that it was just the chaos 
after that because then there was no shots after 
that everything was just like where's he at where's 
he was here and he ran out and started blended in 
with the others and that's all I got. Other than that, 
that's all -- that's all I got. That's, that's just what I 
saw. That's just what happened from my point of 
view. I really wish I -- now I really wish I would have 
stopped him before and we would have saved all 
this, but it really wasn't nothing I could do about 
that. I was just doing my job of what they trained 
us to do.  

 
Detective Galindez: You do what you can. Can't be no hero. You 
have to get home to your family, too. 

 
Medina stated “But once I heard the shots I told the deputy 

there's some crazy shots going on then when he heard the shots 
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that's when he was like we got a shooter on campus you know 
and then after that I went to the front and then the cops call me 
from the front.” 

 
Medina was not sure it was gunshots coming out of the 1200 

before he hooked up with Peterson and Greenleaf, however the 
Cursio report reveals: 

 
Witness Medina told Sergeant Rossman that he 
was on his golf cart patrolling the school and when 
Cruz saw him, Cruz began to run into the 1200 
building. After Cruz entered the 1200 building 
Medina stated he began to hear gunshots go off 
and that he then drove in his golf cart to the 
Administration Building (100 Building) to pick up 
SRO Peterson to take him to the 1200 building. A 
sworn statement was later obtained from witness 
Andrew Medina from Detectives Galindez and 
Demosthenes. In that statement Medina stated 
that after hearing the gunshots he drove his golf 
cart towards the school office to find the School 
Resource Officer. He and the deputy began to drive 
back towards the 1200 building at which time, he 
continued to hear gunshots going off and was 
advised to flee the area by the Deputy. 

 
Medina: He once went into the building then after that they just 
do the communications on the radio they're on the cameras 
finding out which way he went 
 

Medina knew the Camera Room procedure and should have 
gone there by himself rather than having Sergeant Rossman take 
him there. 
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FDLE: “When he carried out his plan, Cruz was able to move 
"unfettered" onto campus and into a "fishbowl" of a freshman 
building before he opened fire in an attack so relentless the 
smoke from his gun's muzzle set off the fire alarm.” Medina was 
asked about his knowledge of Code Reds. He explained “From 
what I'm told, a CODE RED would—you're announcing that there's 
an issue going on whatever like that and then you—I announce it 
to my superiors and my superiors will make the call from there to 
either, you know, lock down the school or lock down the 
perimeter or call for more reinforcements or whatever. That was 
my knowledge of the CODE RED.” Medina, like all other school 
employees, confirmed there had never been a CODE RED drill. 
Medina described the Code Red training in January 2018 with 
Detective Al Butler as lasting approximately one hour and fifteen 
minutes. Medina said, “they told us that we could call a CODE 
RED,” but said he was taught “you have to see like a gun. You 
have to hear like gunshots.” 

 
Medina did not “announce the issue to his superiors” unless 

David Taylor was his superior? And his first reports after the 
event, which FDLE considers most reliable, describes the sounds 
he heard as gunshots.  

 
Andrew Medina refused to call in a CODE RED giving Cruz 

more time. Medina did a good job and Cruz could conduct his 
slaughter of students for five to ten minutes.  

 
INSIDE 1200 BUILDING: THE SLAUGHTER OF INNOCENT 
PEOPLE SO THE MISCREANT COULD BECOME FAMOUS 
 

Case 0:18-CV-61577 United States District Court Southern 
District of Florida: 

 
65. He radioed that a suspicious person was 
walking in through the East Side holding a black 
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bag. When Shooter saw the golf cart, Shooter 
started to run and then it was “not even a minute”, 
when Medina heard the first pop. During that “not 
even a minute” there was still plenty of time to 
reach Shooter and neutralize him before Shooter 
would have been able to remove his gun from the 
bag. 

 
 

 

 

 
Fifteen-year-old freshman Chris McKenna told the Sun-

Sentinel that he came across suspected gunman Nikolas Cruz in 
the hallway just minutes before he started killing and wounding 
defenseless students. Chris McKenna stepped out of his first-floor 
English class and headed up a flight of stairs to use the restroom. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyEkBmeCbto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyEkBmeCbto
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There, McKenna encountered Cruz, who had gone into the 

building’s east stairwell to load his gun. “You’d better get out of 
here,” Cruz said. “Things are gonna start getting messy.” Minutes 
later, the shots begin. Chris froze for a minute, then ran out of the 
building and into Aaron Feis, the assistant football coach, who 
was unlocking the school gates for dismissal and whose life would 
be taken by the genetic defective Cruz.  

 
School surveillance video confirmed that at 2:21:28, Medina 

continued to drive north and out of sight of any cameras. Based 
on where he would reappear on the cameras seconds later, it is 
known that Medina did indeed continue in the general direction 
of the east doors of Building 12. From where Medina was located 
at approximately 2:21:32, he would have been in a position to 
see student Chris McKenna sprinting from the east side of 
Building 1200 after he had just seen Cruz with a rifle. Cruz began 
to fire at 2:21:38, and at 2:21:42 Medina’s golf cart was seen 
quickly driving south from the east side of Building 1200 toward 
the walkway between buildings 7 and 8. 

 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/sfl-florida-school-shooting-timeline-20180424-htmlstory.html
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So what does Medina see? A potential school shooter 
sprinting into a building which he is barred from with a rifle case 
and back pack. Next he sees a student running like a bat out of 
hell out of the same building and next he hears gunshots coming 
from the same building. 

 
At 2:21:16, Cruz entered the east hallway doors of Building 

12. Students Ashley Baez, Luke Hoyer and Martin Duque entered 
the building immediately prior to Cruz’s entry. Cruz made an 
immediate right turn into the east stairwell. At the base of the 
stairs, he loaded his semi-automatic rifle and put on a magazine-
carrying vest (the vest did not have any anti-ballistic qualities). 
While Cruz was loading his firearm, student Chris McKenna 
happened upon Cruz in the east stairwell and saw Cruz with his 
gun. McKenna told investigators that Cruz said to him “you better 
get out of here, something bad is about to happen…he told me to 
run.” McKenna fled out of the east stairwell door of Building 12. 
At approximately 2:21:33, Cruz exited the stairwell and 
immediately raised the rifle to a firing position, but the rifle did 
not fire. Cruz lowered the rifle and looked down at it briefly as if 
inspecting a malfunction or to disengage the safety. He again 
raised the rifle to a firing position. 

 
Again this gave Andrew “the Maggot” Medina plenty of time 

to have confronted or tackled him and not get shot himself. The 
Maggot knew what he was up to from the get go and deliberately 
did nothing. The Sun Sentinel: 

 
Hours later, Medina second-guessed himself as he 
talked to detectives. “Now I really wish I would 
have stopped him before and we would have saved 
all this, but it really wasn’t nothing I could do about 
that … I was just doing my job, what they train us 
to do, you know.”  

 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/florida-shooting-nikolas-cruz-warned-freshman-chris-mckenna-parkland-latest-a8214851.html
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Nowhere did the Maggot’s training say even if you have the 
perfect opportunity to stop a school shooter don’t do it, just let 
the shooter kill as many students as he wishes. Medina told the 
BSO he feared Cruz was armed and dangerous. This made Medina 
fear for his life. However, instead of radioing Deputy Scot 
Peterson who was armed, Medina radioed an unarmed school 
monitor in the 1200 Building. Something is rotten in Parkland. The 
Parkland Commission:  

 
• Medina radioed Campus Monitor David Taylor who was 
stationed inside of building 1200. Medina stated that there was a 
“suspicious kid” that just walked on campus.  
 
• Medina radioed Taylor again that the suspicious kid was headed 
toward the east entrance of building 1200. 
 

 
DAVID ‘CLOSET BOY’ TAYLOR 
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Medina could have radioed Scot Peterson who was armed - 
the logical thing to do but he had an ulterior motive for not doing 
this! Or maybe Medina could have dialed 911? Or the Broward 
Sheriff’s Office. Nope. Instead Medina radioed David Anthony 
Taylor, 49, a coach and fellow campus monitor, warning him to 
“be careful” because a “suspicious kid” was coming. Taylor 
descended to the first floor where he saw Cruz walk in on the 
opposite end of the building with a gun case and back pack and go 
into a stairwell where he assembled and loaded his Smith & 
Wesson MP-15. Taylor headed for the hills and ran up to the 
second floor and hid in a janitor’s closet. Medina’s initial 
statement: 
 

Medina stated that he radioed his co-worker to 
alert him that Cruz was walking purposefully 
toward the 1200 building. 

 
This is true but Medina didn’t specify that David Taylor was 

unarmed. Remember: Medina claimed he suspected Cruz was 
armed but didn’t call Deputy Scot Peterson, who was also armed, 
but called Robert Taylor who unarmed. Think about it. His actions 
make no sense unless he had a hidden agenda. Medina recounted 
a conversation with Taylor: 

 
Once he heard the radio he said he came down the 
Westside he saw the kid entering and going right 
up the stairs when he was walking halfway down 
the hallway he heard the shots and he ran right 
into a janitor's closet that was right there like 
that's what we're where our training is 

 
Augmented transcription: 
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“Once he heard the radio he came down the Westside stairs and 
he saw Cruz entering and going right up the stairs [to the second 
floor.”] 

 
Assuming this is what Taylor told Medina it is false. Taylor 

thought Cruz might go up the stairs however Cruz never went up 
the stairs but started his mass murder on the first floor although 
interestingly enough on the video he made prior to the event he 
said he intended to go up to the second floor to prepare for the 
mass murder. Could he have known of Cruz’s plan in advance? 
 

“when he was walking halfway down the hallway 
he heard the shots and he ran right into a janitor's 
closet that was right there” 

 
So we have to assume that having seen Cruz run up the stairs 

Taylor did the same on the other side of the hallway and was 
about to head him off at the pass when he heard shots so he hid 
in a closet.  

 
“that's what we're where our training is” 

 
Taylor didn’t follow his training, as Medina would say, and 

call it in. Instead Taylor ran up to the second floor and right into 
the janitors closest immediately after he heard shots ring out 
because he had realized Cruz had a chopper and was loading it 
and his plan was to take cover in this janitors closet not head Cruz 
off at the pass on the second floor. Medina under oath: 

 
I gotta go so when I see it pick up more speed up I 
quickly called my security guard guy who's into 
1200 building and I said Taylor Coach Taylor got a 
suspicious subject on campus got a black bag in his 
hands keep the eyes open because I think he's 
going into your building so you know careful you 
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keep the eyes open you know I mean? He said 
what side? So I said he's coming into the East Side 
so right when he started and then right when I said 
he's coming into the side he goes 10-4 I'm gonna 
come down the west side the other side of the 
building to see if I can see him when he kind of 
comes in so he 10-4 so when I'm coming on my golf 
cart I get to where he's at he sees my golf cart and 
he runs he starts running to the building inside the 
building right when he sees it he starts running 
inside the building I'm naive I'm kind of chasing 
him to go get you know I don't like pull up in front 
of the building to go in and see what he's kinda of 
doing. 

 
Medina’s testimony augmented: 
 
“I gotta go [after him]” 
 

Where does he have to go? He has to go after him but he 
does not! 
 
“so when I see [him] pick up more speed” 
 

So when Medina sees Cruz picking up speed the closer Cruz 
comes to the High School what does Medina do? Does he chase 
after him with the golf cart? No. Does he call armed Deputy 
Peterson who was on campus? No. Peterson might shoot Cruz 
down before Cruz got a chance to shoot up the school he hated.  
 
“I quickly called my security guard guy who's into 1200 building 
and…”  
 
So I will call an unarmed security guard? Taylor was not a security 
guard, a job that connotes an armed individual, he was a Campus 
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Monitor like Medina. Medina is trying to cover up that suspecting 
someone was armed he called an unarmed man to stop him. 
 
“I said Coach Taylor got a suspicious subject on campus got a 
black bag in his hands” 
 
A suspicious person? Medina stated under oath that he believed 
Cruz had a concealed handgun and was armed and dangerous, not 
just “suspicious.” Got a black bag in his hands can mean anything. 
It could be a school bag? Before this he described the black bag as 
a duffel bag. Also one carries a gun case with one hand not 
“hands.” So black bag can mean anything.  

 
Q. But do you remember before the break that were talking about 
that you described two things in his hand? 

A. At that time I just what I was trying to explain to them is that 
he had a backpack, some sort of type of backpack on. 

Q. But he had, in fact, two things; didn't he? He had the big 
backpack-looking vest that contained all his ammunition, and he 
had a big black rifle So you saw two things that day and described 
two things to the detectives; didn't you? 
THE WITNESS: What -- what -- what – what did -- what -- what -- 
when are you talking that I described it, to the BSO after or to 
Sergeant Rossman before? Explain when you were asking. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

 Q. To the detectives in your sworn videotaped statement at 
roughly 7:17 p.m., and I'm specifically looking at Page 12, Line 15 
of the transcript, you explicitly stated, white boy, he pulled out, 
he pulled out, he came and he's walking head down, got a black 
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bag in his hand here and like a backpack,  burgundy shirt, black 
pants, hat, he's got his head down and he's walking in. Do you 
remember saying that? 

A. I said that on the transcript, yes. what I was explaining to them 
was I was just explaining to them that the bag that I saw from the 
distance that I saw was just a bag, a backpack type bag or a bigger 
bag on his back. I was just giving them information. I was trying to 
give them as information I can at that time. 

Q. You described, to be clear, in this statement two separate 
items, didn't you; he's walking head down, got a black bag in his 
hand here and like a backpack, two things? 

 A. The hand was up here. He had his hand up here. So I was 
describing the hand from his backpack up here because usually 
the kids hold their backpacks up like this. 

 Q. Just kindly answer my question here. Didn't you explicitly say 
in this statement that he got a black bag in his hand here and like 
a back pack? 

 A. At that time, yes. That's the statement that I gave. 

 Q. And you are aware now that he indeed had a black backpack-
looking item in which he put all of  his ammunition and also the 
big black rifle bag that housed the AR-15 --No, do you know that 
now? 

MR. HENRY: That the ammunition there or that he had two bags? 

BY MR. BRILL:  

Q. That he had two items. 
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A. When now? 

Q. Yeah. 

A. At this time now? 

Q. Yeah. Do you know that? 

A. With all the information that's been 

Q. So you were dead-on accurate that he had two items, one big 
black rifle bag and a backpack; correct? You were accurate at 
seven-something at night talking to the detectives that he, in fact, 
two items, a black bag, ends up being the rifle bag, and what 
looked like a backpack, ended up being the ammo vest? 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Correct? 

A. At the time that I gave that statement, I was giving them as 
much information that I have of what I saw and what I thought 
that I saw. 

Q. And you end up saying you saw two things; correct? Correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And he ended up having two 

A.  I got lucky. 

Q.  Somebody did, yes. 

 
“I think he's going into your building so be careful, keep your eyes 
open, you know what I mean?” 
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Medina didn’t want to see Taylor gunned down so he gave him a 
hint, you know what I mean? 
 
“Coach Taylor said what side? So I said he's coming into the East 
Side and then right when I said he's coming into the East Side he 
goes 10-4. I'm gonna come down the West Side, the other side of 
the building, to see if I can see him when he kind of comes in so 
he goes 10-4” 

 
So Taylor gets the message and signs off. Medina is kinda of 

fond of the words “kind of” So Taylor is coming down the stairs at 
the opposite end of the hallway. Medina: 
 
“so when I'm coming on my golf cart I get to where he's at. He 
sees my golf cart and he starts running to the building then goes 
inside the building. Right when he sees the golf cart he starts 
running inside the building!!” 
 

According to Medina Cruz panicked and started running to 
the building the minute he saw Medina. How much more obvious 
could it have been that Cruz was up to no good? When he saw 
someone in authority he ran into the school carrying a gun case 
and backpack. Why else would he run? Late for class? Medina 
knew Cruz had been expelled and barred from the campus. 
Medina knew there was a consensus that Cruz might become an 
active shooter. No one can be that stupid. 

 
“I'm naive I'm kind of chasing him to go get him you know I don't 
like pull up in front of the building to go in and see what he's 
kinda of doing.” 
 

But Medina is naïve. Natural and unaffected; innocent? What 
does that mean? Medina already thought Cruz had a hand gun 
but Medina believed that Cruz doesn’t have it in him to be a mass 
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murderer? Doesn’t have an assault weapon in the gun case and 
doesn’t have ammo loaded in magazines in the back pack? 

 
I'm kind of chasing him  
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Now Medina is KINDA chasing him. Either you are chasing him or 
you are not. Either you are pregnant or you are not. The Sun 
Sentinel made Medina into a hero writing that he chased Cruz or 
“kinda chased him” when exactly the opposite was true. Their 
original headline read “CAMPUS MONITOR TELLS HOW HE 
CHASED CRUZ BEFORE PARKLAND SHOOTING ERUPTED.” They 
revised this later on and having been doing an excellent job ever 
since.  

 
I'm kind of chasing him to go get you know I don't like pull 

up in front of the building to go in and see what he's kinda of 
doing. 

 
Then Medina doesn’t pull up to the building to go inside to 

see what Cruz is KINDA doing. Medina never goes in. Kinda this 
and kinda that. Even in Medina’s fictional version where he is a 
700 feet away from Medina fails to chase him. Medina: 
 

And to be honest something inside me told me not 
to approach it. Something told me not don't go 
don't go running over there and chase him (voice: 
and be no hero) like something inside me just said 
report it do what we've been taught report it 
because I was ready to go get him like I'll go to go 
be the guy and just go get him but then something 
right when I was pulling up in the golf cart and 
then he looked back something was like just let 
him go and report it and let make sure your boy 
inside is good so that's when I got to raise a guy it 
was Coach Taylor he was inside so I called a radio 
Coach Taylor be careful because suspicious kid 
coming inside that building we got you know 
Coach Taylor's campus monitor just like me he just 
runs that building that's his building so I just he was 
on the second he's usually on the second floor I 
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spoke to him he’s doing okay well once he heard 
that he heard the radio he said he came down the 
Westside when he came down the Westside he 
saw the kid entering and going right up the stairs 
when he was walking halfway down the hallway 
he heard the shots and he ran right into a janitor's 
closet that was right there like that's what we're 
where our training is go in lock-in pulls all the 
doors because in Sandy Hook supposedly the guy 
opened up the doors and he one door was locked 
the other door was locked and the third door that 
was opened then he just went in there and so we 
got all the doors locked in the school we've been 
doing training for this for the last two weeks so 
when it kind of like. We had a fire alarm just 
morning practice fire alarm as well just so we can 
been working on it trying to see how the exits. 

 
Yeah, something inside me just say report like, do 
what we've been taught. Report it. Because I was 
ready to go get him. Like, I was ready to go be the 
guy, just go get him. But then something -- right 
when I was pulling up in the golf cart and then he 
looked back, something was, like, just let him go 
and report it and make sure your boy inside is 
good. So that's when I got on the radio and say, 
hey, suspicious guy. 

 
Medina: “And to be honest something inside me told me not to 
approach him. [Something told me not to confront him. Don't go 
try to stop him. Don't go running over there and chase him 
down!] Let him do his thing and shoot up Stoneman Douglas!  
 
Detective Galindez: Don't be no hero. 
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What was it that was it inside him that told him not to 
approach Cruz and become a hero for stopping a school shooting 
and get a promotion and higher salary and maybe some of the 
High School girls would date him? 

 
“like something inside me just say report it do what we've been 
taught report it because I was ready to go get him like I'll go to 
go be the guy and just go get him” 

 
He will be the guy, he will be the hero, he will be the man but 

something inside him, his hatred for the school, told him, let it 
happen, just report it to someone who can’t deal with it like David 
Taylor in order to cover your ass. 

 
Medina has a macho attitude and is a low life street-type 

person and would have been happy to be a hero and stop Cruz 
dead in his tracks. Medina thought about doing it but a voice 
inside him overrode all of this and he decided to get revenge on 
the school by letting a school shooter enter and say “I was just 
going by the book so that was why I didn’t report it.”  
 
Medina: “I was pulling up in the golf cart and then he looked 
back. Something was like just let him go although I could have 
stopped him and just report it”  

 
Cruz was starting to believe that Medina was on to him and 

looked back to see if he was being followed. But something told 
Medina to let him go, although Cruz would have been easy to over 
power. That something was Medina’s hatred for the school 
administration, its students and its students parents and his 
desire to inflict pain on them. 
 
Medina: “and let’s make sure your homeboy inside is good so 
that's when I got to raise a guy it was Coach Taylor Medina was 
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inside so I called a radio Coach Taylor be careful because 
suspicious kid coming inside that building”  

 
“Your homeboy is good inside” is drug talk. Medina used 

cocaine. Medina said he suspected Cruz had a gun in his pocket so 
why did Medina just say “suspicious” instead of armed and 
dangerous? This tells us that the “I thought he had a gun in his 
pocket” excuse for not stopping Cruz was invented after the event 
or Medina was trying to get Taylor killed by failing to mention his 
suspicion that Cruz had a gun.  
 
BY MR. BRILL 
 
Q. So going back to your BSO statement on it's your testimony, 
again, under oath today, that despite what you said under oath 
then, that when you said you wanted to let Cruz go, report it and 
make sure your boy inside, Taylor, is good, that you weren't 
meaning that you wanted to just make sure Taylor was safe? 
A. No, sir. 

Q. When you say you want to make inside is good, you don't 
mean safe? 

A. No, that he was good, that he had the situation under control. 
When you catch a break in questions, can I get a break, sir? 

Medina: “You know Coach Taylor is a campus monitor just like 
me. He just runs that building, that's his building so I was just 
warning him. He was on the second floor. I spoke to him. He’s 
doing okay.”  
 
Both of these men were baseball coaches so Medina felt obligated 
to warn him and was glad his warning worked. 
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Medina: Well once he heard the radio he said he came down the 
Westside and he saw Cruz entering and going right up the stairs  

He saw him entering but didn’t see him go up the stairs 
because he was in a stairwell and started his mass murder on the 
first floor. 
 
Medina: when he was walking halfway down the hallway he 
heard the shots he heard the shots and he ran right into a 
janitor's closet that was right there like that's what we're where 
our training is  
 

Why was Taylor walking half way down the hallway of the 
second floor in an effort to confront Cruz in the second floor 
stairwell. Why did he think Cruz would run up the stairs? There 
was no planned confrontation, this was an escape plan. 
 
Medina: “go in, lock-in, pull all the doors shut because in Sandy 
Hook supposedly the guy opened up the doors and one door was 
locked the other door was locked and the third door that was 
opened then he just went in there and so we got all the doors 
locked in the school we've been doing training for this for the 
last two weeks. We had a fire alarm just this morning, a practice 
fire alarm as well, just so we can been working on it trying to see 
how the exits.” This tells us that school shootings were very much 
on Medina’s mind and that he knew they were a real possibility.  
 

What went though Medina’s mind that day was that if I play 
this strictly by the book I won’t raise suspicions about my realizing 
my fantasy to see the school shot up. He reasoned: ‘What I will do 
is make believe I didn’t perceive the threat and let him into the 
building nor will I follow him after he entered. I will play it by the 
book, follow my “training” and not identify Cruz by name as if it 
was a case of a suspicious person entering rather than the student 
who was most likely to become a school shooter. Do you really 
believe that if Medina broke with what he claimed was his 
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training to call it in and apprehended Cruz he would have been in 
deep shit for breaking with protocol?  

 

 

Mr. HIXON WAS WORTH A THOUSAND MEDINA’S 

On February 14, 2018, Chris Hixon lost his life. He was one of 
the first people to attempt to apprehend the shooter, Nikolas 
Cruz, breaking from his alleged training which told him just to call 
it in. While Peterson fiddlefucked outside this Navy veteran ran 
into the school only to be killed by the genetically defective Cruz. 
 
THE DAVID TAYLOR SWORN STATEMENT 
 
Q. Alright please state your name for the record. 

A. David Anthony Taylor 

Q. Okay let me take you back to February 14th at ah Stoneman 
Douglas High School. What did you witness? 
 
A. Well at approximately 2:24 I was alerted by another member of 
our security team that a suspicious young man was heading 
toward the back side of the building that I patrol on the first floor. 
I was on the west side of the building. I went down the stairs from 
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the second floor to get into the hallway of the first floor and I 
looked down towards the East Side of the building and I saw a 
young man in a red burgundy shirt, Douglas shirt said JROTC, 
carrying a uh ‘bout a 3 foot long duffle bag, hand held duffle bag. 

 
There could be two reasons that Taylor describes it this way. 

Taylor later says that he was 50 feet or one hallway away from 
Cruz who ducked into the stairwell the minute Taylor made eye 
contact with him so he only got a glimpse of Cruz and the gun 
case. Andrew Medina said that Taylor told him he was half way 
down the hallway on the first floor when he saw him. A more 
likely possibility is that if he said “gun case” it would account for 
his subsequent cowardly actions. Taylor continued: 
 
Q. You remember how he was carrying it? 

A. He was carrying it I believe in his right hand. 

Q. Okay. 

A. Like this. It wasn’t over his back over the shoulders it was 
definitely in his hand. 

Q. Now that the building you’re talking about what’s that building 
number? 

A. It’s the 1200 building. The freshman building they call it. And I 
believe he made eye contact with me. I looked at him and he 
immediately made a right turn into that far east stairwell. I 
returned into my stairwell on the west side went up ran up to the 
second floor to try to hit [head] him off. I did not see him when I 
got to the out into the hallway. And then I immediately one step 
in to the hallway I heard gun fire. I heard two shots and then a 
volley of a bunch of shots. Then I immediately took cover inside a 
custodial closet on the second floor. 
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Taylor saw him enter the school with a gun case. The minute 
they made eye contact Cruz ducked into an east stairwell. Taylor 
told Medina he was halfway down the hallway when Cruz did this. 
So in order to run up the West stairway Taylor had to run in the 
opposite direction of the East Stairwell. Taylor said he ran up the 
West stairwell because he wanted to “hit him off” on the second 
floor. Head the varmint off at the pass? How did he know the 
second floor was his destination? What happened was Cruz 
popped out of the stairwell on the first floor but he could have 
headed for the third floor!  
 

Had Taylor not been another Broward Coward he would have 
run down the length of the hallway, which he said was less than 
150 feet (assuming we discount what he told Medina about being 
halfway down the hallway which could make it more like 75 feet) 
and see what the boy was up to. He saw him go in with the gun in 
a bag so there was some time to reach him before Cruz could take 
it out. When Taylor first saw him Cruz ducked into the stairwell 
and had to take out the gun from the gun case, put on the vest 
that carried spare magazines, put one of the magazines into the 
gun then come out on the first floor. Then he had to put his back 
pack back on. 

 Taylor was a baseball coach and running is part of the sport. 
But Taylor knew exactly what Cruz was up, and said Fuck it, I am 
going to save my ass, and vaulted up the stairs to the second floor 
to hide from Cruz in a custodial closet getting there just after the 
shooting began. The gun fire started “immediately one step in to 
the hallway” but Taylor had enough time to make it to the janitors 
closet and hide there with the rest of the trash. The minute Taylor 
saw Cruz his school shooter plan kicked into action and he 
headed for the hills. Taylor knew what Cruz had an assault 
weapon in his gun case. Taylor had heard stories of Cruz bringing 
ammunition to school and being a potential school shooter. He 
knew what Cruz was there for and was determined to survive. 
While in the closet he was quiet as a mouse and never called in a 
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CODE RED while Cruz stayed on the first floor and opened fire on 
the innocent people there.  
Campus Monitor Taylor was asked about his understanding of a 
CODE RED. He explained “CODE RED., my interpretation of a 
CODE RED would be from you know, since the training with 
Detective Butler, primarily an active shooter or an immediate 
threat as somebody or persons or staff on campus. It doesn't have 
to be a shooter; it could be somebody wielding a knife or 
something like that.” Taylor, like all other staff members, said he 
had never participated in a CODE RED drill. Taylor was asked 
about when you can and can’t call a Code Red, and he responded, 
“You know, I don't recall the specific verbiage, but I remember, 
like if you see a gun or somebody with a gun, call a CODE RED and 
anybody—they said anybody can call a CODE RED.” Medina 
notified Campus Monitor David Taylor via school radio that Cruz 
was entering the Building 1200. Taylor saw Cruz enter the building 
but Taylor did not call a CODE RED. Taylor was experienced with 
guns and recognized Cruz when he entered Building 1200 as 
someone they had previously discussed as being a potential 
school shooter. Taylor’s inaction by not calling a CODE RED was 
inappropriate and delayed notification to others of the active 
shooting. 
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MAGAZINE ON FIRST FLOOR 

 
Taylor: 
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A. I heard several quite a few gunshots actually after that. Then I 
heard then it went quiet for something feeled like forever but it 
was probably 30 seconds. And then I heard a double tap close to 
me it was right above me or right below me or right outside my 
door I’m not sure because I was behind the like a little wall but I 
heard it sounded like a double tap and then I didn’t hear any kind 
of fire after that. 

 
Q. Now when you heard the gun fire did you heard screaming and 
stuff like that? 

A. I did not hear screaming. After that I waited in the closet for 
roughly 8 to 10 minutes and I heard yelling outside the room that 
I was in, orders being given, radios and I knew it was law 
enforcement. I peeked my head out Officer Monzol from Coral 
Springs Police department saw me. Informed me to raise my 
hands, let me see your hands. I came out he recognized me 
immediately. He said come on. And he escorted me out. Two 
other officers took me downstairs outside the west entrance of 
the building on the first floor and that’s where I saw Coach Feis on 
his back real close to the door within 3 or 4 feet. And I paused for 
a second I uh he was my friend so I was, I looked at him and I 
froze and the police officer said don’t stop and they just kept 
pushing me and then I was let out to where on the north gate on 
Holmberg road where another officer I put my hands on the 
vehicle. They searched me just to make sure you know. And then 
from that point on I was on Holmberg Road for the next three 
hours waiting. 
 
Q. Now the gentleman you saw with the backpack did you 
recognize him? 

A. Yep. 

Q. Do you know him? 
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A. Yep. 

Q. What do you know him as? 

A. Nikolas Cruz. 

Q. You dealt with him before? In what capacity? 

A. Security. Uh remove him from the classroom. 

Q. So you’re familiar with him? 

A. Oh yeah. He, he’s been in trouble. Not like fights or anything 
but like, just odd stuff like swastikas all over his back pack and on 
his folders and stuff we had to ya know suspend him for that. 
 
Actually Cruz was suspended for three days for fighting. Taylor 
apparently believes fighting is worse than identifying with Nazis. 
 

A. Just odd behavior 

Q. Like what kind of odd behavior? 

A. Kids would always say he’s weird then I believe if recollection 
serves me correctly he had made some racial slurs in the past at 
the school. Other than that it was just usually because he was 
being defiant and teachers kicked him out of class ya know for 
being defiant and being disrespectful and I would go pick him up. 
Bring him to the administrators. 
 

Q. And usually you were the one that had to take him out of 
class? 

A. Well not always, not only me but all of our security personnel. I 
would say everybody, I would yeah cause they’ve all been there 
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long enough other than maybe one guy I would say all the security 
personnel dealt with that kid. On more than one occasion. 
 

In his interviews Taylor stated that he is familiar with and has 
experience with firearms. Taylor’s experience is significant 
because of his statement that he saw Cruz was carrying a “three-
foot long duffle bag” as he entered Building 12. The bag Cruz 
carried into the building was obviously a rifle bag and that would 
have been even more obvious to someone experienced with 
firearms like Taylor. Taylor also stated that at the time Cruz 
entered Building 1200 he recognized Cruz and Taylor 
acknowledged he previously had discussions with others about 
Cruz becoming a school shooter. Given his familiarity with guns, 
recognition of Cruz and knowledge of concern over Cruz’s past 
behavior, Taylor was in a position to identify Cruz as an imminent 
threat and notify others, but he did not. 
 

This confirmed Medina’s assertion that there was a meeting 
of all the Campus Monitors regarding Cruz. 

Q. So this is not somebody who’s strange to you? You know him. 

A. No definitely not, we knew him. He never really gave me a 
problem. He was always the conversation. He was a quiet kid. I 
saw him in the cafeteria in the mornings cause I used to monitor 
the cafeteria for breakfast duty. And two years the year he was 
dismissed from school I’d see him in there in the morning eating 
his breakfast he never really gave me a problem and you know he 
wasn’t like a talkative kid like “come on hey coach. “Like most kids 
are like, hey Coach DT, ya know and he just ya know. I got to know 
him just through interactions. One morning I’d just say hey Nik 
how you doing today man? Doing really good and he would just 
nod. He wouldn’t talk much. He was quiet. 
 
Q. Now when you saw him coming into the building did he say 
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anything to you or? 

A. Naw. He was 50 yards away. Not maybe not 50 but the length 
of a hallway. Cruz looked at me, I looked at him and that’s when 
he made that immediate right turn. 
 

Taylor told Medina a different story. In Medina’s version 
Taylor “heard the radio. He said when he came down the 
Westside he saw the kid entering and going right up the stairs.” 
But Taylor couldn’t have seen Cruz running up the stairs since he 
didn’t run up the stairs. Taylor had to account for his running in 
the opposite direction of Cruz. Medina continued: “When he was 
walking halfway down the hallway he heard the shots and he ran 
right into a janitor's closet that was right there like that's what 
we're where our training is.” Why was Taylor walking instead of 
running if Taylor was going to head Cruz off at the pass. Taylor: 
 
Q. Alright. Okay, and for the record you’re the baseball coach 
here correct? One of the baseball coaches? 

A. Yeah the assistant baseball coach yes 

Q. Okay is there anything else that you’d like to add? 

A. It was fast 

Q. Trust me I can imagine 

A. It felt like hours I was in that closet it was probably like all the 
shooting came and went. If I had now that I think about it 2 
minutes maybe 3. 
 

Q. Alright. This will now conclude this taped statement the time is 
now 2:02 pm on February 15th 2018. 
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Taylor is minimizing the time he spent in the closet to hide 
the fact he went in it before the shooting started. The BSO 
questioned a student who saw Taylor in the hallway and was 
subsequently shot by Cruz. His name was withheld: 
 
Q. Okay, what building were you originally in? 
 
A. In the band room. 
 
Q. In the band room, okay. Okay, so let's start from the minute 
that you left the band room. Tell me what you saw and what 
happened from there? 
 
A. Well, when I left the band room, I was on my way to the 
freshman building. There was two guys behind me, but I'm pretty 
sure they were on their way to class. And then I was, when I 
walked into the building there was a guy behind them which is 
the shooter. And then when I was walking, I saw one of the 
coaches in front of me. And he was running upstairs. So, I'm 
assuming that the shooter went upstairs to trick him. But like 
when I turned around he came out of the stairwell and came to 
the hallway. And then I turned back around and he started 
shooting. So, I went to the bathroom, but it was locked. So, I 
stand - like there's a little wall right there. So, I stood in front of it 
for a second, and then I ran across to the classroom. And it was 
unlocked and I went in there. 
 

Why did Taylor run to the opposite side of the building if he 
intended to confront Cruz when he could have had a better 
chance catching Cruz if he ran up the stairs in the stairwell where 
Cruz was last seen? (NAME WITHHELD) was in a classroom on the 
ground floor straight across from the locked bathrooms. 

 
Q. Okay, now the coach that went in before you I think you said. 
Do you know who that was? 
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A. Upstairs (unintelligible). 
 
Q. You don't know his name, okay. So, you entered the building 
and you saw the coach going up the stairs kind of quickly? 
 
A. Yeah like running. 
 
Q. Okay, and as you were walking into the hallway you see the 
coach. And then did - you actually see the suspect - Who was 
Nicholas Cruz? 
 
Q. Okay, did you know him prior to that day? 
 
A. No, but I saw his uniform and I knew it was JRTC, because I'm in 
JRTC. 

 
Q. Okay, were you in a JRTC uniform at the time? 
 
A. No, I had it on a different day. 
 
Q. Okay you identified that he did have a JRTC uniform on? 
 
A. Yeah. I think he had a hat on but that's all I remember. It was 
big [gun]. And it's a black gun I think pretty sure. 
 

Cruz wore his JRTC shirt that day to allow him to enter the 
building with his gun case unimpeded by other students. However 
Taylor and Medina both knew he had been expelled and barred 
from the campus. 

 
Q. Okay, so he was behind you - And did you sustain a gunshot 
wound. Is that correct? Okay, and it was to the right side of your 
chest, right? 
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A. No, it was to my left. Oh left. That was - yeah that was…It went 
in through - 
 
Q. Your right leg and out your left leg? You sustained that as the 
shooter was definitely behind you? He wasn't in front of you? 
 
A. He was definitely behind me. 
 
Q. Okay, did you feel yourself get shot at the time? 
 
A. I felt it, but like I didn't process it, because - it wasn't 
(unintelligible) cause of my adrenalin. But I felt it in my leg. 
 
Q. Okay, did you hit the floor at any point? You were standing the 
whole time? 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Okay, so then once that happened and you, obviously heard 
the shots you kind of went to the right where there was a wall. 
You stood there? 
 
A. Yes, to the right there's the bathroom and there's a wall right 
there. And then I stood there for like a second, and then I ran to 
the left where the classroom is. 
 
Q. So, you ran across the hallway to the classroom. That was 
unlocked and you went inside there? Was there anybody else 
inside that classroom? 
 
A. Yes the whole class. 
 
Q. Okay, and the door was unlocked? 
 
A. Yeah and then they locked it, and then we locked it. 
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Q. And then they locked it, okay. Did you hear anymore gunfire or 
did anymore gunfire come into the classroom while you were in 
there? 
 
A. I don't think into the classroom, but I did hear it. We all heard 
it. 
 
Q. Okay, when you had gotten shot, you had turned around. Is 
that how you had seen who – 
 
A. No, I saw him before I got shot. 
 
Q. Okay, so he was - I don't know layout so I'm trying to figure 
how. When you come into the building he's behind you 
 
A. Uh huh. 
 
Q. But you had seen him when you were outside of the building or 
you saw him when he was inside the building? 
 
A. Ah I saw him inside the building. But right at the beginning. 
 
Q. So, when you walk into whatever side of the building it is - Is he 
facing you? 
 
A. No, he's - I like walk in and he's behind me like right here. He 
came in from the outside I believe. I didn’t pass him. 
 
Q. Okay, so you had walked in the building. He walked in the 
building after you? 
 
A. Yes. That's right. 
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Q. Now, you saw him before you had gotten shot. So, where did 
you see him prior to walking ah - 
 
A. At the entrance of the - like after he opened the door. So, like 
right there. 
 
Q. Okay, and what was he doing then? 
 
A. (Unintelligible) he had the gun in his hand. But, you know, just 
it crosses my head, because I thought it was JRTC gun and he 
was in marksmanship. So, that's what I thought. 
 
Q. Okay, so he was kind of standing by the stairwell, I guess, you 
could say? When you walked in? 
 
A. Yes, right. 
 
Q. Okay, but you didn't walk passed him? 
 
A. Uh uh. 
 
Q. You walked in first then okay. I think that's it.  
 
At the time Nikolas Cruz was dropped off on Pine Island Road, 
Campus monitor David Taylor was on the west end of the second-
floor hallway of Building 12. He had been assigned to this location 
to monitor the second-floor restrooms due to ongoing problems 
with students vaping in the restrooms. The restrooms on the first 
and third floors of Building 1200 had been locked so that all 
students had to use the second-floor restroom which could more 
easily by monitored by a single campus monitor. At the time Cruz 
was dropped off—roughly 2:19—Taylor could be seen on school 
surveillance video casually standing outside the restrooms using 
his cell phone. At approximately 2:20:13, Taylor lifted his hand 
toward the microphone on his school radio indicating there was 
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some transmission over the radio causing this reaction. Taylor 
then left his location and began to very casually walk east on the 
second-floor hall. That time at which Taylor began using his 
radio—2:20:13—is the time at which Medina made his first 
transmission in regard to an intruder on campus. At 
approximately 2:20:28, Taylor made a U-turn and turned to walk 
west on the second floor hallway in the direction from which he 
had come, again with his hand on his microphone. With an 
obvious sense of urgency, Taylor began to walk toward the west 
stairwell again with his hand on his microphone. After an 
approximately three-second pause in front of the men’s room, 
Taylor resumed walking to the west stairwell still with his hand on 
his microphone and with a sense of urgency. Taylor continued 
down the west stairwell at a slight jog. He exited the stairwell into 
the first-floor hall at approximately 2:20:57 and continued east. 
Taylor’s pace slowed at this point, and he briefly engaged a 
student outside of the first-floor restroom. Taylor disengaged 
from that student and continued east in the main hall toward the 
doors which Cruz would enter within seconds. However, entering 
the door ahead of Cruz were Ashley Baez (later suffered non-fatal 
injuries), Luke Hoyer (later suffered fatal injuries), and Martin 
Duque (later suffered fatal injuries). Additionally, student Chris 
McKenna had just exited classroom 1216 and was walking in the 
same direction as Taylor—but ahead of Taylor—toward the east 
doors. At 2:21:16, Cruz entered the east doors behind Baez, 
Duque and Hoyer. Cruz was carrying a black, soft-sided rifle bag. 
At the time Cruz entered the east doors Taylor was in front of the 
water fountains between the men’s and women’s restrooms. 
Taylor was facing in the direction of the east doors, and in his 
interview he said that he saw Cruz in a burgundy shirt carrying a 
three-foot-long duffle bag. He recognized Cruz as he entered 
through the doors. 
 
Two seconds later, at 2:21:18, Cruz made an immediate right into 
the east stairwell. Simultaneously, Taylor made a U-turn and 
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pivoted so that he was now traveling back to the west stairwell 
from which he came. As Taylor turned, he again had his hand up 
by his microphone. After walking a few steps Taylor began to jog 
toward the west stairwell. In his interview Taylor stated that he 
did this anticipating that Cruz went into the east stairwell to go 
up the stairs; Taylor planned on going up the west stairwell to 
intercept Cruz on an upper floor. As Taylor went into the west 
stairwell, Cruz was in the east stairwell with student Chris 
McKenna where McKenna was told by Cruz to flee. Taylor jogged 
up the west stairs as Cruz exited the east stairwell into the first-
floor hallway. At 2:21:38, Cruz fired the first shots as Taylor was 
approaching the second-floor landing of the west stairwell. 
Taylor immediately transitioned from a jog to a sprint and ran into 
the west end of the second-floor hall. Taylor stumbled and fell to 
the ground as the student ahead of him began running east down 
the second-floor hall. Taylor continued to the door of an 
office/storage area and used his keys to unlock a door. By 2:21:53, 
Taylor had concealed himself inside this room where he would 
remain until he was evacuated by law enforcement at 2:40. In his 
interview, Taylor said that while he was in that office area he 
recalled two or three people discussing firecrackers over the 
radio; he specified that he believed one of the voices was female. 
Taylor was not certain but believed he made a transmission 
indicating that they were not firecrackers and said that he 
attempted to call a Code Red. Again, the only Code Red was called 
by Bonner, not Taylor. 
 
KELVIN GREENLEAF  
 
Q. Okay. Tell me what you know about the incident today?  
 
A. Okay. Well around about between 2:20, 2:25 there was a call 
over the radio that there was a suspicious male on campus and 
that he was carrying a bag. He was carrying a bag and also had on 
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a backpack. And myself and Deputy Peterson, we left the main 
office heading over to the 1200 building.  
 
Q. Okay. Who put over the radio there's a suspicious male on the 
...  
 
A. Ah ... security monitor Medina and Deputy Peterson and myself 
headed over to the 1200 building and then we heard what 
appeared to be gunshots. So Deputy Peterson instructed me to 
take cover. And he got on the radio and you know backup call. 
And I ran back on campus starting pushing kids back into the 
classrooms  
 
At approximately 2:23:44, Greenleaf and Peterson ran south from 
the east side of Building 1200 toward the northeast corner of 
Building 7 after having spent approximately 27 seconds on the 
east side of Building 1200. While running south Greenleaf was 
waving students away from Building 1200. Greenleaf remained 
near Peterson in that area appearing to keep a diligent eye on the 
area and keeping people away from Building 1200. Any 
transmissions Greenleaf may have made regarding a CODE RED 
would have come after 2:24:54 when Bonner made the first CODE 
RED call. At approximately 2:25:11, Staubly joined Greenleaf and 
Peterson near the northeast corner of Building 7. At 
approximately 2:25:47, Greenleaf ran south from the northeast 
corner of Building 7. Greenleaf stated in his interview that he 
went on to ensure that large numbers of students and staff were 
secured inside of the auditorium. After doing that he came across 
Assistant Principal Jeff Morford. At approximately 2:28:32, seven 
minutes after Cruz fired the first shots, Greenleaf and Morford ran 
into the north end of Building 1. 
 
THE CAMERA ROOM 
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Q. After that did you go back to the office and start looking at 
video?  
 
A. Yes sir. And then once I got the kids into classroom I came back 
to the camera room to look over in the 1200 building to assess, to 
assist and trying to locate the intruder. And so I can help security 
and the officers you know locate where this guy was at. And that 
way you know, it kind make things a little easier actually  
 
Q. Right. At any point did you call 911?  
 
A. No I didn't.  
 
Q. Okay. Were you transmitting over the school radio walkie 
talkie about what you were observing on the video?  
 
A. Yes on the video and myself and Assistant Principal Morford we 
were was corresponding with Deputy Peterson. You know what 
we saw, where we saw the guy at.  
 
Q. The gentleman you saw on video do you know that person?  
 
A. Yes he's the former student. He went here about a year, two 
years ago. His name was Nikolas Cruz. 
 
Q. Okay. And you recognize him by seeing him on video?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. You're sure that's him?  
 
A. I'm a hundred ... I'm sure that's him. 
 
JOHN NAVARRA 
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So, there was a whole lot of talk about that. And 
there was, also, talk from Jeff Morford. I think he 
was up in the camera room because he could see 
the cameras. But he could see the screens. And I 
think, at that time he knew that the shooter was 
Nick Cruz, but he wanted a positive identification. 
Um, there was a whole lot of talk back and forth 
when this -- but this is the gist of it. He wanted, 
like, a picture, and I thought, well, shoot, this kid 
was -- if it's the same Nick Cruz, he was one of my 
students. And we have our pictures that we do 
every year. So, I went over and I found a picture of 
him. So, at that time they had a telephone number. 
I don't know if was a law enforcement official. I 
don't know who it was. But they put his telephone 
over the radio, you know, "Send me his picture." 
Well, not me specifically so, I took a picture with 
my phone. Okay. I went in the Camera Room, I sat 
down Mr. Greenleaf, our Security Specialist was 
there with me. We pulled up the video. You know 
the video is on delay. We pulled it back and started 
watching and we were trying to identify the young 
man. I'd had dealings with him. When I saw him on 
the top of the stairwell when he came out and 
when he took his stuff off and then he ran down 
the stairs and you know we were able to follow 
him and then I probably wasn't real calm on the 
radio because I saw him running out toward all the 
other kids. 
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL WINFRED PORTER 
 
Greenleaf and Assistant Principal Morford were said to have 

entered the camera room approximately 7 minutes and 15 
seconds after the first shot was fired. They relayed what they saw 
on video for the next 30 minutes, and at one point mentioned it 
was a delayed feed, to Assistant Principal Winfred Porter, who 
was in charge of security, and school resource officer Scot 
Peterson. But no one told police the feed was delayed. The 
confusion led to law enforcement officers searching for Cruz when 
he had in fact already fled campus.  

 
At 2:41:55, Sergeant Rossman engaged Assistant Principal 

Winfred Porter and Campus Monitor Medina about their 
observations and the school camera system. While Winfred Porter 
was on his cell phone, Rossman asked him, “Is this live intel?” 
Rossman pointed to Winfred Porter’s radio and Winfred Porter 
replied, “Yes sir, this is live.” Rossman again asked “This is live?” 
Winfred Porter replied “This is live.” Rossman then told Winfred 
Porter to get off the phone because “I don’t know the school like 
you do. I need this information to relay it on the radio.” Medina 
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then held out his radio for Rossman to use, and Rossman rejected 
it. He told Medina, “When I tell you to ask a question give me an 
answer.” Winfred Porter hung his phone call and said that he was 
speaking with “our director.” Once Rossman gained both Medina 
and Winfred Porter’s attention he asked, “Where was he last 
seen? This is live? Right now?” Winfred Porter replied, “This is 
live.” Medina said, “They just said he walked back down to the 
second floor” and went on to explain that Morford said the 
suspect went to the third floor and back down to the second 
floor. 
 
At 2:43:11 Deputy Greetham responded to Sgt. Sklar’s request to 
find an administrator with access to the camera system. As 
captured on Greetham’s body camera, he asked Medina if he had 
access to the camera system, and Medina said he did. Greetham 
then stated over the radio that he is with someone who has 
access to the cameras. Greetham began to lead Medina toward 
the south doors of Building 1 but was stopped by Sgt. Rossman. 
Sgt. Rossman stated that he wanted to slow down and get 
information from Medina and Winfred Porter. 

 
At 2:45:22, Medina told AP Winfred Porter that the deputies 
needed to go see the cameras. AP Winfred Porter asked if he 
needed to take them now, and Deputy Greetham stated that they 
were going to wait for SWAT. 
 
At 2:53:24, while the Garcia Group was on the second-floor 
landing, Morford broadcasted over the school radio that Cruz was 
leaving the third floor and “going back down toward the second 
floor.” This transmission included conversation with Deputy 
Peterson. The audio was captured on Sgt. Rossman’s body camera 
as AP Winfred Porter was holding his school radio very near Sgt. 
Rossman’s body camera. Cruz had actually left the third floor at 
2:27:35, which meant there was actually a 26-minute delay in the 
surveillance video review. 
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At 2:54:32, Sergeant Rossman (BSO) broadcast that Cruz moved 
from the third floor to the second floor as if that was occurring in 
real time. Shortly thereafter, Captain Mock (CSPD) broadcasted 
the same information over the CSPD radio. 

 
At 2:55:02, Sergeant Rossman was first notified by Assistant 
Principal Winfred Porter that the information he was receiving 
from the camera room via the school radio was not live. Rossman 
would not broadcast that information over the BSO radio for 
approximately another seven minutes. 

 
Investigators asked Sgt. Rossman why he did not want to go 

into the camera room with Winfred Porter and Medina, he stated, 
“I'm not going to allow a civilian back into that situation…I still 
wasn’t 100% sure where the shooter was, so I’m not going to 
allow him back into an unknown and having to go through 
tactically clearing…there was already somebody in the camera 
room that we could relay information out. So I chose that as my 
option rather than going back into a situation with civilians that 
aren’t trained and having to protect them.” 

 
At approximately 2:55:02, Sgt. Rossman had finished his 

transmission in which he said, “They are monitoring the subject 
right now. He went from the third floor to the second floor….” 
Winfred Porter realized that Rossman broadcasted that 
information as if it was taking place in real time. While pointing to 
his school radio, Winfred Porter said, “You’re asking me if this is 
live intel? Is that where he is right now? That’s where they last 
saw him on the camera.” Rossman never seemed to acknowledge 
that key statement by Winfred Porter. He got distracted by 
additional radio traffic and asked Winfred Porter if they were still 
talking about the three-story tan and-white building which 
Medina confirmed for Rossman. Rossman would not broadcast 
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that the video was not being watched live for another 7 minutes 
18 seconds. 
 
Deputy Greetham asked Winfred Porter if he was able to view a 
live surveillance feed on his phone, and Winfred Porter replied 
that he could not. Winfred Porter said he could pull up a live feed 
if someone would take him inside Building 1. Deputy Greetham 
told Winfred Porter that SWAT deputies were the only ones who 
could take him inside. Winfred Porter, trying to expedite the 
process, pointed to a group of nearby individuals and asked, “Is 
that SWAT? Can they take me inside?” While Rossman, Greetham, 
Winfred Porter and Medina were having that discussion, deputies 
and officers in the west stairwell discussed the nature of the video 
review. One asked, “Are they watching live?” to which another 
stated, “They’re watching live.” Meanwhile, deputies and officers 
had their rifles trained on the upper floor of the stairwell. 
 
MEDINA POST-EVENT 

 
Medina was later called on to positively ID Cruz as Medina 

got the closest look. Medina: 
 
I knew they wanted you know to identify the photo 
and get their name and so I got them their name 
they got the photo and then we put it together 
then they caught him down the block and then I 
went to go ID. It was 100% ID. Same clothes. They 
had him down on the ground already. He blended 
in with the kids when the kids were all evacuated. 
Supposedly he threw the stuff and they got him on 
the camera putting his stuff in the building where 
he came out and he just ran with the rest of the 
kids and blended in with the rest of the kids, and 
he finally got himself out to where I ID’d him at. I 
ID’d him off at Windham Lakes Pelican Trails or 
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Pelican Point. From the school eight minutes 
walking probably half hour. Eight minute walk so by 
eight minutes in a car and about maybe 20 minutes 
for him to get where he was at. He was running he 
must have been motivating than because there's a 
link that goes all the way to Coral Ridge there's no 
way he can cross this way. He had to come out of 
the middle school that was their walk along the 
main road get to without wall marks that way out 
there and he got caught like way over here. He got 
caught way southwest from in the school so he did 
a lot of running and trying to get away to get where 
he's at. He had help but other than that he a lot of 
running he came in by himself. 

 

SERGEANT RICHARD ROSSMAN 

RR: Once I realized my role was gonna be more of a response in 
trying to working on our radios, and then, right as I was trying to 
work through the radio issue, I found a witness. Two witnesses. 
And then that became my primary function. I knew I had a witness 
that actually saw the shooter come out of the Uber and enter the 
school. So that became my function to debrief the witness. Get 
real intel out, rather than kids that have been shot at. Right. The 
assistant principal is one and then it was -- he's a security 
specialist was the other one. Uh, yep. Andrew Medina was the 
security specialist. He's the one that actually saw him exit the 
Uber, and walk into the Building, and then heard the shots. I was 
dealing with him. And then, also, the assistant principal, Mr. 
Winfred Porter. 
 
 TC: Okay. In regards to the Security Specialist Medina once he 
relays this information do you try to communicate this via the 
radio? 
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RR: Yes. Once I realized, my first transmission, which was 
extremely difficult, you'll see if, you know, my body-worn camera, 
the – the radios. I tried to get on. It trunks [phonetic]. It keeps 
trunk I can't get on the radio. Can't get on the radio. Finally I do 
get on the radio and issued gave the BOLO [Be On The Lookout] 
out of the subject. And the BOLO I gave out was really easy 
because the assistant principal was wearing the same shirt as the 
shooter. So, basically, looking at the assistant principal and 
describing what he was almost wearing -- as what the shooter was 
wearing. So, I gave the BOLO, some information, and then 
continued to, work through the incident. 
 
MP: Just, real quick here when you initially met up with the 
security specialist and the assistant principal, did they mention if 
they had spoken to any othe BSO officers or deputies on scene? 
Or had they spoken or seen anybody else or relayed this 
information to them? 
 

RR: No, ma'am. I don't recall that. 

MP: Okay. Were you in the viewing the video? 

RR: I was never in that room. I didn't even know the building I was 
at was actually the administration building. And from a tactical 
standpoint, I didn't know if – at that point, when I met these 
witnesses, I didn't know where the shooter was. So, once they 
were out, my job was to make sure they stayed with me, stayed 
safe. As this thing continued to evolve that's when I mentioned to 
them about -- does the school have video? And they said yes. And 
then trying to get the video to view the video if there was a 
person there accessible to view the video. And they said yes there 
was. And then we started to work through that process. 
 
MP: Okay. And so, were you able to view the video at any point? 
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RR: Me, no. None of us. Myself, Mr. Winfred Porter, Mr. Medina, 
none of us viewed it. It was all being relayed through three 
different forms of communication. Through the school board's 
radio, our radio. Coral Springs was there also relaying information 
to a person, who I never even met, never even saw. Whoever that 
person that was reviewing that video, I told them, "Listen, can you 
find the shooter? Find the shooter on video." That was one of my 
primary -- I wanted to make sure -- if they could find the shooter 
on video, we could watch him. They pulled it up. They pulled the 
video up. They couldn't find the shooter. So then, shortly 
thereafter, I tell them, "Go back. Let's find him on video." Uh, they 
go back. And I say, "As soon as you find him on video, let me 
know," you know. 
 

TC: How were you communicating with the person who is viewing 
the video? 

 RR: Through Mr. Winfred Porter. And Mr. Medina. I'm telling 
them, and they're giving that information to them over the school 
radio. And they also were on cell phones. Whether they were 
communicating with additional people on cell phones and -- you'll 
see. I mean, my body-worn camera, I get very direct with -- I don't 
know who it was. One of them, I said, "Stop. You're with me. 
You're -- get off the phone. You're only gonna do what I tell you to 
do." Because they were doing the best they could. But I needed to 
refocus their attention, and they needed to be -- I needed to be 
very direct and let them know what I needed done, when I 
needed it done. I kind of got them refocused a little bit, because I 
needed to get this information. So, during this time, remember I 
had mentioned how I wanted to rewind the video and try to find 
the shooter. One of the gentlemen, Mr. Medina, Mr. Winfred 
Porter, one of those two said, "We've got him. We've got him on 
video." My BWC, I repeat it a couple times. "Is this live?" I ask, "If 
this live?" I ask two or three times. They say yes. Then I get 
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occupied with these kids coming out. I give out a BOLO that 
they've located the shooter. He's on the second or third floor. 
He's -- you'll hear – every Kilo, that's me. So, that's what's leading 
up to these transmissions. Mr. Winfred Porter and Mr. Medina, 
and whomever else was in that video room did the best they 
could under the circumstances, you know? They are not trained in 
these type of critical incidents. You know, they kind of, did what I 
asked them to do. There was a breakdown in: Was it live or was it 
not? There was a little breakdown in that. And then the next 
transmission is we found him. He's exiting the school. You' hear 
me say on the radio, "The shooter has exited the building. He is 
southbound." I believe they actually had him, I think, going 
westbound along the fence line. And once I got a lot of that 
information out, I felt we had the subject identified and he had 
maybe he had left. I took the two witnesses, Mr. Medina and Mr. 
Winfred Porter, I told them we're going to run and I took them, 
and we ran east towards the command post, with them in front of 
me, giving them shelter. So, I get them back to the command 
post.  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr33_aKZI4c 

A Broward County Sheriff’s Office Deputy reported:  
 
At about this time, I was approached by a school 
employee named Andrew Medina. He advised me 
that the subject was ID'd in the video surveillance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr33_aKZI4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mr33_aKZI4c
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to be Nikolas Cruz and that he was known to him 
as he was a prior student. I did pass that 
information along via the radio. At approximately 
1541 hours, a suspect was stopped and detained 
and a witness was requested to identify the 
suspect. The location was 11735 NW 47th Drive. At 
1546 hours Sergeant Richard Rossman and I 
transported a witness who was made a positive 
identification of Suspect Cruz at 1555 hours. Please 
refer to Sergeant Richard Rossman's report for 
further details of the identification. 
 

Case 0:18-CV-61577 United States District Court Southern 
District of Florida: 
 

23. Defendant ANDREW MEDINA (“Medina”) was 
at all pertinent times a Broward County School 
guard tasked with keeping children safe. His 
actions and inaction caused children to die, get 
injured, and get traumatized. Specifically, he failed 
to stop Shooter, question him, or lock down the 
school, even though he saw Shooter walk past him 
and he recognized Shooter to be a known danger 
to the school. He instead radioed ahead to warn 
fellow monitor David Taylor that a suspicious kid 
was headed his way. Medina also could have and 
should have called a code, which would have 
caused the school to lock down, thereby making it 
extremely difficult if not impossible for Shooter to 
have access to as many victims since they would be 
behind locked doors. Medina claimed he was 
ordered to not call a Code unless he actually saw a 
gun. If that statement is true, that training or policy 
demonstrates deliberate indifference on the part 
of Defendant County. 
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63. Defendant Medina allowed Shooter to walk 
right into the 1200 building without stopping him, 
despite the fact that Medina recognized Shooter 
as a bad kid who was potentially dangerous and 
would want to shoot up a school. Medina did not 
even call in a code, which would have put the 
school on lockdown and prevented most if not all 
of the harm from occurring.  

 

 
 
MOTIVE: MEDINA’S ADVANCES WERE REJECTED BY 3 FEMALE 
STUDENTS ONE OF WHOM WAS MURDERED BY CRUZ. HE IS A 
PREDATOR AND SEXUAL SADIST 

 
What was Medina’s motive? He told the BSO that the parents 

thought “they owned this place” and called a swastika “a Jewish 
swastika.”  

 
Q. And then you added, those parents, those Parkland parents, 
they come, they think they own the place; right? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35mDJ40_REM&t=24s
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A. They try to get in. They try to get in when they -- through the 
exits and stuff, yes. 

Q. But that those are your exact words you said; right? 

A. At that moment, yes. 

Q. Okay. So I've got to pause and ask, here is this deadly 
Stoneman Douglas massacre, and I just have to understand why is 
it that you feel the need to make a -- a derogatory comment 
parents in that circumstance right there? Why do you feel the 
need to derogatory shot, at Parkland parents? Why do you feel 
the need at that time, hours after the shooting, to take a shot, 
make a criticism of parents? 
 

 A. I wasn't making a criticism. I was just explaining why we close 
it  [at the times we do]. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Parkland parents think they own the place that's flattering? 

THE WITNESS: That's not flattering, no. 

He hated Jews. Several Jewish students were among the 
dead. But there was more to it than that. He let the school get 
shot up because he was a homosexual sadist who wanted to turn 
Stoneman Douglas into Stonewall Douglas. This is from a gay chat 
board where people post warnings about sexual deviants.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35mDJ40_REM&t=24s
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This guy is in his early 40's and has a graying beard 
and shaved head. Met him in a gay bar late one 
night in Miami. We hooked up at my roommates 
condo and had great man on man sex. I am a very 
young college student and after the sex Andrew 
wanted to get together if I could find him a young 
guy or girl to have sex with. He says he lives the 
chase and is horny all the time and can't do things 
at his house and needs a place to meet. The more 
he talked and he talked a lot the more twisted and 
dark he became.. Before he left me he had very 
aggressive sex towards me. He left and called me 
all the time from a trac phone and I had to change 
my number. CAREFUL GUYS (AND GIRLS) THIS GUY 
IS WEIRD. 
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Note how Medina says he can’t do things in his house. He 
pretended to be a good father in front of his kids Mathieu, 19 & 
Maya, 14 that he was left to care for after his wife’s untimely 
death, unexpected death at age 30. Did she find out he was a total 
pervert? Andrew Medina born May 24, 1979, had a criminal 
record for possession of marijuana in May 2013 and retail theft in 
1998.  

 

 

During his deposition in Pollack v. Medina was asked: Have you 
ever been arrested? He answered: “Never.” 
 

Medina has a son who is attending MIT presumably from a 
previous marriage.  
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Medina went after the girls at Stoneman Douglas. However 

they rebuffed his immature sexual advances and two of them, 
including one who was killed by Cruz, reported him to the 
Administration. Medina was almost fired but Broward School 
Superintendent Robert Runcie intervened. Medina had worked as 
Stoneman Douglas’ junior varsity baseball coach since 2011 and 
received a stipend of about $1,300 a year. Since 2014, Medina has 
worked as a security monitor, making about $18,300 a year. That 
was barely enough to support his two children and his coke habit. 
Another reason Medina facilitated the event was because Medina 
hated Jews. Medina called the Nazi symbol “a Jewish Swastika” 
and said arrogant Jewish parents thought they owned the school.  
 

On February 23, 2017, a Personnel Investigation 
request was submitted by Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School Assistant Principal Jeff 
Morford. The allegation was campus monitor Mr. 
Andrew Medina made inappropriate comments to 
two female students. The request was approved 
on February 24, 2017. I received the case on March 
6, 2017. The nature of the allegation surrounds Mr. 
Medina asking a female student to go out on a date 
with him. Mr. Medina also allegedly whispered into 
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another female student's ear, "you’re are fine as 
fuck." Both students became so uncomfortable 
with Mr. Medina's comments and actions, they 
sought out different routes to their classes in an 
attempt to avoid him.  
 
I reviewed a copy of a video tape that was provided 
by Assistant Principal Max Rosario. The date on the 
video was February 16, 2017 and it accurately 
depicts what student wrote in her written 
statement regarding Medina confronting her in the 
hallway. The video shows walking in the hallway at 
10:41:10. Mr. Medina gets in his cart at 10:41:17 
and immediately pursues (Deleted). They make eye 
contact at 10:41:24. As they proceed down the 
hallway, it appears they are talking. At 10:42:51, 
(Deleted) walks in front of the golf cart and 
proceeds to the stairs which she walks up. The 
entire conversation lasts for approximately 1½ 
minutes. There was no physical contact. Student 
provided a written statement that was dated 
February 21, 2017. (Deleted) wrote that 
approximately three (3) weeks ago she ran into 
Medina by the bathrooms of the 700 building. 
wrote they were just having small talk when Mr. 
Medina told her he wanted to take her out and 
buy her some drinks. (Deleted) wrote that she told 
him she worked a lot but Mr. Medina was 
persistent. Medina also told her that they had to 
keep this low key. (Deleted) wrote that she 
"brushed" the incident off because it had never 
happened before and didn't think it would happen 
again. (Deleted) wrote that on February 16, 2017, 
she was approached by Medina and he wanted to 
know what she was doing that weekend. (Deleted) 
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told him that she would be spending it with her 
boyfriend and working. Medina asked where she 
worked and told her he would come by her job 
later. Medina told her that he would wait for her 
and because it was not at school, he could flirt with 
her. Student provided a written statement that was 
dated February 22, 2017. (Deleted) wrote that 
three (3) weeks ago she was walking out of the 
bathroom and Medina called her over and 
whispered in her ear "you're fine as fuck.” 
(Deleted) immediately walked away while Medina 
kept talking saying things like "I know you're 
smiling", and telling her things about her boyfriend. 

 
On March 17, 2017, I took a sworn recorded 

statement from student (Deleted) (Deleted) is a 
grade student at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School. I asked to tell me what happened with 
Medina that made her feel uncomfortable. 
(Deleted) told me that during one incident that 
occurred sometime during the beginning of 
February 2017, she was coming out of the 
bathroom and was approached by Medina and he 
wanted to know what she was doing this weekend, 
and "are you busy.” (Deleted) told him that she 
was busy but (Deleted) said that Medina asked her 
if they could hang out together and that he wanted 
to buy her a couple of drinks. Medina also told her 
that he wanted to take her out and that she could 
come over to his place because his kids wouldn't 
be there this weekend. (Deleted) told me she felt 
really uncomfortable and she started laughing and 
began walking down the stairs. Medina then told 
her that if she did come over that it would have to 
be "low key" and that she couldn't say anything to 
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anyone because he could get into trouble. 
(Deleted) told him that she was sorry, but that she 
was busy this weekend. (Deleted) told me that 
during the next three (3) weeks, she tried to avoid 
Medina. She would walk with a friend so he 
wouldn't approach her or she would put her head 
down and act as if she didn't see him! (Deleted) 
told me on February 16, 2017, while she was 
walking out of the guidance office, "it was a 
Thursday", and she saw Medina on his golf cart. 
Medina drove up to her and asked her if she was 
going to the basketball game on Friday night and 
she told him "no, I have to work.” Medina then 
asked her where she worked and she told him. 
Medina then asked her what time she worked and 
she made up a time because she didn't want him 
showing up where she worked. Medina told her 
that he was going to come by so he could flirt with 
her. (Deleted) made up a story telling him that she 
was a driver hoping to deter him from showing up. 
Medina told her that it was ok, that he would just 
come by and watch her do her thing, and flirt with 
her. (Deleted) told me she felt so uncomfortable 
she took that night off, but found out later that Mr. 
Medina did not show up at her workplace. 
(Deleted) told me that she has not had any other 
incidents involving Medina since this last incident. 
She also told me that she takes different routes to 
her classes and other locations, making sure she is 
not by herself while walking on campus, anything 
to avoid contact with Mr. Medina. I asked (Deleted) 
if Mr. Medina has ever touched her inappropriately 
and she stated "no.” 
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On March 20, 2017, I took a sworn recorded 
statement from student (Deleted) (Deleted) is an 
grade student at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School. I asked to tell me what Medina said to her 
that she thought was inappropriate. (Deleted) told 
me sometime around the end of January 2017, 
Medina was by the main stairs near the bathroom. 
She was walking from the bathroom when Medina 
called her over and whispered in her ear "you're 
fine as fuck" (Deleted) told me she was scared and 
began to walk away when Medina said "I know 
you're smiling.” Medina also told her that her 
boyfriend was lucky because she was so loyal. I 
asked if Mr. Medina ever asked her out on a date 
and she stated "no.” I asked her if he had ever 
touched her inappropriately and she again stated 
"no.” (Deleted) did tell me that she felt so 
uncomfortable, she began walking different ways 
to class and other areas on campus so to avoid 
running into Medina. (Deleted) told me that she 
told her boyfriend what happened and her 
boyfriend called Medina because he was mad. told 
me she was not there during the conversation but 
that her boyfriend told her that she was not to talk 
to Medina again. Told me Medina confronted her 
boyfriend at a gas station wanting to apologize. 
(Deleted) told me her boyfriend did not want to get 
into a confrontation, and that he really didn't want 
to hear anything Medina had to say, so he just 
backed off and left. told me her boyfriend is out of 
school and is not a student. 

 
After the interview I spoke with (Deleted) again 
along with Assistant Principal Jeff Morford. I asked 
(Deleted) if she thought her boyfriend would give 
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me a statement, and told me she didn't think he 
would but that she would ask. (Deleted) boyfriend 
does not. After the interview I spoke with (Deleted) 
again along with Assistant Principal Jeff Morford. I 
asked if she thought her boyfriend would give me a 
statement, and told me she didn't think he would 
but that she would ask. (Deleted) boyfriend does 
not want to be identified or give a statement in this 
case. I also asked if she knew any other students 
who were complaining about inappropriate 
comments or conduct by Medina. (Deleted) 
mentioned the names, and Both and told me they 
knew nothing specific, only what other girls had 
complained about. (Deleted) told me she had 
experienced a situation and called Mr. Medina a 
"disgusting pig.” I did not take statements from and 
because they both never experienced anything 
personally, just what they were told. 

 
On March 20, 2017, I took a sworn recorded 

statement from student (Deleted) (Deleted) is a 
grade student at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School. I asked (Deleted) to tell me what Medina 
has done to her to make her feel uncomfortable. 
(Deleted) told me she would walk by Medina and 
he would say "damn mami" and begin looking her 
up and down. (Deleted) told me this happens 
basically every time she walks by him. Mr. Medina 
will also remove his sunglasses while he is checking 
her out so she knows he's looking at her. I asked if 
she remembered the last time this has happened 
and she told me as recently as just before he was 
pulled from the school. I asked if Mr. Medina had 
ever asked her out on a date and she stated "no.” I 
asked if Medina had ever touched her 
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inappropriately and she again stated "no.” I asked 
if she knew of any other students this has 
happened to at the school and she told me about 
an incident she witnessed. (Deleted) told me that a 
female student had a recent tattoo that went from 
her upper back down to her mid lower bottom and 
Medina wanted to see it. The girl refused, telling 
him that he was not her father. (Deleted) told me 
she didn't know the girls name but she did witness 
the incident. 

 
On March 29, 2017, I took a sworn recorded 

statement from Mr. Andrew Medina. Mr. Medina 
was represented by legal counsel, Mr. Michael 
Orenstein. The statement was taken at Mr. 
Orenstein's office at 3864 Sheridan Street, 
Hollywood Florida. Medina is a Campus Monitor 
and Junior Varsity baseball coach at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School since October 2016. 
I asked Medina how often he would see student 
(Deleted). He told me his post is on the second 
floor of the 700 building and had a class there, so 
he would see her just about every day. I asked 
Medina if he knew where (Deleted) worked and he 
told me she told him she worked at (Deleted). I 
asked Medina how that conversation came up and 
he told me she was talking about her boyfriend, 
and how he didn't treat her right and then she just 
told him that she got a job at (Deleted) He told me 
that she told him to come by and get some food. I 
asked him if he ever went there to see her and he 
stated "never." I asked Medina if he ever asked 
(Deleted) out on a date and he stated "never." He 
went on to say that he only asked out to the 
baseball games, to come out and support the team. 
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Medina told me that (Deleted) has been all 
stressed out this year because of an old boyfriend 
who is now dating another girl in the school. He 
went on to say that he just tried to encourage her 
to come out to the games and relax. Mr. Medina 
told me the last time he talked to her she came up 
to him and showed him a picture of her new 
boyfriend and he told her he didn't want to hear it. 
I asked Medina if he ever had a confrontation 
regarding a student's boyfriend. Medina told me he 
was confronted by someone, who claimed to be 
(Deleted) boyfriend. I asked Medina what 
happened. Medina told me that during lunch one 
day, (Deleted) was coming out of the bathroom 
and he said to her "god didn't make me blind, 
you're looking mighty fine today." Medina told me 
(Deleted) didn't say anything and that she just kept 
walking to class. Medina stated that later that day 
he began getting a lot of phone calls and he finally 
answered the phone and it was some guy telling 
him that he was going to kidnap his daughter and 
"fuck you up", if you say something slick to my girl 
again. The caller then hung up on him. Medina told 
me about a week later he pulled up to a gas station 
by his house and he saw (Deleted) sitting in a car, 
and her boyfriend in the store. Mr. Medina 
approached the boyfriend and the boyfriend 
apologized because he was mad at something Mr. 
Medina said to his girl (Deleted) Medina assured 
the boyfriend that he wasn't after his girl, and they 
shook hands and left. Medina denies whispering in 
ear "your fine as fuck" I then asked Medina if he 
ever told that he wanted to buy her drinks and to 
hang out together on the weekend and he stated 
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"never" Medina told me he has never had a 
conversation like that with (Deleted). 

 
I asked Medina if he knew who student (Deleted) 
was and he stated "no.” He also denied ever 
making the comment to her "damn mami", or 
asking to look a student's tattoo. Medina told me 
he doesn't talk to the students like that, that he 
tries to keep everything positive such as "you look 
very nice today, keep it up.” 

 
Child Protective Services was not notified, nor was 
any police report submitted, as this (Deleted) want 
to be identified or give a statement in this case. I 
also asked if she knew any other students who 
were complaining about inappropriate comments 
or conduct by Medina. mentioned the names, and 
(Deleted). Both (Deleted) and (Deleted) told me 
they knew nothing specific, only what other girls 
had complained about. (Deleted) told me she had 
experienced a situation and called Medina a 
"disgusting pig.” I did not take statements from 
(Deleted) and (Deleted) because they both never 
experienced anything personally, just what they 
were told. 

 
SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY MARJORY STONEMAN 
DOUGLAS HS INCIDENT STATEMENT FORM 

 
Location of incident 7/8 bathroom Date and Time 
Incident 3 weeks ago. 2-22-17 I was walking out of 
the bathroom and Coach Medina told me to come 
up to him so I did and he whispered in my ear 
“you’re fine as fuck.” I immediately walked away 
and he kept saying things like “I know you’re 
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smiling.” “Your boyfriends lucky he loyal.” I also 
know that he is friendly on snap chat with other 
girls. (Students here at Douglas) I don’t even walk 
the same way I used to walk to classes anymore. 

 
This is the report of other girl who was stalked by Andrew 

Medina. 
 
SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY MARJORY STONEMAN 
DOUGLAS HS INCIDENT STATEMENT FORM 

 
About 3 weeks ago during 3rd period I was upstairs 
by the 700 building and Medina was outside of the 
bathrooms and we just had a small talk he asked 
how I was then said: “When are you going to let me 
take you out?” I responded and said “Um I’m 17 ha 
ha” and felt uncomfortable and tried to be nice and 
said “Well I work a lot now so that can’t happen.” 
And he said “I wanna buy you a couple of drinks, 
but it has to be on the weekend because I have my 
kids during the week, but this has to be low key. 
Then I said “Oh I work every weekend and started 
walking down the stairs so I didn’t have to talk to 
him and he said all right I’ll hit you up. Then I went 
back to class. I brushed that off because that was 
the first time he said anything so I didn’t think it 
would happen again. So I just dropped it. Then 2-
16-17 4th period I had to go to guidance office to 
get a paper for (redacted) I was walking out of the 
office and I saw Medina so I called my mom over 
the phone but she didn’t answer so Medina ended 
up saying “how are you” and I said “good how are 
you?” I tried to walk fast so he couldn’t walk with 
me instead he pulled his golf cart up and drove it as 
I was walking and said, “What are you doing this 
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weekend?” I said “I’ll be with my boyfriend and 
work Friday night.” Then he said where do you 
work. (Redacted) he said “What time?” I lied 
because I got scared and said 6 to 7 so that gave 
him no time to come in. But he said I will come visit 
you before the basketball game. I said my manager 
won’t let me go to the front. He said “It’s cool I’ll 
just chill in there and watch you do your thing. It’s 
out of school so I can flirt with you. I laughed and 
said my boyfriend would not appreciate that and 
walked up the stair by the art court yard. I told my 
boss what happened and showed him a picture of 
Medina. He ended up not showing up to my work. 
But Friday during 6th period I was in Peterson’s 
office discussing everything that happened and we 
called my dad and talked to him as well. Nothing 
has happened since that Thursday 2-16-17 But I am 
afraid if I see him in school again he’ll say 
something especially now that he knows where I 
work. 

 
For the next three weeks, the student tried to avoid Medina. 

She would “walk with a friend so he wouldn’t approach her or she 
would put her head down and act as if she didn’t see him,” 
according to the report. The report was prepared by Robert 
Spence, a detective with the district’s Special Investigative Unit. 
Spence did his job. The sexual harassment allegations against 
Medina were reviewed by the district’s Professional Standards 
Committee, made up of district employees, which found probable 
cause to charge Medina with inappropriate conduct. A report 
October 4, 2017 recommended terminating him. But a 
handwritten note at the bottom says, “Discipline should not be 
termination but instead a three-day suspension.” Craig Nichols, 
chief of human resources for the district, signed off on the 
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decision. He is listed as the designee for Superintendent Robert 
Runcie.  

 
 

 
                CRAIG NICHOLS                        RUNCIE/DMC 

 
 

   
 
Medina was propositioning students some of whom might 

have been underage girls. The age of consent in Florida is 18. He 
was inviting them over to his house when his kids are away to 
have sexual relations with him, not to look at his baseball card 
collection. He was offering to buy them alcoholic drinks when the 
legal drinking age was 21. This is serious business and a breach of 
professional ethics and the Professional Standards Committee 
wanted him fired. But Runcie had his flunky Nichols intervened 
and he received a slap on the wrist for propositioning students. 
 

According to the Broward Principals and Assistants 
Association Principal Ty Thompson wasn’t involved in the decision 
to reduce Medina’s discipline. Decisions to reverse committee’s 
recommendations “are not uncommon,” they said. At the request 
of his lawyer, Medina was approved to serve the three-day 
suspension during three different pay periods so he would “retain 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAsTEDLR1jQ
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enough pay to provide for his family’s needs.” After being 
temporarily reassigned during the investigation, Medina attended 
a three-hour sexual harassment training course on November 1, 
2017 a joke. A copy of his transfer letter was sent to Chief Robert 
Hutchinson: Broward County Public Schools Chief of Police and 
former head of U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Homeland 
Security Investigations, SAC Miami Field Office. Medina returned 
to campus November 6, 2017 the report said. The training course 
was not going to change this sexist pig.  

 
Medina told the committee he lost his wife in 2013 and was 

raising two children as a single parent “and would not put himself 
in a compromising situation with students,” the notes say. Child 
Protective Services was not notified nor was a police report 
submitted, “as this case is solely administrative,” the investigator 
wrote. The idea at Stoneman Douglas was keep it all internal. It 
was interesting to note that when Medina was transferred out of 
Stoneman Douglas for good, thanks to my research, the 
document was signed by Haitian-American Valerie Smith Wanza, 
PhD. Chief School Performance and Accountability Officer who 
works for School Superintendent Robert Runcie.  

 
So it was Runcie himself who kept him on. Maybe Medina’s 

replacement would have confronted Cruz instead of helping him? 
Tracy Clark, one of Runcie’s associates from his Chicago Obama 
days blamed it on Whitey. 

 
The determination to amend the Professional 
Standards Committee’s (PSC) recommendation of 
discipline was a result of the secondary review and 
a thorough discussion of the case. As a designee of 
the Superintendent, CRAIG NICHOLS authorized the 
decision of the group via the form signature 
process which is a component of the overall 
process. The secondary review group agreed with 
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probable cause to discipline the employee for 
inappropriate conduct, which was the basis of the 
personnel investigation. As a reminder from our 
previous statement, this secondary review serves 
as an effort to ensure the consistent and 
appropriate application of discipline. Additionally, 
this review considers whether the recommended 
discipline will be upheld through due process. It is 
not uncommon for the secondary review group to 
amend recommendations from the Professional 
Standards Committee. In this specific case, Medina 
was investigated for alleged inappropriate 
comments to 2 [3] students. The final 
determination, after the secondary review process, 
was to uphold the Professional Standards 
Committee’s finding of probable cause for 
inappropriate conduct. After consultation and 
advice from Special Investigative Unit (SIU) 
leadership and district legal counsel, the 
appropriate discipline was determined to be a 
three-day suspension. This decision was primarily 
based on the facts that there was no direct 
evidence to distinguish between the conflicting 
statements provided by the students and the 
employee, there was no inappropriate physical 
contact, and there was no record of any previous 
discipline for employee. Neither Superintendent 
Runcie nor Principal Thompson were involved in 
the secondary review that resulted in the decision 
to amend the discipline recommendation. The 
Professional Standards Committee is comprised 
various District and school-based administrative 
representatives. We can confirm that the employee 
served the three-day suspension.  
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There was evidence to back up the students charges. 
Investigators said surveillance tape accurately depicted one of the 
student’s claims that Medina had pursued her and then 
confronted her in the hallway at 10:41 a.m. Feb. 16, 2017. The 
conversation lasted about a minute and a half and there was no 
physical contact, the report said. Then the was corroboration 
thanks to another report made by the second complainant: 
 

Refer to investigation report which contained two 
videos from different angles. Employee did all the 
talking. Baseball coach and campus monitor spoke 
about accomplishments. Admits to him being a 
little friendly with student depicted in the video. 
Student’s boyfriend confronts him at gas station 
thinking he had interest in his girl. I respond no, he 
apologizes to me. Denies allegations. Professional 
Standards Committee felt he is following student in 
his golf cart. 1½ minutes of interaction with 
student (no physical contact).  

The MSDH discipline committee wanted to fire Medina in 
2017 for sexually harassing two [3] students. But the head of the 
Broward School District, Robert Runcie, overruled them. Among 
the Miscreant’s victims was Meadow Pollack, one of the students 
Medina, 39, had sexually harassed in February 2017.  
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Andrew Pollack, whose daughter Meadow was murdered by the 
Miscreant, knows that Medina could have stopped it but choose 
to let it go down. He is suing Medina and personally confronting 
him. He is one of the few with balls in Broward.  So that simpering 
wimp Medina filed for a restraining order against him.: 
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The witnesses each reported that Mr. Pollack 
screamed to Mr. Medina, "Do you know who I am? 
Do you know who I am? I'm not through with you 
yet." One of the witnesses, Mr. High, without 
prompting, indicated that the "I'm not through 
with you yet" comment was made in a "very 
threatening tone." The other witnesses agreed. I 
did not solicit their comments regarding the tone 
of the statement. In addition to the three adult 
unbiased witnesses, the incident was also 
witnessed by Mr. Medina's assistant coach, 
Michael Lazar. 

 
6. Prior to the above-mentioned threatening 
comment, Mr. Pollack also screamed out "how can 
you have this piece of shit out here." This comment 
was made to the general public and was clearly 
intended to be menacing. to be there other than to 
harass and scare Mr. Medina. 

 
8. Mr. Medina is fearful of Mr. Pollack, and Mr. 
Pollack has been unable to control himself when it 
comes to Mr. Medina. Mr. Medina is so fearful of 
Mr. Pollack that after last night's incident, he 
refused to sleep at his own home out of concerns 
for his safety. Mr. Medina's personal counsel will 
be filing an injunction. It is our expectation that the 
injunction will be filed by the end of the week. 
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TIA JASMEAN HILL 

Another interesting aspect of Medina the Maggot involves 
the sudden death of Tia Jasmean Medina, (September 25, 1981 - 
June 19, 2013) Andrew Medina’s wife who had taken him to court 
for not paying child support. “Tia J. Medina, 31, of Coral Springs, 
FL passed away suddenly on Wednesday, June 19, 2013. Tia 
enjoyed being a mother; her 2 children were her pride and joy. 
She is survived by her Loving Husband, Andrew Medina her 
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Beloved Children, Mathieu, aged 14 & Maya, aged 9.” Nee Tia J. 
Jasmean Hill.  

 
Voter Registration Friday, May 31, 2013 
Tia Jasmean Medina 
Birth Date: 9/25/1981 Gender: Female 
Home Address 
Street: 4685 NW 121st Ave 
City: Coral Springs State: FL Zip: 330762231 
County: Broward Congressional District:  
21 County Commission District: 3 
House District: 97 Precinct Group: 0 Precinct: E040 
Party: Florida Democratic Party  
Race: Black, Not Hispanic Registration: 1/21/2003 
Student at Florida Atlantic University 1999 - 2010  
Industry: Accounting 

 
Since I don’t know what Medina’s wife died of at this point in 

time I can’t say whether he had a hand in her death but I wouldn’t 
rule it out. Her son was a part of a cancer support group but she 
died suddenly? She had filed a non-payment of child support law 
suit against him just before she up and died. Because of this loss 
Medina was trying to replace her with another girl or boy and his 
happy hunting grounds was gay bars in Miami and the Stoneman 
Douglas campus AKA Stonewall Douglas. But none of the girls 
were stupid enough to date him so he grew resentful to the point 
that he wittingly helped Nikolas Cruz carry out this massacre.  

 
The Curcio report revealed the names of the people who 

called Cruz: 
 

954-234-7204 
Caden Krzeminski 
W /M. 04/14/2000 
4671 NW 121 Avenue 
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Coral Springs, Florida 
 
Tia Medina 
4685 NW 121st Ave 
Coral Springs, FL 33076 
 
Q. Where did you live before your  residence? 
A. I lived with my mother-in-law. 
Q. And where was that location? 
A. Coral Springs, Florida. 
Q. How long did you live there? 
A. I've lived with my mother-in-law in that location since 2004 . 
Q. Does your mother-in-law still live with you and your kids? Now 
does she currently live with you? 
A. My mother-in-law, she lives in her own home. 

 
This number comes back to Christa Krzeminski the 
mother of Nikolas Cruz's friend Caden Elias 
Krzeminski. At the time of the MSDHS shooting 
Krzeminski was out of county in a secured program. 
In July when he returned to Broward County a 
sworn statement was obtained from him. Caden 
Krzeminski stated that he first met Nikolas Cruz in 
kindergarten but did not see him again till much 
later when they both attended Cross Creek 
Alternative School. Caden Krzeminski stated that 
he and Cruz were friends and had been to each 
other's house in the past. Caden Krzeminski stated 
that Cruz was an extreme gun lover who would 
"spent every penny he made" from Dollar Tree 
buying guns. Caden Krzeminski stated that he and 
Cruz would go out to Hunter McCutcheon 
Everglades' campsite and that Cruz brought the 
AR-15 out their campsite to target practice on one 
occasion. Caden Krzeminski stated that Cruz was a 
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racist but would not confront people he was 
prejudice about directly. Caden Krzeminski stated 
that Cruz told him about the fight he had on 
campus and that afterwards Cruz told him "that 
he was the kind of person who would come back 
to shoot up the school.” Caden Krzeminski 
confirmed earlier statements in reference to Cruz 
asking for assistance in getting a handgun. Caden 
Krzeminski stated that Cruz asked for his assistance 
due to the fact that he knew that he hung out on 
the “bad side” of Coral Springs. Caden Krzeminski 
stated that though he first agreed to help Cruz he 
later changed his mind and did not follow through 
on finding a third party to see Cruz a handgun. For 
further information see the sworn statement of 
Caden Krzeminski. 

 

 

Steve, Christa, Cameron and Caden Krzeminski wrote on June 
24, 2013 purchased the Teleflora’s Blue Caribbean Bouquet for 
the family of Tia J. Medina. The possibility exists that Medina, a 
Campus Monitor, heard about the threats Cruz was constantly 
making against MSD through the Krzeminski’s. Caden was tied in 
with Hunter McCutcheon in a racist Nazi cell: 
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DETECTIVE TUTLER: Okay. Who were his friends?  

ZACHARY CRUZ: The only really one I know is this kid named 
HUNTER MCCUTCHEON. That's it. That's the only JROTC friend I 
remember. That's the kid in JROTC. 

DETECTIVE TUTLER: And you said you think his name was Hunter 
McCutcheon? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: It is. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Why would Hunter be saying "got you beat"? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Got you beat, because Hunter had more guns 
than him because Hunter goes hunting and takes pride in his guns 
like Nick did. But Nick was a lot more than he was. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Now, did Hunter know about this type of stuff 
that your brother would talk about, do you know? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Yeah .. I mean, if anything he did. I would 
assume. Because Nick would talk about stuff like this, like, with 
everybody. He would joke. He'd come out like, he would say it, 
like, in a joking manner sometimes. But sometimes he would just 
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be like playing with it, like, I'll do this. Like, I swear if something 
happens to this I will do this. 
 
Q. Tell me about how smart he is with guns. 
 
A. He knows how to work the guns, he knows to take it apart, he 
knows how to play with them, he knows how to clean them. 
 
Q. How did he learn this? 
 
A. I guess-I think it's self-taught either that or his friend Hunter--- 
 
Q. Hunter. 
 
A. That's his friend's name Hunter. His dad goes hunting all the 
time and he used to do it all the time.  
 

Vincent Valdes W / M 11/14/2000 
 
Vincent Valdes stated in his sworn statement that he was in 

the 100 Building practicing for a JRTOC event when the shooting 
occurred. Valdes stated that he lived in the same neighbor as Cruz 
when they were in Seventh through Ninth grade. Valdes stated 
that Cruz would hang with his friends and became best friends 
with another neighbor friend Hunter McCutcheon. Valdes stated 
that Cruz and McCutcheon became best friends because they 
both were living "Country Style and became involved in shooting 
animals and posting pictures of the dead animal on social media. 
Valdes stated that in middle school he knew on one occasion that 
he brought a knife to school in his backpack. Valdes stated that 
around 2016 Cruz and McCutcheon participated in a “Kick group 
Chat Room" where they both talked about killing people and 
hating people and posted videos of themselves wearing bullet 
proof vests and gas masks. Valdes stated that Cruz was in the 
marksman class in JROTC class and practiced shooting at home. 
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Cruz also claimed that he was a Satanist according to Valdes. 
Valdes stated that another Instagram site that Cruz posted 
pictures of himself with guns was on "SOS America.” 
 
Hunter McCutcheon W/M 10/13/2000 
Date /Time: 0810912018 13:28:06, Thursday 
Supervisor Review Date/Time: 081091201813:31:16, Thursday 
Reference: Follow Up 
 
McCutcheon in a sworn statement to Detective Cottam stated 
that he first met Cruz his freshman in JRROTC. McCutcheon stated 
that he and Cruz became good friends because they like hunting 
and shooting in the woods. McCutcheon stated that Cruz was 
obsessed with the care of his firearms and was constantly 
cleaning and oil them to the point he felt that he slept with his 
guns. McCutcheon stated that after Cruz was suspended for 
fighting at MSDHS the staff would not allow him to bring a 
backpack to school due to the fact that they were suspicious of 
him and his behavior. McCutcheon stated that Cruz was removed 
from MSDHS and was sent to JP Taravella High School to improve 
his grades. McCutcheon stated that after Linda Cruz died Nikolas 
Cruz wanted to move in with his family but that his father 
refused to allow it due to Cruz's obsession with having the guns 
with him in the house. McCutcheon stated that he had not seen 
Cruz in around a month. McCutcheon stated that he and Cruz 
would post on Instagram. McCutcheon stated that Cruz had two 
of his firearms (rifles) in their cabin. McCutcheon stated that 
though Cruz was autistic he was high functioning. McCutcheon 
stated that Cruz saved all his money from working at “Dollar Tree" 
to buy his rifles. McCutcheon stated that Cruz recently made a 
purchase of ammunition from "Dicks Sporting Goods.” 
McCutcheon stated that Cruz would go out and practice shooting 
with him at their property in Big Cypress Reservation which had a 
100 yard shooting range. McCutcheon stated that Cruz would 
shoot animals for no reason. McCutcheon stated that he knew 
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Cruz had bought body armor. McCutcheon stated that Cruz lived 
for one week with a mutual friend named Caden. McCutcheon 
stated that when alive Linda Cruz was a liberal anti-gun type 
person and Nikolas Cruz's views were just the opposite. Nikolas 
Cruz according to McCutcheon had a “Trump Hat” and due to the 
fact that his mother hated Donald Trump he put it in her casket 
with her when she died and took a picture of her with the hat 
which he showed him. Detective Cottam and other detectives and 
FBI Agents travelled to the McCutcheon Everglade’s campsite 
where after obtaining consent from Hunter McCutcheon's father, 
(Steven McCutcheon), Nikolas Cruz's “Rugar” rifle serial nilmber 
691-31976 and-a "Mossberg" Shotgun serial K431580 were 
recovered and placed into evidence. For further information see 
the supplement report of Detectives Cottam and the sworn 
statement of Hunter McCutcheon. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 [return] 

 

SCOT “ROD” (Retired On Duty) PETERSON AND 
ANDREW MEDINA’S SILENCE 

 

 

FAMOUS COWARDS SCOT PETERSON ROBERT FORD 
 
Jason Whisnant told the Parkland Commission: 
 

JW: When we hear gunshots, we go right to the 
gunshots. Even if you're the only officer? That's our 
training. If you're responding to an incident where 
somebody is in a building and they're actively 
killing people, the protocol is to arrive on scene 
and immediately address the threat as fast as 
possible and with as much violence as it takes to 
end the threat.  
 
BRYAN WILKINS: I can actually give you a timeline 
on how this stuff's evolved. And, it is, by far, today, 
much better than from when I came out of the 
academy, which was in 1992, okay? The timeline 
was -- when, in '92, you sat there and you waited 
for some specialty unit to show up. That was it, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKNHkcSPNJw
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okay? In '99, when they had Columbine happen, 
okay? Then it was, you know what, you did the 
train. The train was, basically, you waited it for a 
stack of five or six, you came in, you started going 
toward the threat. You assessed it. You chopped 
doors. So on and so forth. And, as somebody came 
off the train, another person, as they were running 
into the building, became part of the caboose and 
it just, it evolved. The train kept going down the 
hallway. Then probably 2010, 2012, it became one 
guy goes and takes care of business and that's it. If 
that's all that -- that we have. So, that's -- that's 
how it evolved, you know? And, that's what we're 
taught. We're taught, if you hear it, you go to it and 
you take it out. 

 
An internal BSO memo that states beginning January 1, 2019 

deputies “shall” immediately intervene instead of “may” in the 
case of an active shooter scenario. The policy also notes there are 
“very limited extenuating circumstances” when a solo deputy can 
delay their response. 
 
• Medina stated he did not observe Deputy Peterson’s actions. 
 
WINFRED PORTER 
 
WP: The alarm was triggered and I went to the panel in Deputy 
Peterson's office and that's when I read on there that it was 
coming from building. It was triggered by something in building 
and gas was what the panel read. 
 
KR: Okay. Was Deputy Peterson in his office at that time? 
 
WP: He I believe -- sir, I'm not sure. 
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KR: Okay. 

WP: I don't recall. I just remember seeing him running in the 
hallway. I mean, out of his office to get on to a golf cart. I saw him 
go grab the side of the golf cart with Mr. Greenleaf. I don't know if 
I paid attention to him sitting down or not. Porter: 
 

During the incident he heard people on the school 
radio talking about "firecrackers" and other voices 
saying "those aren't fire crackers." Winfred Porter 
advised that he could not remember who voices 
were making those comments. As far as Nikolas 
Cruz, Winfred Porter advised that he had only one 
contact with him in reference to discipline and that 
was in reference to the incident where Cruz and 
several of his friends wrote racial slurs and 
swastikas on a lunch room table. In reference to 
that incident Cruz was given a referral. Winfred 
Porter advised that he had spoken to Cruz's mother 
several times but had never heard anything about 
Nikolas Cruz's infatuation with firearms. Winfred 
Porter advised that Cruz was very quiet and 
reserved in his contacts with him. Winfred Porter 
advised that all student referrals are assigned 
"Event Numbers" and after it is investigated and 
then entered into the "DMS" (Discipline 
Management System) and then is transferred to 
"Terms System.” 

 
Nothing happened to Cruz as a result of this racist vandalism 

by him and his scummy friends.  
 
Returning to our chorology: Andrew Medina drove Scot 

Peterson and Kelvin Yellowleaf to the front of the 1200 building in 
his golf cart then Medina the Maggot and the Broward Coward 
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parted ways. At least six of the 17 killed and many of the 17 
wounded had not been shot when Peterson, Greenleaf and 
Medina arrived. But instead of entering, Peterson drew his 
handgun and stayed outside, taking cover next to an adjoining 
building jacking his dick. At one point, Peterson was a few feet 
outside a door into the building while just inside the door suspect 
Nikolas Cruz was fatally shooting Chris Hixon and Aaron Feis. 
Bullets were flying out a window directly above Peterson's head. 
He radioed dispatchers that shots were being fired inside the 
building and told them to tell deputies responding to the scene to 
stay 500 feet back and close down the surrounding streets. He 
later contradicted that, telling investigators he wasn't sure where 
the shots were coming from.  

 
‘Was there any conversation between Medina and Peterson as 
they drove in the Golf Cart toward the 1200 Building?’  
 
Greenleaf and Peterson met with Medina near the southeast 
corner of the courtyard. At 2:22:51, video showed Peterson and 
Greenleaf riding on the golf cart as Medina drove them north 
toward Building 12. Greenleaf said that Medina and Peterson 
were in conversation with each other but he could not hear what 
they were saying since he was hanging onto the rear of the cart. 
Greenleaf stated that he saw Peterson on his BSO radio during 
this time, but from radio timestamps we know that to not be true. 
Medina drove the golf cart north on the east side of the courtyard 
and then between Buildings 7 and 8 toward Building 12. The golf 
cart emerged from between Buildings 7 and 8 at approximately 
2:23:15, and two seconds later it passed out of the range of the 
surveillance cameras. Greenleaf said that he and Peterson were 
dropped off by Medina, and Peterson told him to get back since 
he did not have a weapon. Greenleaf heard approximately five to 
seven gunshots coming from Building 1200. Greenleaf described 
hearing Campus Monitor Bonner call a Code Red, and he said that 
both he and Staubly reiterated that Code Red. However, we know 
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that a Code Red was not called by Bonner until approximately 
2:24:54; by that point Peterson and Greenleaf would have already 
fled south to the area near the northeast corner of Building 7.  
 

In his BSO interview Medina said nothing about what he told 
Peterson as they rode along. If Medina was not trying to facilitate 
this event Medina would have told Peterson not only did he think 
the shots were coming from the 1200 building but that he saw 
Nikolas Cruz, carrying a “gun bag” and backpack enter the 1200 
building only several minutes earlier. He should have told 
Peterson you better rush into that building because this kid who 
we suspected might become a school shooter is now an active 
shooter. But as far as I can tell he told him he heard firecrackers. 
So Scot had to figure it out on his own. BSO Deputy Goolsby 
reported “Peterson asked, Do we know where the shooter is? And 
he said, We don't know. We're heading in the building in front of 
building.”  
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There is no mention of a conversation with Medina in any of 

Scot Peterson’s statements. Peterson was shown a computer 
simulation of the mass murder: “I could have come in over here,” 
he said. “I could have got him while he was reloading. If I’d just 
heard more shots, “I could have got him while he was reloading. If 
I’d just heard more shots, maybe I would have known where 
they were coming from.” Medina drove him to the 1200 building 
so must have told him the suspicious noises were coming from 
there.  
 

Peterson said the initial report was of firecrackers, not 
gunshots, in the 1200 building, where the killer was shooting his 
victims because the report came from Medina. When he reached 
the building, he heard gunshots, but “believed that those 
gunshots were originating from outside of any of the buildings on 
the school campus.” But the radio transmission indicated he knew 
it was from within the building and the sounds were not 
firecrackers as Medina suggested. “Be advised we have possible, 
uh – could be firecrackers. I think we’ve got shots fired. Possible 
shots fired. 1200 building.” Medina should have told him all he 
knew about the situation but told him nothing. He wasn’t the only 
one to be confused. Remember the Football Field fiasco? 
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TRANSCRIPT OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS: 
 

14:21:18 Building 1200 Suspect enters the school without being 
questioned by Medina. 
 
14:21:33 Building 1200 Suspect begins firing rifle and Medina 
cooks up his firecracker story. 
 
14:22:30 Building 1 – area School Resource Deputy Peterson near 
Building 1 (Administration) 
 
14:22:38 Building 1 Fire alarm activation (heard throughout the 
school campus) due to the smoke given off by the Smith & 
Wesson MP-15. 
 
14:23:16 Building 8 – area School Resource Deputy Peterson 
headed toward Building 1200 with Medina and Greenleaf. 
 
14:23:22 BSO Dispatch 8A Alert tone sounded for 17J3 (Peterson) 
Dispatcher will be interrupted by subsequent transmission by 
17J3 (Peterson). 
 
14:23:26 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) advises over channel 
“Be advised we have possible, could be firecrackers, I think we 
have shots fired, possible shots fired - 1200 building.” 
 
(Peterson fails to say “from inside the 1200 building” because 
Medina made sure the origin of the shots remained a mystery by 
deliberately not reporting Cruz intrusion.) 
 
14:23:37 BSO Dispatch 8A Dispatcher: Alert tone. “Attention all 
units. Possible shots fired at 5901 Pine Island Rd at Stoneman 
Douglas High School.” Units advise they are enroute 17T2 (Kratz), 
15Y4 (Goolsby).  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
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(“at the high school” not “from inside the high school.”) 
 
14:23:44 Building 7 SE of Building 1200 School Resource Deputy 
Peterson can be observed near the south east corner of building 
1200 and the north east corner of building 7. He appears to 
remain in this area for the duration of the incident. 
 
14:23:55 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) – “Make sure we get 
some units over here, I need to shut down Stoneman Douglas, the 
intersection.” Dispatcher: 10-4. B49 (?) advises he is enroute and 
to bravo out his current call. 15Y4 (North Laud) asks for the 
address.  
 
(Peterson still believes that the intersection must be shut down 
because a gunman is on the loose outside the school.) 
 
14:24:14 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We’re talking about 
the 1200 building, it’s going to be the building off Holmberg 
Road.” 
 
14:24:16 BSO Dispatch 8A Unknown unit, “Any description? I’m 
coming up from Westglades Middle School.” 
 
(An unknown unit believes that gunman is outside and asks for a 
description.) 
 
14:24:24 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We don’t have any 
description yet, we just hear shots, appears to be shots fired.” 
 
14:24:35 BSO Dispatch 8A (Peterson) “I’m over by the south side 
by the 700 building.” 17T2 (Kratz) “T2, I’m shutting down 
eastbound Holmberg at the divide between Westglades (middle 
school) and the high school.” BSO Regional 
 
(The belief persists that the gunman is outside the school.) 
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14:25:08 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) “17T2 (Kratz) I hear 
shots by the football field, shots fired by the football field.” 
Dispatch: “Shots fired by the football field, heard.” 
 
14:25:18 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “17J 3, We’re looking at 
the 1200 building, it’s going to be the 300 building, its right off 
Holmberg Road, by the senior lot” 
 
14:25:38 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “Get the school locked 
down gentlemen.” 
 
14:25:42 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) Dispatch: “Attention all 
units not working signal 33 (shooting) go to bravo channel for 
regular traffic.” 17T2 (Kratz) “some students thought it was 
firecrackers, but we’re not sure, by the football fields.” 
 
14:25:56 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12) 17J3 (Peterson) “All right, 
26…We also heard its by, inside the 1200 building.” 
 
14:26:00 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We’re locking down 
the school right now, make sure there’s no pedestrian traffic 
anywhere on Holmberg Rd.” 
 
14:26:40 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson): “Juliet 3 we’re going to 
Bravo…I hear shots fired.” Dispatch: “shots fired.” 
 
14:27:30 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “Make sure I have a 
unit over in the front of the school, make sure no one comes 
inside the school.” Dispatch: “I need a unit to the front, advise.” 
 
(Peterson believes the gunman is outside the school.) 
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14:27:55 Building 1200 West Stairwell/doorway The suspect 
observed in stairwell and exits the west side of the building. 
Leaves in a westbound direction 
 
14:28:00 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12/13 area) 17J3 (Peterson) 
“Broward, Do not approach the 1200 or 1300 building, stay at 
least 500 feet away at this point.” Dispatch: “Stay away from 1200 
and 1300 building.” 
 

After Medina left Scot Peterson off in front of the 1200 
Building Scot failed to rush into the school and exterminate Cruz. 
Medina had given Peterson a description of Cruz but not a name. 
Medina failed to brief Peterson on what he had witnessed a few 
minutes earlier, that is Cruz entering 1200 building with gun case. 
 
BY MR. BRILL: 

 
Q. So let me see if I get this straight. There's Mr. Peterson right 
there. You're going pick him up and Greenleaf. school at the time; 
correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you're not sure whether you told Peterson that the 
shooter was Cruz or the guy you knew as crazy boy; right? You 
didn't tell him that? 

A. No. 

Q. You didn't tell Peterson that he was the guy about whom you 
had a meeting that if they were going to shoot up a school, this is 
the kid; you didn't tell Peterson that either? 

 A. Not at that time, no. 
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 Q. And you didn't tell him what he was wearing; right? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. You didn't tell him that he had what think is a rifle bag; you 
didn't tell him that either? 

A. No. 

Q. And you didn't tell him that you were concerned that he might 
have had a handgun, too; right? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. You keep -- and you said, not at that…would there be a better 
time to tell Mr. Peterson that-- information? 

THE WITNESS: Well, at that moment after hearing the suspicious 
sounds coming out of the building, I was just reacting off 
emotions, and I just went quickly to get Deputy Peterson to him 
to the building as quick as possible. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. You picked up Peterson and Greenleaf building 1; correct? 

A. Yes, sir. 

 Q. You drove all the way back with them; correct? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Are you going to tell the jury and the judge that there wasn't 
enough time to tell them the information that you're telling us 
that you told Tim Burton when you picked him up? 
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A. Well, at that time they already heard the shots because they 
were already walking towards me. I didn't really think that was -- 
that was necessary to tell them everything that was going on. I 
was just trying to get him to the building as soon as possible 
because he was the only one on campus with a weapon. 
 

Q. But how about telling people on the radio before Cruz ever got 
to building that same information? Why didn't you tell anyone on 
the radio? 

A. Because at that moment there wasn't an issue for me to have 
to explain all that information  on the radio. 

Q. You got David Taylor in the building 12; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And so when you saw who it was, you recognized him as being 
crazy boy, and he had not yet gotten into the building, now you 
pick Door Number 2, right? 
 
THE WITNESS: No, sir. 
 
BY MR. BRILL: 
 
Q. Right. Now you still remain quiet didn't bother to alert your 
boy David Taylor, any the people that might have been in the 
building on the radio, Peterson, Bonner, anyone else, holy shit, it's 
that nut, that crazy kid we said, CODE RED. 

 BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. You didn't did you? 
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THE WITNESS: There was no need to do that at that time. It wasn't 
that type of situation. You're speculating after all the shots and 
everything was going on. At that time before when he got on 
campus, none of that atmosphere was there. 

BY MR. BRILL: 

Q. Respectfully, sir, what I'm doing is looking at after Columbine, 
what everybody in your position was taught, including by Al 
Butler, which is if you see anything that's suspicious like this kid 
getting out of the Uber a rifle bag, call CODE RED? 
A. No, sir. 

BY MR. BRILL:  

Q. You also testified today before we took break that you didn't -- 
you had only this couple of run-ins with Cruz; right? 

A. Yes, sir. 

But Peterson’s story about not knowing where the shots were 
coming from at first still has no credibility because he could have 
figured it out for himself from the sounds. Medina would have 
filled him in had he not had a hidden agenda. 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
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Nowhere in any interview does Peterson say “While Medina 

and I were on his golf cart he told me Nikolas Cruz was on campus 
with a duffel bag and backpack and had gone into the 1200 
Building.” But Medina’s silence should have only delayed 
Peterson’s response, not terminated it. And no matter how you 
slice it, he should have entered the building at some time or 
another, especially after bullets flew over his head, and not told 
others to stay 500 feet away. BSO policy gives authority to 
deputies when they get there. If they feel, through real-time 
intelligence, that there is a shooter in that building, that they have 
authority to go in. They don't have to wait for permission from 
anyone if they are receiving that real-time intelligence. They can 
go into that building, make entry. Whether it by themselves or in 
a contact team of deputies. 

 
At approximately 2:27 p.m., while Scot Peterson remained 

guarded by two concrete walls outside of Building 1200 for at 
least four minutes, Nikolas Cruz took Building 1200's east stairwell 
to the third floor, where after firing at the fleeing students in the 
court yard below he dropped the Smith & Wesson MP-15 rifle on 
the stairwell landing of the third floor along with the ammo vest 
and then ran down another set of stairs, exited the building, and 
ran toward the school tennis courts. This is from the Andrew 
Pollack Lawsuit: 

 
At approximately 2:23 p.m., Scot Peterson headed 
in the direction of Building 12. Instead of actually 
entering Building 1200 as he should have, Scot 
Peterson positioned himself out of harm's way, 
though within earshot of the Nikolas Cruz's 
carnage, outside of the southeast corner of 
Building 1200 and the northeast corner of Building 
7. Scot Peterson cowered in his safe location 
between two concrete walls outside of Building 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqMt1PT0jpc
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1200 the entire time Nikolas Cruz trained his Smith 
& Wesson MP-15 and rained bullets upon the 
teachers and students of Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School. Also at approximately 2:23 
p.m., Coral Springs Fire Department was 
dispatched to the school. A Broward Sheriff’s 
Deputy advised Broward Sheriffs Communication 
Dispatch that shots were heard all the way out by 
the football field. Scot Peterson, from his safe and 
cowardly position, called on multiple occasions for 
the school to be locked down. Scot Peterson's 
lockdown prevented students and teachers from 
escaping the building. Scot Peterson even 
commanded: "We're in total lockdown right now. 
Nobody's leaving the school, everybody's in 
lockdown." Scot Peterson had no doubt the 
gunfire was coming from Building 1200. 

 
Cruz began firing at 2:21 p.m., according to the Sheriff’s 

Office. At 2:24 p.m., the Coral Springs operator advised the 
Sheriff’s Office that “someone was shot in the 1200 building.” The 
lawsuit: 

 
Indeed, at approximately 2:24 p.m., he advised 
Broward Sheriffs Communication Dispatch: "We're 
talking about the 1200 building, it's going to be the 
building off Holmberg Road." Nikolas Cruz 
continued firing at the teachers and students of 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School for what 
must have seemed like an eternity to those inside 
Building. At approximately 2:27 p.m., hearing the 
calls for help over Coral Springs Dispatch, a Coral 
Springs Officer arrived at the school. Also at 
approximately 2:27 p.m., the cowardly Scot 
Peterson, still in his safe location, advised Broward 
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Sheriffs Communication Dispatch: "Make sure I 
have a unit over in the front of the school, make 
sure no one comes inside the school."  

 
If Medina would have told him all that he witnessed of Cruz’s 

actions that day would Peterson have stormed into Marjorie 
Stoneman Douglas and confronted Cruz? It would have played 
into his decision making because he knew Cruz well. Peterson’s 
legal problem is that when he finally figured out where the shots 
were coming from he should have rushed in and confronted the 
shooter. But he heard what sounded like automatic weapon fire 
and his handgun was no match. Trying to storm into the school 
would mean certain death although some have suggested he 
would have had increased mobility with the handgun.  

 
THE UNDERTAKER DOCTRINE 

 
In Florida the BSO can be liable for personal injuries and the 

BSO is not completely immune from liability. Law enforcement 
officers have a duty to the public generally. The duty owed to the 
public, however, is not actionable under Florida tort law unless 
the police take additional steps to place someone in harm's way 
and create a special duty of care. Law enforcement officers are 
liable for damages when they are obligated to care for another 
person and fail to do so properly for example cowering outside 
when shots are being fired in a High School. Florida courts call this 
the "undertaker doctrine" and Scot Peterson is going to need an 
undertaker when the civil courts get through with him. In short, 
the undertaker doctrine compels the police to perform reasonably 
after the begin to care for another person. The undertaker theory 
of negligence avoids the sometimes harsh consequences of 
sovereign immunity, however the courts can’t touch his 
homestead or his pension. 
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The "undertaker doctrine" applies to Scot Peterson and how 
he performed during Cruz's mass murder. The Florida Supreme 
Court's decision in Wallace v. Dean, is the seminal explication of 
the undertaker doctrine: One who undertakes, gratuitously or for 
consideration, to render services to another which he should 
recognize as necessary for the protection of a third person or his 
things, is subject to liability to the third person for physical harm 
resulting from his failure to exercise reasonable care to protect his 
undertaking, if 

 
(a) his failure to exercise reasonable care increases 
the risk of such harm, 
 
(b) he has undertaken to perform a duty owed by the 
other to the third person, or  
 
(c) the harm is suffered because of reliance of the 
other or the third person upon the undertaking. 
 
The undertaker doctrine "involves the affirmative provision of 

a service to a determinate individual (i.e., actually engaging and 
conducting a service upon the individual). The allegations of the 
Pollack Complaint establish that Scot Peterson undertook to 
perform the duty of protecting the students of MSDH.  
 

A special relationship exists which gives rise to a "special 
duty" under the law. The courts have recognized a limited 
exception to the public duty doctrine where the conduct of a law 
enforcement officer may create a special duty owed to the injured 
party. In Wallace, the Florida Supreme Court stated: “A special 
tort duty ... arises when [1] law enforcement officers become 
directly involved in circumstances which place people within a 
"zone of risk" by creating or permitting dangers to exist. Where a 
defendant's conduct creates a foreseeable zone of risk, the law 
generally will recognize a duty placed upon defendant either to 
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lessen the risk or see that sufficient precautions are taken to 
protect others from the harm that the risk poses.” By not rushing 
into the school Peterson created a “zone of risk” by permitting the 
danger of Cruz to exist. Finally Peterson is not immune from 
prosecution because he is a Deputy. In pertinent part, the statute 
mandates that: “No officer, employee, or agent of the state or of 
any of its subdivisions shall be held personally liable in tort or 
named as a party defendant in any action for any injury or 
damage suffered as a result of any act, event, or omission of 
action in the scope of her or his employment or function, unless 
such officer, employee, or agent acted in bad faith or with 
malicious purpose or in a manner exhibiting wanton and willful 
disregard of human rights, safety, or property.” 

 
During the attack Nikolas Cruz stopped five times to reload, 

showing that Scot Peterson might have had a chance to stop him. 
“There were five opportunities to mitigate the harm and kill him if 
there had been armed personnel in that building,” Sheriff 
Gualtieri testified. “I really don’t think anyone could have done 
anything about the initial shots on the first floor. That happened 
so fast. But he went to the second floor and he went to the third 
floor, and he had an empty gun in that building five times.” 

 
Peterson wasn’t the only Deputy to fail to act. Attorneys for 

the Broward County School Board and Broward State Attorney's 
Office argued in state court that public should not see security 
camera footage of what other law enforcement officers did during 
the school shooting. Some Broward Sheriff's Office deputies took 
cover. One Coral Springs officer said he saw a BSO deputy 
sheltering behind a tree even though the deputy said he believed 
the shooter was on the building's third floor, according to an 
incident report filed after the massacre. Another officer said he 
saw BSO deputies "taking positions" behind their cars when the 
shooter was still at large and students inside the building were 
begging 911 operators for help. Jan Jordan a Broward County 
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Captain was commander of the shooting scene. She refused to 
allow emergency personnel to enter the school, even into the safe 
areas, to save lives. Her inactions directly and predictably caused 
children to die, get injured, and get traumatized. Jordon: “I 
realized I needed to -- it wasn't safe to have my gun out, my 
phone out, and the radio in my hand, and so I wasn't helping, 
watch any of the buildings. So I holstered my gun, took cover one 
car behind Deputy Perry, so that I could actually look at my phone 
for a minute.” 

 
CRAIG CARDINALE: 

 
CC: I observed maybe three or four Broward Sherriff's Office at 
the gate. They all had rifles. And they at that time they told me, 
"Hey, be careful. The guy's got a rifle." 

 
 KR: Okay. Do you know who it was you were speaking with? 

 
CC: I don't know who it was. And at that point, I asked, "What's 
what's going on? Do we know?" And they said, "Don't go in. The 
shooter's right in that building right there. He's shooting out of 
the windows there. Be careful." At that point I said, "He's in that 
building right there?" And they said, "Yes, he's in that building. 
Don't go in there." And I said, "That's where my son's at. Fuck you. 
I'm going in." So I ran in approximately – there's a bunch of trees 
along this line here. And there was another deputy know a name 
or anything, but where you going? Don't go. And I said, again --
over here. And I don't the deputy said, "Hey, the guy's got a rifle." 
"Fuck you, my son's in that building. I'm going in." So I ran over to 
the doors of the building, and. there was a Coral Springs captain 
there at the time, a BSO Deputy, I know that gentleman's name 
'cause I stood with him for a while. And there was another BSO 
Deputy. 

 
NICHOLAS JOSEPH IARRICCO 
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NI: And I kinda had an "Oh, shit moment," is he behind the car 
'cause he was getting shot at and I'm running across an open field. 
I remember saying to myself, "You dumb ass, you' re a veteran," 
you should know better. But, you know there was no time -- there 
wasn't really any time for that. I just kept running to where I knew 
our guys were which was right there. 

 
MP: Okay. And, so you left the officer there taking cover behind 
the car? He didn't run with you or 

 
NI: No. 

 
 TC: And it was a -- when you looked at it you identified it 
immediately as a BSO Deputy? 

 
NI: It was a BSO Deputy vehicle. Um, all I could see was a little bit 
of a head and I thought I saw a hand up like this here. I don't 
know if he was kinda -- maybe signaling to me that he was there. I 
don't know, I can't say that for sure. I just grabbed my rifle and I 
put my sling over. I looked over; I saw something move by the car. 
I looked, realized it was a deputy or it was a an officer and I just 
turned to run. And, like I said I got a couple of steps before I had 
that thought and I just -- I just didn't stop. I sprinted right to the 
door. 

 
Scot’s boss former Sheriff Scott Israel: 

 
When it came time to get in there and do 
something, Peterson didn’t have the courage or 
something happened, but he certainly did a poor 
job. There’s no question about that. But that’s a 
case where somebody was outside, they’re trained, 
they didn’t react properly under pressure or they 
were coward. It was a real shot to the police 
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department. He didn’t turn out to be too good, I’ll 
tell you that. Turned out to be not good, not a 
credit to law enforcement, that I can tell you. 

 
President Trump came down hard on Scot Peterson who 

resigned but insisted that he thought the shots were coming from 
outside the school so he took up a strategic position. Police radio 
and video surveillance footage confirmed that he was intent on 
making sure there was no pedestrian traffic on Homberg road 
because he believed the shots may have been originating from 
outside the building.  

 
14:25:56 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12) 17J3 (Peterson) “All 

right, 26…We also heard its by, inside the 1200 building.” Scot 
was not sure if it was by or in the 1200 thanks to Medina. 
 
14:26:00 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We’re locking down 
the school right now, make sure there’s no pedestrian traffic 
anywhere on Holmberg Rd.” 
 

Why did Peterson call for a lockdown rather than call a CODE 
RED? Coach and Campus Monitor Elliot Bonner reported:  
 
Q. Ok alright once you got there, what did you see what could you 
hear?  
 
A. Well on my way there they said that there were that somebody 
was firing firecrackers.  
 
Q. And you're hearing that over the radio.  
 
A. I hear that over the radio. Alright so as I get here I said no those 
aren't firecrackers those are gunshots. CODE RED! Coach Feis is 
right here. Coach Fies goes down and I go.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKNHkcSPNJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wlr-IT4uZ0M
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Q. Right back to the boy's football field?  
 
A. Back to the baseball field right. And I actually I got a 100 kids 
running with me and we got to West Glades its back here.  
Q. Alright when you say Coach Feis goes down you're saying when 
he was shot.  
 
A. Yeah. I just said those are gunshots Coach Feis goes down I 
don't really didn't know what extent. Of anything I just saw he 
went down.  
 
A. Vice Principal Winfred Porter told the BSO that after the gas 
alarm went off in his office Coach Bonner called a CODE RED:  
 
Q. Alright now who do you CODE RED being alerted from? Who 
who calls that?  
 
A. Coach Bonner.  
 
Q. Alright and you know where Coach Bonner was at or what is 
his normal assignment? 
 
A. I know he was going to his area he I didn't see where he was. 
He told me where he was later but. He was outside of the 1200 
building.  
 
Q. What is Coach Bonner is he a security specialist?  
 
A. Campus monitor.  
 
Q. Ok and is he normally assigned the 1200 building or what areas 
is he normally assigned or is he?  
 
A. He's assigned one as people are evacuating he's assigned to a 
zone. So he goes to that zone to ensure that all of the students 
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are line-up and organized in that zone. I know it's in the student 
parking lot.  
 
Q. Ok so he calls out the CODE RED you then change from the 
evacuation over the loud speaker and go into CODE RED.  
 
A. Yes sir.  
 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL WINFRED PORTER 
 
I heard a code -- a, "Code red. Code red." I ran back up, called 
CODE RED on the PA and that…Coach Bonner called CODE RED. I 
said, "Code red. Code red lockdown. Code -- " I then made the 
announcement on the PA. So I echoed it on the radio, then moved 
along to the PA. 
 
KR: So Coach Bonner did it over the radio and you over the PA? 
 
WP: Yes, sir. I probably echoed it on the radio as well because, I 
mean, that's just -- I wasn't right by the intercom. I ran back to his 
office and then back up here to make the announcement. 
 
KR: All right. Did you go -- ever go down to the building 
 
WP: No. I didn't I did not leave this building. The closest I got to 
leaving this building was opening the door and letting people into 
the building and then I got pulled out on the south side of the 
building by the police and I was standing right outside. 
 
 KR: Okay. Did you ever hear any gunshots? 
 
WP: Yeah. 
 
KR: From in here? 
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WP: Yeah. Well, I mean, when I opened the door to let people in, I 
heard gunshots. 
 
KR: All right. How long after -- well, let me back up for a second. 
Have you ever heard gunshots before? Fourth of July in my 
neighborhood. I mean, there are people in my old neighborhood, 
there were people that would --fire their weapons. 
 
KR: All right. Uh, I just have to, you know, confirm why you know 
that it was a gunshot, not a firecracker. 
 
 WP: Originally, I didn't know that, sir. I'm gonna be honest. I 
didn't know. I didn't -- I didn't know because that's the last thing 
you think is happening on your campus. So a part of you doesn't 
wanna believe that those are gunshots. 
 
SERGEANT JASON FOTI 
 
JF: Well, you know, when I pulled up, Captain Gallagher was here. 
His car was here. I think he got there right before I did, and he 
was here. And then I ran, and I think he was behind me, or we ran 
together. I'm not too sure. I think he was behind me. In the 
parking lot there was somebody ducking down in between cars. I 
can't say for sure who it was. I don't know if it was a law 
enforcement officer. I think it was, but I can't tell you -- I could tell 
you the person, you know -- whoever it was, I didn't recognize. It 
wasn't anybody from our agency. I don't know if it was a deputy 
or it could've been a security guy from the from the school. I can't 
- I don't know. But they were -- 'cause when I ran, I looked to my 
left and I just kinda passed. They were kind of ducked behind the 
cars. 
 
THE SENSELESS LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE AT THE HANDS OF A 
GENETIC DEFECTIVE 
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Nikolas Cruz shot 34 people in the 1200 building of the Parkland 
school that day, killing 17 on the first and third floors. The Pollack 
law suit describes the carnage in detail: 
 

When Nikolas Cruz entered Building 1200 on the 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School campus on 
February 14, 2018, at approximately 2:21 p.m., he 
did so by entering the east stairwell. His Smith & 
Wesson MP-15 rifle was inside a soft black case. 
When he exited the stairwell, he pulled the Smith 
& Wesson MP-15 rifle out of the case and began 
firing. Specifically, Nikolas Cruz shot Meadow 
Pollack four times after she exited a classroom on 
the third floor of Building I 2. In an awe inspiring 
display of heroism and fortitude, after being shot, 
Meadow Pollack, crawled down the hallway to 
another student, a freshman. Meadow Pollack then 
laid her bullet riddled body on top of the other 
student, who had not yet been shot, in an attempt 
to protect the freshman. But Nikolas Cruz was 
unrelenting in his savagery. He pointed his assault 
rifle at Meadow Pollack’s back and shot into it 
repeatedly. The bullets pierced through Meadow 
Pollack’s back and into the child beneath her, 
killing both students. In a final act or barbarity, 
Nikolas Cruz shot Meadow Pollack in her head. Scot 
Peterson waited and listened to the din of screams 
of teachers and students, many of whom were 
dead or dying, and the blasts of Nikolas Cruz 's 
repeated gunfire. 

  
AALAYAH EASTMOND told the BSO: 

 
2:21 We heard a round of extremely loud pops. We had no idea 
what it was or where it was coming from. The class was in 
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complete silence and we all stared at each other in immediate 
fear. Within a second we heard it again. We all immediately ran. 
The class split in half. Half of my class ran to the “safe spot” which 
was out of view from the window in the classroom door. The 
other half was diagonally across from the window, in complete 
view. I wasn’t in the “safe spot.” As I sat down I remember telling 
myself, if I were to get shot anywhere I wouldn't make it, I needed 
to get behind something. The only thing in front of me was 
Nicholas Dworet. Helena Ramsay began passing books down so 
we could shield ourselves from the bullets, but yet everyone 
thought it was a drill. 

 
2:22 I clenched the book from Helena and then looked down at 
my phone to call my mom. As I raised my finger to hit the green 
call button the loud pops were now in my class. I thought to 
myself, “what kind of senior prank is this?” as I began to see red 
on the floor, I assumed it was just a paintball gun. I looked up and 
saw Helena Ramsay slump over with her back against the wall, I 
began smelling and inhaling the smoke and gun powder. Then 
Nicholas Dworet rapidly fell over in front of me. I followed every 
movement of his body. When he fell over I fell over with him. I 
then placed myself underneath his lifeless body. Placing his arm 
across my body and my head underneath his back. Bullets 
continued flying. I kept my eyes on the ground so I knew when to 
hold my breath and close my eye when the shooter got near. I 
began talking to God. I told God that I knew I was going to die, I 
asked to please make it fast. I didn’t want to feel anything. I asked 
for the bullet to go through my head so I wouldn’t endure any 
pain. I laid there for about 30 seconds still protected by his lifeless 
body, waiting for the shooter to move onto the next class. After 
the shooting stopped in my class, his body began to be very 
heavy, I couldn't breathe anymore. I rolled him off of me, and 
placed his head on his arm so he wouldn't be touching the cold 
ground. I sat up and looked over. Helena was still in the same 
exact position I last saw her. I froze, still in absolute view of the 
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window the shooter shot into. Two of my classmates then pulled 
me behind a filing cabinet. We were all crammed. Some on the 
phone with 911, some on the phone with their parents. I 
immediately called my mom. I told her my last goodbye, and I told 
her how much I loved her. I apologized for all the things I might've 
done in my lifetime to upset her, and the phone hung up. I then 
called my father, I told him how much I loved him, I told him to 
tell my brothers I love them, and I said my last goodbyes. I 
couldn't hear anything they were saying to me but I made sure 
they could hear me. 

 
Not knowing whether it was one shooter or multiple, and not 
knowing whether they were coming back or not was an 
unimaginable amount of fear. Sitting behind the filing cabinet 
waiting to die. I then gave my phone to one of my classmates, 
Samantha Fuentes, who was shot several times. She took my 
phone to call her mom and saw her reflection in my phone she 
began crying. I texted her mom tried to keep her calm. Then I 
completely panicked. I began hyperventilating, my classmates 
began breathing with me and trying to keep me calm and quiet. It 
didn't work, they then covered my face, I felt like I was suffocating 
but it was to keep me quiet. Several minutes have passed. 
“Broward County Police Department” was heard from outside the 
shattered glass.  
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Campus Monitor Medina said that, minutes prior to opening the 
gates on Pine Island Road (where Cruz entered), he and Feis were 
engaged in conversation. Feis did not appear on camera until 
approximately 2:21:47 as his golf cart could be seen on the 
northern end of campus near the west gate to the student parking 
lot. This was approximately ten seconds after Cruz fired the first 
shots. Feis drove south in his golf cart in the direction of the north 
side of Building 13. At approximately 2:21:58 (20 seconds after 
the first shots had been fired), Feis met with student Chris 
McKenna in the parking lot directly north of Building 13. In his 
interview, McKenna said that he told Feis there was someone 
with a gun inside Building 12. 
 
At approximately 2:22:25, Feis parked his golf cart on the north 
side of Building 13 with McKenna riding on the back. Feis could be 
seen holding his school radio in his hand. Feis walked McKenna to 
the doorway, unlocked the doors and directed McKenna inside. As 
Feis was closing the door the fire alarm directly next to the door 
became active. By 2:22:49, Feis had returned to his golf cart and 
began to drive to the area between Buildings 1200 and 1300 from 
the north. By 2:23:09, Feis parked his golf cart between Buildings 
1200 and 1300 and began to walk east toward the west side of 
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Building 1200. Feis approached the single door on the west side of 
Building 1200 that led directly into the west stairwell. While Feis 
himself was not seen opening that door, a flood of sunlight 
entered the stairwell at 2:23:25. Simultaneously, Cruz entered the 
stairwell from the door separating the stairwell and the west end 
of the first floor so that Cruz was immediately facing Feis. Cruz 
raised the rifle and fired thereby fatally wounding Feis. Feis would 
later be found immediately outside of the exterior west stairwell 
door. It is unknown why Feis did not call a Code Red after being 
told by a student that there was someone with a gun inside 
Building 12. 
 

BRYAN WILKINS 

Okay. I told Gil, or Gil relayed to me, I don't remember. He had 
the exterior doors to the west building, to the west side of 
Building , and I had the third floor. And, I said, "Let's go." And, we 
just started breaking ass to get in there. I remember seeing Aaron 
Feis right to the right side of the doors, the exterior doors on the 
west side of . There was a deputy -- I don't know if it was this 
deputy who broke with me. It probably was. I don't -- I can't 
remember. He broke with us, okay? I told Gil, Gil knows, he got -- 
he had the exterior doors and the door that came down the 
stairwells to the exterior, he had both those doors. That deputy 
and I leaned over Feis and that deputy grabbed him. And I 
remember, pretty sure that I grabbed him, looking for vital signs -- 
gone. And, I said, "We gotta move," okay? Gil went inside. I went 
in after him. And, I don't remember that deputy following me. 
Because I'll tell you why in a minute. We got inside. All I saw was 
smoke, bodies, smelled gunpowder. I saw the kids down the hall. 
Dead. Not moving. And, I saw Chris Hixon to my left leaning up 
against the wall. And, in his right hand, he had a fuckin' radio. 
And, when he saw us, he fuckin' just, he hit -- he hit the ground. 
Almost, like, the Calvary is here, I can fuckin' let go. And, I looked 
at Gil, oh, we got to get him the fuck out. I didn't hear any 
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gunshots, nothing, from maybe the seconds that we were in 
there. I bust ass, turned around, the deputy was still over Feis 
outside. And, next to Feis, there was a golf cart. And, I said, "See if 
he's got the keys to this golf cart?" He goes into his pocket, pulls 
them out, there had to be a ring of about, like, ten keys and he 
threw them to me. And, I can remember vividly saying to myself 
this is gonna be my dumb fuckin' Irish luck. I'm gonna have to go 
through every fuckin' key to find out which one starts. The second 
one started the fuckin' golf cart. Turned it on. As I turned the golf 
cart around, Gil's already pulling Chris Hixon out. We pick him up 
at the door, put him on the back of the golf cart. Deputies helping 
us. I told deputy, "Get on, let's go." And, I knew, at that point, for 
some reason in my conscience, we need to drive him to Holmberg 
and Pine Island. But, once I did that, we got there within -- as fast 
as that cart could go, probably seconds to a minute, to a minute-
and-a-half. Drop him off, he was breathing, he was alive. And, that 
deputy knew him because he was saying, "Chris, stay with us." 
And, I said, "You know him?" He goes, "Yeah, I know him." And 
then, at that point, it was just playing ambulance driver back and 
forth. Came back to, again, to the west side. They brought 
somebody else out. Went right back there. Came back another 
time. Stood on the doors, and I was being yelled at. We got bodies 
coming out the east side. I remember telling the deputy, "Get on, 
let's go." I told him to keep an eye on the windows as I was driving 
them around. We got here. And, again, extracted two bodies, 
brought them back out to Holmberg and Pine Island. And, by the 
time I got back for the fifth time, I was relieved of the golf cart by 
BSO SWAT. And, they just took it over. 
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An identity protected student stated:  

 
A. Then we - when I go to the door to go down the 
stairs, everyone just stopped. And they were like 
I'm not going down there, and I don't know what is 
going on. So, I take a look, and the first three shots 
in the building I just heard them and my first 
reaction was run back to the classroom and told 
Mr. Beigel. Mr. Beigel opened the door. There is a, 
there is shots in the, there was shots in the 3rd, in 
the first floor. Ah and then his reaction was 
opening the door. He waited for every last person 
to get in all the classrooms. And right almost like 
when my friend Brandon got into the room like 
almost right after that Mr. Beigel falls to the 
ground. It was lucky for us, because one of the 
reasons I wonder ah how we still alive is because, 
you know, in the whole building the only classroom 
with the door open and with the teacher was ours. 
We survived I see, because I think Mr. Beigel ah his 
fall made belief the shooter that he was alone in 
the classroom. 
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Q. Okay, when Mr. Beigel fell, was the door still 
open or did it fall closed? 
 
A. His body ah was in the way. So, the door the ah 
door was open the whole time. 
 
Q. It was propped open? 

 
A. Yeah so they were all trying to move - saying 
that ah there was a guy right next to me and was 
saying, let's move the body. Let's try to move his 
body and close the door. But I was like do if we 
move the body that will make sound. And if we 
close the door that's gonna be heard around the 
whole hallway. And it doesn't matter if he has ear 
pieces on or not ah he's gonna hear and he's just 
gonna come running and shoot at the door. 

 

 
  

When the school needed someone to patrol the 
campus and monitor threats as a security specialist, 
Hixon took the job and became a campus monitor 
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just as Andrew Medina, David Taylor and Aaron 
Feis did. Debbi Hixon, whose husband Chris, was 
also an athletic director and wrestling coach was 
murdered when he ran to confront Cruz, said she 
was shocked that no one actually got in Cruz’s face 
as he walked onto school property. “If someone 
had confronted him, I think he would have been a 
coward and it wouldn’t have happened,” she said. 
“Why didn’t people just do their job? Here was a 
trespasser.” Why? Because Andrew Medina was 
determined to facilitate Cruz’s attack. Hixon said 
she’s not surprised that her husband, an Iraq war 
veteran, ran toward danger but she’s mad that he 
did — because now she’s a widow. 

 
At approximately 2:22:43, Campus Monitor Hixon was seen on 
camera sprinting northeast toward the east doors of Building 12. 
At that same time, Feis was on the north side of Building 13; 
Medina was in the courtyard with Peterson and Greenleaf; and 
Taylor was behind a locked door on the second floor of Building 
12. At 2:22:48, Hixon opened the double doors to the west end of 
the first-floor hall in Building 1200 and quickly ran east down the 
hall. Simultaneously, Cruz exited the alcove to classrooms 1216 
and 1217 and turned west in the direction of Hixon. Cruz raised 
his rifle and fired, causing Hixon to fall to the ground almost 
immediately. Hixon quickly crawled to cover near an office 
doorway between the elevator and the men’s restroom. Cruz ran 
by Hixon at approximately 2:23:22 and fired additional rounds at 
him. Hixon remained alive and was pulled toward the west doors 
by law enforcement at approximately 2:33:43. Law enforcement 
assisted Hixon onto a golf cart and transported him to the triage 
area. Hixon was later pronounced deceased. 
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2:27:00 Cruz fires at least five rounds through windows in the 
teachers' lounge, targeting those running away from the school 
below him. The windows cause the bullets to fragment, likely 
saving more people from being hurt and killed. Cruz remains in 
the lounge for two minutes before he discards his rifle and races 
down the stairs. He flees out the west doors of the building with 
other students. Cruz never entered a single classroom during the 
massacre, instead shooting through windows in the classroom 
doors. He fired 150 rounds for 15 minutes. 
 
CRUZ EXITS STONEMAN DOUGLAS RATHER THAN COMMIT 
SUICIDE OR CONFRONT THE SWAT TEAM 

 
This varmint is going to shit in his pants when he is led to the 

death chamber. He did not want to die. 
 

2:28:35  Suspect exits Building 1200 and runs west toward the 
tennis courts and then heads south. 
 
2:29:51  Suspect crosses field and runs west with others who are 
fleeing the area.  
 
BSO interview with Regina Bellot: 
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Q. Okay bringing back your attention of the date of February 14, 
2018 which was yesterday at approximately 2:35 Please tell me in 
your own words what happened in regards to this incident. 
 
A. We were waiting to get through and there was a crowd and we 
were waiting for people to pass by when I saw him standing there 
and (inaudible)- 
 
Q. Where were you when you— 
 
A. I was in the field next to the school. We were waiting for 
people to pass by and I was in the back and he was there and I 
looked at him and I was very surprised to see him because I knew 
he had been like kicked out of the school and he was there. I 
didn't know he was back and we were waiting there so I was 
staring at him and I noticed that on his right arm--in the back of 
his right arm he had scabs that he had picked out and they were 
bleeding and then I-sometime past by he wasn't there anymore 
and the crowd has started moving. 
 
Q. Now, how do you know him? 
 
A. I know him from just seeing him around school and a friend-I 
know someone that used to be friends with him. 
 
Q. Okay any interaction with him- 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. Okay o social media with him? 
 
A. He added me on Snapchat. 
 
Q. All right, did you ever go through his Snapchat and know a little 
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about him? 
 
A. No, I never added him, I told my friend like that I know because 
of him-like the friend that we have in common and he was like 
"oh, I don't know why he added you" I made him like un-add me 
'cuz I didn't know him. 
 
Q. Okay, did you know about him his character or anything like 
that, anything-you--ever heard about him through friends or 
personally knowing him in that way as far as-- 
 
A. My friend had told me about him... he used to joke a lot about 
killing people and killing animals and saying how he hates the 
school and I know he used like purposely get in fights with 
people and he had like a lot of... he didn't--like he would say that 
he didn't like certain people and like he would have like a lot of 
vendetta against them or he'd be like, I don't like them and also 
from his social media like I use-I've seen him before and he has 
posted a lot of guns and just like stuff like that like dead animals 
I've seen that before and I just like violent comments that he said 
so yeah. [R] 

 
Q. And then but you never spoke with him? 
 
A. No, never. 
 
Q. So this is just by way of social media? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. So you de-friended him or how did that happened? 
 
A. Like in Snapchat? 
 
Q. Yeah. 
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A. You can click when some-.... usually like if a random 
person adds me you can click you can un-add them and 
then like the reasons is like you don't know them--- So you 
can do that. 
 
Q. Okay. All right, so now you said you'd seen him in a 
crowd, right? In the field? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Now what got your attention to see---to notice him? 
 
A. Well, I was just staring around 'cuz I wasn't really 
nervous so I was just looking at everyone around me 'cuz 
we were waiting and we were just sitting there waiting 
and I noticed him and I was just surprised to see him 
because I knew he didn't go to school anymore here. I 
wasn't sure if he was back, i didn't know what he was 
doing there. 
 
Q. Now was this before the incident actually took place or 
was it after? 
 
A. After. 
 
Q. Okay, so after the incident happened you end up in the 
field, right. And everybody is just standing around or 
everybody walking or- 
 
A. People that were in front of us were already walking but 
because the (inaudible) were there before it was---it was 
hard to get by. 
 
Q. All right and you still had an eye on him, like you still 
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noticed him? 
 
A. I stopped looking at him when the crowd started 
moving 'cuz I was one of the last people there so--- 
 
Q. So what happened after that? 
 
A. The crowd started moving so I lost track of him. 

 
Marney Garvey reported:  

 
When I found out what was going on I was in front 
of the school and my son texted me to stay away 
from the school there's a shooting going on. We 
didn't know it was Nick yet, when my ex-husband 
step-daughter got from her friend found out it was 
Nick my son ran out of the school and jumped a 
fence. And when he was running Nick was there 
and very calm turned around and said hey hey 
Mike what's going on there's some crazy stuff 
going on over there. Not realizing it was him and 
then Mikey just kept running until I found him. 
 

2:50  Suspect arrives at the Walmart, enters the store and buys 
a drink at the interior Subway, then leaves on foot. 
 
3:01  Suspect goes to McDonald’s, sits down for a short time 
and then leaves on foot.  
 

Cruz’s post mass murder behavior made it obvious Cruz was a 
classic psychopath: a person with a personality disorder 
characterized by a drive to commit violent acts and a failure to 
feel guilt for such acts because they have no conscious. However 
the psychiatric establishment now uses the less pejorative 
Politically Correct term “sociopath” as part of its campaign to 
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normalize mental illness, a factor that played a big part in Cruz 
slipping through the cracks in the system. 
 
3:41  Suspect is detained near 4700 Wyndham Lake Drive, 
Coral Springs by Coconut Creek Officer Michael Leonard. 

 
I pulled the marked unit that I was driving to the 
edge of the curb just behind the white male and 
stopped in the roadway with my emergency lights 
activated (no siren). As I exited the vehicle, I 
immediately drew my police-issued Glock Pistol 
and aimed it at the subject. The sound of the 
closing vehicle door caused the male to look over 
his left shoulder in my direction. Given the 
magnitude of this crime and not knowing if the 
subject was still armed, I began to give the subject 
loud verbal commands. As he turned to me, I 
ordered the male to show me his hands and he 
complied. I immediately noticed what appeared to 
be a JROTC logo on his shirt and the likeness of a 
NYPD police patch on his hat. The subject was calm 
and understood my commands. I ordered the 
subject to the ground and instructed him not to 
move, he complied by lying face down in the grass 
just north of the sidewalk and remained still. I 
asked the subject his name and he replied "Nikolas 
Cruz" I asked him "Do you know what you have 
done? He replied “Yes.” I asked him if he had any 
weapons on him and he replied “No.” Cruz was 
asked if there was anyone else involved in the 
shooting, he replied “No.” Cruz did mention he was 
having trouble hearing.  
 
At approximately 1539 hours, I made a radio 
transmission advising that I had the suspect at 
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gunpoint and requested back-up officers to 
respond. Shortly after giving my approximate 
location, Coral Springs Sgt. Camille Dumornay 
arrived and handcuffed the subject while I held 
cover. After being detained Cruz was checked for 
weapons. Cruz was asked Coral Springs Officer Kyle 
Greene, arrived soon after Cruz was handcuffed 
and helped check Cruz for any weapons or other 
devices that may injure himself or others. No such 
items were found. Officer Greene collected the 
contents contained in Cruz's pockets. Other officers 
and deputies responded and assisted with roping 
off the area with crime scene tape. While on scene 
waiting for witness(es) to arrive for the show up, 
Cruz remained calm and laid in the grass.  
 

Notice how the officer is ambiguous about giving any clue 
that the witness was Medina by the use of “witness(es)”  

 
Cruz did mention he was having trouble hearing 
(possibly from the reverberation of the shots fired 
indoors without proper hearing protection).  

 

 Cruz just committed mass murder and all he can think about 
is himself and Jameson Snead. 

In approximately 15 to 20 minutes Cruz began to 
move his head and eyes, looking in all directions. I 
assured Cruz he was going to be fine and he 
immediately calmed down.  

 
The Miscreant was about to faint and show himself to be the 

simpering wimp he really was without his guns. 
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Once Andrew Medina arrived for the show up, Cruz 
was assisted to his feet to face him. While standing 
Cruz became weak and required help holding 
himself up. Cruz also began to heave and vomited 
clear fluid.  

 
Cruz didn’t have the stomach for what he did and began to 

dry heave. Curcio: 
 
After acting calm and rational while waiting for 
Medina to be brought to the location Cruz then 
began to claim he was hearing voices of a demon 
and began to throw up. Sergeant Lacerra's Body 
worn Camera captured some of the interaction 
with Cruz while Cruz was being detained on the 
ground. Cruz claimed to hear "demons and voices" 
and at one point stated "where the fuck am I" and 
"what happened"? Just before Sergeant Lacerra 
BWC shuts down Cruz is heard crying stating 
(deleted). 

 
Andrew Medina confirmed Cruz was the shooter. 
Cruz began to hyperventilate, and as a precaution 
Fire Rescue was called. Cruz was turned over to 
Fire Rescue and remained in police/sheriffs' 
custody while enroute to the hospital. I remained 
on scene and waited for instructions from the lead 
homicide detective. I later responded to BSO Public 
Safety Building and met with the homicide 
detectives for case review. No further action at this 
time. 
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A show-up is conducted at that location by Broward Sheriff’s 
Office homicide detectives. Suspect is positively identified by 
Andrew Medina and taken into custody. From his arrest report: 

 
An assault rifle was abandoned on scene. An ATF 
Gun Trace was performed and records show that 
the rifle had been purchased by Nikolas Cruz in 
February 2017. In a post Miranda statement, Cruz 
stated that he was the gunman who entered the 
school campus armed with an Smith & Wesson MP-
15 and began shooting students that he saw in the 
hallways and on the school grounds. Cruz stated 
that he brought additional loaded magazines to 
the school campus and kept them hidden in a back 
pack until he got on campus to begin his assault. 
Cruz also admitted that as students began to flee 
the campus on foot he decided a plan to discard 
the Smith & Wesson MP-15 and vest with the 
additional magazines so he could blend into the 
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crowd. Once the crime scene was secured the 
discarded Smith & Wesson MP-15 rifle and vest 
with magazines was found in areas consistent with 
Cruz's version of events. The victim's deaths were 
caused by the criminal act of Nikolas Cruz and the 
killings done with a premeditated design. Further, 
during the commission of the murders, Nikolas 
Cruz did actually possess and discharge a firearm, 
and as a result of the discharge, death was inflicted 
on the foregoing individuals. 

 
Along with his Smith & Wesson MP-15 semi-automatic rifle, 

Cruz abandoned at least six magazines that each contained 30 
bullets at the scene and his body armor. The magazines of 
ammunition had swastikas scrawled or etched into them. Cruz 
fired more than 250 rounds, killing 17 and injuring 16. Did Cruz 
etch the Nazi symbols just before he left (unlikely) or were they in 
the gun safe all along and James Snead, his host, ignored them? 
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SERGEANT JASON FOTI “I actually went into I could tell you I 

went into room, for sure, 1216 because that's where I saw a ski 
mask and a camouflage jacket and a backpack and a magazine 
laying there. Because in the BOLO that we got was he was wearing 
a camouflage jacket. So I got on the air and said, you know, "He 
may not be wearing a camouflage jacket 'cause I have one here on 
the ground." This tells us what Cruz had in his backpack: The vest 
loaded with magazines, a ski mask, a camouflage jacket and 
additional magazines. 
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CHAPTER 3 
[return] 

 
THE MISCREANTS BIRTH MOTHER  

 

 
LYNDA CRUZ: MOTHER OF THE YEAR 

 
Nikolas Jacob Cruz born SEPTEMBER 24, 1998, Margate, 

Florida to biological mother Brenda Woodard. Cruz allegedly told 
members of a Nazi Chat group that his birth mother was Jewish 
and he was glad he never met her because Jews want to destroy 
the world. This was just a lie the Nazis made up to discredit the 
Jews and CNN reported it as fact. 

 
Brenda, a hard core dope fiend, told the Miscreant’s adoptive 

mother, Lynda Cruz, that she was clean but I tend to doubt it. She 
allegedly took a drug test but traces of crack and smack disappear 
from the blood rapidly so all she had to do was stay straight for a 
few days. 
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Cruz family friend Trish Duvaney:  
 

Nik’s biological mother was just a complete screw-
up, drug addict and thief. I even said to Lynda: “You 
don’t know the mother’s background.” Both 
children were born after one-night stands. The 
birth mother, she didn’t even really know who the 
two biological fathers were. The biological mother 
was in prison when she gave birth to Zachary. 
When he was two Nikolas threw my 4-month-old 
into the pool. My son was crawling on the back 
patio and he threw my son into the pool in an 
attempt to drown him.  

 

Lynda Cruz’s cousin, Katherine Blaine stated: 

I will tell you this half of what you reading on line 
and is false. They said Lynda had a sister she 
doesn’t have a sister. They claim they were 
adopted at 2 years but they were both adopted at 

https://nypost.com/2018/02/27/alleged-school-shooters-mom-paid-50k-to-adopt-him-from-drug-addict/
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birth. Neither did Lynda know the Birth Mother. It 
was a private adoption. She didn’t know either one, 
the father or the mother. She knew they had the 
same biological mother. Their mothers were the 
same biological mother. A lot of the stuff that’s on 
the internet is false. 

 
This is a lie. Lynda knew who the Miscreant’s birth mother 

was and asked her to take a drug test. The possibility exists that 
Lynda came into contact with Brenda through a friend of Roger 
Paul Cruz, the Miscreants adoptive father whose son from a 
previous marriage might have known Brenda. 

 

 

 
Brenda Norma Woodard, DOB: June 25, 1956 Birth City: 

Stewart Birth State: FL was sometimes homeless, and panhandled 
for money on a highway exit ramp. A career criminal, Woodard’s 
28 arrests include a 2010 charge for beating a companion with a 
tire iron; she also threatened to burn the friend’s house down. 
Woodard was arrested buying crack cocaine while pregnant with 
the Miscreant. Brenda Woodard, now 62, has not come forward 
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to speak of her relationship with Nikolas Cruz, and jail logs show 
that she has not visited him since his arrest. Through an attorney 
who finalized Cruz’s adoption, Woodard declined to speak with 
the Miami Herald. The identity of Cruz’s birth father is unclear but 
you can be sure he was another sleaze bag. 

 
Though Brenda Woodard had no role in raising Nikolas Cruz, 

whatever influence she had on his gestational development was 
likely not positive: On June 7, 1998 — three-and-a-half months 
before Cruz was born — Fort Lauderdale police officers spotted 
Woodard driving in an area they said was known for a “high level 
of drug activity.” Woodard stopped her car in the middle of the 
road, opened the door and began talking to a man in green pants 
and a white shirt. The man handed Woodard a clear plastic baggie 
that held five rocks of crack cocaine. She gave him cash, and was 
arrested soon after. Woodard pleaded no contest to cocaine 
possession after 45 days, and agreed to submit to drug treatment 
and random urine testing. Then, on Sept. 24, 1998 Brenda gave 
birth to Nikolas, second of her three Miscreants. 

 
Woodard’s Florida Department of Law Enforcement rap sheet 

includes 28 arrests, among them drug, car theft, weapons 
possession, burglary, domestic violence and battery charges. Her 
criminal history in Florida began in 1983, when Woodard was 26, 
with a concealed weapons charge. 1988 Monroe County sheriff’s 
deputies arrested her for cocaine possession. New charges were 
added nearly every year after, until 2011. She was found with 
crack cocaine, methamphetamines and codeine. She stole cars. 
She was incarcerated for five months in 1989, then for another 
seven months the next year. In 1999, she did an 18-month stint 
for car theft, fleeing a police officer and other charges. By 2003, 
Woodard was in drug treatment, and a Broward judge allowed 
her to travel to Miami for the birth of a grandchild. In the coming 
years, as Woodard aged and her reddish hair turned salt-and-
pepper, the woman sometimes known as “Duke” (although Dyke 
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seems more appropriate) appears to have allegedly temporarily 
kicked her habit. No busts after 2003 

 
In the mid-2000s, Woodard was homeless and repeatedly 

picked up trespassing charges for panhandling. In July 2007, 
Hallandale Beach police arrested her near an interstate exit ramp, 
where she was holding a cardboard sign that read “Homeless and 
hungry god bless you.” In 2010, she was charged with using a tire 
iron to beat a partner with whom she shared an apartment in a 
Hallandale Beach senior living complex. “I observed a laceration 
approximately two inches in length to the back of the victim’s 
head which was producing a large quantity of blood,” a police 
officer wrote in a report. “I further observed a laceration to the 
victim’s forehead and scratches to the victim’s face.” Twice more 
— in 2012 and 2013 — Woodard’s companion complained to 
authorities, saying Woodard had threatened to “kill her” and to 
“burn down” her home. Woodard, the companion wrote, “would 
not let me go out of [the] house,” and warned that “she would kill 
me” if she sought protection. Now, Brenda Woodard lives in a 
subsidized housing complex for people with special needs. Her 
last arrest — for a misdemeanor battery charge that later was 
dropped — was in 2011, though she was the subject of a request 
for a domestic violence protection order in the 2013 incident.  

 
DANIELLE WOODARD Nikolas’ older half sister is currently 

serving an eight-year prison sentence on charges including the 
second-degree attempted murder of a police officer. Woodard 
was twice charged with bringing weapons to school — one of 
them a firearm. Danielle has been arrested 17 times — not always 
leading to conviction as the Florida justice system is overwhelmed 
with cases. Danielle Woodard was raised briefly by her mother, 
Brenda Woodard, before being taken in by her grandmother and 
then living on the streets. She never met her half-brother, Nikolas 
Cruz. Danielle Woodard was doomed from day one: 
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Brenda had been using cocaine, and Danielle was born after 
having experienced this drug as fetus. The consequences of the 
low life Brenda Woodard’s drug abuse did not end with her 
daughter’s birth. Brenda stripped her and then beat her when she 
was 5, and was totally neglectful of her child. During the height of 
South Florida’s crack epidemic, Brenda encouraged her daughter 
to steal in order to feed her habit.  
 

Brenda Woodard’s incarceration left Danielle in the custody 
of her maternal grandmother — and then in foster care at age 12 
when the older woman died. Danielle took to the streets. And to 
drugs. Danielle had experienced severe physical abuse and 
trauma throughout her childhood, adolescence and into her 
adulthood. And it left her largely unable to parent her own 
children. Danielle Woodard’s first felony arrest in October 1999, 
an alleged car theft, just four days after she turned 13. It was the 
first of many. The next year, before Woodard turned 14, she was 
in custody again on a car theft charge. The arrests continued: 
March 12, 2001, petty theft, not prosecuted; March 16, 2001, 
possession of a weapon at school, outcome unknown; Aug. 17, 
2001, battery, outcome unknown; Dec. 3, 2001, grand theft and 
resisting arrest without violence, outcome unknown; June 12, 
2003, possession of a firearm at school, car theft and battery, 
outcome unknown; Nov. 11, 2003, aggravated battery with a 
deadly weapon and car theft, outcome unknown. In November 
2005, Danielle Woodard stole another car. The car had been left 
idling in a driveway as a man went to fetch his cousin. July 2007: 
Sweetwater police arrest Danielle Woodard on charges of elder 
abuse and battery on a disabled person. The complaint says 
Woodard pushed a man off of his wheelchair, knocked him to the 
floor and then “struck” the man’s 67-year-old companion, injuring 
both. January 29, 2010: A Miami police cruiser spots Danielle 
Woodard in a stolen 1998 gold Nissan Maxima. Woodard darts 
away, speeds through red lights but eventually is cornered at a 
dead-end near Northwest Seventh Avenue and 23rd Street. An 
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officer orders Woodard to get out of the sedan, but she guns the 
engine and crashes into a fence, then reverses. Woodard backs 
right into a patrolman, who is lunging away trying to avoid being 
hit. Woodard pined officer George Guillen between his car door 
and the rest of the sedan. “Suffered multiple injuries to my left 
knee, ankle, left arm, forearm, my cheek, my jaw, left side of my 
face,” Guillen later testified. Woodard is tasered as she tries to 
run away, and then fights with a handful of officers who try to 
arrest her, reports say. Inside the purloined car are a crack pipe 
and a plastic bag of crack cocaine, reports say. Danielle Woodard 
apologized to Guillen in an undated letter. “Being arrested was 
actually an intervention because if it had not happened I would 
have ended up dead and leaving my two young sons without a 
mother. I feel so ashamed and full of regret for all the harm I 
caused to you and your family.”  

 

 

 
September 2015: The manager of a Louis Vuitton store in the 

Design District calls police when Danielle Woodard and a friend 
try to buy $880 Cliff Top sneakers and an $805 monogram 
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handbag with a fake debit card. When police detain her, she’s 
holding cocaine in her bra. June 2016: Danielle Woodard and two 
friends assault a woman they accuse of cheating on one of them. 
“Woodard immediately began hitting the victim with an alcohol 
bottle, telling her that she is ‘not loyal’,” a police report says. 
Woodard and an accomplice then punch the woman, “forcibly” 
yank a watch from her wrist, slash her car’s tires and steal 
clothing and cell phone. “You are lucky we didn’t kill you,” she 
says, according to a report. 

 
July 2016: Danielle Woodard asks a stranger in Miami for 

water. The man tells her to wait for him outside, but she follows 
him into his house instead, grabs his wallet from his shorts and 
runs away. Woodard returns to the neighborhood the next day 
and is spotted by the man, who calls police. When officers arrive 
to arrest her, she bites one on the left hand, another on the right 
leg and yet a third on his left hand. Paramedics have to sedate 
her. At the time of the robbery, she was sought by police for 
cutting off an ankle monitor from a prior arrest. In a 2018 court 
reckoning, which wrapped several cases cases together, Judge 
Martin Zilber declared Woodard a “habitual felony offender.” The 
convictions included attempted second-degree murder, cocaine 
possession, credit-card fraud and battery on a law enforcement 
officer. With credit for the more than six years she’s already 
served, she is expected to be released in 2020. And the cycle 
continues: While Danielle Woodard serves her sentence at the 
Lowell Annex prison in Ocala, her children are being raised by 
another fuck up.  
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THE ADOPTIVE PARENTS 

 
 
The baby Miscreant was adopted by retirees Lynda Maria 

Seda-Cruz1 and her husband Roger Paul Cruz in Broward County, 
Florida. They were relatively old making it harder for them to 
handle The Miscreant. Roger was 61 and had four kids from a 
previous marriage. Lynda Cruz paid $50,000 to adopt the 
Miscreant when he was just 3 days old. She got beat. She paid an 
additional $15,000 for his younger half African-American brother 
Zachary a year later when she found out his birth mother was 
locked up and pregnant again. Lynda was in the delivery room to 
watch Nikolas emerge. The nurse handed the baby to her. Too 
bad she didn’t drop him on his head.  

 
Lynda Cruz gave him the middle name of her father-in-law 

Jacob. Jacob was born November 24, 1912 Puerto Plata, 
Dominican Republic and died November 7, 1979 (aged 66). His 
Black half brother was also the recipient of the bad seed passed 
down to him by his mother and her boyfriend.  

                                                       
1. Born: September 25, 1949 Queens, New York, daughter of Nikola 
Kumbatovich, Sr. and Gloria Kumbatovich brother of Nikola J. Kumbatovich, Jr. 
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Katherine Blaine explained: 
 

A. But I didn't know, I know she, Lynda had 
mentioned problems with her sons but more 
problems actually with ZACHARY stealing things 
and being very verbally disrespectful. 
 
Q. Okay so when you talk to her and she 
complained about her kids it was mostly Zachary? 
 
A. Yeah mostly Zachary. Mostly because he would 
steal things. He got arrested a couple of times but 
he was on probation. He refused to go to school. 
He refused to get up. Ah (unintelligible) used to call 
her names, nasty names now. More she, she was 
more with. I was looking more toward Zachary with 
Zachary stealing things and (unintelligible) and 
Zachary hanging out all night. That type of thing. 

 
Zachary is still stealing: he’s started a foundation to combat 

school shootings. I wouldn’t trust him with a dime. Marney 
Garvey, a close friend of Lynda, indicated that Nikolas was the 
major problem:  
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I met them about 7 years ago at a camp and I 
became friends with his mother. And my kids my 
boys became friends with their, her boys. 2010. We 
spoke a lot on the phone. Every few weeks we'd 
speak she would tell me what was going on at 
home. She would call me up hysterical crying that it 
was you know the boys were very abusive to her. 
Yeah he used to punch holes in the wall he used to 
throw furniture over. He broke TV's he played with 
he was very into guns. He's used to show my sons 
bullets after the casing after he would shoot things 
in like the woods. And squirrels and show him 
pictures of things he liked to shoot. It was all over 
Facebook and my son told me. It was a very odd kid 
he had a very odd sense about him. He was he was 
quite but like mischievous quite you know. But you 
never knew what was like going on, he made us all 
nervous. You know like when it came to my house 
he you know even the mother said she used to 
whisper so she didn't so he didn't hear, cause she 
was scared he would anything. I mean it's just a big 
obsession with guns and he used to bring pictures 
in to show my son the pictures at school of all the 
guns he had. And his mother was the one that took 
him for the gun. He hit my son in the head, my 
other son in the head with a ladle. He's 14 now. So 
he was 5 years ago you know something around 
there 3 years ago. He was very abusive he was a 
rough kid. She said I know this kid is going to spend 
the rest of his life with me. You know and she just 
always used to say I just want him to get out of 
high school, I just want him to get out of high 
school. And I want you know she said I know he's 
never going to be able to move out. But she said 
you know at the end he used to have episodes like 
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screaming episodes he used to tell her to go fuck 
herself I wish you to die and you know she at one 
time she um. He pushed her you know he was very 
violent with her. 

 
 

 

Physical features of a Fragile “X” may include long and narrow 
face, large ears, flexible fingers, and large testicles.  
 

Little did the Cruz’s know they had adopted an autistic Fragile 
“X” Zombie with congenital psychopathic tendencies. Though 
postnatal factors such as lack of parental attention were once 
blamed, it is now known that autism is the result of congenital 
abnormalities in the brain structure. A natural occurring 
abnormality, Fragile “X”, may explain the origin of autism. Fragile 
“X” is caused by a gene mutation in the female “X” chromosome 
that affects the construction of synapses, vital connection points 
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between nerve cells. Because boys have only one “X” 
chromosome, they are more severely affected by the syndrome 
than girls. As girls have two “X” chromosomes it makes less 
impact if one is defective. Boys are generally more likely to 
develop autism than girls and this is one reason most mass 
murderers are male.  
 

 

 
 
Autism “affects behavior, cognitive ability and social skills” 

and the syndrome at one time was a diagnosis in the American 
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders. Autism is now a “neuro-developmental 
disorder.” Some of the impetus for the reclassifying of autism was 
to spare affected families shame, that is, the shame of having 
raised a child with mental illness. This faulty wiring generates a 
proclivity to violence.  

 
JANUARY 23, 2002 – Nikolas Cruz, at three years old, was 

diagnosed as developmentally delayed due to autism.  
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The student was referred for evaluation in January 
2002 at the age of three. Evaluation records 
indicate that he was referred by his mother 
subsequent to a prekindergarten screening 
because of concerns about his behavior and 
temper. He had recently been asked to leave a 
private prekindergarten program due to behaviors 
such as running, kicking, and biting. After an initial 
screening, the parent provided consent for 
evaluation January 2002. The initial evaluation 
focused on language, developmental, and 
behavioral concerns. In addition to formal 
evaluation instruments, input from the parent and 
the student’s current and previous prekindergarten 
teachers was obtained through interviews and 
written questionnaires. The student was 3 years, 5 
months old at the time of the evaluation. Results 
revealed delays in all developmental areas, with 
overall functioning “similar to a child who has just 
turned two years of age.” Significant delays in both 
expressive and receptive language were noted, and 
results suggested that the student was at-risk for 
attention difficulties. Although the student’s 
teachers and mother reported a series of 
challenging behaviors, none were rated as 
significant on standardized measures, and it was 
stated that some of the behaviors “may be directly 
related to his overall functioning levels as well as 
his difficulty understanding language and 
expressing himself.” Suggested goals for the 
student were related to vocabulary; the ability to 
answer simple questions; concept knowledge; use 
of prepositions, syntax, and sentence length; 
following verbal directions and complying with 
adult requests; attention to task; interactions with 
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peers, individually and in small and large groups; 
independent toileting; and perceptual motor skills. 
In April 2002 the eligibility committee convened 
with the parent in attendance and determined that 
the student was eligible for Exceptional Student 
Education services due to a developmental delay 
(DD). 

 
The Maggot couldn’t even wipe his own ass. 
 
 

 
 
The Mini-Miscreant had been had been forced to wear a 

harness during his bus ride to and from the private pre-
Kindergarten program at Country Hills Elementary School and was 
identified as a developmentally delayed student needing special 
education. 

 
Academically, the Individualized Education 
Program stated that his limited attention span 
made it difficult to participate in class and 
comprehend basic concepts. Social interaction was 
most challenging. He had begun to interact with 
classmates but required “maximum teacher 
assistance” and engaged in parallel play most of 
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the time, meaning he would play near other 
children, but did not interact with them. 
Aggression such as biting, pinching, scratching, 
and hair pulling were reported. In the area of 
communication, the student was able to repeat 
words in poems, stories, and songs; follow one-
step instructions; and answer simple questions, but 
required maximum teacher prompts to do so. 

 
In AUGUST 2003 Cruz changed schools, enrolling in 
the prekindergarten Exceptional Student Education 
program at Riverglades Elementary School. By this 
time his behavioral difficulties had become more 
pronounced. The following month a parent 
conference was held to discuss the student’s 
aggression and animal fantasies. A plan was 
developed for the classroom teacher to send home 
activities to help with academic skills, and the 
parents were offered the services of a family 
counselor who would go into the home, which they 
accepted. 

  
Cruz was five years, eight months old when the 

evaluation was completed. Regarding his classroom 
behavior, the evaluator stated: 
 

It must be noted that in particular, [the student] 
seems to identify as an animal. He often crawls on 
the floor or ground, pounces on another student, 
makes seemingly animal-like growling sounds and 
grimaces while holding his hands in a paw-like 
manner…. With high levels of reinforcement, the 
behaviors reduced, but his aggressive behaviors 
appeared to be unpredictable; thus, [positive 
behaviors] could not be constantly reinforced. 
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At this meeting Cruz was dismissed from the Development 

Disability program and determined to be eligible for services as a 
student with an emotional/behavioral disability (E/BD). The 
psychologist also recommended that the team consider a referral 
for psychiatric evaluation to further investigate the need for 
additional medical intervention. Parent notes from a later date 
located within the student’s file indicate that the student saw a 
psychiatrist in JULY 2004 per the district’s recommendation. 
 

In 2004, when Nikolas was 5, he was in the den with his 
father. His mom was in the kitchen. “Nikolas came down the 
hallway and he went to his room, and he was crying. She said, 
‘What’s the matter, did Daddy punish you?’ ‘Nope. Daddy’s 
dead.’” Roger Cruz was dead of a heart attack at age 67. Instead 
of getting help, Nikolas stood there and watched his adoptive 
father die. The estate filed a medical malpractice and was 
awarded a small settlement. The defendant was Cardiac 
Arrhythmia Service Inc. experts in pacemakers. After Roger’s 
death Mama Cruz found knives and scissors in Nikolas’ bed, which 
she assumed he kept there to defend himself against his half 
brother. The two boys hated each other. 

 
At the Individualized Education Program team meeting held 

in FEBRUARY 2007, the student was described as follows: 
 

[The student] can demonstrate a very “sweet” 
demeanor. He has friends in the classroom. At 
times, he has difficulty interacting with peers. He 
can perceive them to be making fun of him even 
when they are not. He is very inquisitive. He is able 
to transition smoothly from one task to another 
with much encouragement and prompting. He 
seems anxious at times. He strives to be “perfect” 
and when he makes a mistake, he can get 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/20/us/nikolas-cruz-brother-arrested/index.html
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frustrated which may lead to an emotional 
“outburst.”  

 
A decision was made to continue in the inclusion setting with 

the same level of services. 
 

 
 
In MAY 2007, an interim Individualized Education Program 

team meeting was held to address behavioral concerns. 
Information provided in the Individualized Education Program 
included: 

 
Since the onset of the 2007 school period, he has 
had a marked increase in behavioral outbursts to 
include physical aggression as well as “shut down” 
behaviors requiring physical removal from the 
regular education classroom setting on a minimum 
of 4 out of 5 days and several times a day on 
certain days. [The student] also demonstrates 
behaviors that can last in duration as well as 
intensity. At this meeting a decision was made to 
return the student to a fulltime Exceptional 
Student Education classroom with specialized 
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instruction in academics, behavior, independent 
functioning, and social skills, with language twice 
per week and family counseling once per week. The 
student remained in a fulltime Exceptional Student 
Education setting for grades two, three, and four. 
During this time he continued to receive 
medication for attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) and participated in counseling 
from an outside agency as well as from the district-
provided family counselor. The student and family 
continued to receive case management/home 
services through various outside agencies 
throughout the time he was in an Exceptional 
Student Education program. 

 
A reevaluation was conducted during the 2008-09 school year 

to provide information regarding appropriate educational 
programming. Cruz was age 10 years, 8 months and in grade 
three at the time of the evaluation. In June 2010 the 
Individualized Education Program team reconvened and amended 
the plan to change Cruz’s placement to regular class for the whole 
day. The decision was based on his current performance and 
behavior in the classroom, which was described as relatively 
normal. However the Individualized Education Program included a 
bus attendant and seat belt. The reason for the request was that 
“the use of positive praise and quiet verbal redirection by the bus 
assistant will assist with and deescalate any behaviors he may 
engage in due to negative peer interactions on the bus.” 

 
2009-2010: Paul Gold, who along with his girlfriend Rocxanne 

DesChamps lived next door to the Cruz family told media: “He had 
emotional problems and I believe he was diagnosed with autism. 
Nikolas had trouble controlling his temper. He broke things. He 
would do that sometimes at our house when he lost his temper. 
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But he was always very apologetic afterwards. He would 
sometimes be hitting his head and covering his ears.”  

 
Although high frequency sounds cannot be heard normally, to 

an autistic child these sounds can cause intense inner ear pain. In 
an effort to stop this inner ear pain, the autistic child will cover or 
slap their ears or in severe cases bang their head against a wall to 
knock out the pain. 

 
CRUZ HOLDING EARS 

 

 
PAUL GOLD 

http://www.2-b-well.org/autism-treatment-program-help/42/ear-slapping-head-banging/
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Paul Gold told the BSO: Tell me about your interactions with 

Lynda while you lived there? 
 
A. It was a bit of recluse, nice lady-good heart cared very much for 
her children. Was overwhelmed with her children, it was more 
than what she could handle. The children were a bit 
unmanageable for her. Both of them had just very, very difficult 
children to deal with, one would be stealing a lot-and the other 
one---Nikolas had terrible emotional problems and he had trouble 
controlling his temper and he was Autistic.  
 
Q. Okay, now how old were they when you were exposed to 
Nikolas the first time?  
 
A. Zachary was about nine and Nikolas was about 11 I believe. I 
was living next door to the Cruz's with my fiancé Roxanne 
Deschamps (phonetically spelled).  
 
Q. Roxanne Deschamps did she become eventually good friends 
with Linda? How did that work?  
 
A. She was already friends with Lynda before I moved into the 
home. So that's how I met Lynda was through Roxanne since they 
were such good friends and she would go over there all the time. 
And I was introduced to the boys that's what we called them "the 
boys.” I understood that they didn't you know have a father, the 
adopted father had passed away so you know we tried to be kind 
to them and take them to the movies and include them in some of 
our family activities.  
 
Q. Okay at the time was that when Rock is Roxanne's son, 
correct? Is that when Rock was introduced to Zachary and Nikolas. 
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A. I believe he knew that already because they lived in the home 
before I did.  
 
Q. Okay so Roxanne and Rock lived next door to the Cruz' and 
they were all friends and then you were introduced to Lynda 
(inaudible)---  
 
A. Correct, yes then I moved in.  
 
Q. Very good. Okay, now that year or so or two years that you 
lived there going back to Nikolas you described his behavior---give 
me an example of a conversation you had or a behavior you've 
seen with Nikolas while you were there?  
 
A. He was Jekyll and Hyde, he was very nice, very polite sweet 
person when he was sweet and then you know he would freak out 
and start throwing things and start breaking things and start 
holding his ears and screaming. He exhibited very, very strange 
behavior when his Autism would kick in. I brought it up to his 
mother and his mother brought him to a professional and said 
that, yes, he was Autistic. He came over the first time I met I 
realized the boy was Autistic.  
 
Q. Did Linda Cruz ever expressed to you any other diagnosis that 
she had received?  
 
A. She said that he had emotional problems, he had learning 
disabilities he was ADHD, he took Ritalin, took several other 
drugs. I don't know the name of any of the other ones I just know 
he was taking Ritalin. 
 
Q. Okay and of course we're talking about a few years ago.  
 
A. Yeah. Never became violent or an individual-other than fights 
with his brother which were you know in my opinion normal 
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fights that brothers have. You know normal fistfights you know 
that when one brother pisses the other brother up and you know 
they have it out. One that is out of the ordinary is the fact that he 
would constantly break things, break windows--he would you 
know punch through walls, kick down doors. I saw the aftermath 
and was told by his mother that he had done that. And I saw 
firsthand when he smashed my own trailer with a golf club.  
 
Q. Let's go back---let's talk about that for a second. What was the 
trigger that would lead him to act this way? What do you think it 
was? What did you hear or see it was?  
 
A. Loud noises. He hated loud noises. If somebody said no you 
know he would become pretty angry if he didn't get his way with 
something. I think that was one of the things that also provoked 
him.  
 
Q. Okay, as far as you know how did the family or how did Lynda 
discipline Nikolas?  
 
A. She hit him sometimes not---nothing like---just smacking 
around a little bit. Nothing terrible.  
 
Q. Do you remember Nikolas Cruz ever making any threats to 
himself or other people besides you or your family, anything at all 
that you witnessed yourself in terms of threats?  
 
A. No, what I would see a lot is him running off completely angry 
to be by himself. I saw that a lot. He would constantly be running 
out of his house and-and you know and very, very angry and he 
was angry and if he wasn't breaking something he was going 
someplace to be by himself, he would disappear for a long periods 
of time.  
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Q. Okay, when is the last time they're in here at-on Wilson Road 
after you moved from next door to the Cruz's?  
 
A. A few years ago- they were here and we had a bit of an 
incident. Yeah Nikolas and Zachary came over and I was wanting 
to have them kind of do a little work for me.  
 
Q. Now, how old are they at this point?  
 
A. I want to say maybe 14---15. So roughly about four years ago? I 
was trying to talk to the boys and see how they're doing and I was 
going to meet their mother so I brought them you know they 
went over the house, I think they were working a little bit ... just 
trying to see how they're doing, get a general understanding of 
how they were doing. Nikolas seemed to be doing fine, Zachary 
not as much. So I was talking to the boys while I was driving them 
to meet Linda on Boynton and 441 about stealing because this 
was a problem with Zachary and so you know I included Nikolas in 
the conversation just because he was there pretending I was 
talking to both of them. But I was really talking to Zachary about 
stealing because Nikolas would not steal. So explaining you know 
how bad it is to steal and you know how it hurts people and how 
wrong how wrong and they-would they like to have something 
stolen from them; low and behold while I'm combing through the 
speech and they both you know yessing me that they understand 
what I'm saying Zachary is stealing an iPad from me while we... 
During the conversation he's stealing an iPad from me so I come 
back to the house and my friend who was staying here tells me he 
left his iPad in the car, he's sure he left his iPad in my car and 
could he please go and get it low and behold the iPad is not there-
--I called the mother, Lynda tell what happened 'cuz she was still 
driving and I asked her to please don't let Zachary-I wasn't even 
thinking if it was it Nikolas because he just didn't really do that so 
I asked her if she could please stop Zachary from going you know-
(inaudible) the car and if she could search him before he leaves 
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the car 'cuz the iPad was there so I caught her in the car, she 
laughed, she said he didn't have the iPad---and you know we 
were-I was very adamant about getting this back because it had 
all of the documentation for his friends, he had his whole 
company on this computer. So Linda and I had an argument over 
that and she said "no he didn't take it" you know and "I'm 
accusing Zachary---then the case turns up in her house. And after 
then we had a bit of a falling out. You know and I was pissed off at 
Lynda because she didn't do anything. I warned her, I asked her to 
please you know I'm trying to get to be nice to the boys and 
everything and then you know this is---this is the retribution that I 
get.  
 
Q. When is the last time you spoke to Lynda? 
 
A. A little while, I spoke to Lynda a year ago. Roxanne had 
kidnapped my son. And she disappeared with him and thinking it 
was her best friend that's the first person that I went to go talk to 
and it turns out she had been staying at Lynda's house with my 
son.  
 
Q. Okay, so you had an incident with Roxanne a year ago where 
she removed your son without permission, took him to Linda's 
house.  
 
A. Correct. Yeah, I told her my son disappeared. You know I was 
very concerned, she's also here illegally so I was doubly 
concerned. [After Lynda died]I called him and I didn't speak to 
Zachary anymore because I was still pissed off about the iPad and 
pissed off that he was so callus in his behavior and you know just 
you know I think he's a bad guy-stealing, he can't go into any of 
the stores in Parkland that police are constantly at his house so I 
viewed the kids as Zachary being the bad kid before this incident 
and Nikolas being a timid young man who has serious mental 
health issues so I always you know I took pity on him knowing him 
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at a young age I felt sorry for him, I felt he had been dealt a bad 
hand in-in this world which he has been dealt a bad hand there's 
no question.  
 
Q. So as far as you know Nikolas was living there for about a 
month and you had some concerns to him living there?  
 
A. Big-big concerns. Because you know when I knew him well as a 
boy he had major emotional problems, major issues with his 
temper and I was also concerned with Zachary just as much you 
know no less.  
 
Q. Now, during this month shortly after Linda Cruz' death did 
Nikolas ever express to you anything about his obsession or his 
recreational of firearms or anything like that?  
 
A. No, absolutely never. If I had known that he even had a BB gun 
I would have taken it from him first the called the police. Now, 
this - Nikolas does not need to have any kind of weapon on him 
that much is obvious with the fact that he cannot control his 
temper.  
 
Q. Okay when is the last time you actually spoke fact to face with 
Nikolas?  
 
A. December 2nd. I brought him to his mother's funeral. It was 
very, very disheartening to see you know such a low turnout. The 
mother was a recluse so it doesn't surprise me. She didn't have 
any friends, she focused her energy on-on the boys.  
 

In 2015 while attending Off Campus Learning Center at J.P. 
Taravella High School Cruz became friendly with Geraldine Avila 
who was questioned by the Broward County Sherriff’s Office 
about Cruz. 
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Q. Did he tell you he was diagnosed with 
anything? Nothing like that? 
 
A. Autism. 
 
Q. Autism. 
 
A. Um-hum. 
 
Q. He told you that? 
 
A. Um-hum 
 
Q. Did he take medication for that? 
 
A. I don't know. He never told me. 

 
Madison Goodman stated:  

 
He was acting kind of weird but like that's normal 
for him because apparently he has a mental 
disorder and is on medication. 
 
Q. Do you know this or you're just telling us? 
 
A. I know this because my friends have been 
friends with him and that he had told them like his 
nickname was "crazy Nick" he had been expelled 
from Taravella High School for bringing weapons 
like knives and like air soft guns and stuff like that 
so he had expelled from there and then he 
transferred over to our school. 
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AUTISM AND SCHOOL SHOOTINGS 
 

The Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting occurred on 
December 14, 2012, in Newtown, Connecticut, when autistic 20-
year-old Adam Lanza fatally shot 20 children between six and 
seven years old, as well as six adult staff members. 

 

 

Before the age of 6, Adam had been diagnosed with Sensory 
Integration Disorder. Those with SID over-respond to stimuli and 
find clothing, physical contact, light, sound or food unbearable. 
They may also under-respond and feel little or no reaction to pain 
or extreme hot and cold. They are “out there” and lack certain 
basic human traits like desire for contact with other humans. They 
are anti-social and self-centered. Around Adam's 6th grade he was 
diagnosed with Asperger which is now part of the autism 
spectrum and autism is now a “neuro-developmental disorder.” 
Eventually he was diagnosed with autism. Lanza was considered 
“mentally challenged” not mentally ill. There are other similarities 
aside from autism between Cruz and Lanza. Adam never 
completely accepted that he had a disease and therefore never 

https://www.scribd.com/document/117421456/Nancy-Jean-Lanza-Pulled-the-Trigger
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took any of his medication he was prescribed. Cruz said he hated 
taking medication. 

 
Adam became very interested in firearms, and at one point 

considered joining the military. Cruz also took a great interest in 
firearms and also considered joining the military. Adam enjoyed 
target shooting so did Cruz. Adam and Nancy owned at least four 
guns; a black Smith & Wesson MP-15 semi-automatic .223 rifle, a 
Lee Enfield .308 rifle, a "semi-automatic" shotgun and a .45 cal 
pistol. All the weapons had been legally purchased by Nancy, and 
were registered in her name, but Adam actually owned the Smith 
& Wesson MP-15, and that all the weapons were kept in a gun 
safe in the fucktard's bedroom closet . Nikolas also had an Smith 
& Wesson MP-15 registered in his name which he kept in a gun 
safe that he had 24 hour access to. Both Lanza and Cruz leaked 
their intentions before the murders. The FBI reported: 

 
 (Deleted) indicated he had information regarding 
the shooting that occurred at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School. Allegedly (Deleted) overheard 
the conversation and informed that Lanza, was also 
very interested in assault weapons. As the 
discussion progressed, (Deleted) stated that Lanza, 
possessed an assault weapon and that she was 
scared of him. Lanza allegedly told (Deleted) that 
he planned to kill his mother and children at Sandy 
Hook in Newton, Connecticut in December of 2008. 
While there I could not get over the information he 
had regarding Lanza. Called Sandy Hook and spoke 
to explained to what he had been told by (Deleted) 
stated she had previous run-ins with Lanza, and 
requested that contact the Newton Police 
Department. (Deleted) called the Newton Police 
Department and told them he had information 
about Lanza threatening to kill his mother and 
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shoot children at Sandy Hook. (Deleted) was told 
by Newton Police Department that Lanza's mother 
owned the guns and that there was nothing 
Newton Police Department could do about it. 
(Deleted) stated that Newton Police Department 
threatened to contact the (deleted) on called with 
the information he received from Newton Police 
Department, and insisted the State Police refused 
as he was scared of the threats from Newton Police 
Department, and told to leave him alone. (Deleted) 
insisted she come to (Deleted) to speak with 
(Deleted) and convince him to return to 
Connecticut with her to speak with the authorities 
(Deleted) to come looking for him in (Deleted) and 
he wanted to stay out of it. While there, (Deleted) 
learned a woman had been traveling around in the 
area looking for him, and asking for him by name. 
(Deleted) and she pleaded with him to go to 
Connecticut and tell the authorities what he knew 
about Lanza (Deleted) indicated this time frame 
was sometime between December 6, 2008 and 
December 24, 2008. (Deleted) had told Lanza of the 
incident and Lanza had threatened to make it seem 
like (Deleted) would be involved if a shooting ever 
took place. 

 
Lynda Cruz and Nancy Lanza allowed their autistic sons to 

amass an arsenal in their homes. Both were allowed to own bullet 
proof vests. In Connecticut it is a class B misdemeanor to sell body 
armor without personally meeting the purchaser. Numerous 
magazines were discarded by Cruz. A large quantity of unused 
ammunition was recovered from the school. Police said Lanza was 
carrying an arsenal of ammunition big enough to kill just about 
every student in the school if given enough time. Lanza shot 
himself in the head just as he heard police drawing near.  
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NANCY LANZA GOT WHAT AN ENABLER DESERVED 

 

 

IS THIS UNIMAGINABLE? 
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The FBI: “Nancy had told the that she had asked Adam if he 
would miss her if something happened to her, and Adam 
answered no, not really. Nancy seemed upset and concerned but 
thought his lack of emotion was part of his Aspersers.” Lynda Cruz 
had to have been aware of Sandy Hook where an autistic kid was 
allowed to have access to weapons and committed a mass 
murder. She was well aware her adopted son was autistic. Before 
she died in November 2017 he already amassed an arsenal which 
Cruz stored in their home. Why didn’t she put two and two 
together and have the guns confiscated? 

 

 

Instead she allowed him to buy the Smith & Wesson MP-15. 
Sheriff Gualtieri told members of the “Cruz Commission:” “His 
mother was an enabler, and his mother contributed to this 
significantly. To the point where at one time when they said that 
he wanted to buy a gun and the counselors from the school said 
he shouldn’t have a gun, his mother said ‘I don’t care. If he wants 
a gun, he can have a gun.’” BSO Cruz interview: 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: My mother was with me when I 
bought all the other guns. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: All the other guns but what? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: But the Moss -- what was it? The -- 
what was it? The Maverick. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. The Maverick. So your 
mom was with you when you bought all of the 
other guns? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yeah. She wouldn't come in with 
me. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Did you tell her why you were 
buying the guns? I mean, look, I got kids too. I'm 
taking my kid to the gun store to buy all these 
weapons, I think I would ask them, hey, Nick, why 
do you need all of them? Did you ever have that 
conversation with your mom? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I told her. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You told her what? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: It was cool and to protect myself. 

 
Kevin Fanti, who sold the Miscreant the Smith & Wesson MP-15, 
testified: 
 
Q. At the time that he bought this gun he was 19? 
 
A. Yeah. 
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Q. Okay, not 17? 
 
A. No, he came when he was 17 then he came a year-a year or a 
couple of months after I don't remember. I think he was 18 when 
this happened. 
 
Q. When he bought this gun? 
 
A. Yeah, I think he was 18 he was not 19. 
 
Q. Got you. Okay, so when he purchased the gun he was 18--- 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. ----but when you first met him he was 17. 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. Got you, okay. So he came in here with his grandmother and 
you knew that because she said that? 
 
A. Yes, sir. 
 
Q. Do you remember her name? 
 
A. No, I remember that it was an older lady, white-white hair--- 
 
Q. Um-huh. 
 
A. --and the situation that really stuck in mind was that she called 
the next day after he got approved and everything and she talks 
and said "do not release the gun if I'm not present with him" and I 
asked "oh for what reason or something 1-1 just want to know 
because if something is bothering you know we got to know" and 
she's "no because he's just young and I just want to make sure 
he's safe and everything." 
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Q. Okay. 
 
A. And I said "The thing is I'm sorry but the kid is 18 and he passed 
the background check so if he wants to pick up the gun by himself 
is nothing that I can do to not release the gun to him only if you 
say something" and she said "no he's fine I just want to make sure 
he's safe, you know, he's young, the first gun" I think that she told 
me that I don't remember it quite well and I said "well I can tell 
you this he's got to wait five business days so this is the day that 
he's coming to pick it up, he's legal to pick it up after this day if 
you talk to him and come with him and pick it up." And she did I 
guess I don't know I wasn't here, he picked up the gun with 
another salesman. After a couple of months I don't remember 
when I saw him in the range because I'm also the range 
supervisor. He was with a couple of friends all in camouflage 
clothes and I noticed he had a Swastika in his wrist and he-it was 
painted with a Sharpie it wasn't a tattoo or anything but that 
really bothered me and I even told the-the manager and Kevin 
Aaron because Kevin Aaron is a black male, I said "dude that guy 
has a Swastika--- 
 
A. Do you know where was that on his wrist? 
 
A. It was his left arm and it was right about like right underneath 
the hand. It was tiny Swastika, it was in a pen or a Sharpie--- 
 
Q. Like a Sharpie. 
 
A. But it wasn't a tattoo for sure and that really bothered me but I 
told my-my co-workers and I know that's not illegal is-it falls into 
the Second Amendment, people can express themselves and he 
was a kid, kid do stupid stuff but that didn't---it really bothered 
me because it's aggressive… 
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Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri said that school and 
mental health counselors had at least 140 contacts with Nikolas 
Cruz over the years trying to get him help, but Lynda AKA the 
human punching bag frequently interfered. 
 

 

 

 

Although autism often plays a part in mass murder this was a 
voluntary act. This freak, this neurological defective should be 
given a fair trial, then executed, because this is the thing prisoners 
fear the most. Some say it is worse to spend the rest of your life 
behind bars but it is not. In the words of the Metropolitan 
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Detention Center’s former Warden, Dennis W. Hasty, “Where 
there is life there is hope.”  
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CHAPTER 4  
[return] 

 
THE BROWARD COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPUTIES 

  

 
 

The Miscreant’s third-grade teacher reported that he was 
“often sad and pessimistic” - “The results of the evaluation 
revealed clinically significant levels of hyperactivity, aggression, 
anxiety, and depression behaviors and feelings at school.” Cruz 
was totally demented from day one. Broward County Sheriff’s 
Office report: [R] 

 

 
JOELLE GUARINO 
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November 8, 2008 Report of a disturbance where a 
boy is alleged to have thrown rock at Nikolas (9 
YOA). Nikolas requested no further police action. 
Parents did not wish to prosecute. Other juvenile 
responded in turn by throwing a rock back at him. 
No criminal action available. 

 
This is interesting. It is obvious in retrospect that Nikolas 

threw the rock at the other child first and then Mama Cruz called 
the cops pretending the other child was the aggressor. Cruz would 
do the exact same thing in 2017 when he threatened the people 
he was living with and called the cops then claimed they had 
threatened and chased him. The Cruz’s didn’t wish to prosecute 
because they knew it was their adopted son that started it, as did 
the police, who reported that the other juvenile retaliated against 
Nikolas so the Deputies knew what really went down. No criminal 
action was taken and the police never interviewed Nikolas’s 
victim. The Parkland Commission:  
 

JOELLE GUARINO called BSO and advised that 
Nikolas Cruz hit her child (Dylan Guarino) in the 
head with a rock. The call type was changed to 
disturbance juvenile. The parents of both children 
agreed not to pursue the matter with the police. 
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
 
Dylan Guarino (11/21/98) and Nikolas Cruz 
(09/24/1998) were playing in driveway when Dylan 
threw a rock at Nikolas for him riding his bike over 
sticks he was playing with. Nikolas then threw a 
rock at Dylan that caused a very small laceration on 
forehead. Both mothers agreed not to make an 
issue of it. Follow up: On February 17, 2018 at 1057 
hours, Detectives Kami Floyd and Detective Bruce 
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Link obtained a taped sworn statement from Joelle 
Guarino (01/07/1967) mother of Dylan Guarino. 
Joelle Guarino recalls this incident and stated that 
the children were outside playing and Nikolas 
threw a rock at Dylan because he was angry. Joelle 
Guanno stated that they were so young, she did 
not wish to prosecute. According to Joelle Guarino, 
Nikolas and Zachary always had anger issues and at 
some point she stopped allowing her children to 
play with them. For further information see the 
supplement report Detectives Kami Floyd and 
Detective Bruce Link and the obtained taped sworn 
statement from Joelle Guarino. The case was 
handled as a “Juvenile Disturbance" and “CODED 
BRAVO" with no written report. 

 
Classmate Isabelle Robinson reported that in 2010: 

 
My first interaction with Nikolas Cruz happened 
when I was in seventh grade. I was eating lunch 
with my friends, most likely discussing One 
Direction or Ed Sheeran, when I felt a sudden pain 
in my lower back. The force of the blow knocked 
the wind out of my 90-pound body; tears stung my 
eyes. I turned around and saw him, smirking. I had 
never seen this boy before, but I would never 
forget his face. His eyes were lit up with a sick, 
twisted joy as he watched me cry. The apple that 
he had thrown at my back rolled slowly along the 
tiled floor. A cafeteria aide rushed over to ask me if 
I was O.K. I don’t remember if Cruz was confronted 
over his actions, but in my 12-year-old naïveté, I 
trusted that the adults around me would take care 
of the situation. Five years later, hiding in a dark 
closet inside Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
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School, I would discover just how wrong I was. A 
year after I was assaulted by Cruz, I was assigned to 
tutor him through my school’s peer counseling 
program. 

 
The Broward County Sheriff’s Office questioned a MSD student: 
 
A. My friend she's not in my classroom but I know her, she 
mentioned that I believe last year he would come to her lunch 
table and he would harass her friend, when they ... she told him 
to stop and he made a joke that he would shoot up the school. 
Cause obviously no one believe it's a joke. [R] 

 
Q. What's your friend's name? 
 
A. Deleted 
 
Q. Was she there yesterday? 
 
A. Yes she was in the third floor. 
 
Q. So did she know him? Did she know the suspect? 
 
A. She didn't personally know him cause she didn't (unintelligible) 
 
Q. And she said she heard when he made the threat last year? Is 
there anything else that you remember that I haven't asked you? 
 

Lucas Magalhaes W/M 01/09/2001 “Lucas Magalhaes stated 
in a sworn statement to Detective Mealer that he has known 
Nikolas Cruz since they were in Seventh Grade. Magalhaes stated 
that he and Cruz were on the same bus and used to eat lunch in 
the same table. Other subjects at the lunch table with them were 
a subject named Reo Edwards a subject named Curvins and a 
subject named Orlando. Magalhaes stated that several times 
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Cruz told him that he was going to shoot up and kill people at 
the school because he didn't like people at the school. Magalhaes 
stated that Cruz told everyone at the lunch table not to worry 
because he would not shoot them when it happened. Magalhaes 
stated that Cruz just before the shooting contacted Curvins by 
SNAP CHAT.” 
 

August 30, 2011 Lynda Cruz called indicating 11 
year old son was hitting door with pool equipment. 
No police action taken and no report. No mention 
of Nikolas Cruz. 

 
Cruz could have been stopped by law enforcement. He had 

serious school discipline problems since at least 2012 but Political 
Correctness saved him. The Collaborative Educational Network of 
Tallahassee:  

 
The student transitioned to Westglades Middle 
School (Westglades) at the start of the 2011-12 
school year. As described above, he received 
Exceptional Student Education services for 
academics and social development in an inclusive 
general education setting, with pullout language 
therapy and counseling. Reports from the first 
three grading periods indicated that he was making 
some progress toward his annual goals, and it was 
anticipated that he would achieve them by the end 
of the Individualized Education Program. There 
were no disciplinary referrals during this period. 
Notes from individual and group counseling 
sessions showed he was an active participant and 
willingly working on his socialization and 
organizational challenges. In addition, intervention 
information provided in TERMS indicates that the 
student was assigned a peer tutor and a peer 
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counselor during the first semester. 
 
This did not last long: While Cruz was a student at Westglades 

Middle School he was charged with disciplinary action 25 times 
over about 16 months of classroom time -- often for insults and 
profane language and also for fighting and disruptive behavior 
that led to multiple suspensions, parent conferences and referrals 
for family counseling. And at the start of his eighth-grade year, he 
was placed on “escort only” status at Westglades. He was to be 
accompanied by a security specialist or staff member wherever he 
went, including the restroom or when moving from one class to 
another. 68.6% of the student population at Westglades Middle 
School identify as Caucasian, making up the largest segment of 
the student body. A typical school in Coral Springs is made up of 
35.2% Caucasian students. Cruz was ramping up his anti-social 
behavior but it did not arise to the need for police intervention, at 
least according to the school administration: it would not be good 
for the other students to see the police entering the school which 
was geared toward the affluent and was supposed to provide a 
safe educational environment. It was Politically Correct to keep 
these incidents hushed up so it wouldn’t damage the student’s 
future. 

 

 

https://nypost.com/2018/02/16/school-recommended-threat-assessment-of-alleged-florida-gunman/
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Rock DesChamps: 
 
Q. Okay, has he ever hurt any other children? 

 
A. I wouldn't know, wouldn't be so sure. When we were 
kids he did try to knock me out with a big rock--missed but 
good try. This was a long time ago, I was like 12, I might 
have provoked him, might not, I'm not sure. Yeah, we 
were kids, it happens. 

 
September 26, 2011 Linda Cruz reported her son 
(unknown name) was throwing items. Deputy 
responded. Matter resolved. Unable to determine 
if incident involved Nikolas or Zachary Cruz. 

 
Lynda again was covering up for her adopted son. How could 

she not know the name of her son? She would not say which 
adopted son it was. 

 
 
 
May 17, 2012 Lynda Cruz requested deputies to 
respond. Deputy responded. Matter settled. 
Disturbance: reference to a disturbance with 
Nikolas (13 years-old) and his younger brother (12 
years-old). Report initiated.  
 
Deputy Kenny was dispatched to a call from Lynda 
Cruz at her residence. She advised that her teenage 
children were out on control, destroying the home 
and fighting. 
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
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Caller Linda Cruz called 911 and advised her 13 and 
12 year old kids are out of control and destroying 
her home. Caller advised that one subject ran 
outside because the other sibling attempted to 
fight him and there were no weapons. Dispatch 
reported they can hear one subject cursing at the 
caller in the background during the 911 call. BSO 
Deputy R. Kenny responded with no written report 
completed. 
 
August 5, 2012 Lynda Cruz called BSO and advised 
that her children were throwing water balloons at 
the property. The notes indicated the deputy 
assisted her with disciplinary actions for her 
teenage sons. 
 
August 19, 2012 Lynda Cruz called BSO and advised 
that her children were fighting and not listening to 
their mother. 

 
August 22, 2012 Lynda Cruz requested deputies as 
her children were cursing at her and being 
disrespectful. Deputy responded. Matter settled. 
No violence reported.  
 
Curcio Synopsis: Caller Linda Cruz called and 
advised that her children are threatening her, 
cursing at her and being disrespectful. She is 
requesting that police respond for her two male 
children 12 and 13 years old. BSO Deputy L. Scholtz 
responded and changed the call classification to a 
juvenile disturbance, with no report written. BSO 
Deputy B. Behan reported on his daily that this is 
an ongoing call, juveniles being defiant, not a 
domestic disturbance, and the family is in 
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counseling. Follow Up: None the mother Linda Cruz 
deceased, no statement available. The call was 
closed out as a "Disturbance Juvenile" and- 
"CODED BRAVO" with no written report. 

 
Her children were cursing at her and being disrespectful and 

this required called the Deputy. They were threatening her and 
she feared they would become violent but when the Deputy 
showed up she changed her complaint. 

 
November 1, 2012 Lynda Cruz contacted police to 
report older son Nikolas was in a physical 
altercation with younger son and left residence. 
Deputy responded. No report initiated. Lynda Cruz 
called BSO because her two teenage children were 
fighting about the computer. 
 

 
 
November 1, 2012 Lynda Cruz requested deputies 
as Nikolas hit her with a plastic hose from the 
vacuum cleaner. Deputy responded. Incident 
changed to an Information call. Matter resolved. 
No report Nikolas was not on scene. Caller Linda 
Cruz advised that her 14 year old son hit her with a 
plastic hose from the vacuum cleaner. Subject has 
fled on foot according to caller. The dispute was 
over not being allowed to use the computer. 
Subject is ADHD and on medication according to 
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the caller. Deputy J. Smith responded and changed 
the classification to a "Police Information" call with 
no report written. 
 

FLORIDA CRIMINAL CODE 
ASSAULT; BATTERY; CULPABLE NEGLIGENCE 
 
784.011 Assault.— 
 
(1) An “assault” is an intentional, unlawful threat by word or act 
to do violence to the person of another, coupled with an apparent 
ability to do so, and doing some act which creates a well-founded 
fear in such other person that such violence is imminent. (2) 
Whoever commits an assault shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of 
the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 
775.083. Was the wand attached when he did this? 
 

November 27, 2012 Lynda Cruz called indicating 
she had a dispute with her 14 year old son 
(Nikolas). Deputy responded and made contact 
with mother. Advised to contact Broward County 
Sheriff’s Office if son returned. Nikolas is no longer 
on scene. No violence. No report initiated. 
Reported that Nikolas had ADHD. 
 
Lynda Cruz called BSO related to the earlier 
incident the same date. Nikolas Cruz had now 
returned home. The Deputy spoke with Nikolas 
Cruz about the disrespectful treatment of his 
mother. 
 

Advised to contact BSO if son returned? Had Cruz threatened 
to return with a weapon and shoot her? He would pull the same 
stunt after his mother died and while he was living with the 
Rocxanne DesChamps. 
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November 28, 2012 Caller Lynda Cruz advised her 
two sons left out of their bedroom window. Deputy 
responded. Matter resolved. 
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
 
Caller Linda Cruz advised that her two sons, 12 
years of age and 14 years of age left out of their 
bedroom window, climbed the fence and are on 
foot in an unknown direction. Caller stated that the 
12 year old has ADHD and the 14 year old had 
ADHD and OCD, neither one has taken their 
medications. Caller advised that Henderson was in 
route to the residence. BSO Deputy L. Scholtz 
responded to the residence and updated this call to 
an information classification, no Report was 
written. Follow Up: None due to-mother Linda Cruz 
is deceased, no statement available. The case was 
handled as a "Police Information" and "CODED 
BRAVO" with no report written. 
 
Lynda Cruz called BSO for her two teenage 
children. They left out a window and fled on foot. 
The children were both located and returned 
home. The CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) notes 
indicated that Henderson Behavioral Health also 
responded to the scene. 

 
What is Henderson supposed to do? Give the brothers two lashes 
with a wet noodle? Again Lynda covered up for her sons who she 
cannot control in the absence of their adopted strong Dominican 
father. 
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January 15, 2013 Caller Lynda Cruz called to advise 
her son has anger issues and ADHD. Alleged she 
was thrown up against the wall because she took 
away Nikolas' Xbox game system. She advised that 
he did not threaten to harm her or herself. Deputy 
responded. Found Nikolas (14 years of age) locked 
in room because he was mad at his mother. 
Henderson Behavioral Health responded and 
advised a Baker Act was not warranted at this time. 
Report taken. 
 
Lynda Cruz called BSO after Nikolas Cruz threw 
objects in the home. He was angry because he lost 
the privilege to play video games. He locked 
himself in his bedroom but they were able to push 
into the room. Nikolas Cruz was cooperative after 
contact was made. NINA BARELLA from Henderson 
Behavioral Health responded to the home.  
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
 
Caller Linda Cruz advised that her 14 year old son 
has ADHD and anger issues. Dispatch advised that 
subject is yelling in the background and is throwing 
mother against the wall. Caller stated subject is 
throwing items around the house. Caller advised 
that the subject was upset because caller took his X 
Box away. Subject was identified by caller by name 
as Nikolas and the fact that he locked himself in his 
bedroom. Deputy Michalosky responded to the 
scene and documented the incident. According to 
Deputy Michalosky, mother Linda Cruz advised that 
this is an ongoing issue with her 14 year old son 
Nikolas Cruz who suffers from developmental and 
behavioral disabilities along with ADD. Linda Cruz 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBMGU7CrSQg
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advised that Nikolas defied her request to attend 
school today and as a result she took the X box and 
hid it in her vehicle. Nikolas then retaliated and 
threw a chair, dog bowl, and drinking glass across 
the room according to Linda Cruz. Linda Cruz 
reported that Nikolas did not threaten to harm her 
or himself but she was concerned with his behavior 
since it was escalating and at the time she could 
not contact his therapist at Henderson Clinic. Linda 
Cruz assisted deputies in opening Nikolas' door 
which was barricaded with two nightstands in front 
of it. Nikolas was compliant with deputies and 
advised that he locked himself in his room because 
he was mad at his mother. Nikolas did not have any 
injuries and there were no weapons in his 
bedroom. Nikolas did not make any threats to hurt 
himself or his mother and he apologized for his 
behavior. Nina Barella of Henderson Behavioral 
Health and youth services responded to the 
residence and advised that a Baker Act was not 
needed at this time. The response by Henderson 
Clinic will be discussed later in BSO Detective 
Curcio’s report. 
 
The call was handled as a "Mentally Ill Person and 
"CODE ALPHA" with a report written. 

 
Nina Barela currently works at HCA East Florida Division 

(private health care provider) Nina studied at Nova Southeastern 
University College of Psychology and Nina is located at Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. Assessment Specialist at HCA East Florida 
Division Past Companies HomeSafe Florida (a fire prevention 
company), Henderson Behavioral Health, Nova Southeastern 
University, Cayman Islands Crisis Centre. Thanks to professionals 
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like Nina the Miscreant was never put under involuntary 
observation. 

 
On January 15, 2013, records show Lynda also called police 

after Nikolas, 14, "retaliated and threw a chair, dog bowl and a 
drinking glass across the room" after he refused to go to school. 
Lynda had removed his Xbox "privileges" and put it in her car. 
Nikolas called her a "a useless bitch.” After Nina Barella gave his 
medication, he began to calm down. She told police her son had 
a "history of developmental and learning disabilities," was 
"increasingly irate" and had ADHD.  

 
How can there have been no violence when the human 

punching bag Lynda Cruz was thrown up against the wall? Did 
Cruz lock himself in his room or did his mother lock him up? The 
Nina Barella from Henderson Behavioral Health, intervened and 
decided “Niki” was having another teenage tantrum.  

 
 

 
 
In 2013, when Cruz was 15, a Coral Springs psychiatrist, DR. 

BRETT NEGIN, recommended that Cruz be “placed in a 
therapeutic residential setting,” according to a letter obtained by 
the Sun Sentinel. Negin was overseeing Cruz’s medication. There is 
no indication that Cruz’s mother ever sent him to a residential 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2pGBv9Ly6A
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treatment center. Negrin should have Baker Acted him and was 
no better than the psychologists who refused to do it. 2013 was 
the year Cruz learned that he and his younger brother, Zachary, 
were adopted.  

 
Rock DesChamps was asked: “Okay. All right, do you know of 

any diagnosis that he's received from a doctor?” 
 
A. No, he never got any diagnosis from doctors. He supposedly a 
clean, fit human being in his mind and in the doctors minds 'cuz 
doctors don't know how to obviously tell these things. 
 
Q. Okay all right, has there been anything else he's done prior to 
today that's violent in nature towards anyone whether it's a 
breaking of property... self destruction- 
 
A. Attempting to break the property that I owned. Attempting to 
physically harm me in a way you know which he did. 
 
Q. Okay did he ever express to you hearing voices or people 
talking in his head? 
 
A. Yes, he has actually. 
 
Q. Tell me about that. 
 
A. He's only told me about he has heard people talking in his 
voice-in his head, he's only said that. 
 
Q. Has he ever told you specifics of what they're saying? 
 
A. No, I don't think so. Not that I would know but I know that he 
does say I think but I don't believe in those things, I believe that's 
just an excuse. 
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Q. Okay, now you said excuse you think he's just making all this 
shit up? 
 
A. I believe so. I wouldn't-I don't think, I believe so. What kind-do 
you hear voice in your head ask the next person and the next if 
they hear voices in their head other than their own. 
 
2013-14 SCHOOL YEAR – GRADE 8 

 
The student began the 2013-2014 school year at 
Westglades. In September 2013 parental consent 
for reevaluation was obtained. The purpose of 
Functional Behavioral Assessment is to identify the 
function or purpose that a behavior serves for a 
student so that appropriate interventions can be 
developed. As an 8th grader, [the student’s] 
behavioral problems became increasingly worse. 
He started presenting behavioral difficulties from 
the beginning of the school year, with increased 
intensity and frequency, despite all of the 
interventions in place. His classroom disruption 
was defined as arguing with teachers, using 
profanity, refusing to follow directions, walking 
around and/or out of the classroom without 
permission. By this time, the student had been 
receiving in-home counseling services for several 
years in addition to the weekly counseling sessions 
at school. In addition to keeping in close 
communication with his mother by phone and 
through parent-teacher conferences during this 
period of escalating behavior, the school’s 
collaborative problem-solving team reviewed his 
case on multiple occasions. His case manager from 
Henderson Behavioral Health and his therapist 
from Camelot Mental Health were involved in at 
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least one of these meetings. Despite the 
interventions and support being provided to the 
student, during the period from August 2013 
through January 2014, the student received 
approximately 28 separate referrals that resulted 
in the assignment of the following consequences in 
total: 9 days of detention or partial days of ISS; 18 
full days of ISS; 14 days of suspension in an AES 
(including 3 days referred to the Promise program 
due to vandalism); 4 days of OSS; 10 days of bus 
suspension; and expulsion from the bus. 

 
Camelot Community Care is involved in foster care and 
adoptions. 

 
October 12, 2013 Caller Lynda Cruz advised her 
two sons left to unknown friends home and wished 
to report them as missing. Persons relocated to a 
second location and incident was changed to a 
police service call.  
 
 
Lynda Cruz called BSO to report both of her 
teenage sons as missing. They were located at a 
nearby residence.  
 
Curcio Synopsis:  
 
Caller Linda Cruz advised that approximately 30 
minutes ago, her son a 15 year old white male with 
red hair, Nikolas Cruz and her second son a 13 year 
old white male Zachary Cruz were last seen going 
to an unknown friend's home and caller wishing to 
report them as missing. BSO Deputy L. Scholtz and 
an additional unit then responded to 7102 NW 70 
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Terrace in Parkland the location presumably where 
the two juvenile had gone. The call was changed to 
a police service call and no report was written. 

 

 
DAVE BRUGMAN 

 
The source of this report was a neighbor’s stepson across the 

street from where Cruz lived who called deputies after seeing 
Cruz post online about buying guns just after his 18th birthday — 
around the same time of the DCF Department of Children and 
Families investigation. “The Deputies told us they checked it out,” 
said Dave Brugman, 59. “You can’t watch him every day.” 
Brugman got extra security installed around his house after he 
suspected Cruz poisoned his dog in the dark hours of the night at 
least three different times. He also thinks Cruz put a brick through 
his car window on one occasion. In retrospect he was probably 
right.  
  

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/02/18/missed-opportunities-alter-florida-shooters-path-records-show/349716002/
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CHAPTER 5  
[return] 

 
OBAMA AND HOLDER’S  

“I PROMISES I WON’T DO IT AGAIN!” 
PROGRAM  

 

 

In May 2018 Broward County school district officials, finally 
admitted Parkland school shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz was 
referred during middle school to the PROMISE PROGRAM. After 
the Parkland Killer struck, Broward County School Superintendent 
Robert Runcie said that Cruz hadn't been in the program. 
However, the school district clarified that Cruz was referred to the 
program while at Westglades Middle School in 2013, but Cruz 
didn't fully participate and did not participate in the program at all 
while at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. The middle 
school referral came after the school said Cruz got in trouble for 
vandalizing a bathroom faucet and incurred a disciplinary 
infraction for vandalism and destruction of school property for 
less than $1,000 that took place Nov. 25, 2013. 
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Runcie associate, Tracy Clark who released the information 

about Cruz and the Promise Program earned $122,529 a year as 
public information officer for Broward. “I know there are some 
out there that are concerned that somehow we misled the 
public,” Runcie said. Robert W. Runcie, is a lying African American 
Chicagoan affirmative action Harvard graduate with close ties to 
President Obama and his Education Department. This Trayvon 
Martin supporter signed an agreement with Sheriff Scott Israel, a 
former Upper West Side New York City Jewish liberal, who 
brought his sick self-hating a self deprecating philosophy to what 
was once a place of traditional morality like the carpet baggers of 
old did during reconstruction. Israel agreed not to arrest students 
even if they committed crimes but instead let the school handle it. 
As for Scott Palestine, Gov. Rick DeSantis canned him. 

 

 
Scott Travis Smelly Gerk 

https://spectator.org/54312_how-miami-school-crime-cover-policy-led-trayvon-martins-death/
https://spectator.org/54312_how-miami-school-crime-cover-policy-led-trayvon-martins-death/
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When a public relations consultant referred to the Sun 

Sentinel education reporter Scott Travis as a “skanky” “jerk” who 
“smells bad,” Clark interjected from the audience “like sour milk!” 
Laughter broke out among the communications professionals 
attending the event in California. She was subsequently demoted 
and eventually fired even though the PR consultant was telling the 
truth about this man. He refused to investigate if a social 
connection existed between Medina and Cruz. 

 

 
 

 
 

“I had enough of being telling me that I'm an idiot 
and a dunce in real life you're all the dumbest 
they're all stupid and brainwashed by the political 
government programs.” Cruz’s last video. 

 
School officials said Cruz underwent a PROMISE intake 

interview in NOVEMBER 2013, but it does not appear that Cruz 
completed the recommended three-day assignment/placement. 
It's clear why there was no follow-through because the school was 
incompetent. So Cruz escaped even symbolic punishment. The 
clarification came as school officials claimed they've been 

https://www.browardschools1.com/cms/lib/FL01803656/Centricity/Domain/6947/promiseflyer.pdf
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analyzing data from multiple sources on Cruz's history. “We 
continue to review records and systems to determine if the 
disciplinary placement was modified by school administration or 
the individualized education plan committee, the school district. 
Rather than speculate about the possible reasons for his not 
returning, we feel it's important to wait until we have the facts 
associated with his specific circumstances.” Runcie told the Miami 
Herald that district attendance records indicate that Cruz 
completed the intake process at Pine Ridge Education Center in 
Fort Lauderdale, but was back at West Glades Middle the next 
day. But Cruz didn’t attend Pine Ridge until 2017 so why should 
have commit the vandalism at one school and do the intake at 
another years later? 

  
Obama’s PROMISE program led to leniency for the shooter. 

Conflicting discipline programs within the Broward County School 
District have created deadly chaos for children, teacher’s staff and 
success in the Promise programs created perverse incentives for 
school staff, administrators law enforcement not to report or 
arrest people for crimes. Broward County was among the leaders 
in a pathological nationwide policy shift.  

 
According to Washington Post reporting, Broward County 

schools once recorded more in-school arrests than any other 
Florida district. But in 2013, the school board and the sheriff’s 
office agreed on a new policy to discontinue police referrals for a 
dozen infractions ranging from drug use to assault. The number of 
school-based arrests plummeted by 63 percent from 2012 to 
2016. The Black racist Obama administration lauded Broward’s 
reforms and in 2015 invited the district’s superintendent to the 
White House for an event, “Rethink Discipline,” that highlighted 
the success of Broward and other localities in “transforming 
policies and school climate.” School officials stressed the program 
is only for those who have committed non-violent misdemeanors 
such as vandalism but the chowder heads are lying since affray an 
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instance of fighting in a public place that disturbs the peace, is 
one of the offenses.  

 
Let’s take a closer look at the Obama Promise Program that 

enabled Cruz and was designed by people in the Obama 
Administration in order to institutionalize Criminal Behavior.  

 
1.01 Student Misbehavior: Breaches of the Code of 
Student Conduct, disruptions, other transgressions 
or omissions by a student that occur on school 
grounds, school transportation or during a school 
sponsored or related event, except when involving 
a victim not affiliated with the school district unless 
the victim agrees to have the matter handled via 
the PROMISE program. 

 
1.02 Misdemeanors are limited to: 
 

Disrupting or Interfering with a School Function; 
Affray; 
Theft of less than $300; 
Vandalism of less than $1,000; 
Disorderly Conduct; 
Trespassing; 
Criminal Mischief; 
Gambling; 
Harassment; 
Incidents relating to Alcohol; 

   Possession of Cannabis (misdemeanor, requires consultation  
with law enforcement to determine the level of offense); 

 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia; 
 
Threats. Footnote to threats: §1006.13, Fla. Stat. (2013), 

requires that certain felony threats(§ 790.162 and§ 790.163, Fla. 
Stat. (2013)) be referred to the criminal or juvenile justice system. 
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Felonies, including § 790.162 and § 790.163, fall outside of the 
scope of this agreement. 

 
Obstructing Justice without Violence. 

 
In the event a student misbehaves, the school 
principal and or their designees will be the primary 
source of intervention & disciplinary consequences. 
The Code of Student Conduct and Discipline Matrix 
provides detailed information on consequences 
and interventions and shall guide the responses to 
particular types of misbehavior. In addition, school 
officials should make every effort to connect 
students to school or community-based support 
services, such as counseling, mentoring, or extra-
curricular activities. Many types of minor student 
misbehavior may technically meet the statutory 
requirements for PROMISE eligible misdemeanors, 
but are best handled outside of the criminal 
justice system. In any school year, the first 
instance of student misbehavior that rises to the 
level of a misdemeanor and requires consultation 
with a police officer should not result in arrest nor 
the filing of a criminal complaint, but instead be 
handled through the Code of Student Conduct and 
Discipline Matrix. Behavior that rises to the level of 
a felony offense under any of the above statutes 
are not included herein. All parties involved in 
school discipline decisions shall consider the 
surrounding circumstances including the age, 
history, disability or special education status, and 
other factors that may have influenced the 
behavior of the student, the degree of harm caused 
and the student's willingness to repair the harm. 
Repeated incidents of PROMISE eligible 
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misdemeanors as defined in section 1.02 shall 
result in graduated levels of school-based 
interventions and consequences by administrators 
on campus, according to the Code of Student 
Conduct and Discipline Matrix, and may result in a 
referral to law enforcement. The Discipline Matrix 
outlines the specific incidents in which repeated 
misbehavior shall result in a referral to law 
enforcement. Records of section 1.02 incidents 
Shall be maintained by School Board of Broward 
County, in a manner consistent with the 
requirements of a Probable Cause Affidavit as 
mandated by F .S. 985.13, and said information 
may be reported to law enforcement by School 
Board of Broward County should the youth willfully 
fail to complete sanctions. In addition, a student 
who accumulates three incidents, as defined in 
section 1.02, in a school year shall be referred to 
the Behavior Intervention Committee. Upon a 
fourth incident, as defined in section 1.02, in a 
school year, the student shall be referred for 
consultation with law enforcement, unless any 
referral is required sooner by the Discipline Matrix. 
Emergency and other situations may arise that 
require the immediate involvement of law 
enforcement. In such instances, school officials and 
law enforcement should confer after the situation 
has been diffused, but, if feasible, before any arrest 
is made, and follow the process outlined in this 
Agreement to ensure the most effective and least 
punitive means of discipline is being employed. 

 
Most of the crimes listed are misdemeanors but threats, 

namely death threats, could be a felony. By listing threats as one 
of the crimes that does not have to be reported to the police 
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unless Security Specialist Kelvin Greenleaf or School Resource 
Officer Deputy Scot Peterson deemed it rose to the level of a 
felony by threatening bodily harm, it gave both of these jokers a 
way out of having to report it. All threats should be reported to 
the police.  

 

 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL  

JEFF MORFORD GOT CANNED 
 
The Sun Sentinel reported: After watching a video about 

school shootings, Hunter Dubois thought Cruz fit the profile. He 
took his concerns to Assistant Principal Jeff Morford, according to 
his father, Anthony Dubois. He had seen Cruz looking at guns on 
the computer, and heard him make “crazy statements,” Dubois 
said. When they met for the first time, he told Hunter, “Hi, I’m 
Nik, and I like to see people in pain.” He would aim his fingers at 
birds in the sky pretending he was shooting them, his father said. 
The senior Dubois said his son was told by Morford that he 
“should look into autism.” “He was informed that he shouldn’t be 
getting into other people’s business and not to worry about him, 
he’s being dealt with.”  

 
Hunter’s older brother, Anthony Dubois, was in JROTC class 

with Cruz. Anthony’s girlfriend, Ashley Korbelak, came forward to 
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BSO deputies the evening of the shooting, after recognizing Cruz 
in photographs. She said Cruz made threats in fall 2016 about a 
school shooting to his classmate Dubois. “He said to Anthony, 
‘Don’t come to school tomorrow because this is going to happen,’ 
” Korbelak told BSO Det. Brian Tutler. “He took that threat very 
seriously and reported him to school administration.” 

 
Another student’s statement taken referred to Nikolas Cruz's 

behavior and how that students contacted members of the 
MSDHS staff. In a statement taken by Detective Metz Hunter 
Dubois advised that he was in JRROTC with Nikolas Cruz and that 
Cruz often did Google searches about guns and stated " Yo I'm 
fucking crazy" and "like seeing people in pain I have two 
shotguns.” Dubois stated that he was so concerned over Nikolas 
Cruz's behavior, and was going to shoot up the school that he 
report the conversations to Student Affairs. Dubois also stated 
that he had heard another student Alexis Osio had similar 
information about Nikolas Cruz. Osio was contacted and in sworn 
statement to Detective Metz-stated that she contacted PEER 
COUNSELOR LAUREN RUBENSTEIN about Nikolas Cruz's. Lauren 
also got the gasoline drinking report. Osio stated that Cruz once 
told her that he was tired of being bullied at the school and 
wanted to "go shoot up a school." In another conversation Cruz 
told Osio he was planning on shooting himself. Osio was also 
interviewed by the FBI under FBI Lead 195 where she descnbed 
Cruz as a racist and a trouble maker. She described in one incident 
where he threw glass bottles at the cafeteria ladies in sixth grade. 
Osio stated that she was in the 1200 building at the time of the 
shooting in classroom 1210 and though she did not see the 
gunman when the shooting began she immediately thought it was 
Cruz even though she hadn't seen him in a year. For further 
information see Detective Metz supplement report and the 
statements of Alexis Osio. 
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Ashley Korbelak told police in a sworn statement that she and 
her boyfriend saw Cruz attempting to buy a gun at a Walmart, 
with Cruz then claiming he arranged to buy a gun from someone 
who was supposed to leave it in the bushes. The girl also told 
police that Cruz told her boyfriend that he wanted to shoot up the 
school three weeks after the Walmart incident. 

 
On 02/18/2018 Immanuel Boothman called the FBI Tip line to 

report that he knew Cruz from going to school with him and that 
Cruz constantly talked about guns and killing things. Boothman 
stated that he heard that Cruz used to bring dead animals to 
school in his lunch box though he never personally saw them. Cruz 
also stated that he saw Cruz attack other classmates and in one 
incident sprayed a female student in the face with body spray 
after an argument. On 02/20/2018 Laure! Holland contacted the 
FBI tip line to report that she was retired but once taught Nikolas 
Cruz at MSDHS. Holland described Cruz as a ''loose cannon” due 
to his Violent outbursts in class and stated that she reported it to 
School Administration. Holland stated that she felt that the 
school administration always took Cruz's action too lightly and 
used to joke that Cruz had a "hit list" of teachers and 
administrators that he wanted to kill. No statement was taken 
from Holland due to her limited information. On 02/21/2018 Dana 
Gianes contacted the FBI Tip line to report that her daughter 
(unknown name) used to ride the school bus with Nikolas and 
Zachary Cruz and that she had to contact the Vice Principal of 
West Glade Middle School to report their behavior. Gianes 
advised that both Cruz’s were verbally abusive to other students 
using racial slurs and have anger outbursts. Both boys would also 
use Axe spray deodorant and tape it open and throw it on the bus 
calling Gaines advised that the school told her that they could not 
remove the Cruz’s unless they committed several violations. 
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BROWARD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CLUB MEETING including 
RUN-DMC AND SCOTT PALESTINE 

Scott Israel and those that authored this “I promises you I 
won’ts do it again” agreement, signed death warrants for 17 
people and long hospital stays filled with pain for others. Initially 
the police were excusing misdemeanor behaviors. However, it 
didn't take long until felonies, even violent felonies (armed 
robberies, assaults and worse) were being excused. The need to 
continue lowering the arrests year-over-year meant that 
increasingly more severe unlawful behavior had to be ignored. 
Over time even the most severe of unlawful conduct was being 
filtered by responding police. So Cruz’s threats were greasy kids 
stuff. And what’s the punishment the school metes out? 

 
  Students charged with various misdemeanors, including 
assault, and most importantly in the context of Stoneman 
Douglas, THREATS, would be disciplined through participation in 
“healing circles,” obstacle courses and other “self-esteem 
building” bullshit programs. Complaining that Blacks were treated 
unfairly by traditional approaches to school discipline, Runcie’s 
goal was to radically decrease arrests and ensure that students, 
no matter how delinquent, graduated without criminal records. If 
Blacks can't obey the law the law must be changed to obey Blacks. 
Runcie is a believer in the school-to-prison pipeline, where the 
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reason black males are disproportionately represented in the 
judicial system is a result of racist courts, lying cops, crooked DAs: 
not because Blacks commit more crime proportionately than any 
other group. “We’re not going to continue to arrest our kids 
because once you have an arrest record, it becomes difficult to 
get scholarships, get a job, or go into the military." However once 
you arrest a kid it becomes more difficult for him or her to 
purchase a gun, especially if the arrest is for a felony. Under 
Florida law, threatening another person's life falls under the 
category of stalking.  
 

If the person making death threats intends for the victim to 
fear for his safety, specifically fearful of death or bodily harm, it is 
considered a credible threat under the law, which changes the 
crime from stalking, a first degree misdemeanor, to aggravated 
stalking, a third degree felony. Persons convicted of aggravated 
stalking in Florida can be sentenced to up to five years in prison, 
fined up to $5,000 or both. Nikolas Cruz made numerous death 
threats and School Security Consultant Kelvin Greenleaf knew 
about them. 

 
Nikolas Cruz, a teenage psychopath, was suspended from 

Stoneman Douglas High. By their own rules a student who 
accumulates three incidents in a school year shall be referred to 
the Behavior Intervention Committee. A fourth offense and the 
cops are called in. Cruz was expelled for bringing weapons to 
school. Well technically Cruz was transferred: “Every student in 
Broward County is entitled to a free and appropriate education. If 
there are certain areas where that can’t be done, we need to 
make sure those students are given a place that is the least 
restrictive environment for their ability and they can thrive,” said 
Broward School Board chair Nora Rupert and advocate of the 
Promise Program. “You also want everybody to have safety.” Yet 
Cruz was never arrested before the shooting. Under Obama, 
America was devoted to undoing school disciplinary policies so 
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that not only the public schools in ghetto neighborhoods would 
become zoos, but the ones in White neighborhoods would too.  

 
Without Obama and Holder Cruz would have been arrested 

for one of his many violent or threatening incidents some of 
which rose to the level of a felony. When Cruz got into a fight in 
September 2016, Cruz was referred to social workers rather than 
to the police. When Cruz assaulted a student in January 2017, it 
triggered a school-based threat assessment that was never made 
and no police involvement.  
 
OBAMA’S PROMISE PROGRAM VIOLATED 14TH AMENDMENT 

 
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall 
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of 
the United States; nor shall any State deprive any 
person of life, liberty, or property, without due 
process of law; nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.  

 
Under Obama’s unconstitutional Promise Program one class 

of Americans would be immune from prosecution from a law 
while others would not. Additionally if not for Obama & Holder’s 
Promise Program decriminalizing crime Nikolas Cruz would have 
been charged with a felony for making death threats to a fellow 
student who had screen captures of the threats and the balls 
enough to turn them over to the so called School Security 
Specialist Kelvin Greenleaf. But the Administration of Stoneman 
Douglas High School told their subordinates to do everything they 
could to prevent the police intervening in a school incident so 
they pretended the threats didn’t rise to the level of a felony. The 
African-American Black Lives Matter mentality of looking at crime 
as a form of protest against racism took over a once law and order 
Florida. Two weeks after signing the agreement on October 18, 
2016 Robert “RunDMC” Runcie received a Teacher Incentive Fund 

https://www.browardprevention.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Fully-Executed-Collaborative-Agreement.pdf
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grant from the U.S. Dept. of Education totaling $53,808,909. One 
of the funds grant priorities is "improved life for students in 
poverty/students of color" meaning don't arrest the black 
criminals.  

 
But why not arrest them and seal the records if they stay out 

of trouble for several years? They will still have an FBI rap sheet 
but under the Privacy Act these records cannot be make public. 
Runcie was on Obama’s pad. Runcie wouldn’t discuss Cruz’s 
school records, citing a federal law that protects student privacy, 
but said he didn’t think providing Cruz with more school services 
would have prevented the shooting. “Based on what’s reported in 
the media, here’s a kid who’s lost both parents, he’s obviously got 
some mental health challenges,” Runcie said. “Let me just say if 
we provided every service that we could and did all that in 
exemplary fashion, if he can still get access to guns what’s the 
point of all this?” 
 
SCOT PETERSON, FORMER SHERIFF ISRAEL AND THE PROMISE 
PROGRAM 

 
Scot Peterson ensured that Sheriff Scott Israel's son did not 

get charged with sexual battery (a felony) by getting Brett Israel 
into the Promise program. Scott Israel kept him as SRO at MSD as 
a result. The case involved two 17-year-old students bullying a 14-
year-old freshman, with one holding down the younger boy by his 
ankles while the other kicked the victim, grabbed his genitals and 
then took the victim's own baseball bat and began shoving it 
against his buttocks, simulating rape, through the boy's clothes. 
The latent homosexual who held down the victim was Israel's son, 
Brett. Peterson claims in the report that it was a "simple battery" 
under the board's discipline matrix, and he decided to give both of 
the boy's attackers a three-day suspension under the Promise 
program. 
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Broward also initiated another bogus Obama program called 
the Behavior Intervention Program, a reverse "school to prison" 
pipeline whereby minority juvenile delinquents convicted of 
serious crimes could eventually work their way back into 
neighborhood schools. Your talking kids charged with murder, 
attempted murder, strong arm robbery, rape, assault and battery, 
grand theft auto and other serious crimes. Despite having 
prevented Cruz from facing criminal charges, Obama had this to 
say: 

 
If you’re tired of politicians who offer nothing but 
thoughts and prayers after a mass shooting, you’ve 
got to do what the Parkland kids are doing. Some 
of them aren’t even eligible to vote yet. They’re out 
there working to change minds and registering 
people. And they’re not giving up until we have a 
Congress that sees your lives as more important 
than a campaign check from the you’ve got to vote. 

 
BSO: 

 
JANUARY 22, 2014, Caller Lynda Cruz advised 15 
year old son (Nikolas) punched the wall because 
she took away his Xbox. Deputy responded. No 
crime identified. Disturbance.  
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
 
Caller Linda Cruz advised that her 15 years of age 
son had punched a hole in the wall and was 
threatening to leave because she took his Xbox 
away. There were no weapons and the juvenile was 
not physical with the caller. Deputy A. Anderson 
responded to the scene and noted- that Linda Cruz 
had a verbal altercation with her son, Nikolas Cruz 
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and that no crime had occurred. Follow Up: None 
due to mother Linda Cruz is deceased, no 
statement available. The call was handled as a 
"Domestic Disturbance" and "CODED BRAVO" with 
no report written. 
 

Nikolas wanted to land one on his mother but punched the 
wall instead. Cruz was definitely addicted to violent video games. 
Lynda was coming closer and closer to being punched out. 

 
Michael Garvey reported:  

 
So, he used to like play Call the Duty and stuff. I 
used to like overhear him like look at him and stuff, 
see him and stuff. Like whenever he died he used 
to have like the biggest temper tantrums like 
destroy stuff. His own TV like throw the control or 
or scream at the top of his lungs like some one's 
like trying to him.  

 
THE FREAK AT CROSS CREEK 
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FEBRUARY 5, 2014 At age 15, Nikolas left Westglades Middle 
School in Parkland. February 6, 2014 – Nikolas starts at Cross 
Creek School in Pompano Beach a school for emotionally and 
behaviorally disturbed students. 51.7% of the student population 
at Cross Creek School identify as African-American, making up the 
largest segment of the student body. 79.9% of K-12 public school 
students at Cross Creek School participate in the National School 
Lunch Program (NSLP). There are a total of 149 students and 30 
teachers at Cross Creek. It was a lock down School for severe 
emotionally ill very much unlike Westglades. According to the 
records, Lynda Cruz said he had been diagnosed with attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder.  

 
Cross Creek has 15 Behavior Technicians that have training in 

Professional Crisis Management with an emphasis on verbal de-
escalation skills to provide a safe environment. The School 
Psychiatrist oversees the mental health needs and progress of our 
students. Two Behavior Specialists assist conducting Functional 
Behavior Assessments and writing Individual Positive Behavior 
Intervention Plans. None-the-less they couldn’t handle the 
Miscreant so Cruz was kicked out of Cross Creek school by 
Principal Colleen Stearn nee Colleen Henry of Staten Island, New 
York, another liberal transplant.  

 

 
COLLEEN STEARN 

MARCH 2014  

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/topic/education/schools/middle-schools/westglades-middle-school--OREDU0000419-topic.html
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/topic/education/schools/middle-schools/westglades-middle-school--OREDU0000419-topic.html
https://www.browardschools1.com/crosscreek
https://www.browardschools1.com/crosscreek
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The Collaborative Educational Network of 
Tallahassee: Although Cruz has made behavioral 
progress he continues to lack impulse control. He 
needs to be monitored while in both the school 
and neighborhood communities. Cruz has not had 
any behavioral issues that required him to be 
removed from the classroom… He is very easily 
influenced and was coerced to jump off the back of 
the bus by a peer. Cruz has difficulty with wanting 
to have friends and engaging in following the 
negative behaviors of those peers. He also has poor 
judgment in social situations. Recently he was 
punched numerous times by a peer for using racial 
slurs toward that peer. Cruz’s reaction to the peer 
that hit him was that the peer needed better 
coping skills. 

 
BSO: MAY 6, 2014 Caller Lynda Cruz advised her 
son left this morning and has not returned home. 
No deputy response reported. Unknown if incident 
Involved Nikolas or Zachary Cruz. 

 
Cruz was a racist from the start and having a half-Black 

brother complicated things for him. The Broward Sherriff’s Office 
never asked what her son’s name was when he was a potential 
runaway? Very unlikely. 
 

The Miscreant still exhibited emotional and behavioral 
problems, but in MAY 2015, during his ninth-grade year, when he 
was 16, school officials recommended he return to a “mainstream 
setting,” at least for part of the day. The Collaborative Educational 
Network of Tallahassee:  

 
In JUNE 2015 the Individualized Education Program 
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team met for an interim review and to formally 
consider a change in placement for the student. 
The meeting was held at Cross Creek, but a 
representative from Marjorie Stoneman Douglas 
High School (Stoneman), the student’s assigned 
school, was in attendance. It is not BCPS policy to 
record conference notes for Individualized 
Education Program team meetings, but members 
of the team were interviewed to obtain their 
impressions of the meeting. They reported that the 
student had consistently expressed his desire to 
attend Stoneman and that both the student and his 
mother were pleased and proud of the progress he 
had made and were strongly in favor of the move. 
The Individualized Education Program was 
amended to begin the transition process at the 
start of the 2015-2016 school year. 

 
Ms. Stearn and her staff decided Cruz would attend Marjory 

Stoneman Douglas High for JROTC and intensive reading.  
 

JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)  
 
2016: Cruz was in the Stoneman Douglas Army Junior Reserve 

Officer Training Corps (JROTC). Cruz excelled at shooting, although 
he was only allowed to use an air rifle, with other cadets calling 
him the “wolf.” Alberto Enrique Payan  who had JROTC with 
Nikolas stated he was “very lonely, he spoke to himself a lot, in 
the hallways he would always look up at the ceiling or at the walls 
or he would be doing very crazy things” yet Jameson Snead 
befriended him. 

 
Cruz was expelled in EARLY 2017. How was Cruz even 

enrolled in a rifle course, being taught to use guns, when he had 
was still taking “ADHD medication” and was still autistic. 
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Regardless, “since 2014, the Department of Defense’s medical 
qualification standards regarding ADHD stimulants disqualifies 
applicants if they have been treated with ADD/ADHD drugs within 
the previous year and/or they displayed signs of ADD/ADHD. A 
military lawyer advised that the regulations also apply to JROTC. 
(It is unknown what the Junior ROTC regulations are but, arguably, 
should follow the adult program in relation to stimulant or other 
psychotropic drugs.)” 
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Cruz met his enabler Jameson Snead in the Junior Reserve 
Officers Training Corps. Cruz was wearing his Marjory Stoneman 
High JROTC shirt when Cruz committed mass murder. Cruz had 
told someone that he was planning to enlist in the Army. The 17 
people killed included three members of the school’s JROTC: 
Peter Wang, Martin Duque and Alaina Petty. The cadets acted 
valiantly, helping to usher others to safety. All three have been 
posthumously awarded the Medal of Heroism by the Army. 
Sixteen other people were treated for gunshot wounds. Were 
these JROTC kids targeted by the Cruz? Cruz was sending a 
message by wearing that shirt or was that a way he could account 
for bringing a rifle case into the school.  
 
Chad Whittington: “The first officer on-scene gave us a 
description of the building, and then there was -- I don't 
remember -- recall who gave a description of him being in an 
ROTC uniform. [Medina?] Um, I was in ROTC in high school, so in 
my mind, I'm picturing a military dress uniform. Uh, and then at 
some point -- I don't remember who said it or when -- it changed 
to a maroon shirt. So there was some -- some confusion as to 
what clothing he was wearing, but it in some way it was ROTC-
related.”  
 
Did it cross Medina’s mind that Cruz was trying to blend in and 
infiltrate the High School? Did it cross his mind that he was 
pretending to be a student?  

 
Cruz was attracted to people with military backgrounds like 

the Sneads and said he was going to enlist in the army. The only 
army he ever enlisted in was the army of Satin.  

 
In addition, they agreed to “discontinue the behavior 

intervention plan. During interviews school staff explained that 
this decision was based on the fact that the target behaviors were 
no longer in evidence and the plan was no longer needed.” 
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Colleen Stearn said they couldn’t help him anymore but only god 
knows what he did. A psychiatric memo dated 2014 from Cross 
Creek (Cruz was in 8th Grade) describes him as “moody, impulsive, 
angry, attention seeking, annoys others on purpose and threatens 
to hurt others.”  The Borges lawsuit: 
 

The decision to let NIKOLAS JACOB CRUZ enter 
MSDHS as a regular student was not addressed by 
Colleen Stearn, the Vice Principal of Cross Creek, 
Rona Kelly the therapist at Cross Creek, Kirn Davis 
the ESE specialist at Cross Creek or Jessica DeCarlo 
another ESE at MSDHS. All these individuals were 
on Cruz's ISE (Individual Education Plan), 
responsible for properly mainstreaming him and 
fully aware of Cruz's issues, yet did not make any 
effort to stop Cruz's transfer to MSDHS, a regular 
school, even though he posed a significant and 
known danger to the other teachers and students 
at MSDHS. 

 
On 02/15/2018 a female named Nicole Randazzo contacted 

the FBI Tip line to report that her son Joseph Randazzo knew 
Nikolas Cruz from Cross Creek School. Nicole Randazzo stated that 
her son was in Cross Creek as way Cruz for Behavioral problems. 
According to Nicole Randazzo her son commented frequently as 
to the fact that Cruz often spoke about shooting up schools and 
other venues. BSO Detective Curcio spoke to Nicole Randazzo 
where it was determined that Joseph was in a treatment facility in 
the middle of the state and could not be interviewed until his 
release in August. 

 
June 29, 2014 hang-up Deputy responded. Lynda 
Cruz reported that sons were having a verbal 
argument. Matter resolved. No report initiated.  

 

http://www.atlanticbb.net/news/read/category/Domestic/article/sun_sentinel-stoneman_douglas_officials_worried_about_nikolas_c-tca
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Lynda was about to phone the police about a “verbal” 
argument then changed her mind or Nikolas grabbed the 
telephone from her? 

 
November 20, 2014 Animal Abuse Report via third 
hand information of w/m subject with red hair 
having shot chicken with rifle possible Nikolas Cruz. 
Gun was found to be an Airsoft BB gun. Deputies 
responded. Identified individual as Cruz. Nikolas 
admitted to shooting the Airsoft rifle but denied 
shooting chickens. Rifle was given to mother who 
locked it away. Owner of animal refused to press 
charges. 
 
Deborah Cooper called BSO because Nikolas Cruz 
shot her chickens with an airsoft gun. It was later 
determined that one of the chickens died. Cooper 
did not wish to pursue charges after finding out 
that Nikolas Cruz was developmentally delayed. 
 

Lynda knew what she had on her hands yet refused to have 
the Miscreant committed. Air Soft BB guns were basically replica 
firearms based on military assault rifles and are illegal in many 
states but not in the “Gunshine State” Florida.  
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Airsoft BB guns are not like the Red Rider Daisy Air Rifle that 

was featured in Jean Shepard’s A Christmas Story. Mama Cruz 
knew her son would transition from a BB assault rifle to a real one 
as soon as he turned 18. Lynda was a bleeding heart do-gooder at 
the same time she was a registered Republican probably at the 
behest of her businessman husband. In JUNE 2015, school records 
note that Nikolas Jacob Cruz was distracted on more than one 
occasion by other students’ inappropriate conversations 
concerning guns, people being killed, or armed forces. Other 
students? 

 
AUGUST 24, 2015 Nikolas returns to Cross Creek, but attends 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School two periods a day, 
Schools Superintendent Robert Runcie said.  
 
ISIS AFFINITY 

 
In DECEMBER 2015 Cruz wanted to become an Islamist 

Jihadist and was attracted to Arab Nazis. Marianne Theall FBI 
tipster reported: 
 

https://publicdatadigger.com/FL/parkland/nw-69th-pl/102277485/Lynda-Cruz
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If you go onto his INSTAGRAM pages, you'll see the 
guns…he's so into ISIS and I'm afraid this is, so-
something's gonna happen. Because he doesn't 
have the mental capacity. And then you know, 
wanting to kill all these animals and he wants to 
do something in Arabic and he dresses up like a 
ninja or an ISIS guy.  
 
FBI: Yeah, and does he talk about ISIS or he just 
dressed up like one of— 
 
Yeah, well dresses that way and he's, if you go into 
the INSTAGRAM account. There’s one INSTAGRAM 
where it just, he has a thing for Arabic words. um, 
let me see. I'm going to it. [UI]. Oh boy [UI]. Okay. 
Well. Okay. Okay there's also a, um, it says crazy 
Nikolas underline new. All under case. C-R-A-Z-Y-N-
I-K-O-L-A-S underline new. N-E-W. Now the Cruz 
underline Nikolas account. 

 
The FBI call screener was constantly looking for ways to 

minimize the threat from Nikolas Cruz. “FBI: Yeah, and does he 
talk about ISIS or he just dressed [sic] up like one of—.” What in 
the hell does it matter if he talks about ISIS or not. Cruz aspires to 
be one. Marianne Theall stuck to her guns: “He's so into ISIS and 
I'm afraid this is, so-something's gonna happen.” You have a 
mentally unstable person attracted to ISIS who might carry out 
acts of terror in the name of Allah. FBI call screener wrote this off. 
She should be terminated. 
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THE MISCREANT RETURNS TO STONEMAN DOUGLAS 
2016 to 2017 SCHOOL YEAR – GRADE 11 

Cruz began the 2016-17 school year at Stoneman. 
On September 28, 2016, he turned 18, which 
meant he had reached the age of majority and the 
parental rights afforded under IDEA transferred 
from the mother to Cruz. Shortly after school 
started there were significant changes in both his 
academic performance and his social/emotional 
functioning. Cruz was failing four classes and 
earning Ds in two others. He only earned a total of 
2 credits during this first semester. 
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JANUARY 11, 2016 – Nikolas, now 17, stops attending Cross 
Creek school during his 10th-grade year, and becomes a full-time 
student at Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High. JANUARY 13, 2016: 
He starts attending Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High full time. 
Cruz had been officially withdrawn from Cross Creek on February 
8, 2016, reportedly as a result of a transfer. Students have told 
Local 10 TV News that ammunition had been found in his back 
pack, but the discipline summary didn’t include any mention of 
that because the Obama Administration encouraged under-
reporting. It showed that Cruz was disciplined on five occasions, 
for insults, profane language, profanity against staff, fighting and 
finally a serious assault. Details of that alleged assault have not 
yet surfaced. But the cover-up by the Collaborative Educational 
Network of Tallahassee stated: “Based on the available evidence, 
the student's transition to the less restrictive environment of a 
traditional school campus was appropriate,” their report says. His 
only discipline that semester was a two-day in-school suspension 
for “inappropriate comments.” He had a girlfriend, the report 
says, and still strongly desired to join the military after graduating. 

 
On FEBRUARY 5, 2016 Broward County sheriff’s office reported:  

 
Third hand information received from neighbor's 
son that Nikolas Cruz planned to shoot up the 
school from his INSTAGRAM account. (Picture of 
juvenile with guns). Information forwarded to 
Stoneman Douglas School Resource Officer Scot 
Peterson Deputy responded. Made contact with 
caller who wished to remain anonymous. 
Determined Nikolas Cruz possessed knives and a BB 
gun. One month time delay. Unknown high school. 
Cruz lives in area. [R] 

 

https://www.local10.com/news/parkland-school-shooting/school-considered-shooting-suspect-potential-threat-year-before-massacre
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INSTAGRAM 

 
A female called that requested to remain 
anonymous. She reported that Nikolas Cruz had 
posted weapons on his Instagram page and 
threatened to commit a school shooting. It was 
reported that he attended Stoneman Douglas High 
School. This incident is under investigation by BSO 
internal affairs. (Note: under the existing law at the 
time, even if this incident was verified and Cruz 
was deemed a threat to others and Baker Acted, 
and weapons were found, law enforcement would 
have had no authority to seize the weapons. If the 
incident was verified and Cruz was Baker Acted for 
evaluation he likely would have been released 
within the 48 hour evaluation period. Moreover 
Cruz was already receiving mental health services 
from Henderson at that time.)  

 
This lead was followed up and considered inconsequential 

because all Cruz had at the time were knives and a BB gun and 
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Lynda covered for him as usual. The investigation took a month 
but it still could not be determined which High School Cruz was 
targeting. The Parkland Commission stated that it was reported 
he attended “Stoneman Douglas” so something is very wrong 
here. All the cops could determine was that he lives in the area?  

 
By transferring him to Marjory Stoneman Douglas, which was 

for normal kids and lacked support services, knowing Cruz was 
fascinated guns/war Stearn started the kill machine in motion.  

 
BSO IA REPORT: “On March 1, 2018, I obtained and reviewed 

Deputy Eason’s archived BSO emails from Information Technology 
Manager Guillermo Marsal. I examined the emails in their entirety 
and determined that there had been no email communication 
between Eason and Deputy Peterson, in reference to the 
information obtained by Eason from case number 17—1602-
000212. Additionally, there were no emails that mentioned 
Nikolas Cruz, or any other information about him. I asked Deputy 
Eason why he did not complete an incident report for the call, and 
he stated, “Well between, there was no credible threat, no 
evidence of a credible threat, and the caller wanted to remain 
anonymous due to being, you know, a close neighbor and a prior 
history with the family.” I asked Eason if he thought it would have 
been reasonable to document the information he obtained in an 
incident report, and he replied, “With the information at that 
point, no.” After leaving Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 
in February or March 2015 Cruz briefly attended the Riverside Off 
Campus Learning Center at J.P. Taravella High School.  
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CHAPTER 6  
[return] 

 

HENDERSON BEHAVIORAL HEALTH  
 

 
 
Henderson Behavioral Health has turned over 735 pages of 

Cruz’s mental health records to Andrew Pollack. They are under 
seal and not allowed to be released publicly. Pollack’s team, 
however, has had experts review them, according to documents 
filed in the suit. The records show that Cruz and his mother, 
Lynda, who is now deceased, had extensive contact with 
Henderson over many years. A fact-finding commission set up 
under law to review Cruz’s life also reported earlier this month 
that over nine years Cruz regularly received hundreds of hours of 
therapy sessions from Henderson. Henderson’s employees took 
part in the school district’s decision to mainstream him from Cross 
Creek, a specialized school for children with severe emotional and 
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behavioral problems, to Stoneman Douglas in January 2016, 
Attorney David Brill said. Pollack’s lawsuit contends that 
Henderson knew that Cruz suffered from mental illness and was a 
threat to others but failed to properly diagnose and treat him. It 
also claims that Henderson should have taken steps to alert the 
police or warn others about the danger Cruz posed. 

 
THE BAKER ACT 
 

Enacted in 1972, Florida’s Baker Act allows for the involuntary 
examination of an individual for mental illness initiated by law 
enforcement. Family members can also have a person Baker 
Acted if they receive an order from a judge. To fall under the 
Baker Act, there must be evidence that the person is a danger to 
himself or others.  

 
This includes a person who has endangered himself through 

severe neglect. The Baker Act requires that the person be 
examined by a mental health professional, often a psychiatrist, 
within 72 hours. If the health care professional finds the person to 
no longer be a threat, the person can be released or sent to a 
community-based treatment facility. If the professional finds the 
individual a danger or mentally incompetent, a judge can sign a 
commitment order for involuntary placement in a treatment 
program. Cruz cut himself. Cruz had also tried to kill himself by 
drinking gasoline. That tells you plain and simple this kid is a 
danger to himself.  

 
However Cruz couldn’t be Baker acted because the Deputy 

Peterson said he didn’t actually see him drinking gasoline and it 
would only be hearsay evidence. More insane political correctness 
that has infected the legal system. Which is more insane, drinking 
gasoline or having to see someone doing it, as if that is a viable 
alternative? What is Deputy Peterson supposed to do, follow Cruz 
around for days until he observes him at a gas station? Go in the 

http://cbs12.com/news/local/could-more-have-been-done-documents-reveal-more-nikolas-cruz-calls
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toilet with him when he takes a shit? The investigator from child 
welfare, Beatrice Thomas, a transplant from Brooklyn, didn’t want 
to Baker Act him either and failed to ask him to roll up his sleeves 
so she could see his cuts. Would having someone roll up their 
sleeves require an order from a police officer, not Child Welfare 
social worker? Why didn’t Peterson tell him to do so?  
 
SEPTEMBER 23, 2017 

 
Henderson referred Cruz to Multi-Systemic Therapy ("MST"). 

This is a broad-based approach for family and juvenile therapy. 
This is an on call, 24/7 service where a therapist can be called out 
to a family home anytime on any day. In these situations, the 
HENDERSON therapist has the responsibility to provide therapy 
for the child and the family. Defendant HENDERSON had/has the 
additional responsibilities of being an advocate for not only the 
child but for the family as well. 

 
Brittany Jacobs a Henderson social worker arrived at the Cruz 

home September 23, 2017 after Lynda told school officials he 
“was punching holes in the wall and verbally aggressive.” Cruz, 
who was taking medication to treat autism, told Brittany he was 
upset because his girlfriend had dumped him and was “playing 
with his emotions.” Cruz denied having homicidal or suicidal 
thoughts but he did admit cutting his arm with a pencil sharpener 
the night before. But Jacobs noted the cuts “did not appear deep 
or fresh.” “Client did report that it was the first time he did this,” 
wrote Jacobs, who said she told Lynda to lock up sharpeners and 
give him access only when he needed them. What about kitchen 
knives, scissors etc? Jacobs refused to respond to repeated phone 
calls. The Miscreant was threatening to slit his wrists and this is 
the advice she gives its mother? 
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BRITTANY JACOBS 

 
 Jacobs was a PC liberal:  
 

I am an outgoing Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
who currently is a Clinical Supervisor for the Youth 
Emergency Services Team in Broward County for 
Henderson Behavioral Health. My past experience 
is working with underserved populations such as 
individuals residing in low-income areas and 
children in foster care. 

 
Jacobs was also an Assessor/Therapist at PsychSolutions, Inc. 

which “proudly participates in a cooperative agreement with 
Miami-Dade Public Schools which allows us to have continuity of 
care by having ongoing communication with school sites.” She 
was also a Mental Health Clinician at Heartland Alliance for 
Human Needs & Human Rights: 

 
Heartland Alliance advances the human rights and 
responds to the human needs of endangered 
populations—particularly the poor, the isolated, 
and the displaced—through the provision of 
comprehensive and respectful services and the 
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promotion of permanent solutions leading to a 
more just global society. A global leader in LGBT 
rights and protections, working with grassroots 
LGBT organizations in over 30 countries in Africa, 
Latin America, Asia, and the Middle East. 

 
Heartland, headquartered in Chicago, was connected to 

Obama whose Promise Program enabled Cruz:  

October 11, 2016 – Today, the Obama Foundation 
announced the creation of the Obama Foundation 
Inclusion Council. The mission of the new Council is 
to ensure that the ongoing work of the Foundation 
is informed by a diverse set of views and opinions 
and in line with the values of diversity and 
inclusion. The initial members of the Diversity and 
Inclusion Council are: Evelyn Diaz, President, 
Heartland Alliance. 

 
There is no doubt that it was many Obama supporters that 

kept Cruz on the street instead of in a mental hospital or jail. If the 
Miscreant saw there were consequences for his actions, Cruz 
might have changed his behavior. But was literally allowed to get 
away with murder.  
 
SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 CUTTING AND DRINKING 
GASOLINE 

 
September 28, 2016 DCF (Florida Department of 
Children and Families) investigator advised 18 year 
old male on scene. Allegations of immediate self-
harm. Subject is talking about purchasing a gun. 
Therapist from Henderson Behavior Health Clover 
Beaudey was on scene and advised Nikolas was not 
currently a threat to himself or others at this time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YTsNhHqCPs
https://www.scribd.com/document/373061844/The-Miscreant-AKA-Nikolas-Cruz-was-Enabled-by-Obama
https://www.heartlandalliance.org/heartland-alliance-in-the-news/
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No criminal activity reported. Deputy Scot Peterson 
responded. Met with Henderson Behavior Health. 
Report initiated by Deputy. Cruz indicated he 
wished to purchase a gun for hunting and was in 
possession of items concerning hate related 
communications symbols.  
 

Scot Peterson promised to search Cruz’s home for a gun, 
according to the mental status assessment on SEPTEMBER 28, 
2016. A sheriff’s report from the same date mentions no search 
for a gun, indicating only that Cruz wanted to buy one. Peterson 
confirmed that Henderson and DCF were at the visit and said Cruz 
showed no signs of mental illness or criminal activity. You would 
think that with all these professionals on the scene at least one of 
them would recommend Cruz be Baker Acted but the next part of 
the report tells us what knuckle heads we are dealing with: Didn’t 
they realize this was a deadly combination. Didn’t the Black 
Protective Service people ever hear of the KKK? Or the Nazis? A 
19 year old who identifies with mass murdering Nazis wants a gun 
for hunting – hunting what? The only thing he wanted to hunt was 
“niggers” and “kikes.” What sense does it make to play down the 
Nazi connection and instead of calling it a swastika, these fools 
called it a “hate related communications symbol.” 

 
Who would go to this extent and why? Cruz was a Nazi who 

wanted to arm himself. Get it? Cruz also had “I hate niggers” 
scrawled on the bag but these fools, constrained by PC, never 
factored it into the equation. The Washington Post reported: 

 
Peterson had met with Cruz in the fall of 2016 and 
warned him against carrying a back pack decorated 
with Nazi insignia and racial slurs.  

 
Cruz was out there. His brother was half African-American. 

Note that Peterson took no disciplinary action, just warned him. 
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Mental health counselor Jared Bienenfeld advised 
Cruz did not meet criteria for Baker Act. School 
Resource Deputy Scot Peterson assisted and 
initiated a report. High School indicated it would 
conduct a threat assessment on Cruz. Indication 
that Cruz suffers from depression. 
 

The New York Times reported: 
 

Jared Bienenfeld who wrote the September 28, 
2016 report concluded that Cruz “Cruz did not 
meet criteria for further assessment.” The sheriff’s 
deputy at the school, Scot Peterson, told Jared 
Bienenfeld that he wanted to initiate a Baker Act 
request against Cruz anyway, the records show, 
and two school counselors agreed. Under the law, 
he could have been held for at least three days of 
evaluation. Deputy Peterson also said he would 
search Cruz’s home for a gun. And the Florida 
Department of Children and Families was called in 
to investigate. But while the sheriff’s office did visit 
the Cruz home, Deputy Peterson apparently 
changed his mind about the commitment request 
the next day. Jared Bienenfeld told the Henderson 
that the deputy had decided Cruz did not fit the 
criteria for involuntary commitment. Clinicians had 
repeatedly concluded that the Baker Act would not 
justify committing Cruz because he denied having 
an intent or a plan to hurt himself or others. 
 

Brittany Jacobs and Jared Bienenfeld convinced Scot Peterson 
not to Baker Act the Miscreant. CNN reported: 
 

Although two guidance counselors initially agreed 
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with Peterson, two mental health professionals 
from Henderson Behavioral Health said Cruz didn't 
meet the criteria for an involuntary committal. The 
next day, Peterson declined to pursue the 
committal.  
 

The guidance counselors: Sharon Ehrlich, Lauren Rubenstein 
and Mary Anne Dubin? It was unclear what Audrey Wong, MSDH 
school psychologist played in molly coddling Cruz but she is 
conspicuous by her absence. The clinician Jared Bienenfeld 
believed “Niki” and took him at his word that he had no plan to 
hurt himself or others despite Cruz’s psychopathic Nazi 
tendencies. So did all the counselors from Henderson. Cruz was 
absolutely a danger to himself and a danger to others. He should 
have been committed for observation. Again nothing was 
followed through but a report of the incident was made. There 
was no threat assessment made on Cruz by Peterson.  

 
Peer counselor Lauren Rubenstein reported to Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas School Resource Deputy Scot Peterson that Nikolas Cruz 
was alleged to have possibly ingested gasoline week prior in an 
attempt to commit suicide and is cutting himself. It did trigger a 
visit from Child Welfare: DCF Adult Protective Services was called 
on September 28, 2016, to investigate allegations that Nikolas 
Cruz was being victimized by his caregiver - his mother. Who 
made this call? What kind of moronic idiot would believe that his 
mother who scarified her life for him was victimizing him? It was 
someone at Henderson Mental Health. 
 
ADULT IN-HOME INVESTIGATION 
(WITHOUT REPORTER INFORMATION) 
 
Case Name Nikolas Cruz  
Investigative Sub-Type In-Home County Broward 
Date/Time Intake Received SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 1:48 PM 
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Protective Investigator, Beatrice Thomas 
Position: Investigator at Florida Department of Children and 
Families Industry: Public Safety Work history: Florida Department 
of Children and Families Investigator since April 2006 Education: 
Florida Atlantic University 2001 - 2007 
Date/Time Investigation Closed 11/12/2016 6:23 PM 
Protective Investigator Supervisor Bernadette Harding. 
 

 
BEATRICE THOMAS 

 
RESUME: Experienced Social Worker. Strong community 
and social services professional skilled in Criminal 
Investigations, Emergency Management, Law 
Enforcement. Broward Health Social Worker November 
2016 – Present (1 year 6 months) Discharge Planning, 
Counseling and Assessments. Florida DCF Investigator 
April 2006 – November 2016 (10 years 8 months).  

 
The report of the investigation began: 

 
Cruz is a vulnerable adult due to mental illness. He 
has Depression. In the past, he was taking medicine 
but it is unknown if he is taking any medicine now.  

 
Cruz was a teenager, not an adult and was in no way 

vulnerable to being victimized. It was “unknown if he is taking 
medicine.” Cruz was “off his meds.” Cruz hated taking anti-
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psychotic pills. This should have raised flags but it didn’t. 
 

Yesterday, Cruz and his Mom were arguing over 
paperwork he needs to get an identification card. 
Cruz said he needed the identification card to get 
a game.  

 
How did protective services know about this argument? This 

was the report they received from one of the idiots at Henderson, 
who counseled Cruz. “He needs the ID card to get a game.” Cruz 
needed the ID card to show that he was over 18 in order to get a 
gun. You don’t need an ID card to purchase a video game in 
Florida. 
 

Cruz was on Snapchat cutting both of his arms. 
Cruz has fresh cuts on both his arms. Cruz stated he 
plans to go out and buy a gun. It is unknown what 
he is buying the gun for.  

 
Snapchat is the mobile app that allows users to capture 

videos and pictures that self destruct after a few seconds. When a 
user sends a message they get to decide whether it will live for 
between 1 and 10 seconds. After that its history. Zachary Cruz: 
“He had SnapChat before but he stopped using it. He had it all 
right. His old girlfriend Emilee gave him her old phone that was 
like super old.” Did someone see these pictures and report it or 
did he describe them to Jared Bienenfeld or Brittany Jacobs? 
 

A year ago, Cruz had hate signs on a book bag, 
stating "I hate niggers." In the past, Henderson 
Mental Health was called out for Cruz to be Baker 
Acted but he denies everything. 
 

“He denies everything.” He denied he was almost Baker Acted.  
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This should have alerted the social workers that they were being 
scammed by a congenital liar. 

 
The initial level of risk to Nikolas Cruz is low since 
Nikolas Cruz has services already in place. Nikolas 
Cruz is an 18 year old male suffering from 
Depression, and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder which impair his ability to cope with the 
demands of everyday life without the use of 
medication. Nikolas Cruz ambulates independently. 
Nikolas Cruz is able to perform his Activities of 
Daily Living independently as well however at times 
lacks the motivation to address his personal care 
needs in the midst of an episode. Nikolas Cruz has 
capacity based on Protective Investigator Beatrice 
Thomas's observation and collateral statements. 
Nikolas Cruz lives with his mother Lynda Cruz, 
brother and two dogs in the Parkland area.  
 
Nikolas Cruz's home was clean, no clutter observed 
anywhere in the home. All the utilities were 
working order. There were no foul odors detected 
in the home or from Nikolas Cruz. Nikolas Cruz 
presented well, dressed appropriately. Protective 
Investigator Beatrice Thomas was not able to see 
any scars or cuts on Nikolas Cruz's arms because 
he was wearing long sleeves.  
 
No other marks or bruising was observed on 
Nikolas Cruz. Nikolas Cruz has capacity based on 
Protective Investigator Beatrice Thomas and 
Deputy Jeffery Feduik's [Detective City of Pompano 
Beach February 1996 Broward County since merger 
August 1999] observation, assessment and the 
statement from Counselor statement. Protective 
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Investigator Beatrice Thomas reviewed the 
allegations with Nikolas Cruz. No Lynda Cruz’s 
services were identified. 
 
Investigation Completed: This investigation is 
being closed with no indicators to support the 
allegations of inadequate supervision or medical 
neglect. Regarding the allegation of inadequate 
supervision Nikolas Cruz does have capacity and 
has a behavior disorder and was apparently 
exhibiting those behaviors, however Nikolas Cruz 
does not require 24 hour supervision and the 
collaterals have indicated that they have no issues 
with the Advanced Practice's care for Nikolas Cruz.  
 
Deputy Feduik completed a written report as he 
accompanied adult protective services investigator 
Beatrice Thomas to the residence of Nikolas Cruz. 
The report noted that Henderson Behavioral Health 
employee Jared Bienenfeld was also on scene.  
 

This is totally insane. They are investigating Lynda Cruz for 
being and abusive mother and for child neglect instead of 
investigating Nikolas as a potential school shooter or racially 
motivated murderer. 

 
Regarding the allegation of medical neglect 
Nikolas Cruz's clinician from Henderson mental 
health Jared Bienenfeld has stated that there are 
no issues with Nikolas Cruz's medication and he has 
been compliant with taking his medications and 
keeps all of his appointments. Nikolas Cruz 
declined to discuss the matter with Protective 
Investigator Beatrice Thomas. 
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Cruz declined to say whether he was taking his meds or not. 

 Nikolas Cruz stated he has counselors in school 
and at home. Nikolas Cruz stated that he talked 
about the situation enough. 

 
He essentially told them to quit flappin’ their gators. 
 

 Lynda Cruz stated that Nikolas Cruz does suffer 
from ADHD, Autism and ADHD. She stated that 
Nikolas Cruz is on medication for the ADHD. She 
stated that Nikolas Cruz gets his medication.  

 
Cruz was  diagnosed with Autism, anxiety disorder, Opposition 
Defiance Disorder and Conduct Disorder. Cruz scored a 43 on his 
GAF which was very low. Additionally, Cruz was heavily 
medicated. Cruz was taking Focalin, Clonodine and Risperidone. 
 

 
 
FOCALIN or dexmethylphenidate hydrochloride is a central 
nervous system stimulant. Focalin, the more pharmacologically 
active enantiomer is thought to block the reuptake of 
norepinephrine and dopamine into the presynaptic neuron and 
increase the release of these monoamines into the extraneuronal 
space. The mode of therapeutic action in Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is not known. Aggressive behavior 
or hostility is often observed in children and adolescents with 
ADHD, and has been reported in clinical trials and the post 
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marketing experience of some medications indicated for the 
treatment of ADHD. Although there is no systematic evidence that 
stimulants cause aggressive behavior or hostility, patients 
beginning treatment for ADHD should be monitored for the 
appearance of or worsening of aggressive behavior and hostility. 
Focalin, like other methylphenidates, is classified as Schedule II 
controlled substance by Federal regulation.  
 
Catapres (CLONIDINE) is a medication originally approved to treat 
people with high blood pressure. However, because of the 
calming effect it has on the body, clonidine has been found to 
help people with ADHD symptoms like hyperactivity, impulsivity, 
aggression, over-arousal, and sleep difficulties.   
 
RISPERIDONE is used to treat certain mental/mood disorders 
(such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, irritability associated 
with autistic disorder). This medication can help you to think 
clearly and take part in everyday life. Risperidone belongs to a 
class of drugs called atypical antipsychotics. It works by helping to 
restore the balance of certain natural substances in the brain. 

 
He gets his medication, but that does not mean he takes it. 

She stated that she is involved in Nikolas Cruz's life 
and have Nikolas Cruz in counseling. Lynda Cruz 
denies them getting into an argument over his ID.  
 

Now his problems have nothing to do with his desire to get a 
State ID so he could get a real gun. It all has to do with a teenage 
love affair. Actually it was both. 

 
She stated that Nikolas' behavior is surrounding a 
breakup with a girl who was cheating on Nikolas 
Cruz. Lynda Cruz stated that she and the girl's 
mother told the kids they had to end the 
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relationship: it was unhealthy for everyone.  
 

Stoneman student Arianna Lopez stated: “He would hit her. 
He would threaten her. He would threaten her family and her 
friends for talking to other guys.” 

 
Lynda Cruz stated that she made sure to contact 
Henderson's counselor Jared Bienenfeld who she 
stated is in the home now meeting with Nikolas 
Cruz. Lynda Cruz stated that Nikolas Cruz doesn't 
have a gun. She stated that Nikolas Cruz has an air 
gun and that was taken away from him when 
didn't follow house rules about only shooting it 
within the backyard at the targets. Lynda Cruz 
stated that Nikolas Cruz started cutting only after 
Nikolas Cruz and the girl broke up. She stated that 
there has never been any issues with other races 
or issues with racism in her family or with Nikolas 
Cruz. She stated that Nikolas Cruz she even asked 
Nikolas Cruz why would he draw something like 
that and Nikolas Cruz claimed not knowing what it 
was.  
 

Cruz didn’t know what it was or what it represented. Of 
course Cruz did. Cruz was a sick Nazi and the old bag Lynda was in 
denial. 
 

Lynda Cruz stated that she made Nikolas Cruz clean 
it off his bag. Counselor Jared Bienenfeld stated 
that Nikolas Cruz had already left school to return 
home. Lynda Cruz stated that Henderson's Mobile 
crisis unit had been called out to the school and 
determined that he was not at risk to harm 
himself or others. Lynda Cruz stated that the 
person from Henderson Jared Bienenfeld was 
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Nikolas Cruz's counselor and agreed to follow up 
with Nikolas Cruz at home.  
 
Lynda Cruz stated that there was some concern 
regarding Nikolas Cruz when they noted some 
behavior changes which they believe were due to a 
recent break up. Lynda Cruz stated that it was 
reported to her that Nikolas Cruz had started 
"cutting" and had a Nazi symbol drawn on his 
book bag. Lynda Cruz stated that Nikolas Cruz has 
gotten in a fight with a boy about the girl. 
Protective Investigator Beatrice Thomas spoke with 
Counselor Tiffany Jacobs. Lynda Cruz stated that 
she met with the Specialist Tiffany Jacobs who 
advised her that during a session Nikolas Cruz 
revealed that he was feeling depressed and started 
cutting himself. Lynda Cruz stated that Specialist 
Tiffany Jacobs also informed her that Nikolas Cruz 
had gotten in a fight with another student because 
of a girl. Lynda Cruz stated that is all the 
information that the Counselor had. Counselor 
stated that Nikolas Cruz admitted to Lynda Cruz 
that he was feeling depressed. Tiffany Jacobs 
stated that she was concerned about Nikolas Cruz 
talk about wanting to purchase a gun and feeling 
depressed.  
 

His mama thought he might kill himself, rather killing others. 
She should have known better from his past behavior but was in 
denial.  

 
Protective Investigator Beatrice Thomas stated that 
at no time during the year that Nikolas Cruz has 
been enrolled in the school has there been any 
concern about the Lynda Cruz's care for Nikolas 
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Cruz. Protective Investigator Beatrice Thomas 
stated that there was no concern that Nikolas Cruz 
was taking his medication. She stated that Lynda 
Cruz has always followed up with Nikolas Cruz 
therapy. Protective Investigator Beatrice Thomas 
stated that Lynda Cruz has always advocated for 
Nikolas Cruz. She stated that Jacobs of Henderson 
came out and assessed Nikolas Cruz found him to 
be stable enough not be hospitalized. Protective 
Investigator Beatrice Thomas stated that the 
concern she and the other staff had was to ensure 
that the assessment of Henderson was not 
premature. Protective Investigator Beatrice 
Thomas spoke with Jared Bienenfeld Crisis Clinician 
with Henderson. Jared Bienenfeld stated that the 
he is very familiar with Nikolas Cruz and the Lynda 
Cruz. Crisis Counselor Jared Bienenfeld stated that 
Lynda Cruz has always been an attentive mom and 
followed through with care needs. Crisis Counselor 
stated that he initially went out to the school and 
Nikolas Cruz was not risk to harm himself or 
anyone else. He stated that he had Nikolas Cruz 
sign a safety contract and the counseling services 
are in place at home now and will also continue in 
school.  
 

A CONTRACT FOR SAFETY (CFS), is where a client is asked to 
agree either verbally or in writing that he/she will not engage in 
self harm. This idiocy was first published by Drye, et.al. in 1973. 
Dr. Robert Drye, MD is a board certified psychiatrist in New York, 
New York. Although these original authors only investigated its 
effectiveness with patients in a long term relationship with their 
therapist, the use of the tool has since become standard practice 
for many crisis teams and clinicians, even during an initial 
interview. But are they effective? A careful review of the 
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literature showed that no studies demonstrate that contracts are 
an effective way to prevent suicide.  

 
In a study, this one a 2000 survey of psychiatrists in 

Minnesota by Dr. Jerome Kroll, 40% had a patient make a serious 
or successful suicide attempt after signing a CFS. Contracts for 
Safety have not been found to be useful with suicidal patients 
who have a psychopathic personality disorder. A contract should 
never replace a thorough assessment of a patient's suicide risk 
factors which is exactly what happened here. 

 
Crisis Counselor Jared Bienenfeld stated that the 
information he obtained regarding Nikolas Cruz's 
medication is all up to date and correct. Resource 
Officer Deputy Scott Peterson refused to share any 
information with Protective Investigator Beatrice 
Thomas regarding the incident that took place 
with Nikolas Cruz. But did confirm that Henderson 
did come out to Stoneman Douglas and assessed 
Nikolas Cruz and did not hospitalize Nikolas Cruz. 
No implications for Cruz’s safety. Recommended 
Disposition Narrative:  
 
No implications for Nikolas Cruz's safety based on 
the recommended disposition narrative as Nikolas 
Cruz resides with his mother, receives in home 
services from Henderson mental health and 
attends school as well. No other referrals or 
services were needed 
 

No implications for his safety? Of course not. His adoptive 
mother loved him. If Lynda didn’t die of pneumonia a few months 
later Cruz might have dropped a hammer on her, just as Adam 
Lanza did to his mother, before carrying out his mass murdering 
rampage.  
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A report from a 2016 incident indicates “He had been cutting 

his arms, his mother said, to get attention, as he learned it from 
an ex-girlfriend,” deputies said. “He has mentioned in the past 
that he would like to purchase a firearm.” The therapists on the 
scene, Jared Bienenfeld, Clover Beaudey and Tiffany Jacobs with 
Henderson Mental Health, and the deputies concluded there 
were “no signs of mental illness or criminal activity and left 
without incident.” A review of the report revealed: 

 
Message received from Exceptional Student 
Education Counselor regarding source Brittany 
Jacobs and she confirmed that her number is 
(deleted) This source has been called three times 
and has not returned any calls. Follow up with the 
Adult Primary-caregiver Cruz’s mother Lynda Cruz 
and she stated that Nikolas was doing okay and she 
says that there have not been any other issues. Ms. 
Cruz stated that his case manager comes by and 
she was informed of case closure and no services 
are recommended. 

 
BSO Case #: 17-1609-001626 
 

Caller is Beatrice Thomas DCF investigator, 
advised that 18 year old male on scene, and there 
were allegations of immediate possible self-harm, 
and may be armed with an air gun on the property 
and talked about purchasing a gun. Deputy Feduik 
responded to scene; wrote a report advising he 
met with Thomas and Henderson Mental Health 
Therapist Jared Bienenfeld who were on scene. 
According to Deputy Feduik, Nikolas and his 
mother Linda Cruz were arguing over paperwork 
and his mother advised that Nikolas has been 
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cutting his arms to get attention. Linda Cruz also 
advised that he has mentioned in the past that he 
would like to purchase a firearm. Therapist Jared 
Bienenfeld deemed that Nickolas was no threat to 
anyone or himself at this present time. Feduik also 
advised that he and Thomas saw no signs of mental 
illness or criminal activity.  

 
Follow Up: 
 

Beatrice Thomas is no longer a DCF employee. We 
were unable to obtain her information from DCF 
for a follow up interview. This case originated from 
previous case 17-1609-001610 handled by Deputy 
Peterson. The case was closed as a Mental Health 
Evaluation and Coded "ALPHA-1” with a report 
written. For further information see Case Number 
17-1609-001626 the sworn statement of Deputy 
Peterson. 

 
SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 Parkland, FL Deputy reported 
that Nikolas Cruz was alleged to have violation 
possibly ingested gasoline week prior in an 
apparent attempt to commit suicide and is cutting 
himself. Cruz indicated he wished to purchase a 
gun for hunting and was in possession of items 
concerning hate related communications symbols. 
Mental health counselor Clover Beaudey advised 
Cruz did not meet criteria for Baker Act. 

 
September 28, 2016: 0800 hours, BSO 
Caller/Number: Deputy Scot Peterson Broward Sheriff’s Office 
Incident Type: Police Information 
Location: 5901 Pine Island Rd. Parkland, FL, Stoneman Douglas 
High School 
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Case#: 17-1609-001610 
 

 
Lauren Rubenstein 

Curcio Synopsis: 
 
Peer MSDHS counselor Lauren Rubenstein reported to School 
Resource Deputy Peterson that she was informed from an 
anonymous student that 18 year old Nikolas Cruz stated he 
ingested gasoline in an attempt to kill himself and that he may 
also be cutting himself in the recent past. Henderson Mental 
Health was contacted and the YES team responded to the school. 
 

 
Mental health counselor Clover Beaudey interviewed Cruz 
regarding the allegations. Beaudey determined that Cruz did not 
meet the criteria to be Baker Acted. Clover attended Capella on-
line University a modern day correspondence course. Capella is as 
good as many on-line schools are, but it cannot be compared to a 
ranked, reputable, established major universities. Employers who 
do not equate on-line degrees with in-class degrees are smart 
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enough not to hire phony-assed graduates. Henderson had to fill a 
quota of African-Americans so Clover got hired. 
 

 
Mary Anne Dubin 

 
Deputy Peterson also advised that he learned from school mental 
health counselor Mary Anne Dubin that Cruz has an extensive past 
of mental illness. Follow Up: 

 
On February 17, 2018 at 1402 hours, Detective Bruce Link and 

Detective Kami Floyd conducted a sworn interview with Lauren 
Rubenstein (8/19/81) of 5645 Coral Ridge Dr. #147, Coral Springs, 
Florida. Rubenstein advised that she is the peer counseling 
coordinator at Stoneman Douglas High School. Rubenstein stated 
that she does not recall calling 911, however, she does recall the 
incident. Rubenstein explained that another student at Stoneman 
Douglas High School came to her with a snapshot from social 
media where student Nikolas Cruz stated he ingested gasoline in 
an attempt to kill himself. Rubenstein stated that Mary Anne 
Dubin was already in a meeting with other staff members about 
Nikolas and she was brought into the meeting to advise this 
information. Rubenstein does not know what type of follow up 
was completed as a result of her report. The case was closed as a 
"Child Abuse" and Coded as an “ALPHA" with a written report. 
This case will be discussed further in the review of Nikolas Cruz's 
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Henderson Mental Health Records. For further information see 
case number 17-1609-001610 and the supplement reports of 
Detective Bruce Link and Detective Kami Floyd and the sworn 
interview with Lauren Rubenstein. 

 
Committing this psycho might have prevented him from 

purchasing the weapon because it might have been years of 
treatment with anti-psychotic drugs before he was released. Were 
these mental health counselors on Lynda’s pad? Jared was soft on 
Nazis and his Jewish liberalism and bad judgment caused a lot of 
deaths. Bienenfeld never checked on Cruz’s INSTAGRAM account. 
He was a lazy bum. 

 
Follow up with the adoptive parent caregiver Cruz’s 
mother Lynda Cruz and she stated that the Nikolas 
was doing okay and she says that there have not 
been any other issues. Ms. Cruz stated that his case 
manager comes by and she was informed of case 
closure and no services are recommended.  

 
SEPTEMBER 29, 2016  
 

A mental health counselor visited Cruz at his 
Parkland home because a guidance counselor was 
troubled that he wrote the word “kill” in a 
notebook because he was upset with his mother. “I 
was angry then,” he told the counselor, Anna Del 
Barrio. “But I wouldn’t hurt my mom.” [R]  
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   ANNA DEL BARRIO 

 
Cruz told a school therapist that his argument with his 

mother was over her refusal to take him to get a state issued ID, 
which he would have needed to buy a gun. But Lynda Cruz told 
Del Barrio that she had no worries about her son as a gun owner. 
“I’m not concerned and I’m not afraid,” she said, according to Del 
Barrio’s report. “My son has pellet guns and he’s always 
respected the rules of where they can and can’t be used.” 
September 29, 2016, Jacobs filed a report expressing school 
officials’ concern about Cruz’s desire to purchase a gun now that 
he was 18, and outlining the school’s decision to implement a 
“safety plan.” It was also noted that the JROTC program had 
banned Cruz from firing guns with the group during shooting 
practice.  

 
Del Barrio was a Licensed Mental Health Counselor at 

Henderson Behavioral Health from October 2007 to the present. 
She was Youth Case Manager Coordinator at Henderson from 
August 2014 to March 2017. Her Education: Cristóbal Colón, 
Veracruz, Mexico Bachelor's degree Psychology 1997 – 2001. 
Gestalt and Research Center Master's degree Field Of Study 
Gestalt Psychotherapy 2005 – 2007. A worthless diploma and a 
Masters in a load of horse shit. “Gestalt practitioners work with 
clients to help them focus on self-awareness: on what is 
happening from one moment to the next in the Here and Now. 
Increased awareness and understanding of the present, of one’s 
immediate thoughts, feelings and behavior, and of patterns of 
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relating can bring about powerful change and new perspectives.” 
Totally unqualified to manage Cruz. 
 

 

JARED BIENENFELD: BIGGEST DICKHEAD OF THE BUNCH  

Cruz attended the local mental health clinic (Henderson 
Behavioral Health) since 2013 before he quit in the FALL OF 2017. 
Once Cruz reached 18 the counseling became voluntary. The 
minute his counselor, Jared Bienenfeld, found out that Cruz was a 
Nazi he should have had him Baker Acted. But that cowardly piece 
of dreck said “no signs of mental illness or criminal activity and 
left without incident.” He deemed Nikolas to be “no threat to 
anyone or himself at this present time.” Nazism is a form 
criminality. He was told about the Swastika on the bag he took to 
school and probably learned much more from his client. 
 

Jared was not a psychological counselor but a camp 
counselor, a nebbish: Customer Service Coordinator at Bienenfeld 
Lasek & Starr LLC. His Linked In page says now until the present so 
he might have worked for Henderson part time. Experience 
Student Therapist - Aventura Hospital. Jared was Director of 
Children, Family and Camping Programs “The Boynton Beach 
location of the Mandel Jewish Community Center of the Palm 
Beaches has hired Jared Bienenfeld as Camp Director Elinor 

http://www.hendersonbh.org/about/history/
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Josephson as Program Director to insure another fun-filled Camp 
Shalom experience, which runs June 16, 2014 through August 8, 
2014. Jared was also Children’s Program & Theater Coordinator - 
Jewish Community Center of Houston, Children's Theater, School 
Holiday and Vacation Camps, the Game Room, The Night Owls 
and Special Events. Jared was not experienced in dealing with 
psychopaths and prevented Cruz from being Baker Acted on at 
least three occasions.  

 
Mental health counselor Jared Bienenfeld advised 
Cruz did not meet criteria for Baker Act. School 
Resource Deputy assisted and initiated a report. 
High School indicated it would conduct a threat 
assessment on Cruz. Indication that Cruz suffers 
from depression. 

THREAT ASSESSMENT  

 
According to Deputy Peterson Nazi symbols and drawings 
of guns prompted officials at MSDHS to do a "Threat 
Assessment" of Cruz in September 2016. (Possibly 
09/28/2016) Deputy Peterson could not remember if he 
participated in the "Threat Assessment” of Cruz. Deputy 
Peterson stated that school officials decided to allow 
Nikolas Cruz to stay in school but decided he was not 
allowed to bring a backpack to campus due to safety 
concerns. Cruz was considered a depressive, not a 
psychopath and school shooter in the making. From the 
Curcio Report: 
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MSDHS Assistant School Principal Denise Reed who 
was standing aside of these detectives agree to 
travel to the location since she advised that she 
had done “Threat Assessment" on Nikolas Cruz 
when he was a student at the High School.  

 

 
Sharon Ehrlich 

 
Counselor Sharon Ehrlich reported to Deputy Peterson that 

Cruz wants to purchase a gun for hunting. Deputy Peterson also 
reports that Cruz had a swastika and "I hate niggers" on his school 
backpack. Upon Deputy Peterson's investigation, he learned that 
Cruz was currently in mental health treatment at Henderson Clinic 
and that the school would conduct a threat assessment on Cruz 
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and implement a safety plan. 
 

PETERSON REFUSES TO SHARE INFORMATION ON CRUZ WITH 
PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

 
Narrative: Protective Investigator spoke with 
Resource Officer Deputy Peterson. He refused to 
share any information with the PI regarding the 
incident that took place with Cruz. But did confirm 
that Henderson did come out and assessed Cruz 
and did not hospitalize Cruz. 

 
When social services approached Deputy Scot Peterson in its 

investigation of Cruz, the officer “refused to share any 
information regarding [an] incident that took place.” This climate 
of Politically Correct disengagement allowed Cruz to slip through 
the cracks in the system. Student education records are official 
and confidential documents protected by one of the nation’s 
strongest privacy protection laws, the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act (FERPA). FERPA, also known as the Senator James 
Buckley Amendment, defines educational records as all records 
that schools maintain about students. It was signed into law by 
the first unelected president, Gerald Ford. As a result the 
Protective Investigators couldn’t get the full picture of the 
Miscreants suicide attempt. Additionally, as stated, his limped-
dick Jewish male counselor and his minority and LGBT focused 
female counselor from Henderson Behavioral Health prevented 
him from being committed for observation on at least three 
occasions and never looked at his social media. 

 
Clover Beaudey, Anna Del Barrio, Brittany Jacobs, Jared 

Bienenfeld all refused to Baker Act the Miscreant. As far as Cruz 
being arrested rather than Baker Acted, after Lynda Cruz told the 
Deputies that she had summoned on numerous occasions that 
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everything had been smoothed over and there was no need for an 
arrest. The Deputies left without slapping the bracelets on Cruz. 
The case was determined to have been classified as a Suspicious 
Incident which was, handled by BSO Deputy Treijs Guntis and was 
“Coded Out Bravo: No Report was done in reference to the 
incidents. 

 
We still don’t know if it was the Palm Beach cops ignored the 

lead however these Parkland cops might have received gifts from 
Lynda. These two police officers responded to Lynda Cruz’s phone 
calls and failed to arrest Nikolas on numerous occasions at the 
insistence of his mother who didn’t want the Miscreant to have a 
police record.  

 
 

 
 

 

From the Borges lawsuit: 
 
At all times material hereto, Henderson Behavioral 
Health, Inc. knew or should have known that 
Nikolas Jacob Cruz suffered from mental illness and 
was a threat to others. At all times material hereto, 
Henderson Behavioral Health, Inc. owed a duty to 
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the public, including Anthony Borges, to exercise 
reasonable and ordinary care to (a) properly 
diagnose and treat Nikolas Jacob Cruz; and (b) take 
reasonable steps to inform the proper authorities 
and the public of any threat that Nikolas Jacob Cruz 
may foreseeably pose to anyone. Henderson 
Behavioral Health was negligent and breached its 
duty of reasonable care as described herein.  
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CHAPTER 7  
[return] 

 

THE MISCREANTS GIRL FRIENDS 
ANGIE 

 

  
 

my love for you Angie will never go away I hope to 
see you in the afterlife on one day or another you 
will end and we'll all die – The Miscreant 
 

Using information on the cell phone contacts the "Angie" 
referred to in the second video was identified as Angelica 
Gilmartin. Gilmartin was listed in Nikolas Cruz's cell phone in 
contacts as “Warning Love of Your Life.” On 02/15/2018 Angelica 
Gilmartin met with BSO Detective Curcio where she stated in 
sworn statement that she met Nikolas Cruz around a year ago 
during the summer and lived near the Dollar Tree where Cruz 
worked. After seeing Cruz several times in the store he asked her 
for her cell phone number which she gave him. Angelica Gilmartin 
stated that she often spoke and texted to Cruz on the phone they 
had never dated or been to each other's houses. Angelica 
Gilmartin stated that she knew Nikolas Cruz had guns but had 
never seen any of them in person. Angelica Gilmartin stated that 
Cruz had multiple Instagram accounts that she had seen pictures 
of him with guns but that he often deleted and changed his 
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accounts. Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz told her he liked 
guns because he liked to hunt and fish. Angelica Gilmartin stated 
that she last saw Cruz and met Cruz on Friday February 9, 2018 at 
Target in Coral Springs because he seemed depressed. Angelica 
Gilmartin stated that she insisted that Cruz meet her in a public 
place because she was afraid of him. Angelica Gilmartin stated 
that the day before the incident she was in school in eighth period 
when she received a text from Cruz stating that he "felt like killing 
people." Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz had texted her 
"negative things" in the past but had never mentioned killing 
people before. Angelica Gilmartin stated that she had deleted the 
text as she got into an argument with Cruz about the fact that it 
was not her place to "have to lift him up" when he was depressed. 
Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz called her several more times 
on 02/13/2018 where he left her voicemails and called her telling 
her that he wanted her to be his girlfriend and be his Valentine on 
02/14/2017.  

 
Angelica Gilmartin stated that in the actual conversation with 

Cruz she again told Cruz that she did not think of their relationship 
in that matter. Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz told her that he 
was going to speak to a therapist on 02/14/2018 for his 
depression and told her “Good Bye." Angelica Gilmartin stated 
that the way Cruz ended the call was different from the way he 
normally ended his phone calls. Angelica Gilmartin stated that on 
02/14/2018 she was in school at Deerfield Beach High School 
when Nikolas Cruz began attempting to call her but that she was 
taking a test and did not take the call. Angelica Gilmartin stated 
that when she checked her phone again she saw that Cruz had 
been texting her "all day." Angelica Gilmartin stated that some of 
the texts showed pictures of old scars on Cruz's arms. Angelica 
Gilmartin stated that she had made it clear in the past that she did 
not "Want to become romantically involved and just friends. 
Angelica Gilmartin stated that once Cruz once told her of his plans 
to marry her. Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz had never told 
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her about "demons" but could not remember if he ever told her 
that he had heard voices. Angelica Gilmartin stated that Cruz 
never told her about any physical abuse but felt that everyone 
including his family did not like him. Angelica Gilmartin stated that 
Cruz told her that he went to school at MSDHS and stated that he 
"hated the-people there.” For further information see the 
recorded statement of Angelica Gilmartin which was recorded on 
the Axion Video recording System. 

 
TITLE: MY LOVE TOWARDS HER GROWS, WITHOUT HER 

 
Body: My love towards her grows, without her I’m nothing all 

this madness inside is about to Burst without her I have nothing I 
wish we could love, I wish we could live, but at the end to her ifs 
probably nothing, but that’s ok cause I love her, I love you my 
angel Angie, Angie if I don't die please see me it will bring 
happiness to me I want to love, I want to be in love with you, 
forever and ever with no end in sight:') even if I’m raped to death 
you will always be on my mind that's how much my love is for 
you, I see you not as a person but a soul lover a love that will 
never be broken. 

 

 
EMILEE BRENNER 
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Using information on the cellphone contacts the Emilee" 
referred to in Nikolas Cruz's statement was identified as Emilee 
Brenner. On 02/15/2018 Emilee Brenner met with this detective 
with her mother Barbara Brenner. Barbara Brenner would not 
allow BSO Detective Curcio to interview Emilee Brenner alone. 
Emilee Brenner stated in sworn statement that she met Nikolas 
Cruz round two years ago through a friend named Dana Craig who 
set them up. Craig at the time was dating a subject named Chance 
who was friends with Nikolas Cruz. Emilee Brenner stated that 
after knowing each other for a period of time she began dating 
Cruz. During that time Emilee Brenner stated that Nikolas Cruz 
was living with his brother and mother in Parkland. Emilee 
Brenner stated that she started talking to another student who 
went to MSDHS Enea Sabadini. Emilee Brenner stated that Nikolas 
Cruz became jealous and had a physical confrontation on school 
grounds with Sabadini. Emilee Brenner stated that she knew that 
Cruz liked guns because she knew he read gun magazines and 
often showed her pictures of dead animals. 

 
Emilee Brenner stated that she had not seen Nikolas Cruz for 

over a year but once he had told her that he would be better off if 
he was dead. Emilee Brenner stated that she heard that Cruz had 
tried to overdose on pain medication. Emilee Brenner stated that 
often during their relationship Cruz was verbally and physically 
abusive towards her. In one incident Emilee Brenner stated that 
Nikolas Cruz broke her cellphone after he found Enea Sabadini's 
phone number in her phone. Emilee Brenner stated that after the 
fight with Enea Sabadini she blocked all phone contact with Cruz. 
Emilee Brenner stated that after the fight, she heard that Cruz had 
threatened Sabadini by text. Barbara Brenner stated that when 
Linda Cruz was alive she spoke to her often and that when Nikolas 
Cruz and Emilee Brenner dated that she never left them 
unattended. Barbara Brenner stated that when together Cruz 
worked on his homework and was well behaved. Barbara Brenner 
stated that she learned that Cruz had been caught in school with 
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a Swastika on his backpack and spoke to him about it concerned 
because her family was Jewish. Barbara Brenner and Emilee 
Brenner did many activities with Nikolas Cruz and took him deep 
sea fishing and to the rodeo etc. Emilee Brenner stated that she 
learned from Cruz that he had been caught on campus with a 
bullet. Emilee Brenner stated that Hunter and Dakota were 
Nikolas Cruz's close friends. Emilee Brenner stated that she never 
saw Cruz talk to himself and he never spoke about hearing 
"demons or voices." For further information see the recorded 
statement of Emilee Brenner which was recorded on the Axion 
Video recording System.  

 
Dana Craig was later interviewed by Detective Jeff Curtis 

where in sworn statement she advised that she was on campus on 
02/14/2018 but was in the 700 building at the time of the 
shooting. Craig advised that after the Fire alarm went off in the 
afternoon she and other classmates began to leave their building 
when she heard gunshots go off. Craig stated that she never saw 
the gunman but stated that she knew Nikolas Cruz through her 
step brother and her boyfriend. Craig stated that she knew 
Nikolas Cruz shot animals such as frogs and squirrels. Craig stated 
that she knew that Nikolas Cruz was physically abusive towards 
Emilee Brenner. Craig stated that she told Brenner to break up 
with Cruz and when Cruz found out he threatened to kill her and 
her family and rape her. Craig stated that she had seen Cruz in the 
past with bullets while at MSDHS. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: All right. Other than Emilee, have you ever 
had another girlfriend since Emilee? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: No? Did you – what were your feelings about 
Emilee? Just a high school girlfriend or she was the love of your 
life? 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: She was the love of my life. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: All right. You ever talk to any other girls since 
then? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Ever go out with any of them? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. So you've had other girlfriends since. 
You've been -- 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No, I never -- there's no -- I scared them. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Did you ever take them out to dinner 
and all that stuff? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Try to. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. What do you scare them about? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I wouldn't -- I don't know. I don't know why I scare 
them. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Do they think you're stupid? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Probably now. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Probably now, but I that's what you just said. 
But I'm talking about when they went out with you. They had to 
say yes to go out with you, right? No girl is going to go out with 
somebody who they think is stupid, so. 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: I don't know why. (deleted paragraph follows) 
 
Dana Craig, who moved in Cruz’s social circles was asked by 

the BSO: 
 

Q. How well do you know Nikolas Cruz? 
 
A. We didn't know each other that well up to the shooting. We 
were ... I had known him for about five years cause he was my 
stepbrother's friend. And then we became closer friends about 
three years ago cause he was my ex-boyfriend's best friend. 
 
Q. And your ex ... and your best is Emilee? 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. Okay. What's her last name? 
 
A. Brenner. So I had known him from then and then he started 
dating Emilee. That was exactly January 18th, 2016 so they 
started dating a couple months later they break up because he 
was abusive so I don't know exact details she just said that it was 
ah ... mainly physical abuse 
 
Q. Did she ever call the police that you know of? 
 
A. No 
 
A. I advised her to break up with him stop speaking to him. 
 
Q. Okay. 
 
A. And he ... cause this over Instagram, like Instagram messages 
And he had access to her Instagram. So he saw us talking and I 
didn't know this at the time So he came on and started 
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threatening me. And saying like if I took her away from him he 
was going to kill me and rape me and hurt my family. And you 
know kill people that I care about. [R] 
 
Q. And that was in 2016? 
 
A. Yes and after that you know he and I were not friends, we 
didn't speak to each other unless it was him threatening me or 
other people. The last time that we had any real interaction with 
him was at the end of 2016. 2017 it was just like word of mouth, 
threats. We would hear from other people this guy is threatening 
you, this guy said this about you and he would throw things at us 
at lunch sometimes when he was attending our school. But that's 
about it 
 
Q. The threats and stuff he made to you back in 2016 do you still 
have those by chance? 
 
A. No but it was stuff like I'm going to kill and rape you and find 
your family and kill them...he would bring knives and stuff to 
school. And we would report him for that. And you know nothing 
really happened. He would [bring] ah bullets sometimes. 
 
Q. Let's go back to what you did or didn't know about the nature 
of Cruz's activities before this massacre. You're telling the judge 
and jury or whoever is going to hear this testimony that you didn't 
have any information, including from get-together or whatever it 
was you want to call it, that Cruz had brought knives to school 
previously? 

A. No information that Cruz brought knives to school. 

Q. And you had no information that he brought bullets or bullet 
casings to school? 
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A. No information. 

Q. And you had no information that Cruz was causing trouble on a 
daily basis to students teachers alike? ; 

A. No information. 

Q. Did you -- do you read the all? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. So you didn't see, I guess, the from this weekend's paper, in 
fact, where five teachers had written up in assessments about 
Cruz before the shooting that they were scared of Cruz had run-
ins with him. Is it your testimony you're unaware of alI this as a 
campus monitor? Were you unaware, even as you sit here today, 
that Cruz, according -- had five teachers  that were scared of him? 
 
A. Very unaware.  

Q. Were you under the impression that the administrators were 
taking action when you took Cruz to the office and others did, too, 
or did you think it was like a catch and release kind of thing? Any 
time before the shooting. 
 

A. I didn't get involved with any of the administration's part of the 
of the school. We just dropped the kids off in the front office or 
them to IS. 

 Q. What was your impression about once you would take kids, 
including Cruz, or others would, to the administration following 
any misconduct? Was it that anything was done with them or it 
was just a catch and release? 
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 A. I never got involved in any interactions anything with 
administration of the school. 

 
Q. Did Emilee ever go back and date Nikolas since 2016 or 
anything? 
 
A. No. About a month after they broke up she started dating our 
friend, Enea and he got death threats from Nick. 
 
Q. What can you tell about Enea and Nikolas? 
 
A. And then Nick heard word they Emilee was dating Enea. 
Q. Okay. 
 
A. And so he found his Instagram and starting threatening him. 
Eventually that let to him physically attacking him at the school. 
 
Q. Right back in 2016 right. 

 
BSO Detective Tutler asked Zachary Cruz: “I was told that 
someone told the school administrators about this kind of shit, 
that he's been saying [that he is going to shoot up the school].” 
[R] 
 
Zachary Cruz: Probably by his ex-girlfriend had a best friend and 
she was worried about her best -- the girl Nick was dating because 
I guess Nick, he threatened to kill her or kill the kid or whatever. 
And she took it to the school and that might also be another 
reason why he got expelled or something. But he was talking 
about killing the kid or something. And the girl's best friend's 
mom brought it to the school and Nick had to go and my mom 
had to they all had to I think they had to talk about it because -- 
and her name was DANA CRAIG. Dana or something. She was like 
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a best friend of the girl Nick was dating and like, she I'm pretty 
sure she reported Nick to the school. Dana Craig. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: And what's the girl Nick was dating? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Emilee Brenner. And I think it's Dana Craig. Dana 
Craig lived in Mira Largo because we've been -- me and him been 
to her house because I had a friend who's dad dated Dana's mom. 
He's dating her mom. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: What was Emilee's last name? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Brenner. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: And that's the girl he got in that fight over, 
right? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Yeah, that was the girl 
they fought about. 
 
Lynda Cruz described Emilee as cheating on her son:  

 
Lynda Cruz denies them getting into an argument 
over his ID. She stated that Nikolas Cruz's behavior 
is surrounding a breakup with a girl who was 
cheating on Nikolas Cruz. Lynda Cruz stated that 
she and the girl's mother told the kids they had to 
end the relationship because it was unhealthy for 
everyone.  

 
The Miscreant went bananas when Emilee dumped him: 

 
Brittany Jacobs a Henderson social worker arrived 
at the Cruz home September 23, 2017 after Lynda 
told school officials he “was punching holes in the 
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wall and verbally aggressive.” Cruz, who was taking 
medication to treat autism, told Brittany he was 
upset because his girlfriend had dumped him and 
was “playing with his emotions.” 

 
A report from a 2016 incident indicates “He had been cutting 

his arms, his mother said, to get attention, as he learned it from 
an ex-girlfriend,” deputies said. “He has mentioned in the past 
that he would like to purchase a firearm.” Emilee taught him how 
to cut himself? Lynda Cruz was lying piece of turd.  

 

DETECTIVE CURCIO: How would you hurt yourself? 

NIKOLAS CRUZ: Cut. 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You're a cutter? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I'm a cutter. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. When was the last time you cut 
yourself? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Earlier. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Earlier when? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: When I was fishing earlier today. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Where were you fishing at today? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: At a lake. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Before the shooting? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: What did you cut yourself with? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: A knife. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Are those the little scratches on your arms? 
Let me look at them. Come on, man. I get worse scratches 
weeding my flower bed than that. You weren't trying to hurt 
yourself. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes, I was. It wasn't sharp enough. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Wasn't sharp enough? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: How long have you been cutting yourself? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Years. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Years? You ever cut yourself where you had 
to go to the hospital and get stitches? Cut myself to the point 
where it just starts pouring. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: But how do you get it to stop? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Pour hydrogen peroxide. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Did your mom know you were a cutter? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I don't know. 

DETECTIVE CURCIO: Did she ever see your arms and say what 
happened to your arms? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the negative.) 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: How about your brother, did your brother 
know you were a cutter? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I believe he knows. 

 
ZACHARY CRUZ:  
 

I've heard him in his room talking to himself. He's 
cut himself. He used to actually cut his wrists and 
he'd be talking to himself. Like, he'd be, like, oh, 
yeah. Keep going. Keep going. I like it. I like it. And 
then I'd be like, what the hell? And like, he would 
come out of his room and he had a white T-shirt on 
just full of blood and just be wiping his cuts. And 
then he'd be listening to music also. He'd just be 
head banging, like. I would be like – I was like, this 
kid's weird. 

 
Stoneman student Arianna Lopez had a different take than 

Lyin’ Lynda wherein Cruz was the sicko: “He would hit her. He 
would threaten her. He would threaten her family and her friends 
for talking to other guys.” He would hit her? Threaten the family? 
Emilee’s didn’t file a complaint with the Sherriff’s Office. Why 
didn’t her father file a complaint? Did Emilee need medical 
treatment after the attack?  
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ENEA SABADINI 

 
 The first time Enea Sabadini had the misfortune to interact 

with Nikolas Cruz occurred in AUGUST 2016. Cruz sent him direct 
messages on INSTAGRAM warning him to stay away from his ex 
Emilee Brenner whom Sabadini had just started dating. Sabadini 
never met Cruz and didn’t respond. "I was confused why, because 
I hadn’t had any prior problems with this person. At first, I didn’t 
answer back at all." Emilee told him to ignore the messages, even 
though they included racial slurs, threats of murder and even of 
Cruz feeling depressed. "you know how fuckin’ mad iam (sic) at 
you, you took my ex i been depressed." Days later after 
apologizing Cruz again sent hostile messages to Sabadini and 
threatened friends. Sabadini didn’t respond.  

 
In AUGUST 2017 screenshots of the series of INSTAGRAM 

direct messages Cruz again curses at Sabadini, uses derogatory 
insults and threatens multiple times to "kill" him. "You 
underground hispanic wall jumper ill (sic) will fucking destroy 
you," Cruz writes to Sabadini, who is Italian and African American. 
After sending the image of guns laid out on his bed, Cruz writes: 
"Don’t fuck with me!!!!! you stole my ex she meant everything to 
me." Cruz complains that he’s been "depressed" and "drinking" 
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ever since, and all he can think about is "hurting" Sabadini. 
Sabadini responds - he and Emilee Brenner "broke up" in 
DECEMBER 2016. Cruz continues to threaten him. [R] 

 
you have no idea what iam (sic) capable of Iam 
(sic) going to fucking kill you. Iam (sic) going to 
watch ypu (sic) bleed. I will kill you !!!!! I am going 
to shoot you dead.  
 

Enea Sabadini and his friends reported the incident to School 
Security Officer Kelvin Greenleaf at the time a security specialist 
at Marjory Douglas Stoneman high school who the students knew 
as the head of security. Schools in the Broward district typically 
have one or two school resource officers, typically Broward 
County Sheriff deputies who are armed and always on campus. 
Schools also employ campus monitors, who patrol the halls with 
walkie-talkies but are not armed, and a security specialist, like 
Kevin Greenleaf, who helps the school plan and maintain its 
security protocols but is not armed. Kelvin Greenleaf was a 
terminated Detention Officer one step above jail guard holding 
the rank of Sergeant. The Detention Officer maintains order over 
detainees; takes appropriate action to ensure the safety and 
security of the detainees, the public and other law enforcement 
and detention personnel. Receives incoming detainees; conducts 
searches to detect concealed weapons and contraband. Places 
detainees in cells; issues cleaning/sanitation supplies; transports 
laundry and bedding. He had no law enforcement experience 
other than this. Why Greenleaf was terminated as a Detention 
Officer remains a mystery but it might have been connected to his 
forgetting to release a prisoner. As Zachary stated Cruz’s mother 
was called in by Greenleaf but Cruz was never disciplined for 
those messages. 

 

https://cases.justia.com/federal/appellate-courts/ca11/06-13171/200613171-2011-02-28.pdf?ts=1411102570
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KELVIN GREENLEAF 

 
 

 
 
Dana Craig said she went to Kelvin Greenleaf, at to tell him 

about the threats she was receiving from Cruz and showed him 
the messages. Cruz was later expelled, however, Greenleaf never 
reported the threats to the BSO or Scot Peterson even though it 
was a felony to threaten someone’s life. Thanks to Obama’s 
Promise Program Greenleaf was able to make the determination 
that the threat did not rise to the level of a felony and did not 
have to be reported. Kelvin Greenleaf failed to report the posts to 
INSTAGRAM. This was why Cruz’s INSTAGRAM page was not shut 
down? INSTAGRAM is owned by Facebook and its terms of service 
state: “You must not defame, stalk, bully, abuse, harass, threaten, 
impersonate or intimidate people or entities…” Despite 
Greenleaf’s failures he is still employed at Stoneman Douglas as a 
security specialist.  
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Cruz was not done with Sabadini: When Sabadini was leaving 

school with friends, they noticed Cruz following behind. A 
confrontation between Cruz and Sabadini went down, in which 
Cruz yelled at Sabadini to stop talking to Emilee Brenner. Cruz 
started running toward Sabadini with pencils in each of his hands, 
using them like daggers, “in a stabbing stance,” Sabadini said. He 
took off running and eventually outran Cruz and reported the 
incident to school officials including Kelvin Greenleaf. Another day 
at school, Cruz started a fight with Sabadini during lunch. The fight 
was captured on cell phone video and led to the brief suspension 
of both students when it was clear that Cruz was to blame. 
Another attempt at political correctness.  

 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Did he ever get in a fight over a girl? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Oh, yeah. Emilee. He went and he fought -- it 
wasn't even a fight because this kid can't fight. But like he -- 
there's this kid I guess, like, Emilee was trying to talk to and stuff 
and Nick found out. It was during a lunch and I actually saw it. I 
saw Nick go after the kid and jump out at him and a huge crowd 
surround the kids at lunch at Douglas and it was just -- it was 
instant it was fast. It was, like, two security -- the security pulled 
them off each other. But he talked about, like, he's gonna, like, 
mess this kid up. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: And what was that kid's name? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: I'm not sure. I remember he was tall, light 
skinned kid with, like, pink dye in his hair and like, some crazy 
hair. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Now, is that one of the reasons why he got 
kicked out of the school for that fight? 
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ZACHARY CRUZ: Probably was. Because I remember he -- he got 
kicked out of like --like, he was going to what's it called? What's 
that school? Uh, he was going to Cypress -- no, that's not Cypress. 
It's – I forgot. It was some school for, like, if you're getting kicked 
out you go there. They said he was doing good so they sent him 
back to Douglas. He got a chance to go back to Douglas and I think 
that situation… 

 

 
 

Classmate Zachary Davies: I know he did get 
suspended at one point for like, you know, like 
grabbing girls. And dealing with sorts of that. And 
like that, you know, that led to me further 
distancing myself from him. But I didn't want to 
completely shut him out, cause I knew like he had 
guns. He can possibly be dangerous. And I knew 
that he's already been talking to the cops and the 
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principal. So, I knew. You know, it's not like no one 
knows about it. 
 
Q. So, you knew he had guns and stuff? 
 
A. I knew he had guns yeah. He showed me like 
videos of him shooting them and just at targets. 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBYNXYWUHqs 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You fought a kid? Do you remember the kid's 
name? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Ian Shingle. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Ian Shingle? And did you guys both get in 
trouble for the fight or -- 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yeah. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBYNXYWUHqs
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. What did they do, suspend you? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: They suspended me. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. And what happened from there? After 
you got suspended did you go back to school? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yeah. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. What happened? Why did you stop 
going there then? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Felt embarrassed. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You felt embarrassed because you got 
suspended or you felt embarrassed because of why? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Because of the fight. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. What was embarrassing about the 
fight? What were you guys fighting over? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Girl. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Girl? What was embarrassing about it? I 
mean, did Ian get the better of you? Was that what was 
embarrassing or you just – 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: He got the better. 
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Sabadini: 
 
 Q. Okay, alright, you know a kid name Nicholas Cruz. Is that 
correct?  
 
A. Yes yes.  
 
Q. Okay, how well do you know him?  
 
A. I won't say I know him well, but I did have, you know, a couple 
of (instances) with him.  
 
Q. Okay, explain the incident? What from my understanding you 
was in a fist fight or something with the kid, right? When did that 
occur?  
 
A. That occurred around September 20th of 2016. It was over his 
ex.  
 
Q. 2016, what was that fight over? What's her name? 
 
A. Her name is Emilee Brenner.  
 
Q. Okay, so that fight was over a girl?  
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A. Yeah.  
 
Q. Okay, you said another incident you had with him?  
 
A. The prior incident was I think was before that. Was when he 
chased me down the street. But, he couldn't, couldn't catch up to 
me, because I was much faster than him.  
 
Q. Okay, and what was that about?  
 
A. Same thing.  
 
Q. And that was before 2016 or in 2000 ... just before?  
 
A. Before the fight, before.  
 
Q. Between 2016 till the other day have you had any contact with 
Nikolas for anything, friends or fights?  
 
A. At the beginning of this school year -like before I started ah 
August 17th I had gotten messages from him on lnstagram of him 
threatening me.  
 
Q. Okay, do you remember what those threatening Snap Chats 
were?  
 
A. I have, I have, I have the photo of the incident.  
 
Q. Did you show the other detective them?  
 
A. Yes I did. I did.  
 
Q. Let me see them, please? And what was the threats consisted 
of per -like –  
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A. Like he was threatening my life, basically.  
 
Q. For about a girl or about something you did? What was it 
about?  
 
A. I think just that he just hated me at that point. After everything 
had already gone on.  
 
Q. So, you're showing me Snap Chats from - when was this?  
 
A. I don't have Snap. These are Instagram (unintelligible).  
 
Q. Do you know when these were taken?  
 
A. Ah on August 17, 2017. It was around that time. Those were 
when I took the screenshots.  
 
Q. So Nicholas Cruz sent you lnstagram messages? Basically, 
saying you motherfucker - excuse me I'm just reading them. After 
a whole - probably yeah but it probably means year. "I'm still not 
done with you. Fight me faggot. Fucking fight me. I am going to 
destroy you again. I'm going to rip your fucking hair out again 
fagot. Fuck you, fuck you, fuck you." Okay.  
 
Q. Did you respond to any of those?  
 
A. I did, I did, because at that point, I just didn't feel like dealing 
with him. So, I kind of responded a bit aggressive. (Unintelligible).  
 
Q. Alright, so I hope you die from cancer.  
 
A. Let me just do that so the messages don't pop up for my 
friends.  
 
Q. You worthless faggot, and then that's you responding?  
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A. Yeah.  
 
Q. So, you responded "hey cunt long time no see after I beat your 
ass piss we broke it up in December last year." And he respond 
"you fucking bitch. And then (wow) the nicest thing you've ever 
said to me you worthless faggot and what did I just push. I pushed 
- oh there we go. Nice and (unintelligible) Hispanic (unintelligible) 
we'll fucking destroy you. Okay, ahm anything else? Oh he's going 
on and on?  
 
Q. Alright, instead of me just reading all these, is there any way 
you can email them to me?  
 
A. I can.  
 
Q. Alright, so when ya'll got in a fight in 2016, was there any 
weapons involved? It may help just to show him the pictures that 
he sent you of the guns?  
 
A. In the lnstagram? Yeah, I'm sorry, eventually he sent me 
pictures of guns.  
 
Q. When did he send that to you about the same timeframe?  
 
A. Same day.  
 
Q. That's the only picture he sent you?  
 
A. Yeah.  
 
Q. Okay, send me all the text message-you know, the lnstagram 
stuff you showed me and I need that picture as well, okay? At any 
point and time between the 2016 incident till the other day other 
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than the lnstagram stuff you showed me, did he ever try to harm 
you in any way with any weapons or anything?  
 
A. Once when he was chasing me down the street with pencils. 
But since he couldn't catch up to me he wasn't able to get in stab 
distance.  
 
Q. Okay, did Nicholas ever talk to you or brag about guns or 
wanting to do any harm to anybody?  
 
A. Yeah he, you know, he said that to specially Dana, because she 
knew Emily as like a friend, like a really close friend. One of the 
people who also got threats from Nicholas.  
 
The Florida Department of Law Enforcement reported: 

 

Nikolas Cruz’s Activity on February 14, 2018 

12:00 pm –1:00 pm 

•Cruz engaged in text conversations with JT Snead 
and Cruz’s ex-girlfriend. 

•All cell activity was on a tower immediately west 
of the Snead house. 

•His ex-girlfriend was saved in Cruz’s phone as 
“Warning Love Of Your Life.” 

•Cruz made a single call to her (9 seconds). 

•Cruz and asks JT if some female friends will be 
coming over later that night. 

•Cruz seems to be in a hurry to find out if they will 
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be coming over because he says that he might go 
see a movie that night. 

•Cruz attempts to engage his ex-girlfriend in 
conversation but she tells him to leave her alone. 

•Cruz engaged in text conversation with JT and his 
ex-girlfriend. 

•All cell activity was on a tower immediately west 
of the Snead house.  

•Cruz’s only texts to his ex-girlfriend were “Hello” 
and “…it’s very important”, she did not reply during 
that hour. 

Nikolas Cruz’s Activity on February 14, 2018 

2:00:00 pm –2:08:05 pm 

•Cruz exchanged six text messages with his ex-
girlfriend. 

•All cell activity was on a tower immediately west 
of the Snead residence. 

•She chastised Cruz for texting her too much. 

•Cruz told her “I love you…You will always know I 
love you.”  

•Cruz tells his ex-girlfriend “Eat well, sleep well, 
and behave well my love.” 

•She asks Cruz “You know I have a boyfriend, right? 
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•Cruz responds “Doesn’t matter anymore…I love 
you.”  

•Cruz continues to admire his ex-girlfriend saying 
“Your the love of my life…you’re the greatest 
person I have ever meet.” 
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CHAPTER 8 
[return] 

 

THE MISCREANTS EDUCATION  
 
In NOVEMBER 2016 Educational specialists at Stoneman 

recommend Nikolas transfer back to Cross Creek but he doesn’t 
want to. Now 18 and legally an adult, Nikolas also refused to 
receive further mental health and other services. On NOVEMBER 
3, 2016 a meeting of Stoneman and Cross Creek specialists was 
convened. The Collaborative Educational Network of Tallahassee 
revealed the team included the following participants: 
 
Parent 
Student 
Stoneman Exceptional Student Education specialist (serving as LEA 
representative and evaluation specialist) 
Stoneman general education teacher 
Stoneman Exceptional Student Education support facilitator 
Stoneman speech/language pathologist 
Stoneman family counselor 
Cross Creek social worker/counselor 
Cross Creek Exceptional Student Education specialist 
 

Lynda Cruz was present. With her son not in the room, those 
in attendance agreed he should return to Cross Creek school. 
They knew he’d be upset. His mother agreed with the transfer, 
but she told those in the room that she thought he would reject 
the idea. It was up to him, they said. He had turned 18 on Sept. 
24, 2016.  
 

Cruz was brought in after the parent and staff had shared 
their concerns with each other and come to agreement with their 
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recommendations. Meeting participants who were interviewed 
stated that, upon entering the room and seeing the Cross Creek 
representatives, the Miscreant immediately became upset and 
verbally aggressive. He refused to sit at the table, angrily 
repeating that he would not go back to Cross Creek, that he only 
wanted to stay at Stoneman, and that he intended to graduate 
from the school. Trying to calm the student, the Cross Creek social 
worker and Exceptional Student Education specialist stepped 
away from the table and spoke with him in a quieter smaller 
setting. They discussed his recent discipline referrals and 
explained why he needed to return to Cross Creek for at least long 
enough to reestablish the positive behaviors he had experienced 
for the past two years. In an effort to ensure he fully understood 
the situation, the Cross Creek Exceptional Student Education 
specialist told the student that he had three options: He could 
voluntarily return to Cross Creek for a period of time to work on 
behavior. He and his mother could hire an attorney and “sue the 
district” to stop the Individualized Education Program team from 
moving him to Cross Creek. He could only stay at Stoneman if he 
no longer had an Individualized Education Program. He would 
have to revoke consent and no longer get any of the Exceptional 
Retarded Student Education services he had been getting. Cruz 
responded by saying he chose to stay at Stoneman without any 
Retarded Student Education services. At that point the meeting 
was ended. 
 

Two Cross Creek personnel took him aside and told him his 
options: He could return to Cross Creek to work on his behavior, 
he could sue the district to try to reverse the decision, or he could 
remain at Stoneman Douglas as a regular student, rejecting all 
special treatment and services for kids with challenges. He told 
them he wasn’t going to Cross Creek. Still, he didn’t put the 
decision in writing. Douglas staff wrote it up for him. The moment 
he signed the form, he lost all protections for mentally disabled 
students under federal law. Though the district knew he needed 
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services and had put in writing just two weeks prior that he 
“requires access to therapeutic support as needed through-out 
the school day at this time,” they began treating him “in the same 
way as any general education student.” But no matter how much 
treatment he received, short of exorcism, it wouldn’t have helped. 
In January his mother called Cross Creek and told them her son 
wished to return. The Collaborative Educational Network of 
Tallahassee: “There was some confusion regarding his exact 
wishes, and no further action was taken at that time. Neither the 
parent nor the student mentioned the request when he returned 
to Riverside the following year.” 

 
The district had 15 years of paperwork on the Miscreant but 

determined he would have to be re-evaluated and found eligible 
for exceptional student education services, a process Douglas 
High estimated would take six weeks. Special education specialists 
at Cross Creek, Stoneman Douglas and at Riverside, where he was 
a student, all were involved in his request to return to Cross 
Creek’s special education campus. Ultimately, the administrators 
at Stoneman Douglas, where he was to re-enroll for a new 
evaluation, refused to accept him back.  
 
NOVEMBER 5, 2016 Joelle Guarino called BSO because Nikolas 
Cruz had posted photographs on Instagram with knives and a 
possible firearm. The photograph was removed and never 
observed by law enforcement. Cruz denied the Instagram post. 
This incident is under investigation by BSO internal affairs. 
 
February 5, 2016: 1145 hours, BSO 
Caller/Number: Joelle, 954-258-2332 
Incident Type: Suspicious Incident 
Location: 6255 NW 80 Terrace, Parkland, Florida 
Case#: 17-1602-000212 
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
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Caller advised that her son told her neighbor's son on Instagram 
that he saw where Cruz stated that he was going to shoot his 
school. In the Instagram pictures was Cruz with BB guns. Caller 
advised that subject was expelled from Westlake Middle School 
and goes to another school, possibly high school. Caller stated 
that they lived three houses away from subject. Follow Up: On 
February 17, 2018 at 1057 hours, Detectives Kami Floyd and 
Detective Bruce Link obtained a taped sworn statement from this 
same caller, Joelle Guarino (01/07 /1967). Joelle advised that her 
son, Zachary Guarino, observed photographs on social media of 
Nikolas Cruz with guns and told her. Joelle Guarino saw the 
Instagram post which had a picture of a gun and stated something 
similar to "I am going to get this gun when I turn 18 and shoot up 
the school." As a result Joelle Guarino called 911 to make a report 
Joelle Guarino stated that a Broward Sheriff’s Deputy did arrive 
and spoke with her. The CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) reports 
indicate that it was Deputy EDWARD EASON. The Deputy then 
went to Nikolas Cruz's residence and returned to Joelle Guarino's 
residence advising that Nikolas' mother said that Nikolas was an 
angel and that Zachary Guarino was tormenting him. The 
Deputy told Joelle Guarino that Nikolas' mother stated that 
Nikolas didn't have anything like that on his Instagram account. 
Unfortunately, Joelle Guarino did not take a snap shot of the post 
when her son showed it to her and it was no longer posted for 
them to show the Deputy. A taped statement was taken from 
Deputy Eason by Homicide Sergeant Jonathan Brown. In that 
taped statement Deputy Eason could not remember the listed call 
even when he was shown the Computer Aided Dispatch report. In 
the Computer Aided Dispatch report it shows that the information 
was forwarded to SRO Peterson at MSDHS. The case was closed as 
a "Police Information" and coded "BRAVO" with no written report. 
For further information see the supplement reports of Sergeant 
Brown, Detectives Kami Floyd and Detective Bruce Link and the 
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sworn statement of Joelle Guarino, Deputy Eason and Deputy 
Peterson. 
I asked Ms. Guarino to clarify for the record why she had called 
for a deputy to respond to her residence, and she replied that her 
son had shown her an online post made by Nikolas Cruz that said 
that he couldn’t wait to turn 18 to buy a gun, with a stock photo 
of a gun attached. Guarino added that Nikolas also made an 
online post that said something about wanting to shoot up the 
school. When I asked, Guarino clarified that it was two separate 
online posts made by Nikolas and that they were not posted on 
the same day. Guarino advised that she did not call to report the 
posts until she spoke with co-workers about them and they urged 
her to call the police to report it. Guarino stated that the first post 
from Nikolas about purchasing a gun happened a while prior to 
her calling the police, but the second post about shooting up the 
school occurred approximately one to two days prior to her 
calling the police. I asked Guarino what the deputy told her when 
he showed up and she replied that she asked him about the Baker 
Act. Guarino explained that she specifically asked if Nikolas could 
be Baker Acted and the deputy replied that the Baker Act would 
only apply if Nikolas was an immediate threat to himself or 
others. Guarino added that because this was a threat made in 
advance and essentially an empty threat because Nikolas did not 
have the means to shoot anyone, Guarino felt that the deputy did 
all he could do in that situation. Guarino confirmed that she told 
the deputy that she wished to remain anonymous. Guarino added 
that the deputy asked her if she wanted him to speak with 
Nikolas’ family, but she replied that she did not remember what 
she specifically told him. Guarino stated that she wanted the 
deputy to do something, but he had already told her that there 
was nothing he could do in that situation. 
 

Sometime in 2017 Cruz spoke of doing a mass shooting in the 
year 2020. Geraldine Avilla told the Broward County Sheriff’s 
Office: 
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Q. What in the post did he say what did he mention regarding 
shooting someone? 
 
A. He texted me saying that in the year 2020 he wants to kill 
people. 
 
Q. Ok where was that? 
 
A. In the park.  
 
Q. When was that? 
 
A. 2017. 
 

Cruz’s Cell Phone –Notes January 20, 2018 at 5:58 
pm 
 
Basketball court full of Targets still thinking of ways 
to kill people. My life is a mess I don’t know what 
to do anymore. Every day I get even more agitated 
at everyone cause my life is unfair. Everything and 
everyone is happy except for me I want to kill 
people but I don't know how I can do it. Walk to a 
park, get someone to pick me up I just don't know 
anymore but it will happen soon. Title: Saturday, 
20 12:18 basketball court f Body: Saturday, 20-
12:18 basketball-court full of Targets still thinking 
of ways to kill people 

 
JANUARY 12, 2017 Lynda Cruz, sold the longtime family 

home at 6166 NW 80th Terrace in Parkland. A copy of Cruz's 
discipline summary shows that Cruz was involved in an assault at 
the school on JANUARY 19, 2017, less than three weeks before 
Cruz was transferred out of the school and received a one-day 
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internal suspension. It was on that date that the school put in a 
referral for the threat assessment on Cruz. Broward County Public 
Schools disciplinary records obtained by The New York Times 
showed Cruz had a long history of fights with teachers. No threat 
assessment has so far been released.  

 
In FEBRUARY 2017 Nikolas Jacob Cruz purchased the Smith & 

Wesson MP-15 rifle that he would use approximately one year 
later in committing the massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
High School. This was one of at least ten guns Cruz purchased 
after his 18th birthday.  
 

In FEBRUARY 2017 the Miscreant and his mother met with an 
assistant principal at Stoneman. Because of the student’s recent 
disciplinary violations and the fact that he was failing most classes 
and falling significantly behind in earning the credits needed to 
graduate, the Assistant Principal explained that Stoneman was no 
longer an appropriate placement. FEBRUARY 8, 2017 – Nikolas is 
banished from Stoneman Douglas, according to a discipline file.  

 
RIVERSIDE OFF CAMPUS LEARNING CENTER AT J.P. TARAVELLA 
HIGH SCHOOL 2017 

 
The AP presented alternative educational options and 

advised them to try the Off Campus Learning Center (OCLC) 
program. The OCLC provides an online computer-based program 
in which students work independently at their own pace. Sessions 
run for four to five hours daily. A teacher is available to supervise 
the classroom and general operations, but not to teach course 
content. There is little or no peer interaction among the students. 
In late September 2017 an incident that resulted in a disciplinary 
warning occurred while the Miscreant was participating in a 
retake of the grade 10 FSA. Having revoked consent for 
Exceptional Student Education services, he was now required to 
pass in the test in order to graduate. Students were not allowed 
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to have any type of phone or other device during testing. At the 
end of the session it was observed that the Miscreant had 
violated that condition. The teacher checked with the assessment 
coordinator and was told to invalidate the test. In the written 
notice of the warning, the teacher described his response: 
 

I told the student his test would be invalidated due 
to the phone in his possession. He became upset 
and said “NO, this can’t be.” I said you will be able 
to retest the next time the test is offered. He said 
NO, I HATE THIS SCHOOL, kicked my desk, during 
this time I called Ms. Irons, the phone went straight 
to her voicemail, I then radioed her, the student 
during this time push the chair then went back to 
it, picked it up, and threw it across the classroom 
and walked out.  

 
One of his classmates, Geraldine Avila, told investigators: 

 
Q. Ok and then we believe we had information regarding Nicholas 
Cruz's plan prior to shooting up the school. But prior to going on 
record again you told us that Cruz didn't mention about shooting 
up the school. He jokingly one time made a joke about shooting 
up the uh our school. And saying like if I took her away from him 
he was going to kill me and rape me and hurt my family. He just 
mentioned about killing people. 
 
Q. Is that correct? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. We tried to look at your phone I believe you stated there was 
an Instagram chat post but since then his post his Instagram page 
has been taken down. So all his messages have been deleted from 
the actual post correct? 
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A. Um-hum. 
 
Q. What in the post did he say what did he mention regarding 
shooting someone? 
 
A. He texted me saying that in the year 2020 he wants to kill 
people. 
 
Q. Ok where was that? 
 
A. In the park.  
 
Q. When was that? 
 
A. I don't remember. 
 
Q. Was it this year or was it? 
 
A. 2017. 
 
Q. So that text has been going on since 2017 you and your 
friends? 
 
A. No he only said that to me he never said that on the group 
chat. 
 
Q. Ok how did he said that verbally to you? 
 
A. In texting me in the Instagram. 
 
Q. Ok But not in group chat. 
 
A. OM me. 
 
Q. What does OM stand for again? It's like a message he 
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A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Dropped the message. 
 
A. On lnsta. 
 
Q. On Instagram ok. 
 
A. But he never. 
 
Q. I am just making sure. 
 
A. He never told the other people he only told me. Maybe that he 
trusted me. 
 
Q. That's what I am saying so you was that good of a friend with 
him. Do you know how what was he like just tell me in your own 
words. 
 
A. To me he was nice to me he was funny he'd joke around a lot. 
 
Q. So let me ask you this. 
 
A. He was mad a lot. 
 
Q. He was mad a lot why was he made do you know? Ok what 
would make him mad like what things would make him mad when 
you hung around him or you talk to him? 
 
A. The when I am not with him. 
 
Q. Oh you dated him? 
 
A. No. He liked me. 
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Q. So he wanted to date you and he would just get mad about 
that but not mad to the point where he want to go kill somebody 
but he's mad at you cause he wanted to date you. Ok let me ask 
you this did he ever show you any weapons or anything like that 
like guns? 
 
A. Oh yeah he did. 
 
Q. He did? 
 
A. We went to his house once he had like an big bag of guns. 
And. Bullets. Big bag of bullets. 
 
Q. How big were these, bullets small or I know, we can't see what 
you're doing. What would you say as far as inches? Was it was like 
for a handgun or for a rifle type. 
 
A. I don't know guns. 
 
Q. You don't know guns gotcha. The guns he showed you were 
they long or were they short. 
 
A. They were long. He let me hold it. 
 
Q. All the guns were long? 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Alright he's going to show you a weapon in a minute Detective 
Cardarelli just to say what type of gun. 
 
A. He just let me hold it. 
 
Q. Ok sorry we have an actual bullet just to show you what we 
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think. 
 
A. Yeah like those. 
 
Q. Was it like it was like those? So that was the size. 
 
A. Um-hum. 
 
Q. Ok and we're showing you a 40 I think a standard .45 type 
bullet and were also showing you a rifle bullet. 
 
A. It looked like that one yeah. 
 
Q. Ok so it was a handgun type bullet it was not um. 
 
A. I don't remember the other one. 
 
Q. You don't remember seeing the other ones ok but you said the 
guns were long though. 
 
A. Really long. 
 
Q. How many guns did he have would you say? 
 
A. I didn't count it. 
 
Q. Was it more than 5 more than 3? 
 
A. More than 3. 
 
Q. So more than 3 what about more than 5? 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. If you can remember I know it's been a year since you've seen 
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it. 
 
 
A. More than 3. They were long and heavy. 
 
Q. The I know you say he talked about shooting people in a park 
that was the year 2020. [R] 
 
A. Um-him. 
 
Q. He never mentioned anything about going to a school and 
shooting anyone in the school? 
 
A. No never school. 
 
Q. Did he have any problems with anyone at that school? 
 
A. He told me the people would be mean to him. And he had a 
problem with this guy he said cheated, his ex-cheated on him and 
he had a problem with that. 
 
Q. Did that guy attend Stoneman Douglas? 
 
A. Um-hum. And they'd I heard that they would fight. 
 
Q. So the guys still in high school that his ex-girlfriend cheated on 
him with. 
 
A. I don't know. 
 
Q. Nick, Nicholas you know him as Nick sorry Nick. Nick would tell 
you that type of stuff. So Nick wanted to date you is pissed off you 
think he had autism or you know he had autism. 
 
A. He told me that he had autism. 
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Q. So he told you. You never seen him take any medication or 
anything like that. 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. Did you see him holding guns like he, had guns on him at 
anytime? Or he just had them at his house. 
 
A. At his house. He had knives. 
 
Q. He always carried knives? 
 
A. Um-hum. 
 
Q. Did he do anything with the knives? 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. Did he show you post any pictures to you like he wanted to 
date you so evidentially you was talking to him on the phone? Did 
you see any pictures any disturbing pictures or anything? 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. So just he was trying to get with you basically. What's your 
nationality? 
 
A. Bolivia. 
 
Q. Bolivia, but that’s Latin correct? 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Alright did he express any hate toward any other group? 
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A. Yeah. 
 
Q. That's what I want to get out what group did he not like? 
 
A. Black people. He just doesn't like them at all. 
 
Q. And what things would he say? 
 
A. He wants to kill them all. 
 
Q. Why, did he say that? 
 
A. Maybe cause of the guy that stole his girlfriend was black. 
 
Q. Ok so that kinda of pissed him off. 
 
A. Maybe. 
 
Q. Did he say anything prior to that the girlfriend thing? That he 
didn't like black people before his girlfriend was taken from him. 
 
A. I didn't know him before. 
 
Q. Oh you didn't know him before. So he would say things like he 
just want to kill that guy or just black people in general? 
 
A. He just wanted to kill black people. 
 
Q. Ok would he use the word “nigger” or anything like that? 
 
A. Yeah. A lot. 
 
Q. So he didn't like black people at all. 
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A. Yeah. 
 
Q. But your Latin right you're not. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Did he say anything about the Latin race? 
 
A. He didn't really care. 
 
Q. Did he say anything about, Hitler, or anything towards that, like 
supremacist white groups or anything like he was attending? 
 
A. No he never told me that. I've never seen a Nazi. 
 
Q. What where did he stay at what? 
 
A. He stayed in Parkland. 
 
Q. And how would you go visit him? Do you drive? 
 
A. No. 
 
Q. Ok how would he how would you met up with him? 
 
A. His mom she'd pick us up. 
 
Q. His mom picked you up? Just one time and he showed you the 
guns and showed you all that? 
 
A. Yeah. He would wait for me to hang outside. 
 
Q. Ok and what about your friends with the Instagram message? 

 
A. They don't know him. 
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Q. Nobody so how did he join the Instagram message then 
through you? You're saying. 
 
A. Oh. 
 
Q. The chat they deleted what things was he saying on Instagram? 
 
A. He didn't really say anything on the group chat. He just talked 
to me. 
 
Q. Ok so he never did he post anything on the group chat at all? 
 
A. I just don't remember. 
 
Q. You don't remember. Ok so it's been a while. 
 

During his video-taped confession Cruz mentioned shooting 
up a park or this might be a reference to PARKLAND. Cruz then 
attended the Henry D. Perry Education Center, an alternative 
school for adults in Miramar, to the Dave Thomas Education 
Center in Coconut Creek, another school specializing in helping 
kids obtain a GED and then back to Perry, where he was enrolled 
at the time of the shooting. 

 
In MAY 2017 a “Nikolas Cruz” posted a comment under a 

documentary video entitled “Texas University Clock-tower Sniper 
1966,” about a mass shooting that left 14 people dead and 31 
injured. “I am going to [do] what he did,” the commenter wrote. 
Internet Association CEO Michael Beckerman told the Senate 
Judiciary Committee in March 2018 that “as far as I know, no 
users flagged or otherwise brought this comment to YouTube's 
attention.” The posting apparently went unnoticed until after the 
event. 
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AUGUST 2017. Cruz was in the luxurious house he was raised in 
when he had this arms stash.  
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CHAPTER 9 
[return] 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ NAZI 

 

 
FROM CRUZ’S CELL PHONE 

 
 AUGUST 2017 by this date Cruz was part of a Nazi cell that 

included Hunter McCutcheon, Caden Krzeminski A reporter from 
CNN was added to a private Nazi INSTAGRAM group by one of the 
active members in it. The responding group members, who 
appear to be younger than 18, refused to confirm their identities 
to CNN on or off the record. Most of the conversation in the 
group since Cruz joined around August 2017 was between six 
people -- including Cruz. Cruz wrote that he hated, "jews, 
niggers, immigrants." He talked about killing Mexicans, keeping 
black people in chains and cutting their necks. One member even 
joked about Cruz's particular venomousness, saying that although 
he hated black people, too, he didn't "to a point I wanna kill the 
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niggers like Nick." Cruz said he hated black people simply because 
they were black; Cruz hated Jews because he believed they 
wanted to destroy the world. After one Nazi expressed hatred for 
gay people, Cruz agreed, saying, "Shoot them in the back of 
head." White women drew Cruz's hatred as well, specifically those 
in interracial relationships, whom he referred to repeatedly as 
race traitors. Cruz asked the group whether it was legal to wear 
body armor to school. "School shooters," he replied, when 
someone asked why he wanted to know. The bio on one of his 
INSTAGRAM accounts read, "annihilator." At one point in the 
chat, he wrote, "I think I am going to kill people." After another 
Nazi told him not to say things like that, he said he was just 
playing. The Nazis claimed Cruz spoke of his birth mother, saying, 
"My real mom was a Jew. I am glad I never met her" and CNN 
believed it. Cruz had the KKK Poster “Shut Up Nigger." He had 
"Nazi German Hardcore Hell March" Screen Shots. A video in his 
possession shows war clips of Adolph Hitler and World War Two 
scenes. 

 
A former classmate, Vishnu Anand, who survived the 

shooting without physical injury, said Cruz was a Nazi who hated 
Jews. 

 
Q. Alright you said you know what type of person he is. So how 
long have you know Nicholas? 
 
A. So back in sophomore year I used to live in Homburg Road on 
75th Street and he used to live right next street. So we had bus 
together we use to see him in the morning and we biology class 
together in 10th grade. So I would see twice a day. 
 
Q. But I am saying how many years would you say? 
 
A. After junior he got expelled. 
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Q. No how many years have you known Nicholas that's what I am 
asking? 
 
A. Oh just one year. Yeah sophomore year. 
 
Q. So what type of person is he? 
 
A. He was pretty awkward and his topics were pretty violent and. 
 
Q. What like what kind of topics? 
 
A. He used to always make a bad jokes about Jews, Nazi's, Hitler 
and those stuff type of stuff. 
 
Q. What like hurting people or like? 
 
A. Yeah like how Hitler I wish all Jews were dead and stuff. 
 
Q. Oh so he was a racist basically. 
 
A. Yeah kind of racist. 
 
Q. He was racist towards Jews. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Jews and blacks. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Ok. 
 
A. So and after that what was I trying to say, oh he use to bring 
knives bullets to school. He used to show me but I like try to stay 
cautious and like no-have nothing to do with him.  
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Arianna Lopez stated: 
 

He talked about killing our parents, our friends 
boyfriends and girlfriends he used to sell knives out 
of his lunch box which I thought was insane 
because this is a school hey guys want some knives. 
It was the only person even before they 
announced that he was the shooter we knew it 
was Nik. he was the only person we could think of 
that would do something like this. 

 
Michael Garvey stated this about the lunchbox:  
 

I was at OCLC at Taravella and like after school 
hours he was like Mike look at this. He showed me 
a lunchbox full of bullets. Like I think sniper bullets. 
Like yeah. About last, the end of last year when I 
went to OCLC the end of my 10th grade year. From 
what I was told his mom used to, his mom told me 
that she used to take, he used to save up the 
money. She used to take him to buy the bullet. He 
was 17. He showed me photos of the guns.  
 

Vishnu Anand continued: 
 
Q. Did you ever alert any teachers about his activity? 
 
A. No he used to show everyone but like I was pretty scared by 
that time like I thought he could. Come after. 
 
Q. So he was basically labeled a kid that was not screwed on his 
head wasn't screwed on right. 
 
A. Yeah so he had like knives. 
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Q. Did he ever show you a weapon or anything during this time 
that you know? 
 
A. I have like a false memory that he one time brought a gun to 
school. 
 
Q. Um-hum. 
 
A. But it's like a false memory like I not sure about but. 
 
Q. Did he ever during you're times did he ever talk about shooting 
up the school? 
 
A. Never. 
 
Q. He would just talk about more racist things. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Like Hitler. 
 
A. He always used to bring like dead animals to classes cause 
he's like a hunter so he used to kill like birds, squirrels, and like 
cut their head off. 
 
Q. Had them in bags or what like? 
 
A. Bags he used to bring in school bags. 
 
Q. So people thought he was weird. 
 
A. Yeah and he use to show everyone oh look I'm so proud of the 
killing. And we me and my friends trying to talk him out of it stop 
doing it, but he never listened. 
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Q. So again you never saw him with a weapon you only heard the 
shots. 
 
A. Um-hum. 
 
Q. And you saw him when he came in line when you was 
evacuating at the Wal-Mart. 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. And he had on that RO. 
 
A. JROTC yes. 
 
Q. Maroon JROTC 
 
A. Uniform. 
 
Q. And he didn't say nothing to you (Unintelligible). 
 
A. No he was just like oh I am so scared. 
 
Q. Ok so he appeared frightened but he told you he was scared 
though. 
 
A. Yeah. Like after 5 minutes. 
 
Q. And then you didn't see him anymore. 
 
A. Yeah because after that I was outside looking for my group 
where's my classmates. And he just like disappeared after that. 
 
Q. What was he expelled for? 
 
A. He like one time he was getting in trouble all the time when 
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were at lunch he used to draw like Nazi symbols on the desk and 
the. 
 
Q. The Swastika. 
 
A. Swastika yeah. 
 
Q. Yeah. 
 
A. Then he like got called in we got called in and there like why 
you guys doing this for. I said I didn't do this I try and talk him out 
of it. Then I saw that I am getting in trouble by hanging out with 
this guy. 
 
Q. So you stop hanging around. 
 
A. I start rejecting him staying away from him after that I never 
saw him I heard that he go suspended for like misbehaving. And 
being all that kind of racist stuff. 
 

Judging from his syntax “oh he use to bring knives bullets to 
school. He used to show me but I like try to stay cautious and like 
no-have nothing to do with him” Vishnu Anand is an Indian 
immigrant. He saw Cruz bring a gun to school, bullets, knives, say 
he was a self proclaimed Nazi who loved Hitler and hated Jews yet 
he never reported it to the school administration or the Sheriff’s 
Office. He was a punk. 

 
Zachary Cruz: I think he got kicked out for writing, carving 

stuff into the table. I think he was probably doing the swastika on 
the school lunch tables. 
 

Columbine mass murderers Klebold and Eric Harris openly 
admired Adolf Hitler. They opened fire on students and teachers 
at Columbine High School on the Nazi maggot’s birthday April 20, 
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1999, killing 12 classmates and a teacher and wounding 23 people 
before taking their own twisted lives. Klebold and Harris both 
wore Iron Crosses and spoke in German to each other.  

 

 
 
A Commission headed by Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri 

revealed that Cruz studied the Columbine Massacre before he 
committed mass murder. Santiago Cuellar told the BSO: 

 
A. He would always make these strange comments. One time he 
mention to me did you hear what happened in Orlando and I 
didn't know what he was talking about because it months after 
the incident that he was referring to. 
 
Q. And what incident was he referring to? 
 
A. The Pulse nightclub shooting. And he goes I'm so glad they kill 
all those gay people, they really got them and I ... I don't know it 
was just a very scary moment like I didn't know how to react it. I 
just shut off the conversation and minded my own business. We 
worked on a group project once and one day that I wasn't there 
and neither was the kid in our group. We came back and he told 
us I did some sabotage and he had snapped all these other kids 
bridges that we were making. And we really didn't know why... 
we're just confused that how strange he was acting and he just 
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kind of like took out his aggression for no reason. I asked him why 
he did it, he said I don't know. He just seemed like kind of scared 
and confused. I don't know like he really didn't know what he was 
talking about. One time I don't remember what context he said 
White Power which kind of disturbed me. I remember him having 
a swastika on his backpack that was like sharpied on. He only 
had that backpack for a few days and I guess he got rid of it or 
whatever. 
 
Q. When you say “sharpied on” you’re referring to some type of 
pen? 
 
A. Yeah. And I would let him cheat off of me because I genuinely 
really felt bad for him. 

 
Nazism is not a legitimate political philosophy, it is a 

conspiracy to deport Blacks and gas Jews. It should be illegal in 
the USA and everywhere else and anyone who is attracted to it 
should be arrested because it involves plotting and carrying out 
mass murder. The only good Nazi is a dead Nazi up to and 
including Nikolas Cruz. Four Jewish students and staff were among 
those killed in the Parkland shooting: First-year students Jaime 
Guttenberg and Alyssa Alhadeff, senior Meadow Pollack and Scott 
Beigel, a geography teacher who saved students’ lives by closing a 
door as he was shot.  

 
His Engineering teacher, Ms. Rennie, elaborated:  

  
We had built bridges out of like popsicle sticks and 
some out of like toothpicks and we had them 
displayed on a back table waiting to be graded, and 
some were along the line one of the students said 
that their groups bridge was broken into like 3 
pieces and that's a long story and probing a couple 
days later we realized it was Nick and he admitted 
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to doing it but did say he didn't know why he 
thought it was just a fun thing to do and then 
another day or two after that he came to me and 
said he did it because he didn't want them to get a 
better grade than he didn't want that group to get 
a better grade than his group but he hadn't 
participated in doing anything in his group. 

 
Zachary Cruz witnessed threats and violence episodes on his 

brothers part but never said a word about it to anyone, however 
he told the Miami Herald that “In SEPTEMBER 2017 Nikolas 
snatched a jar of Nutella, unscrewed the lid, scooped out the 
gooey contents with his unwashed hand then licked his sticky 
fingers. Then he dipped into the jar again. Zachary pushed or 
slapped the jar out of his hands. Nikolas charged upstairs, grabbed 
a long gun out of his bedroom closet, descended the stairway, sat 
down, loaded the firearm and pointed it at his brother in front of 
their horrified mom. Nikolas bounded back upstairs, stashed the 
gun and sat down to watch a little TV. "After that day," said 
Zachary, "I never messed with him again." In SEPTEMBER 2017, 
according to Zachary: "Nik got his AR-15 and put it to my mom's 
head. He was yelling at her because she wouldn't take him to a 
cabin. He yelled at her and said, 'I'm gonna blow your fucking 
brains out!' Lynda Cruz jumped in her car and fled. Nikolas 
followed her outside with his weapon. Zachary peered down from 
his second-floor bedroom window. "He was in the middle of the 
driveway, in the middle of the street with his AR-15," Zachary 
said. "I had 911 ready to go on my phone. I was scared. I think he 
just came up and he put his gun away and I hung up." After that, it 
was like the confrontation never happened. His mother had come 
to fear confronting her well-armed son. In January 2018 an FBI 
tipster stated that Cruz had pointed a rifle at his mother’s head. 
Why didn’t Lynda have him arrested? Because she loved her little 
baby boy that she always wanted but couldn’t give birth to and 
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she could not bring herself to believe he was pond scum. The BSO 
interviewed Zach: 

 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Okay has he ever made any mentions about 
something like this happening? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: (Witness nods head in the affirmative.) But I've 
never took it serious. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: So tell me what he said. 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: Well, I mean he's -- man, that's a -- I can't really -- 
I don't know where to start. He would always like -- Nick, he used 
to always, like -- I don't know how to explain this. He'd always talk 
about stuff like this. He would talk about killing people. He would 
be like, oh, you know, if someone -- every you feel me? Now I feel 
like I'm going off topic. I feel I'm not there. I mean, he would talk 
about killing people to himself. I've caught -- I went through his 
phone one day and he was talking to himself basically. He had this 
app called KIK and he text himself and it's like -- he's like texting 
himself, like actually texting himself and he sent himself a 
message. And I went through -- because I went through his phone 
one day and he said, I'm gonna kill them. I'm gonna go to that 
school. I'm gonna shoot everybody. I think he said, I'm gonna 
something, something, something. I don't remember. Then and 
he's literally talking to himself. And then he's like, all right, delete 
the message. Delete this message. Blah, blah, blah. Never deleted 
it. Like, it was just there. And I read it and I was like, wow. I should 
tell someone about this. But I was like, he's not serious. Like, I 
feel like in my head I'm like, he's not serious about this. He's just 
-- either he's trying to get attention or because like -- but also this 
thing in my head is, why would he just be telling himself this, like, 
to himself. He's not trying to show me this. He's not trying to 
show my mom this. This is to himself. So that was the day where I 
really was, you know. I was scared because he might do 
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something. But I never took it serious because I always felt like -- 
because me and him he would always joke about stuff, you know. 
Me and him I understood him better than most people. So like, 
me and him – he would tell me stuff and you know, I feel like he 
would tell me stuff, try to see my reaction and see if he should do 
something, you know, before he actually because he had a hard 
time socializing with people. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: But I mean, so he has made mentions about 
shooting people at the school? 
 

ZACHARY CRUZ: Yeah. Then he's always like 

DETECTIVE TUTLER: Does he say why he wants to do that? 

ZACHARY CRUZ: I feel like he has but I can't really think. It's so far 
back because there was a period where he just stopped acting 
weird-ish and he was being normal. I think my mom's death is 
what really changed him up. I was talking to him. I was asking him 
what he wants to do with his life. He would tell me I don't know. I 
guess Army and a whole bunch of other stuff. And I was like, all 
right. So our mom's was old and I was talking to him and I was 
like, what would you do if she died? And he was like I don't know. 
I'd kill people. I swear. I mean, that's what he said. You know, we 
were walking. I know this was maybe October maybe. Something 
like that. Maybe the month before that [R]- and then I looked at 
him. I was like, are you serious? Like, I talked to him, like. I 
stopped talking. I looked at him. And I'm like, dude, that's not 
even a joke. Like, I'm trying to really talk to you, so if you're joking 
with me you need to stop right now. I'm really not sure because 
about this conversation because I thought it was so bizarre and 
I'm talking to him. I was like, so what would you do if mom died? 
And I guess he -- I think -- I'm pretty sure he told me he just 
doesn't know what he would do with his life. But if I -- can I tell 
you something? On my SnapChat I have a video of him shooting 
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an AR. Out the window. His room window. It was during Irma. 
Like, it was only, like, those two days. It was like during Irma. 
 

DETECTIVE TUTLER: And where he was shooting, what was he 
shooting at? 

ZACHARY CRUZ: There's like a -- where his room was, there's a 
palm tree, like right…it was my mom's house. He shot down at the 
palm tree and at night we went outside, recovered the bullet 
thing, the shell, and we saw where the bullet went through and it 
went through the trees. 
 

DETECTIVE TUTLER: Nobody heard anything? 

ZACHARY CRUZ: No, And then you can see him because he put -- 
he'd wrap his head in like a pillow sheet and he would look like a 
Taliban or something and he would shoot – he shot out the 
window and just -- I think two seconds. 
 

DETECTIVE TUTLER: Like I said, did anybody hear that? 

ZACHARY CRUZ: Well, as soon as he did that, he shut his window 
and then we just looked out the window and I saw the neighbor, 
he looked out his window because all the houses because it's a 
townhouse community so you could see across and then this guy 
came out and looked and that's it. No police. No nothing. 
 
Rock DesChamps: 
 
 A. He-at the old house he used to live at with his AR-15 he shot in 
his garage a bullet, took a chunk out of the concrete, he would 
shoot his AR-15 in the backyard of his house which is a complex, 
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house after house after house after house, the backyard is literally 
5 feet by 15 feet. 
 
Q. And what caliber was-was he shooting in that AR? 
 
A. Whatever an Smith & Wesson MP-15 takes, I'm guessing 556. 
So he's shooting a rifle round in a complex. 
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CHAPTER 10 
[return] 

THE FBI FAILS 
 

 
BEN BENNIGHT 

 
On SEPTEMBER 24, 2017, Nikolas Cruz again expressed his 

ambition to become a mass murderer “I’m going to be a 
professional school shooter” when at approximately 7:14 PM, 
Nikolas Cruz posted the above comment on Ben Benright’s You 
Tube channel. It was a good lead because it was on a page where 
the author had a connection to law enforcement. The FBI could 
have used this information consisting of a true name and IP 
address to find the commenter. [R] 
 
USE OF SOFTWARE TO FIND IP ADDRESS 
 

To untangle the web of violent threats, not all of them 
credible on the Internet, FBI maintains cybercrime and counter-
terrorism units. Federal authorities routinely issue subpoenas to 
Internet companies so they can link threatening comments posted 

https://www.youtube.com/user/BenTheBondsman1
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online to a physical location.  
 
This is accomplished by identifying an IP or Internet Protocol 

address, a unique string of numbers separated by periods that 
identifies each computer using the Internet Protocol to 
communicate over a network. There were no traces of the IP 
address in Bennight’s computer cache because You Tube sent the 
data there, not Cruz. But it was in the weblog of You Tube and in 
the weblog of the DNS server when Cruz logged in. This would 
reveal Cruz’s Internet Service Provider who had Cruz’s address. 
YouTube posts publicly in its privacy policy that user information, 
like an account's IP address, is available for all users of its 
platforms. FBI could have had Bennight get the info from his You 
Tube account as there would be a record of Cruz’s IP address in 
the You Tube web log when he made the comment. This would 
take a long time. 
  

YouTube outlines a procedure by which law enforcement 
authorities can obtain the information. FBI could have gotten his 
IP address from YouTube if it was an emergency situation of life 
and death. FBI could have sent an "Emergency Disclosure 
Request" by fax to Google, asking for the IP address of the 
commenter. Google could provide the most recent one, an IP 
address that had been used to access Ben's YouTube page within 
the last week or at a specific time. FBI then could take the address 
to ISP and issue an "Emergency Situation Disclosure Request By 
Law Enforcement." The provider would have turned over the 
subscriber information attached to the IP address during the time 
in question. It would have traced to Cruz. 
 

DNS translates more readily memorized domain names to the 
numerical IP addresses needed for locating and identifying 
computer services and devices with the underlying network 
protocols. DNS servers will retain previously resolved DNS 
addresses. The DNS resolution data is usually cached on both the 
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client computer and the DNS server. So until the cache expiration 
time expires you will continue to see the same name resolution 
results.  

 
No need for the FBI to get a warrant signed by a judge; the IP 

address was available as it passed through the various stages of 
cyberspace. The FBI claimed “No other information was included 
with that comment which would indicate a time, location or the 
true identity of the person who made the comment.” The post 
read “about an hour ago,” the location could have been found 
through IP address that provides latitude and longitude. The 
shooter used own name. So this is a cover up for not following up 
the lead because it was dismissed as idle talk. Interestingly 
enough the FBI visited Ben and asked him if he knew Cruz 
personally. Why pay him a visit instead of a phone call. The dog 
whistle here is “mind your own business.” Bennight: “No actually, 
quite the opposite. They were very nice and very respectful.”  

 
 

 

FBI SAC Miami Robert Lasky: “The FBI conducted database 
reviews, and open source checks but was unable to further 
identify the person who actually made the comment." In other 
words they checked the FBI criminal database and came up with 
nothing because Cruz had no criminal record.  
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That was why he could buy the assault weapon. There are no 

traces of NIKOLAS CRUZ in the public data bases he was listed in 
one as one of Lynda’s relations.  

 

 

Additionally there are not too many people listed who spell 
their name Nikolas. It is an odd spelling for sure and narrows 
down the search. FBI should have called all of them. What about 
closed source checks? Cruz had a job at a Dollar Store so he had a 
Social Security Number. All men with same name could pop up. 
You use that to open up a lot more leads. That would supply a 
date of birth and age factor. A school shooter generally meant 
another high school student so if the person was over a certain 
age that Nikolas could be ruled out. He came from an affluent 
home had credit cards and bank accounts. He had a State ID card. 
Mr. Fanti, who sold him the Smith & Wesson MP-15 recalled: 

 
Q. Okay, do you remember how he paid? 
 
A. I think it was credit card. 
 
Q. Credit card? 
 
A. Um-huh. 
 
Q. Do you know if it was his, his grandmother's--- 
 
A. No, it was his. 
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In DECEMBER 2014 FBI agents arrested a military veteran 

after Google warned he threatened to kill police officers via 
postings on YouTube videos. Jeremiah Perez was arrested at his 
home in Colorado Springs, Colo. after investigators said they 
tracked the comments back to his computer. FBI agents said 
Perez, 33, admitted making the comments, and said he was upset 
and frustrated with police officers due to unspecified past 
incidents connected to his Latino heritage. The case was 
ultimately dismissed, however if Cruz were prosecuted he might 
have beat it but he couldn’t have purchased the gun.  
 

During the course of this case, the defendant, U.S. 
Probation, and the government entered into a 
Diversion Agreement. The Court approved that 
agreement and has been following the Defendant's 
progress. It has agreed to extensions of the 
agreement to allow for Defendant to complete its 
terms. During the course of the litigation, this Court 
also issued an order that resulted in the Defendant 
being declared a prohibited person under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 922 such that he cannot legally purchase or 
possess a firearm. 

 
On 05/31/2018 BSO Detective Curcio took a sworn statement 
from Bennight where he advised that he is a Bail Bondsman and 
has a "YouTube Channel Show" where other users can comment 
on any topic being discussed. Bennight advised he doesn't 
remember what topic was being discussed on the day in question 
when the post showed up as a comment. Bennight stated that he 
contacted You Tube moderator who took the post down but 
before they did he took a screenshot of the post. Bennight stated 
that he then contacted the local FBI Office in Jackson Mississippi 
to report the incident. Bennight was interviewed by Special Agent 
Ryan Furr. Bennight’s phone was not downloaded rather, 
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Bennight sent Special Agent Furr a text message of the screen 
Shot of the YouTube posting.  
 
Special Agent Ryan Furr was in the FBI Miami Field Office. Why 
was this referred to Miami? 
 

 
 
Bennight was interviewed another time by Special Agent Gregory 
Sturtevant, which was documented under FBI serial number 261. 
FBI Special Agent Gregory Sturtevant Jackson Mississippi Division 
1220 Echelon Parkway Jackson, Mississippi. The screenshot was 
included as an attachment to that serial as well. BSO Detective 
Curcio contacted SID Detective Nick Masters who had assisted 
BSO Detective Curcio on other tasks related to Cruz's cell phone 
download. Detective Master was able to locate the listed post on 
Cruz's cell phone dated 09/24/2017 at 11:49 UTC. For further 
information see the sworn statement of Ben Bennight and FBI 
Lead 172 and 261 and the supplement report by Detective 
Masters. 
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GREG IS THE SHORTEST ONE IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE 

 
On March 9, 2001, AIT Global held a FREE Half-day Seminar, from 
8:00 AM -11:30 AM. The event was hosted by AIT Member 
Columbia University School of Law (CLS) who also provided a 
Continental Breakfast for the attendees. Gregory Sturtevant, 
Special Agent Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), gave a 
presentation on “Investigative trends: Today's top eight 
techniques (bugs, worms, etc.) and targets (denial of service, 
identity theft, etc.), that IT and I/S professionals must 
acknowledge and protect.” Mr. Sturtevant’s emphasis on hard 
data and statistical analysis of who, what, where, when, and how 
networks and infrastructures are infiltrated drove home the clear 
cut need to make security one of the directing forces in any 
organization’s information technology implementation.  
 
STATEMENT OF DAVID BOWDICH DEPUTY DIRECTOR FEDERAL 
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE 
JUDICIARY U.S. SENATE 
 

It is important to know the FBI receives tips from 
the public through our Public Access Line or “PAL.” 
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The PAL is the FBI’s central contact center for all 
calls, electronic tips, and public leads made to the 
FBI’s 56 field offices. The public can connect to PAL 
by calling an FBI Field Office, 1-800-CALL FBI, or on 
the internet at http://tips.fbi.gov The access line is 
responsible for receiving and vetting information 
from the public, then disseminating it to the field 
as actionable tips and leads for special agents and 
intelligence analysts. The PAL is part of the FBI’s 
Criminal Justice Information Services (“CJIS”) 
Division in Clarksburg, West Virginia, and has 
more than 160 members on its staff fielding public 
leads and tips 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
During 2017, the PAL handled approximately 
765,000 calls and 735,000 e-mail tips. 

 
On September 25, 2017, the FBI received an e-mail 
tip from a person in Mississippi who indicated that 
some other person, unknown to him, posted on his 
YouTube page, the following text: “I’m going to be 
a professional school shooter.” The posting was 
from the username “Nikolas Cruz.” In response to 
this tip, the PAL opened what the FBI calls a 
“Guardian” lead and assigned it to the FBI’s Jackson 
Field Office in Mississippi. The Guardian system 
provides a method for reporting, sharing, tracking, 
and mitigating a large volume of counterterrorism-
based incidents. Upon receipt of the Guardian lead, 
an FBI Special Agent, along with a local task force 
officer, visited Bennight and interviewed him on 
OCTOBER 2, 2017. At the time of this interview, the 
agent was provided a copy of a “screen shot” of the 
subject post. The agent subsequently conducted 
searches of both FBI databases and open sources. 
Believing the true identity of the poster could not 

http://tips.fbi.gov/
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be determined, the Guardian lead was closed on 
October 11, 2017, with no other investigative 
activity. 
 

The Guardian Program, managed by FBI, Counterterrorism 
Division, Guardian Management Unit, provides a methodology for 
reporting, sharing, tracking, and mitigating a large volume of 
counterterrorism-based incidents. The Guardian Program 
encompasses two systems, the classified Guardian Threat 
Tracking System (Guardian), which resides on FBINET, and an 
unclassified companion, the eGuardian system, which is available 
and utilized in the daily operations of state, local and federal law 
enforcement partners as well as the national fusion center 
network. The eGuardian system’s primary purpose is to facilitate 
the reporting, tracking, and management of threats to 
determine whether a particular matter should be closed or 
opened as a predicated investigation.  

 
Once an incident is SHARED or REPORTED, the incident is sent 

to a FBI Special Agent Supervisor to determine if a Guardian 
assessment will commence or not. A Guardian assessment is the 
process in which the FBI examines incidents to determine 
whether there is a nexus to criminal activity to warrant further 
investigation and/or to apply additional investigative resources as 
determined by the Attorney General and FBI Policies. There is no 
time limit for a Guardian assessment; however, these 
assessments are anticipated to be very short. If an assessment is 
not concluded within 30 days a designated FBI Supervisor must 
conduct a justification review every 30 days. A Guardian 
assessment will end with a disposition of “Positive,” “Negative,” 
or “Inconclusive” nexus to criminal activity. The disposition of the 
Guardian assessment will be immediately passed to and update 
the original eGuardian incident. So even if local law enforcement 
tapped into the data base it would find the case had been closed.  
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In OCTOBER 2017 A neighbor took a video of Cruz shooting at 
bottles and cans in his backyard. Bruno Cardoso stated: 

 
And my wife started notice because we don't like 
cigarettes and anything and the kid is because he 
has (unintelligible) at that moment a BB gun. And 
he start practicing shooting in the back yard. Most 
of the times my wife saw and got worried because 
he was like using a BB gun because we have a 15 
year old daughter. And we got she got scared they 
crossing on the street and something happen. 
Probably I want to say August, September the first 
time I saw him in the back yard. It's kind of like I 
don't know in my mind, I don't know if I could like if 
I report it something's going to happen. But if it 
was a BB gun I don't know if they going to call me 
like a clown or something. 
 

  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAuc8XmBSa4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAuc8XmBSa4
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In OCTOBER 2017, the Miscreant transferred from the OCLC 

to the alternative high school program at the Dave Thomas 
Education Center. Unlike the self-paced and self-directed online 
model implemented at the Off Campus Leaning Centers, the 
program at Dave Thomas functions much like a traditional school 
environment. Classes are actively taught by teachers following a 
regular school schedule, and there is peer interaction throughout 
the day. Cruz only attended Dave Thomas for a short time. His 
teachers described him as a quiet, polite student who tried to do 
well but struggled academically. They made a point to saying that 
he did not exhibit any of the aggressive or dangerous behaviors 
reported elsewhere, nor, despite the fact that almost all of his 
teachers were minorities, did he show any of the racial or ethnic 
bias they had heard about in the news. They were instructed to lie 
by their homeboy Runcie. 
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On October 21, 2017 Cruz purchased body armor and a 

shooter cut plate for the armor for $199.00 and on October 3, 
2017 a ballistic helmet for $370.00. Both items were shipped to 
Cruz's old address of 8442 Lakeview Trails in Parkland Florida 
Pictures were found on Cruz cell phone of himself wearing the 
listed items. 
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CHAPTER 11 
[return] 

 
KATHERINE E. BLAINE 

 
NOVEMBER 1, 2017  

 
The Broward County Sheriff’s Office:  

 
Caller Katherine Blaine advised her cousin (Lynda 
Cruz) recently died leaving behind Nikolas (19 year 
old) and Zachary Cruz. Nikolas is reported to have 
rifles and it is requested that Broward County 
Sheriff's Office recover these weapons. Deputy 
responded. Close family friend agreed to take 
possession of firearms.  

 
The Deputy should have made further contact with Katherine 

Blaine and enquired why she thought the weapons should be 
taken away from the Miscreant. Then he should have removed 
them as a danger to public health or on some other pretext.  

 
We can assume the close family friend who took the arsenal 

was not Rocxanne Deschamps because she wouldn’t let him bring 
the guns into her home forcing Cruz to attempt to bury a rifle in 
her back yard. Deschamps said “he had a BB guns but my son took 
it away from him. The other guns are at his friend’s house.” The 
Broward County Sheriff’s Office continued: 

 
Post Marjory Stoneman Douglas shooting, Blaine 
was re-interviewed and denied knowledge of any 
actual firearms; she indicated she was only aware 
of BB guns and denied requesting guns be taken 
from residence. 
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Why did Katherine change her story? Because she was a piece 

of shit like her cousin Lynda. The whole family stinks. She couldn’t 
have asked the BSO to remove BB Guns from the premises. Next 
she would be calling them up asked them to remove cap pistols. 
Or water guns. We know Cruz had his arms cache by this time 
from the AUGUST 2017 INSTAGRAM Post.  

 
I asked Katherine Blaine if she was the one who called the FBI 

when it was really Marianne Hamel Theall.  
 

Let me say this if your deductions said that I’m the 
one that made this call your deductions are so off 
because the FBI have put on all their stuff that call 
came from somewhere in Massachusetts. I never 
lived in Massachusetts and never did. The FBI did 
say that the call originated from Massachusetts. I 
am going to tell you something. The person who 
called the Parkland on November 30th and person 
that called the FBI on the 5th is one in the same 
person. I know who the person is and I will refer 
your name to that person. The person that called 
on November 30th called Broward County 
Police….About the November 1, first call. I have 
already spoken to detectives down there that was 
somebody who used my name.  

 
The only one who could have used Blaine’s name was 

Marianne Theall, who used her own name when she spoke to the 
FBI. Blaine continued: 

 
I never met Nicholas or Zachary I never met either 
one and I haven’t seen Lynda in 22 years. There 
were a lot of people who knew she died November 
1, and I didn’t make that call. I never met him. I 
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know I spoke to the Broward Sheriff’s office. I was 
furious over that cause I didn’t make that call. 
There is a lot of things that supposedly happened 
during his life. There are things that are going on all 
through his life that I wonder about. I don’t 
understand that part either. There was a lot of 
misinformation out there - warnings - from what I 
am reading that supposedly happened during his 
life there were things going all through his life and I 
don’t know. I don’t understand how he had access 
to that AR-15. One thing I could not understand 
was saying he was racist. Look at his brother. 

 
So it was somebody using your name that called not you.  

 
Obviously! I never met the boys and I haven’t seen 
Lynda in 22 years. Because when she passed away 
in November my name got mixed in. I put down the 
obituary. My number was in her phone too. Since I 
put down obit “gonna miss you cousin”, I been 
getting reporters left and right because of that I 
put down not being able to talk to her, missed her, 
I am getting bombarded with all this crap. There is 
a lot of misinformation out there. I am not the one 
that made call to Broward County or to the FBI. 

 
Katherine Blaine said “The hospital went through the phone, 

then Nikolas, after the hospital went through it trying to contact 
people then Nicolas got it, now the police department has it…My 
number was in her phone...” So her Blaine says the hospital called 
her. But Blaine told the BSO she called the hospital: 

 
Q. You mentioned (before being put under oath) that you 
did call the hospital though in Broward County? 
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A. Yes 
 
Q. Okay and what was that phone call regarding? 
 
A. I initially called Lynda Cruz's cell phone. When I called 
Lynda Cruz's cell phone someone answered that it was not 
Lynda. They asked me if I was a friend or a relative of Lynda. 
I said I was a cousin of Lynda. They asked if I was a blood 
relative I said yes and then they told me that Lynda was in 
the hospital that she had coded during the night. They 
brought her back during the night and that she was coding 
again at that very moment. They told me that they had her 
son Nikolas there and told him it didn't look good. They 
didn't she kind of pulled away from Nikolas so that he 
couldn't hear that it sounded like she wasn't gonna make it. 
I told her that she has another son was he there also and 
she said no. So, I said well they said where is he. I said I 
don't know ask Nikolas. So I guess Nikolas told them he was 
in school. And I told her Nikolas was autistic and she said 
yes but he's down there. And I said no there is no relatives 
down there. And I said go through the phone and give me 
the Cruz list (unintelligible) knew that there was relatives up 
here that might know something. So the nurse was looking 
through the phone. She gave me a couple of phone 
numbers with the last name of Cruz that were in the phone 
and Nikolas told her about Roxanne. Now I don't know who 
Roxanne was but Nikolas told her about Roxanne. I asked 
for Marianne Theall's phone number cause I knew Mary 
talked to Lynda a lot and they had been friends and kept in 
touch for over 60 years. The BSO: 
 
This statement is being taken over the phone on FEBRUARY 
17, 2018, the time is 1:02 pm. 
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Q. Do you solemnly swear that what you are about to tell 
me be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth 
so help you God? 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. Alright. So the reason for this call is my partner and I are 
working on an investigation going backwards that involved 
Nikolas Cruz. Do you know who that is? 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. How do you know Nikolas Cruz? 
 
A. He is the adopted son of my cousin Lynda Cruz. 
 
Q. Okay. Had you ever met Nikolas before? 
 
A. Never, no 
 
Q. Okay so according to our CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) 
reports which shows all incoming calls to 911 on November 
1, 2017, which was the day that Lynda passed away is that 
correct? 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. Okay under case, let's see its, 17-1711-0000039 that's 
the case number that was generated. We show that you 
called 9-1-1, now do you remember making a call to 9-1-1? 
 
A. No I do not. 
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Q. But you said you did call, you and I talked briefly before I 
started recording this and just to clarify we will cover 
everything that we talked about….  
 
A. The nurse gave me a couple of phone numbers with the 
last name of Cruz that were in the phone and Nikolas told 
her about Roxanne. Now I don't know who Roxanne was but 
Nikolas told her about Roxanne and then I asked for 
Marianne Hamel Theall's phone number cause I knew Mary 
talked to Linda a lot and they had been friends and kept in 
touch for over 60 years. 
 
Q. And who is Mary? 
 
A. Marianne Theall was a friend of Lynda's from childhood. 
 
Q. Okay does she live in Florida? 
 
A. Did she live in Florida no. 
 
Q. Where does Mary live now? 
 
A. Massachusetts 
 
Q. Okay did they reach out to her do you know that day? 
 
A. I know Mary used to go down to Florida a lot and she 
talked to her all the time. 
 
Q. Did she know the boys, Nikolas and Zachary? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Okay going over this report it does mention there that, 
again I'm saying what I'm just reading off what was 
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reported here, it saying that you reported that the kids had 
guns and that you were, according to this, you were 
requesting law enforcement to respond out to the home to 
check on them and take away their guns. Did you 
remember making that phone call? 
 
A. No I did not mention anything about guns at all. 
 
Q. Did you know that they had guns or were you concerned 
about that at all? 
 
A. Lynda had told me that they had air powered guns or bb 
guns of some sort. I didn't know that it was. No. And that 
he wanted to, Nikolas wanted to be a militant. He wanted 
to go into the service but then Lynda told me he had the 
mental capacity of a 14 year old that he was also sick and 
he would never pass the test to go into the military but he 
wanted to be military he was very military and he had 
guns pellet gun and bb guns. 
 
Q. Okay. 
 
A. And when I said to, ya know and then she told me, she 
did tell me Nikolas bought a gun but I didn't know that it 
was a ya know [Smith & Wesson MP-15]. I thought it was 
like that he used to go hunting that it was a hunting gun. 
 
Q. Right 
 
A. And I thought that the real, your type of gun was at this 
boy Hunter's house. 
 
Q. Okay when was this conversation? 
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A. Before she passed. Months before she passed. Well I 
didn't even think the guns were at her house. I thought the 
guns were at Hunter's house and that he just had his bb 
gun. 
 
Q. And who is Hunter, a friend of his? 
 
A. Yeah Hunter was a friend of his. He used to go on, they 
used to go to Hunter's father I think had a cabin or 
something and they used to go to the cabin and go hunting 
and hunt like ya know birds or stuff like that I guess. 
Q. Right 
 
A. They used to go hunting and fishing ya know so like they 
said they didn't think the real guns were at the house. I 
thought that they were at Hunter's house with Hunter's 
father. You know they do hunting with them so like I said 
the only guns I thought were at the house were the bb 
guns or pellet guns whatever they were. 
 
Q. Alright safe to say you don't remember making any 9-1-
1 calls warning or requesting law enforcement to go and 
check on these boys and take their guns or remove their 
guns from them? 
 
A. No I even went through my Verizon bills to check all the 
calls on that that were made on that date just to look to see 
there's no 9-1-1s there at all. Not for 9-1-1 and like I said my 
concern was and that's what the hospital told me they had 
sent they had went and got Nikolas and brought him to the 
hospital and they were sending somebody to the school to 
get Zachary.And then I got a phone call then I was trying to 
call people to find out trying to call this person Roxanne to 
see if she knew ya know that Nikolas was at the hospital and 
then but it was that it was a lot of that kind of calls going on. 
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Then I was trying to figure out what the hell? Then I got a 
phone call from a doctor at the hospital to officially tell me 
Lynda passed. 
 
Q. Okay. Alright Katherine I appreciate your time is there 
anything else you would like to add to this statement? 
 
A. Like I said I haven't seen Lynda in like 22 years and I never met 
the boys and I think to be honest with you with what I'm reading 
and hearing from Marianne Theall and from other people that 
there with things Lynda wasn't sharing the problems with 
everybody. I think Marianne Theall knew a lot of the problems 
that were going on because she'd been down there and they talk 
all of the time over all those years. I didn't talk to Lynda for like a 
16/17 year stretch where we didn't talk at all. Between things that 
were going on in my family, then (unintelligible) so there was 
16/17 year stretch that I didn't talk to Lynda at all and Marianne 
Hamel Theall talked to her, was down there, had met the boys, 
knew the boys and she was telling me things. I said Lynda never 
told me that. You're kidding. Lynda never shared a lot of the stuff, 
the problems from the past with them. Never shared a lot of that 
from talking to Michael Cruz. Since then because I got the phone 
number from Michael which is Lynda's husband's son and they 
didn't know it either. She wasn't sharing information as far as 
what was going on. I don't know if she was embarrassed. I don't 
why she didn't but she didn't tell me, she didn't tell them. The 
whole family didn't know about all the stuff going on. Marianne 
Theall was the one who knew about a lot of the stuff. Now she 
was with them growing up with the way he acted with all that and 
what Lynda was going through trying to take care of them. You 
know trying to deal with his issues. Michael Cruz had told me that 
he was for quite a while having a counselor come to the house for 
a couple of times a week to see the boys and for a while. For quite 
a while after his father died. Like I said all the stuff I'm hearing 
now. The police was there 39 times, from what I'm hearing the 
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police were being called back in 2010. I was like what can they be 
doing? They're 11 and 10 years old. What could be so bad at 11 
and 10. A lot of this is just unbelievable to me. And like I said 
Lynda didn't share that stuff. 
 

Just like her cousin Lynda, Blair was in total denial. She even 
retracted the only decent thing she did. In the midst of all of these 
warnings that the Miscreant was a potential serial killer James 
Snead AKA Snead the Greed drove to Lantana to pick up Cruz and 
his belongings. On the way home, Snead said, they had Cruz buy a 
gun safe and bring it along in a truck rented from the Home 
Depot. I assume his belongings included his guns. Did he have 
someone bring them to the Lantana Deschamps Trailer from a 
third location like “Hunter’s house” or did they make an additional 
stop? 

 
THE GREEN TREE DOLLAR TREE STORE 

 

 
 
Cruz, 19, began working at a Dollar Tree store after he was 

expelled in early 2017. He transferred from a different Dollar Tree 
store at some point before the shooting, but the reasons for the 
transfer are unclear. (Fox Business) This lead came from Ms. 
Giovanna Cantone: “She [her daughter Emma] worked there like 

https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/dollar-tree-nikolas-cruz-florida-shooting-suspect-worked-at-parkland-store
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around the spring time right after the other store went on fire.” 
The Sun Sentinel reported: “Coral Springs Dollar Store remained 
closed and boarded up Wednesday, more than 10 days after a fire 
that investigators are calling suspicious. The fire started in aisle 4 
of the store at 11530 W. Sample Rd. about 12:30 p.m. on April 15, 
2017 and caused extensive damage to the building and the 
merchandise inside, according to Coral Springs police.”  

 
MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: “I really don't know exactly 

which one it is but I know there's two right now he, it's right by 
Walmart. And it's the Dollar Tree.” Curcio Report: “Cruz claimed 
that he heard voices and had for years but never told anyone 
about the Voices other than his brother Zackary Cruz. Cruz stated 
that the voice told him to "burn, kill and destroy.” Cruz stated that 
the last time he heard the voice was the day before when he was 
at work at Dollar Tree.” The Miscreant never mentioned having 
been transferred: 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: I mean, have you worked anywhere? Where 
are you working at? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Dollar Tree. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Dollar Tree? How long you worked there? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Two years. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Two years? Which one? What city? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Parkland. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Parkland? What do you do for them? What 
kind of job? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Cashier. 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: Cashier? So do you go to school during the 
day and you work at night or you go work at night and go to 
school you work during the day and go to school at night? Which 
one do you do? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Go to school in the morning. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: So you've been able to hold down a job for 
two years. That's good, right? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 

 
SANTIAGO CUELLAR: 

 
He would always just do strange things. He would 
look up strange things like such as 666 on the 
computer and he look at the images, It just made 
me feel very creeped out and scared. He also 
looked up one time how to make a nail bomb. Just 
very scary stuff. 

 
Did he also look up how to make an incendiary device? 
 
STATEMENT OF: GIOVANNA CANTONE 

 
A. Okay. I went to pick up my daughter at the end of the shift. I 
made some purchases... 
 
Q. Inside the Dollar Tree? 
 
A. Inside the Dollar Tree. I went to exit out the ... on the line but 
Ina is not allowed to ring me up, that's the store policy, so Nikolas 
rung me up. Hi, hi you know he's ringing me up. I understand you 
got expelled from Stoneman Douglas I said “Are you okay?” 
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Q. So you brought that up to him? 
 
A. I did. 
 
Q. And how did you know he had been expelled? 
 
A. My daughter told me. 
 
Q. Okay. 
 
A. My daughter said well mom you know maybe you can suggest 
something for him. I said okay. Well I said you know what let 
bygones be bygones let it go, I said there's other options out 
there. I said ... 
 
Q. This is what you're telling Nikolas Cruz 
 
A. This is what I'm telling Nikolas Cruz too ... 
 
Q. And this is all going on while you're talking to him, he's ringing 
you up at the cash register? 
 
A. Yes, yes 
 
Q. Okay 
 
A. Yes and I said you know move on. I said forget about Stoneman 
Douglas it's done. I said but I can highly suggest to you know. I 
pulled Ina out of Stoneman Douglas. I said she was attending Penn 
Foster High School. And I said it's great, she's doing good, she's 
really great. She's going to graduate from there, as a matter of 
fact she was almost done. And I said you know you can do that 
too get online, you can do it at your own pace, you can take as 
long as you like. I said no rushing or anything. So little ... put a 
little ease on you. And you finish high school. He said okay he says 
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thanks for the tip. He says I can do that. He says or he says I go 
shoot them. 
 
Q. Go shoot them? 
 
A. Them yeah. 
 
Q. Referring to ... 
 
A. The school. I said oh, I pulled back and I said wait a minute, 
wait a minute, no, no, no don't talk like that. I said do what I'm 
telling you, they're other options, take my advice you'd be fine. 
And don't talk like that, that's not good. You know he's a young 
kid, what do you expect from a young kid. You know it's also 
freedom of speech in the country you can say stupid things like 
that. I didn't think he really meant it. But when I left I was like 
frightened. I told my daughter honey I says be careful you know. 
She says he doesn't know what he's saying. 
 
Q. Now you had also mentioned he said something to you 
personally though? 
 
A. Yeah he did He said oh yes... he said ah ... I can go shoot them 
and you know I can shoot you too. I'm like what the hell what are 
you talking about, you know he frightened me I just wanted to get 
out. I says this guy is like you know talking kind of crazy. I'm not 
use to those things. [R] 
 
Q. So he said I can go shoot them when you're referring to 
Stoneman Douglas 
 
A. Yes He said I can shoot you too. I'm like frightened, I was very 
scared. 
 
Q. Did you ever ah ... alert his manager that day? 
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A. No I left 
 
Q. Did you ever call later on at all and make a complaint? 
 
A. No 
 
Q. Did you ever ... Let anybody know, any authorizes, the police or 
anybody about what he had said? 
 
A. No, no I didn't... 
 
Q. Just let. .. let it go. 
 
A. I let it go. I'm sorry I did that you know but then I understand 
that a lot of people came forward. Sometime in the summer of 
2017. 

 
STATEMENT OF INA CANTONE 

 
Q. Okay, what did you hear when she went through the line and 
ah, I guess, she had a conversation with Nicholas Cruz? 
 
A. Yes, she had a conversation with him about how he couldn't 
graduate on time, cause he had gotten expelled from a lot of 
schools. And Stoneman Douglas as well. And she was trying to tell 
him oh, you know, you could do online school. There's programs. I 
can help you, and he said oh maybe that or I can go shoot up 
Stoneman Douglas. And maybe I can shoot you too, but I probably 
won't. 
 
Q. So, you heard that ah coming from your line? 
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A. Yes, I heard everything. It was loud. I believe that he said he'd 
go and shoot, but I didn't hear him say kids or teachers or 
anything. I just like I heard him say shoot. 
 
Q. But what did he say though? I mean, what was the context so it 
was to, going to the school to shoot? 
 
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Do you any idea why he would just tell your mother that? He 
doesn't know your mother does he? 
 
A. Not personally no. I have no idea why he would say that to her. 
 
Q. But to the best of your recollection what did he tell your 
mother about - you know, what was the context of the, of the 
message?  
 
A. I'm not sure what the context was. I just know that he had told 
her maybe I could do online school. You know, maybe I could do 
that. That being online school or I could go to Stoneman Douglas 
and shoot. And I didn't hear him say kids or teachers or anything 
specific. I just heard shoot. He said, I could shoot you too, but I 
probably wouldn't. 
 
Q. So, he told your mom that he could shoot her too? 
 
A. Yes. 
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https://www.facebook.com/CTVNewsChannel/videos/hunter

-vukelich/1693392684055389/ 
 
Hunter Dean Vukelich was Cruz’s supervisor at the Green 

Tree Dollar store in Parkland from November 2017 to January 
2018. "You could tell he was a little off," Vukelich said, but not 
dangerous. "He was always very nice, shy, head usually down. I 
invited Cruz to play basketball several times in an effort to make 
him feel included, but Cruz never showed up.” He described Cruz 
as an introvert, however one who confirmed no indicators of 
potential violence. Cruz rode his bike to and from work, spent his 
breaks taking a look at his cell phone and would leave it to others 
to start out conversations. “He was a timid introvert. He didn’t 
trouble anybody. He was cordial. He was good. He was shy, timid, 
had some anxiousness.”  

 
In 2016 Christopher Guerra, Cruz’s middle school classmate, 

would run into Cruz between classes at the Dollar Tree, where 
Cruz worked as a cashier. Cruz asked Guerra about Stoneman 
Douglas while he rang up his purchases at the store, and told 

https://www.facebook.com/CTVNewsChannel/videos/hunter-vukelich/1693392684055389/
https://www.facebook.com/CTVNewsChannel/videos/hunter-vukelich/1693392684055389/
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Guerra he hated the school. Cruz also talked about how he 
wanted to buy an AR-15. Guerra and a friend stopped at the 
Dollar Tree on their way to a movie theater and Cruz said: “I’m 
going to go to Stone Douglas and shoot it up!” [R] Then he told 
Guerra and his friend not to worry, that they would be safe 
because they had always been nice to him. When Guerra and his 
friend asked Cruz what he was talking about, Cruz said he was 
kidding. Christopher never reported it to the school or two the 
police.  

 
Curcio report: 
 
Mrs. Blaine advised that she did see three or four of Subject N. 
Cruz’ Instagram accounts. Blaine explained that she already had 
an Instagram account and looked up N. Cruz and Mr. Z. Cruz just 
to check—up on them and see what they were getting into. Blaine 
advised that she had seen one of N. Cruz’ Instagram account 
approximately two months before Mrs. L. Cruz had passed away. 
Blaine advised that the first Instagram account she saw had a 
picture of N. Cruz holding knives, there were guns on a bed, his 
face was covered with what looked like T—shirts with slits cut in 
them for his eyes. Blaine reported that she told L. Cruz about it 
and she responded by saying that he wanted to go into the Army 
and join the infantry. L. Cruz told her that it was just his way of 
horsing around. Blaine advised that after L. Cruz passed away she 
started noticing “nastier stuff.” Blaine advised that N. Cruz posted, 
“I want to kill people,” approximately two weeks before the 
shooting at MSDHS [It should be noted that when Mrs. Theall 
contacted the FBI on January 5, 2018, she reported that N. Cruz 
has posted that he wanted to “kill people,” which was 
approximately one month before the shooting at MSDHS]. Blaine 
advised that N. Cruz was living with Mr. Snead at the time. Blaine 
said that she attempted to contact Snead several times and was 
unsuccessful until she threatened to contact the “authorities.” 
Blaine advised that she warned Snead about N. Cruz’ behavior, 
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potential for violence, and the content if his Instagram accounts. 
Blaine said that Snead told her that he would talk to N. Cruz and 
that he was sure that he was “just acting out a little.” Blaine 
stated that Theall told her that when she notified the person that 
L. Cruz had passed away he seemed shocked. Blaine advised that 
Theall told her that the person seemed to acknowledge all the 
calls that were made by L. Cruz over the years regarding Subject 
N. Cruz and Mr. Z. Cruz. Blaine said that Theall told her that she 
reported how N. Cruz “is”, that he had guns, that he did not have 
anyone to keep him calm, and that he should take the guns away 
before he did something stupid. I asked Blaine whether Theall told 
her that she said something about the Instagram accounts and 
she said yes. I asked Blaine whether Theall knew where N. Cruz 
was staying when she called the BSD on November 30, 2017. 
Blaine said that she believed that Theall still thought that he was 
at Mrs. Deschamps residence. I asked Mrs. Blaine whether she 
knew what pictures were posted on Subject N. Cruz’ Instagram 
account when Mrs. Theall called the BSO on November 30, 2017, 
versus the pictures that were posted when she called the FBI in 
January of 201 8. Blaine stated that they were, “Pretty much the 
same” and did not have a lot of differences. Blaine agreed that 
the photos of N. Cruz with guns and the knives, and him covering 
his face were posted prior to November 30, 2017. Blaine clarified 
that before Mrs. L. Cruz passed away she did not see N. Cruz’ 
posting, “I want to kill people,” or “I want to kill myself.” Blaine 
said that she did not see those post until after L. Cruz past away. 
Blaine believed that the post which stated that he wanted to kill 
himself was removed approximately one or two days after it was 
posted. Mrs. Blaine said that she thinks that whoever handled 
both of Mrs. Theall’s calls “dropped the ball.” 
 
Blaine advised that she did not think enough was done to stop the 
shooting at MSDHS. Blaine advised that she believed that it could 
have been prevented if the police would have got involved. Blaine 
stated that Subject N. Cruz could have been sent in as a Baker Act. 
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Blaine advised that Theall gave them the information that N. Cruz 
said that he wanted to kill himself and that he had guns. Blaine 
said that information should have been enough for the police to 
go to the house and investigate it. Mrs. Blaine agreed that she 
was the person who initially told Mrs. Theall about Subject N. 
Cruz’ Instagram accounts and advised that they both started to 
monitor his accounts. Blaine agreed that prior to N. Cruz posting 
that he wanted to kill people, she physically saw a post where he 
wrote that he wanted to kill himself and then removed the post. 
Blaine agreed that she and Theall talked about that particular 
post. 
 
I asked Mrs. Blaine whether she knew who Billy or Brian was. 
Blaine advised that Mrs. L. Cruz had an older friend named Billy 
who was approximately 70 years old. I asked Blaine whether she 
knew who Subject N. Cruz went stay with after he left Mrs. 
Deschamps residence. Blaine said that she believed that he went 
to stay with “some kid that was a little older.” Blaine believed that 
N. Cruz stayed there for one or two days. Blaine said that she 
believed the unknown “kid” was renting a room and assumed that 
it was somewhere near the city of Parkland, because N. Cruz knew 
him. I asked Blaine how she knew that N. Cruz went to stay with a 
friend. Blaine said that she believed that was what Deschamps 
told her, but it was something that she had heard. Blaine advised 
that N. Cruz was only there for a short time and then left to go 
live with the Snead family. Blaine believed that N. Cruz” friend at 
the Snead’s residence is named Jameson, but is referred to as J .T. 
Mrs. Blaine advised that Mrs. Theall told her that when she 
contacted the BS0 in November she reported that she told him 
who she was and that she was calling about the Cruz’s. Blaine 
said that Theall told her that the person she talked to actually 
knew Mrs. L. Cruz, because they had been to her to her house so 
many times.  
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Blaine stated that Theall told her that when she notified the 
person that L. Cruz had passed away he seemed shocked. Blaine 
advised that Theall told her that the person seemed to 
acknowledge all the calls that were made by L. Cruz over the years 
regarding Subject N. Cruz and Mr. Z. Cruz. Blaine said that Theall 
told her that she reported how N. Cruz “is”, that he had guns, that 
he did not have anyone to keep him calm, and that he should take 
the guns away before he did something stupid. I asked Blaine 
whether Theall told her that she said something about the 
Instagram accounts and she said yes. I asked Blaine whether 
Theall knew where N. Cruz was staying when she called the BS0 
on November 30, 201 7. Blaine said that she believed that Theall 
still thought that he was at Mrs. Deschamps residence. 
 
I asked Mrs. Blaine whether she knew what pictures were posted 
on Subject N. Cruz’ Instagram account when Mrs. Theall called the 
BSD on November 30, 2017, versus the pictures that were posted 
when she called the FBl in January of 2018. Blaine stated that they 
were, “Pretty much the same” and did not have a lot of 
differences. Blaine agreed that the photos of N. Cruz with guns 
and the knives, and him covering his face were posted prior to 
November 30, 2017. Blaine clarified that before Mrs. L. Cruz 
passed away she did not see N. Cruz’ posting, “I want to kill 
people,” or “I want to kill myself.” Blaine said that she did not see 
those post until after L. Cruz past away. Blaine believed that the 
post which stated that he wanted to kill himself was removed 
approximately one or two days after it was posted. 
 
Mrs. Blaine said that she thinks that whoever handled both of 
Theall’s calls “dropped the ball.” Blaine advised that she did not 
think enough was done to stop the shooting at MSDHS. Blaine 
advised that she believed that it could have been prevented if the 
police would have got involved. Blaine stated that Subject N. Cruz 
could have been sent in as a Baker Act. Blaine advised that Theall 
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gave them the information that N. Cruz said that he wanted to kill 
himself and that he had guns. Blaine said that information should 
have been enough for the police to go to the house and 
investigate it. 
 

Lynda croaked on NOVEMBER 1, 2017 and the possibility 
exists the Miscreant hastened it by giving her cough medicine 
rather than antibiotics: 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Your mother died of pneumonia you said? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the affirmative.) 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Was she sick long? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the affirmative.) 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: She was in the hospital? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I tried taking her to the -- I told her to go see a 
doctor. I gave her medicine. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: What kind of medicine did you try to give 
her? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Cough medicine. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: She died in the house? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No, she the doctor told me that she drove to the 
Minute Clinic and they took her in and they took her to the 
hospital. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. And where was the clinic at? What 
city? Near your house? 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: It was CVS Minute Clinic. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Close to where· you're staying at in Parkland? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. So she passed away in the clinic or she 
passed away at the hospital? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Passed away at the hospital. They took her to the 
hospital. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Do you remember which hospital? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Boca. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Were you there when she passed away 
or -- 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the affirmative.) 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. So she passed away in the clinic or she 
passed away at the hospital? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Passed away at the hospital. They took her to the 
hospital. 
 

WITNESS: BANK EMPLOYEE 
Summary: 
 

This citizen is an employee with a bank where 
Lynda Cruz conducted banking, she had been 
employed as a personal banker for approximately 
eight years. She stated that Lynda Cruz first came 
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into her branch in approximately August of 2016. 
She estimated that between the first time they met 
and Lynda Cruz’s death in November 2017, they 
spoke on the telephone or saw each other weekly 
for at least 30 minutes. She was not personal 
friends with Lynda Cruz and did not know her 
outside of her role as a bank employee. Lynda Cruz 
was adamant about not using on-line banking.  
 
She expressed concerns that her sons (Nikolas or 
Zack) would damage the house if she was gone. 
The witness described hearing Nikolas Cruz 
screaming at Lynda Cruz while talking with her on 
the telephone. The witness heard Nikolas Cruz 
threaten to kill Lynda Cruz and burn the house 
down. He repeatedly told Lynda Cruz to kill herself 
but if she won’t he will do it for her and burn the 
house down with her in it so he can watch her 
burn. He further stated that then no one will stop 
him from what he needed to do. Cruz stated 
things to the effect that with Lynda gone he would 
be able to do whatever he wanted. The bank 
employee knew that Nikolas had directed Lynda 
Cruz to kill herself or that he would kill her. The 
witness heard much of what she described while 
Lynda Cruz was physically present in the bank. 
Lynda Cruz would use the speaker function on her 
cellular telephone and she could hear firsthand the 
conversations between Lynda and Nikolas. On one 
occasion she heard Nikolas Cruz scream on the 
phone because Lynda would not go to the grocery 
store. She also detailed an instance when Lynda 
Cruz had $7000 removed from her online banking 
account.  
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The witness saw Nikolas Cruz in person 
approximately twice. Lynda Cruz told the banker 
that Nikolas Cruz was both verbally and physically 
abusive to her. She once noticed bruises on Lynda’s 
wrist. Lynda Cruz stated that Nikolas had tried to 
get her purse and they physically fought over it. 
Lynda Cruz said that she did not want Nikolas Cruz 
with her anymore once he was 18 years old, but 
she was in fear of what that would mean for other 
people. She also told the banker that, “If anything 
happens to me you know it was Nick.” Lynda Cruz 
made her promise that if anything happened to 
her (death) that she would tell them it was 
Nikolas. 
 
Lynda described Cruz’s behavior as secretive and 
when she inquired it would escalate so she stopped 
asking. Lynda Cruz tried to hide the Wi-Fi access at 
home because she was concerned about his 
internet activity. Lynda searched Cruz’s history and 
learned that he had searched weapons. Nikolas 
told Lynda he was going to blow up the school. 
Lynda also told the witness that Nikolas had been 
kicked out of school but it was not because of 
being bullied, it was because he threatened 
people. Lynda noticed the Wi-Fi and tried to hide it 
but somehow he reset it to use the computer. 
 
The witness was told by Lynda Cruz that if she tried 
to enter Nikolas Cruz’s bedroom he would scream 
at her. She found knives in his room, but no 
firearms. Lynda complained that Nikolas would 
intentionally leave food out to attract bugs to make 
her life miserable. He would say, “Get off your fat 
ass and clean it or go kill yourself so that way we 
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all could be happy.” The banker asked Lynda about 
police involvement or mental health to try to help 
her. Lynda Cruz told her that Nikolas was very good 
at making people think that he doesn’t know what 
he is doing. Lynda Cruz was adamant that he 
(Nikolas Cruz) knew exactly what he is doing but 
played people into thinking that he had such a 
horrible life and he had been bullied and was 
depressed, but that was not the case. 
 
The impression she had was that Nikolas was highly 
manipulative. Lynda Cruz had visited the branch 
shortly before her death in November of 2017. She 
looked upset and the Banker asked why she didn’t 
just kick Nikolas out of the house, to which Lynda 
replied: "I don’t know what he’s going to do.” The 
witness described Lynda Cruz as living in fear every 
day because Nikolas would threaten her and 
Zachary daily. She further described the 
conversation when Nikolas was threatening to burn 
the house down and Nikolas said, “They will really 
know me soon, don’t worry, they’ll see.” Lynda 
Cruz told the witness that Nikolas had been kicked 
out of school because he had said he was going to 
go there and blow all those people away. She 
described his language as extremely racist. Nikolas 
Cruz had said something to the effect of, “It 
doesn’t matter they’re going to think I am crazy 
anyway.” Lynda Cruz called Nikolas Cruz “evil.”  
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CHAPTER 12  
[return] 

ROCXANNE DESCHAMPS 
 

 
NOVEMBER 24, 2017 CALL FROM ROCK DESCHAMPS  

 
Cruz was taken in by family friend Canadian Rocxanne 

Deschamps, age 42 from Lantana, Florida who, when she lived in 
Parkland, had been a next door neighbor of Lynda. In October 
2016, Deschamps had left the suburban West Palm Beach home 
she shared with her ex-fiancé, which had an assessed value of 
$572,329 in 2017 for her dilapidated Lantana Cascade mobile 
home, which has a market value of $3,500. She blamed his verbal 
and physical outbursts, according to court records. She and her 
ex-fiancé, Paul Gold, fought over custody of their young boy for 
about one year. Child-neglect accusations were made by both, but 
authorities never were able to substantiate the claims. The New 
York Post reported Cruz flew into a rage inside Rocxanne’s trailer 
home in Lantana after misplacing a photo of his dead mom and 
began throwing things and punching Rock. That was not what 
happened. Cruz wanted Rocxanne to drive him to Hunter 
McCutcheon property where Cruz had stashed his guns stashed in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=oC_hwNXS4GQ
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his cabin, since Rocxanne had told him that there were no guns 
allowed in her house.  

 

 
 

Rocxanne’s son ROCK DESCHAMPS: 
 

He began making demon noises through the night. It 
lasted a few days. Me and my mom were so afraid 
that we slept together, blocked the door with the 
dresser, machete in hand.  
 

Cruz was not the ideal houseguest and Rock had to call 
the Deputies: 

 
Hello so my issue is me and mother we have 
adopted two children one is 19 one is 17. Their 
mother passed not too long ago November 1, was 
when we adopted them my mother was their friend. 
So the 19 year old he has tested weapons, guns. He 
has many of them. I told him the rules are there are 
no weapons on my property because my mother and 
her ex-boyfriend have a child and they are fighting 
for custody and gun would be really terrible. I just 
now found a box for a 9 mm weapon that the 19 
year old must have brought and there was a shovel 
next to it and he was in the backyard behind the 
fence digging for 15 minutes and I am positive he 
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hid a 9 mm carbine in the back. We are positive he 
hid weapons. We don’t want him to know about it. 
He is not exactly BEEP [violent] but he can be. So I 
don’t want him to know. He is working right now. I 
don’t want him to know. I want to find the weapon 
without him knowing so I can confront him about it I 
am honestly afraid for my mother and my little 
brother. He is 19 years old. I told him no weapons 
allowed in my house and that is law on my property. 
No weapons. He is working at the Dollar Store. He 
should be back sometime soon. 

 
Nikolas Cruz could not be separated from his weapons and 

was stashing one in the backyard. The minute Cruz moved in with 
the Deschamps he began terrorizing them. But they knew they 
were dealing with a violent, anti-social scumbag since he didn’t 
come in out of the blue. Rocxanne Deschamps, unlike the Sneads 
who wanted to get their hands on some of Cruz’s 800K 
inheritance, but she had genuine feeling for The Miscreant. But 
she got more than she bargained for. This kid was totally wacked 
out and Rock realized that before he confronted Cruz about it, he 
better have the weapon in question in his hand. If he said ‘You 
have a gun here Nik better turn it over’ Nik would have gotten the 
gun and capped Rock. Rock did the right thing bringing the police 
into the mix. Rock never recovered a weapon but found a gun box 
in a hole mimicking its dimensions. The dispute must have been 
settled amicably because he remained with the DesChamps. 
Nikolas was not arrested. This was one of three times the 
Deputies were called to Cruz’s new trailer home.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i24BAJR-clU 

 
 

ROCXANNE TELEPHONE CALL NOVEMBER 28, 2017 
 
911 dispatcher: “911 emergency how can I help you?” 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: “Yeah there was a fight in my house a kid 
and my son…” 
 
911 dispatcher: “Ok.” 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: “…he left the house. But I need somebody 
here because I’m afraid he comes back and he has a lot of 
weapons. And he has a weapon he is going to get at Dicks that he 
purchased it. 
 
911 dispatcher: “What kind of weapon ma’am?” 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: “Let me ask my son. What kind of weapon 
did he get? That he’s going to get?”  
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: A Remington Double O 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i24BAJR-clU
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911 dispatcher: “A Remington.” 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: “A Remington.” 
 
911 dispatcher: “Ok, and who did this?” 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: “Uh Nikolas Cruz.”  
 
911 dispatcher: Is he a friend, brother uncle sister what? 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: He is someone I took in because his 
mother just passed away. 
 
911 dispatcher: And how old is the subject 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: 19 
 
911 dispatcher: And how old is your son? 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: 22 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: And he’s going to get his weapon at Dick’s 
Sporting Goods right now and he knows he not allowed to bring 
any guns. And he took off to get the guns. 
 
911 dispatcher: And how long ago did this happen? 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: It’s just happened he just walked out of the 
house. 
 
911 dispatcher: Like Dick’s Sporting Goods? 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: Yeah. He bought a gun about a week and a 
half ago and he gets it today he paid for it and he’s going there 
now. That’s all he wants is his gun and that’s all he cares about is 
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his gun. He bought tons of ammo, bullets and stuff and I took 
them away from him. He has no real guns here just a bb guns He 
has real guns he’s going to get now. He also dug in the backyard 
because he knew he was not allowed to bring it here and we 
found what he did, inside of the box. He was going to bury the 
gun there. But better have him on the gun now? He put the gun 
to the head of his brother before. So, it's not the first time. And 
he did that to his mom. His mom died November 3rd he’s not 
BLEEP [sane] not the first time he's put a gun on somebody's 
head. 
 
911 dispatcher: So what started the fight? 
 
Rocxanne Deschamps: He was mad I don’t know he was in a car 
with us and we just came back from doing the errands and getting 
the kids out of school and taking Chris’s son to school here and we 
went to the funeral home and then he started. He cursed at me 
and was giving me shit in the car and I told him to calm down that 
you know he had no reason to give me shit at all. Everything I do. 
He had he wanted me to drop him off at his friends and I had an 
appointment at three O’clock. Had to come home. I had my five 
year old to pick up at the day care and he wanted me to drop him 
off in Parkland then he got pissed and came in the house banging 
all the doors and hitting the walls hitting everything in the 
throwing everything in the room. Then my son went in there and 
said stop it! And he didn’t want to stop. He punched him and now 
my son got punched in the face and he tried to hold him just so he 
doesn’t punch and put him down but he kept punching. And my 
son threw him out. He took one of the bullets out the box that he 
bought and those bullets are for the new gun he just bought. He 
might have a bullet on him. It’s a shotgun 12 gauge locked box 
double locked box. So there it is; double locked box. 
 

What started the fight was that Cruz had to go over to 
Hunter’s house where he had stashed his guns but Rocxanne 
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didn’t have to time to drive him there. It had nothing to do with 
his mother because the only good thing Cruz ever did for her was 
not acting out on his wish to become a Professional School 
Shooter until after she croaked. Why did Cruz get violent over 
something as minor as this? Was Cruz purchasing another gun at 
his friend’s house? Rock told the responding deputy that he tried 
to calm down Cruz, who had been punching holes in walls and 
breaking objects, but Cruz hit him in the jaw, and Rock hit Cruz 
back.  

 
Katharine Blaine said Nikolas Cruz once knocked his mother’s 

teeth loose in a similar scenario. Lynda Cruz had it coming, Rock 
did not. 
 
A. Just very nasty you know verbal names but ya know she did tell 
me that Nikolas did hit her once and that, and that he wanted to 
go to Walmart or something and she said no we're going home 
and he pushed his hand. He swung his hand out and knocked, the 
way he hit her he knocked three teeth out, he knocked three 
teeth loose she had to go to the dentist for it. Dental work done 
 
Q. Do you remember when that was about? 
 
A. Oohhh three months before she past. Because I know she was 
still paying off the dentist. She had 2000 dollars' worth of dental 
work and she was paying off the dentist. 
 
Q. And that was from the injury from Nikolas hitting her? 
 
A. Yes 

 
Rock had a different version of what started the fight: 
 
A. So it starts off he ... my mother enrolls him to school where 
there's metal detectors and he's not happy about that because of 
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course in the back of his mind we all know wants to carry a gun to 
school. So we told him that he couldn't, you know he's going to go 
to school with metal detectors. He came back home threw a big 
fit you know, I try to have him sit down and talk to me because I 
was outside at the time. And you know I saw that he was mad. He 
stormed into the house, went to his room and about 20 seconds 
later after he stormed into the room, I start hearing banging and 
hitting and I end up realizing he's punching my walls which are 
about one by twos, you know. They're thin walls you know he'll go 
right through it. So I took action and got up and went in the room, 
got him you know, sat him down, (unintelligible) curse. And I 
screamed at him for about a good 15 minutes telling him you 
can't do this, this is not going to happen you know just you know 
teaching him lesson you know. And did not lay any physical hands 
on him. But within 15 minutes he hit me and after that well it 
wasn't really good for him. And I grabbed him by the back of his 
head and pushed him outside to the porch and told him to get out 
of here, called the cops. You know the cops showed up and had 
the conversation. I told him I don't want him anymore. He's not 
allowed to this house anymore. Unless I say so or my mother says 
so. So the cops showed up and they asked if I wanted to put 
charges and I didn't because you know that would get his 
weapons taken away and I wasn't expecting him to do something 
(like this) 
 
Q. And at that time his weapons were secured in a safe in your 
house here? 
 
A. Yeah 
 
Q. Okay. And this is the house at 6469 East Easter Cay Way 
 
A. Yes 
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Q. Correct, okay. When did you allow him to return to the 
residence, after this incident? 
 
A. I told him that the only reason he was allowed to come back is 
if my mother says so or if he gets his GED. Just to show it 
 
Q. And did your mom say so? 
 
A. My mother did. 
 
Q. When was that? 
 
A. To pick all his things up 
 
Q. Okay, is that including the guns and safe? 
 
A. The guns were not at our property at the time, he never had 
the guns on the property. His guns were at his other friend's 
house. 
 
Q. Gotcha, okay. So that stuff never ended up over here? 
 
A. No 
 
Q. (Unintelligible) 
 
A. There's only two and those were in my closet. They look like 
antiques and they came with the house. You know I thought they 
were neat so I said what the hell let's keep them. 
 
Q. Okay. Alright and those two in your closet did belong to him?  
 
A. No.  
 
Q. So when did he return here to the house with your permission 
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or your mom's permission? 
 
A. Well to pick up his things, to put them in a U-Haul. He left with 
many things. Like the whole U-Haul was full and then the last time 
that he actually came. 
 
Q. Okay. Alright was there anything left behind that you didn't 
want to get back to? Prior to this statement you mention about ah 
.... 
 
A. Just the body armor. 
 
Q. Tell me about that. 
 
A. The body armor that's the only thing I never want to give back 
to him. 
 
Q. Okay. And did he get it back? 
 
A. Yes 
 
Q. When did he get that back? 
 
A. At the same time he got all his things. 
 
Q. Okay. And who gave it back to him? 
 
A. What's his name the new guardian that was watching over him, 
said that he's be fine with it. He'll watch over it. 
 
Q. Alright, very good. Is there any possible way you can give me 
the guardian's name by chance? 
 
A. I think it's Chase. That's all I know. There's not much, like I 
said if you would have to talk to my mother. She would know. 
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You know. Supposedly his house got broken in by Nick. 
 
Q. Okay 
 
A. And everything got stolen supposedly. Great safe. 
 

Cruz knew that the cops were going to be called so in order to 
counteract this he phoned the police. A cunning psychopath. 
What is this about the Snead’s home being broken into and looted 
by Cruz? They never mentioned it. 
 

CRUZ TELEPHONE CALL NOVEMBER 28, 2017 

911 Emergency: 

Nikolas Cruz: Hi I was just assaulted someone attacked me and 
said they were going to gut me if I came back. 

911 Emergency: Okay where did this occur? How long ago? 

Nikolas Cruz: A couple of minutes ago at Congress and Gateway  

911 Emergency: Did it just occur?  

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah okay  

911 Emergency: Are you okay sir 

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah I am fine right now.  

911 Emergency: What is your name? 

Nikolas Cruz: Nikolas 

911 Emergency: What’s your last name?  
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Nikolas Cruz: Cruz 

911 Emergency: And you are not injured.  

Nikolas Cruz: No. 

911 Emergency: And you said they hurt you?  

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah 

911 Emergency: Alright and where are you now?  

Nikolas Cruz: At a park.  

911 Emergency: And you ran? 

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah.  

911 Emergency: Do you know which park they’re at? Hammock? 

Nikolas Cruz: I am new to this area so don’t know I just ran and 
I’m at a park right now within the community. Within the 
community.  

911 Emergency: And you sure you are okay?  

Nikolas Cruz: A little bit it happened a person name Rock. 

911 Emergency: What happened there tell me what happened?  

Nikolas Cruz: Well I kinda got mad and I started punching walls 
and stuff threw him on the ground and he started attacking me 
kicked me out of the house and he said he was gonna gut me if I 
came back.  

911 Emergency: No one pulled a knife on you or anything like 
that. 
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Nikolas Cruz: No. 

911 Emergency: Did anyone pull a gun. 

Nikolas Cruz: No.  

911 Emergency: But nobody pulled anything on you? 

Nikolas Cruz: NO. They threatened.  

911 Emergency: Okay. So you think there are guns inside the 
house? 

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah. 

911 Emergency: Alright. Could you go a couple of blocks over on 
South Lake Cascade? 

Nikolas Cruz: I don’t know where I am I am new to the area? 

911 Emergency: Are you by the middle pond? 

Nikolas Cruz: There is like a big pond. 

911 Emergency: Is there like a pavilion there that you could stay 
on?  

Nikolas Cruz: No. 

911 Emergency: Stay on the phone with me for one more minute.  

You sure you’re okay. And you’re a white male.  

Nikolas Cruz: yeah 

911 Emergency: What color shirt you wearing? 

Nikolas Cruz: Red 
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911 Emergency: A red shirt 

911 Emergency: What color pants? 

Nikolas Cruz: Khaki 

911 Emergency: Are they pants or shorts?  

Nikolas Cruz: Long pants  

911 Emergency: okay. You were just staying at this house and you 
got mad and you were punching things and then they came after 
you? 

Nikolas Cruz: The thing is I lost my mother a couple of weeks ago 
so like I’m dealing with a bunch of things right now. 

911 Emergency: I understand Have you been drinking or any drug 
use today? 

Nikolas Cruz: No.  

911 Emergency: What’s your date of birth. No drugs or anything? 

Nikolas Cruz: Nope. 

BLEEP 

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah 

BLEEP 

Nikolas Cruz: Yeah 

911 Emergency: No drugs no drinking.  

Nikolas Cruz: No 
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911 Emergency: And you don’t have any weapons on you do you? 

Nikolas Cruz: No. 

911 Emergency: I’ll let them know you are going wait over by the 
park. Just stay where you are. You sure you are okay. We are 
going to send a Deputy they should be there shortly. Do you have 
your phone on you if we have to call you back? 

Nikolas Cruz: My phone is dead I’m using someone’s phone right 
now. 

911 Emergency: We should be sending someone over there 
shortly if they’re in the neighborhood.  

Wow! Cruz made it seem as if Rock and his gang had chased 
him for blocks and blocks but he managed to outrun them and he 
was out of breath. Cruz made it look like he was overcome with 
grief for his mother who he helped drive to the grave or poisoned 
her. The deputy found Cruz a short time later at a nearby park. 
Cruz told the deputy he had been angry because he misplaced a 
photo of his recently deceased mother, and he apologized for 
losing his temper. Rock told the deputy he didn't want Cruz 
arrested. He just wanted Cruz to calm down before coming home. 
Did he know that Cruz had also called the police and had reversed 
the death threat that Cruz had made by taking that shotgun shell 
with him? Cruz dumped the shell that had Rock’s name on it 
before making the call. Zachary Cruz: 

 
“So, like, me and him, at first when we moved to 
Rocxanne we didn't really trust her. We thought 
she kind of just wanted us for our money. I would 
text him and talk to him about it. And he was like, 
oh, if they ever fucked us over I would just come 
there and kill them all. Like, that's the text 
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messages. Yeah. Kill them. I would tell him, dude, 
stop. Like, this is stop acting like this. And like -- 
shit, stuff like that. I would just try to tell him dude, 
this is not even funny. Like, stop trying to, like, 
joke.” [R] 

 

 

 
 

The BSO asked Rocxanne how she came to know Nikolas 
Cruz? 

A. 'Cuz of his mother. Lynda Cruz. Me and her was really very 
close, she was like my mom here but she was-I was her best friend 
or like a daughter, she was like the grandmother of my youngest 
child. So I know her that way. I moved beside her house when I 
moved to Florida that the first person I met. [I’ve known Nikolas] 
–it would be over maybe 11 years. Yeah, a young young child, yes. 
 
Q. When did he come to live with you? 
 
A. November 1st. 
 
Q. And that's the day his mother passed away? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i24BAJR-clU
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A. Yeah, they called me from the hospital and I went to get the 
kids at the hospital just before she passed. 
 
Q. Okay. All right the first time that we had documented here that 
you called 911- 
 
Q. Okay, Rock do you remember calling in about the gun being 
buried in your backyard or possible- 
 
A. My mom caught him digging in the backyard I wasn't here 
when that happened. And she told me after when I came back 
and then he went to work and that's when we went in the 
backyard and trying to locate where he was digging according to 
my mom you know all she was seeing-she was hiding on the 
corner there and all she was seeing is like dirt coming up. Yeah, 
she saw the dirt coming up and she knew it was him digging, she 
saw him with a shovel and stuff. But we had to wait 'til he leaves 
so he went to work and then went in the backyard and trying to 
figure where he was digging but we didn't know if we were 
looking for a hole or if we were a looking for something that 
looked like it was reburied or something you know, so we're just 
looking. 
 
Q. Where did he work? 
 
A. The Dollar Store. He's never been mature enough to have a car-
he didn't even know how to use an ATM card or put gas in the car. 
And less you know-and less driving. 
 
Q. So you and your son called on the 24th of 2017... what was 
done? Did the police come out? 
 
A. --about the call about the digging? 
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Q. And what did you find anything? 
 
A. The police has been here so many times... no, no, I didn't ask 
the police to go look for it. I found what it was. It was a hole. He 
digged a hole in the backyard and when I went in behind that 
fence and there's little water there so this hole was about this 
long and about this wide which is like perfect size of the box that I 
found in the backyard that was here, a gun box and under the gun 
box like a-'cuz I grabbed it was still wet from the dirt that came 
from that hole. I should have been an investigator. 
 
Q. So he did bury a gun there at some point? 
 
A. No, he did not bury the gun. He took that old box that came 
from his house that he has from another gun but didn't have guns 
in it, he put it in that hole, he was preparing himself to receive the 
gun to bury the gun because I told him-and I found out about the 
gun, he bought the gun at Dick's, I told him "There's no gun in this 
house." I'm not going to take any chances and I knew how he is 
and I have a five year old on top of it and I already didn't trust 
him. He beat his mom too many times, he put the guns on his 
mom's head too many times and I know about this but I figured 
you know maybe I could control it if there's no gun around and I 
have my son that's bigger than him. My son is you know he's 
pretty (inaudible) but obviously I was fooled, I was naive but... 
after that we found the hole, there's nothing in the hole and we 
called the police let them know what was our option at that time 
too. I wanted him out because I was afraid that if he was doing 
that that it means when he gets the gun God knows what else 
he's going to do and he was getting---he was already starting to 
get angry at us because I didn't want him to have his gun or bring 
his gun that he already has from his friend's house. He had 
another friend that was keeping all his guns and he was getting 
angry and more mean his attitude started changing so I was 
getting worried you know for the safety of us and they told us 
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that we cannot kick him out because his stuff was here, they 
basically told us that he could have guns in the house if he wanted 
to have guns in the house and I had nothing to say. There was 
nothing I could do about it so just stay there, wait to be killed and 
we'll figure afterwards that's how I felt, that's how we all felt but 
then that day we came back there was a big fight between the 
two and my son was trying to stop him from hitting the walls and 
stuff and he was worried for us and he was-he came ballistic he 
decided to leave on his own, they started fighting Rock was 22- He 
was 19 at the time. 
 
Q. Yeah, that brings us to the second call on November 28, 2017. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. So that would have been the call you just went into? 
 
A. Yeah, yeah. 
 
Q. Okay, so this is the day that he was kicked out? 
 
A. Yeah. Actually my son kicked him out because he was banging 
on the walls and start fighting and they broke the whole bed and 
the whole bedroom out there and he was in my youngest son's 
bedroom. So basically he kicked him out of the house so he 
doesn't bring anything but he walked away and then he decided 
to leave on his own which he was like "oh thank God." That was 
like bonus for us because you know-but then we were worried 
that he's coming back with that gun that he bought that he was 
going to go pick up the gun and kill us. So for a day I had to get 
his friend that's in the military to come here to watch over us, 
have a machete or whatever it's call 'cuz I don't believe in guns 
but I had that. The baby was sleeping in my room and I have that 
by my bed and it's still there--because you know he could have 
came any time . [R] 
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Q. Did you ever see him bring the gun or have the gun or do you- 
 
A. No, he had the gun at the store, he bought the gun at the store. 
 
Q. Right, but he never brought it here? 
 
A. But I saw how he was with the gun at his mom's house. And 
he's here he have the pellet gun that's the only thing he was able 
to allowed him to have but he could not have it on his possession 
with him my son had it in his closet and his door is locked and I 
told him-I said "If you want to play with your pellet gun fine let me 
know and I’ll let Rocky know he could give it to you" but I wasn't 
able to see if he was in his right mind or not you know -'cuz he 
could still hurt somebody really bad with a pellet gun but it's not 
like a real gun you know what I'm saying. So I made some target in 
the back with the beer cans and stuff so I made that in the tree 
because he was going to go shoot, no you can't just go shoot, I 
said, it's a big community so it doesn't work this way. I said I can 
make you some targets and then focus on shooting on the target. 
You know for me is like if you have a gun you shoot on targets. 
But for him no, shoot anything that moves. I'm like "Don't kill my 
animals" 'cuz animals are everywhere here you know little-but for 
him it was great. I'm like "No, you kill something and you lose the-
the pellet gun" so the beer bottles---the beer cans or whatever 
and as soon as he start boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, he 
would like empty the whole thing I'm like "Don't you want like to 
make sure you have it right and like focus that's what hunters do 
you know." Trying to hunt a deer make sure don't go boom, 
boom, boom, boom, boom and shoot everywhere so you know 
and I tried this. I'm like, this is not normal. 
 
Q. So the police came out that day; what happen-what was the 
result of that call the day that he was doing--- 
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A. Yeah, turning in circle. They told me there's nothing they could 
do and if he wants to leave he can leave but he has decide to 
leave because they can't force him to leave. He had a hat-a really 
hard hat and bullet vest or whatever. 
 
Q. That when he left he did? 
 
A. He had it here. He wanted it and we didn't give it to him. My 
son kept it, he says "I'm not giving it back", he says if he's coming 
here to shoot us now-he said "I don't want him to have that on", 
he says "he'll have all the protection and we'll be all here like 
rabbits in a whole" he says "no way" so he kept that stuff 'till he 
was with James Snead and James got the truck and all that stuff 
and Nick came in and got that stuff then we released that 
equipment to them but we told the officer-we let them know and 
the officer says "there's no big deal." 
 
Q. Well, that night that they were fighting my understanding is 
that Nikolas punched your son in the face, is that correct? 
 
A. Yeah. Well, he's---you know he got little swollen but- 
  
Q. Okay, did you guys ask for the officers to take Nikolas to jail? 
 
A. I did. 
 
Q. Okay, how about Rock? 
 
A. He didn't want to. He-that's what I'm saying he's not a fighter, 
he will protect us but he's not a fighter. I think he was-because for 
me I just wanted him to be gone. 
 
Q. You wanted him out Rock? 
 
A. Like for me at that point because I tried to get him out before 
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and my mom was here at that time and my mom was so petrified-
we were petrified the whole time (inaudible) here and he start 
like (inaudible)- 
 
Q. Did you ever try to get him evicted through the courthouse? 
 
A. No, it would have been terrible 'cuz I would have had to do all 
this and it would have been-you know what I'm saying he was 
always with me plus I have to do all the funeral by myself, I had to 
empty a whole house by myself for them they had nobody. So I 
had to do everything plus doing my own stuff with my children, 
plus my job, plus this, I could never stop. I was so exhausted 
there's nothing you know--but when I had the chance and he said 
he wants to go I was like, yes just bring him we’re here but then 
that girl didn't want to take him 'cuz we tried to make phone 
calls so I left with the baby 'cuz I have to get the baby from the 
daycare and I didn't want to come back here 'til he was gone, I 
didn't want to have drama in front of the baby he's five.  
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CHAPTER 13 
[return] 

 
MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL 

 

 
 

MUELLER’S BRAIN CHILD: ONE FBI CALL CENTER IN WEST 
VIRGINIA RATHER THAN IN EACH FIELD OFFICE 

 
NOVEMBER 30, 2017 TELEPHONE CALL TO BSO 

 
Marianne Theall advised subject Nikolas Cruz is 
collecting guns and knives. Cruz wants to join the 
Army. Concerned he will kill himself one day and 
believes he could be a school shooter in the 
making. Marianne Theall advised Cruz was no 
longer living at the listed Parkland address and is 
now living Lake Worth, FL. Believes the weapons 
are kept at a friend’s house at an unknown 
location. Deputy contacted caller (located in 
Massachusetts) via telephone. [R]  
 
Post Marjory Stoneman Douglas incident interview: 
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Deputy advised he referred caller to the Palm 
Beach Sheriff's Office. A deputy contacted the 
person who called [from Massachusetts], but no 
report was filed. Marianne Theall was referred to 
the sheriff’s office in Palm Beach County, where 
the caller said Cruz lived. 

 
Post Marjory Stoneman Douglas incident interview:  
 

The Deputy advised he called back Marianne Hamel 
Theall and referred her to the Palm Beach Sheriff's 
Office. because at this time Cruz was staying with 
the DesChamps in Lake Worth, Florida and that was 
under Palm Beach jurisdiction.  

 
The BSO said that the deputy who took the call never filed a 

report because he referred the caller to the sheriff's office in Palm 
Beach. However, the Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office told 
WAPO that it had no record of receiving word of that threat from 
Marianne Hamel Theall. Deputies Edward Eason and Guntis Treijs 
were placed on restricted duty while detectives examine their 
handling of this potential school shooter tip.  

 

 
GUNTHER TREIJS DISCIPLES NICKOLAS CRUZ 
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Guntis Treijs was a Board Member at Broward County Police 
Benevolent Association Inc. 

 
A taped statement was taken from Deputy Guntis Treijs by 

Homicide Sergeant Jonathan Brown. In that taped statement 
Deputy Treijs stated that he remembered the call for service and 
the phone contact with Theall by phone. Deputy Guntis Treijs 
stated that he remembered Theall was out of state and had a 
language difficulty with him when reporting the incident. Deputy 
Guntis Treijs stated that Theall did not have a DOB for Nikolas 
Cruz and only knew that he was last living in Lake Worth with a 
friend. Deputy Guntis Treijs stated that he tried to locate Cruz's 
DOB through his police computer but that there was so many 
subjects with the same name and so he could not find any 
information on him. Deputy Guntis Treijs suggested that Theall 
call the Lakeworth Police Department to see if they could 
determine where Nikolas Cruz was living. Deputy Guntis stated 
that though he did not do a written report he updated the CAD 
(Computer Aided Dispatch) Notes on the case to reflect the listed 
facts. 
 
Detective Cursio: 
 
It is alleged that Deputy Guntis Treijs did not complete an Incident 
Report regarding an unusual circumstance in which the caller was 
concerned for the safety of life, in violation of SPM 2.4 Meeting 
BSO Standards; to-wit: DLE SOP 3.6.1 (B) Reporting Requirements 
 
The incident date is listed as November 30, 2017, at 12:01:06 
hours. The incident is classified as a Suspicious Incident with a 
listed address of 6166 NW 80 Terrace, Parkland. The call was 
received by Communications Operator Dion Lebert. 
Communications Operator Janice Johnson, dispatched the call and 
assigned it to Deputy Guntis Treijs. The comments on the call 
state the following: 
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12:01:06 hours - Call the complainant in reference to a subject 
named “Nikolas Cruz” collecting guns and knives and advised that 
he is going to one day kill himself. He wants to go into the army 
and kill himself. Advised that she is afraid that someone is going 
to get hurt and this might be Columbine in the making. Advised 
that the subject has multiple guns. Now advised that the subject is 
no longer living at the listed address. Advised that subject has 
several social media accounts. Requested the police department 
to assist. For additional information call the complainant [Notes 
entered by CO Lebert]. 
 
12:03:13 hours - Holding the call for Deputy Treijs per Sergeant 
Brian Miller. 
 
12:36:22 hours - The caller Mary [later identified as Mary Hamel 
Theall] advised that Subject “Nicolas” is living with his friend 
“Billy.” Nicolas told Mary that he wants to join the service and “kill 
people.” Caller advised that she resides in Massachusetts. 
“Nicholas” caused a disturbance in Lake Worth, where he last 
resided two days ago. Nicolas is borderline autistic. It is unknown 
where “Nickolas” is currently located. According to the caller, 
Nicolas owns weapons and ammunition that he keeps in his 
friend’s house [Notes entered by Deputy Treijs]. It should be 
noted that the dispatcher spelled the subject’s name as “Nikolas 
Cruz.” Deputy Treijs spelled the subject’s name three different 
ways, Nicolas, Nicholas, and Nickolas. The disposition for the call 
is B — NO written report. 
 
Sergeant Brown referred to a Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
that was generated from a call for service on November 30, 
2017, at 1201 hours, the location of the call was 6166 NW 80 
Terrace in the city of Parkland, [Lynda Cruz’s home. She had died 
on November 1, 2017] and it was classified as a suspicious 
incident dispatched to Deputy Treijs. Brown read the comments 
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and asked Treijs if he remembers that particular call for service. 
Treijs advised that he did remember the call and that he called 
back the reporter “Mary” [Mrs. Theall], who was out of state. 
Treijs said that he used his personal phone to call the 
complainant. Treijs explained that Theall had an unknown accent 
and that he had a poor phone connection, because he had a “flip 
phone” at the time. Treijs recalled that Theall was concerned 
about a relative, “Nikolas Cruz,” which she stated that she has not 
seen in years. Treijs advised that Theall told him that Subject N. 
Cruz at some point was a Parkland resident, but had moved. Treijs 
could not recall what type of relative, but believed she was a 
cousin or a relative of his adopted mother. Treijs said that Theall 
told him that N. Cruz had weapons, wanted to join the military, 
and wanted to kill people. Treijs stated that he asked Theall 
several times if she knew where N. Cruz was and she only 
reported an unspecified location in Lake Worth, Florida. Treijs 
advised that Theall did not know where N. Cruz lived and could 
not provide a date of birth. Treijs said that N. Cruz was a common 
name and that he did not know exactly where he would have 
been at the time. Treijs explained that Theall was concerned 
about N. Cruz and the statements he made to her, but that there 
was no specific information that he could follow-up on. Deputy 
Treijs advised that Mrs. Theall relayed to him that Subject N. Cruz 
had weapons, wanted to join the military, and that he was also 
borderline Autistic. Treijs denied that Theall provided him with 
any paperwork, literature, emails, or anything that described the 
threat that she was talking about and stated that “it was just a 
phone conversation.” Treijs said that there was somewhat of a 
language barrier and that she had to repeat herself several times. 
Treijs denied that Theall either provided or advised that she could 
provide any proof or evidence. Treijs stated that she did not 
provide any specific information on a location or type of scenario 
regarding a threat. Treijs said that Theall could not provide a 
location for N. Cruz. Deputy Treijs opined that Mrs. Theall was 
trying to relay to him that Subject N. Cruz owns weapons and that 
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he is joining the military. Treijs said that he interpreted that Theall 
was a concerned relative, but that according to her, his last 
location was somewhere in Lake Worth. Treijs advised that he 
directed her to make a report with Lake Worth, but could not 
recall whether she said she was going to make the report or not. 
Treijs stated that this was the extent of their phone conversation. 
Deputy Treijs believed that Mrs. Theall had last spoken to Subject 
N. Cruz over the phone within just a few days of her contacting 
the police. Deputy Treijs advised that he checked OSSI, but thinks 
the spelling of “Nikolas” that he used was different. Treijs 
explained that there were “so many of them” he “couldn’t 
pinpoint” what location or where he would be. Treijs said that if 
he would have found “Nikolas” in OSSI it would have given him a 
“reference point” with a current address, but Mrs. Theall 
indicated that Subject N. Cruz had moved from Parkland. Treijs 
said that if OSSI would have provided him with an address in 
Parkland or anywhere else, he would have been able to follow-up 
or “make face to face” contact with him. Treijs stated that if he 
would have contacted N. Cruz, he would assess the case, his 
condition, follow-up on the weapons issue and his mental state. 
Sergeant Brown asked Treijs what he would have done if he 
would have made contact with N. Cruz and after assessing him, he 
thought there was a threat, and he was able to back it up by 
actually seeing firearms. Treijs explained that if those were valid 
concerns and if he met the criteria for Baker Act, it would be a 
Baker Act situation and he would secure the firearms. Treijs 
advised that if N. Cruz did not meet the Baker Act criteria, but he 
felt that he was still a threat he would contact his supervisor and 
attempt some type of crisis intervention with him. Treijs agreed 
that he would have completed a written police report that he 
would have forwarded for follow-up. Deputy Treijs said that it was 
a very common name, there were multiple Cruz’, and Mrs. Theall 
did not have a date of birth. Treijs said that he did not see any 
other reports associated with the name. Treijs could not 
remember whether he checked the name in any other databases. 
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Treijs said that he could have looked up the name in the Driver 
and Vehicle Information Database (DAVID), but that would have 
been an additional step taken and he did not have a date of birth. 
Sergeant Brown asked Deputy Treijs what he would have normally 
done if he had discovered that Subject N. Cruz lived in Parkland 
and responded to the house, but he was not home. Treijs advised 
that he would have normally come back later or passed the 
information on to the next shift to go back to the residence. Treijs 
also advised that he would have spoken to neighbors to see if 
they would know where he lived. Treijs denied having any other 
information from Mrs. Theall. Treijs stated that he had exhausted 
all the leads that he had at that point. 
 
Sergeant Brown asked Deputy Treijs if he knew who “Nikolas 
Cruz” is. Treijs stated that now he knows who he is. When Brown 
asked Treijs if he knew who Subject N. Cruz was at the time of the 
call, he advised that at that point, all he had was a name. Brown 
then asked Treijs whether he had ever came across a “Zachary 
Cruz.” Treijs advised that he did not know that Zachary Cruz was 
Nikolas Cruz’ brother until “after the fact” and did not know at 
that point. Treijs advised that he did recall handling a call with a 
“Nikolas” or a “Zachary Cruz” in Parkland, prior to the call from 
Mrs. Theall. Treijs said that there was one incident he handled 
approximately a year ago involving the stepmother and N. Cruz. 
Treijs stated that he is now putting everything together and 
believes that it could be the same person. Treijs denied that 
when he received the call from Theall on November 30, 2017, he 
recalled having any dealings with N. Cruz in any call. Treijs said 
that if he would have recognized dealing with N. Cruz at the time 
of the call in November, he would have been able to verify the 
correct spelling of the first name, which is different than it is 
normally spelled. Treijs said he would have been able to pull up 
his old report, which would have given him additional 
information and his date of birth. 
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Deputy Treijs advised that in the original call with Subject N. Cruz 
he wrote a report, but he did not make an arrest [This call for 
service was dispatched on July 18, 2017, reference case 17-1702-
001328]. Treijs recalled that the call was domestic related. Treijs 
said that the call involved the stepmother and the two stepsons, 
N. Cruz and Mr. Z. Cruz. Treijs advised that the stepmother 
reported that “he” wanted to walk the dog and she did not want 
to let him out at night. Treijs reported that his stepmother 
grabbed the leash and when he released it, it snapped back and 
that was the extent of it. Treijs said that there were no injuries or 
weapons involved in the incident. Treijs advised that he believed 
that he learned that N. Cruz was under house-arrest or was not 
supposed to be out at night as part of his release “condition.” 
Treijs said that the call was in the Townpark area and that he did 
enter the house. Treijs advised that he recalled briefly speaking 
with Z. Cruz, but he said that he did not notice anything unusual. 
Treijs denied seeing any firearms inside the residence. Treijs 
advised that if he would have seen any firearms at that scene and 
would have felt that something was abnormal or that there was 
some type of threat he needed to deal with he would have 
secured the weapons for safekeeping. Treijs denied that he 
believed he was dealing with a violent subject, who had a 
potential for Violence. Treijs said that they were both calm and 
sitting. Treijs reported that N. Cruz said that he wanted to walk 
the dog and his mom said no. Treijs reported that there was no 
arrest made. Treijs advised that Deputy Kenneth Barone was the 
responding backup deputy and that there may have been one 
other backup deputy. Treijs acknowledged that he completed a 
written report. 
 
When Deputy Treijs was asked whether he did any follow up on 
the call he received from Mrs. Theall, he reported that he made 
an entry into the CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) notes indicating 
that “Cruz” is not in Parkland and that his last known location was 
in Lake Worth. Treijs said that he did not feel that he had any 
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information to act on, because he did not have a date of birth, 
and it was an out of state general concern about somebody who 
wants to join the military, is Autistic, owns weapons, and was 
most likely living in Palm Beach county at the time.  
 
End of synopsis.  
 
I obtained and reviewed a Domestic Disturbance Incident Report 
authored by Deputy Treijs on July 18, 2017. The incident location 
is listed at 8442 Lakeview Trail, Parkland, Florida 33076. The 
report is materially consistent with Treijs’ statement, except that 
it appears that Treijs confused Subject N. Cruz with Z. Cruz during 
his statement. The report reflects that the mother, Mrs. Lynda 
Cruz, was involved in a domestic disturbance with her son Z. Cruz. 
It should be noted that there is no mention of Subject N. Cruz in 
the report. Also, the listed back-up deputy is Deputy Gary 
Michalosky, CCN 13549, not Deputy Barone as stated by Treijs. 
 
Hitting his mom with the dog leash sounds like Nikolas Cruz not 
Zachary.  
 
Mrs. Theall agreed that she was the person who made the 9-1-1 
call on November 30, 2017, at 1201 hours to the BSD using the 
telephone number (774) 688—9121. Detective Floyd read the 
comments of the call to Theall and she agreed that she provided 
the listed information. Theall advised that she contacted the 
police after Subject N. Cruz was posting photos on his Instagram 
account pointing a gun. Theall believed that N. Cruz looked like 
ISIS and said that he always liked to walk around like that and that 
he thought he was in the military. Theall said that she gave the 
BSO his Instagram account and she asked for it to be looked into. 
Mrs. Theall said that there were four Instagram posts that she 
saw. Theall explained that during the time that she contacted the 
BS0 Parkland district, there were only three posts that she knew 
of. Theall described one of the posts as being of a backyard with a 
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gun against the fence, pointing out towards the backyard. Theall 
explained that that she did not know whose house he was at. 
Theall said that she knew it was not his backyard in Parkland, 
where he originally lived with his mother and brother, because 
they did not have a wooden fence. Theall said that Subject N. Cruz 
did not really have anything on that particular Instagram account. 
Theall said that the Instagram account that she was so concerned 
about was the one in which he was wearing an Army hat that was 
almost like a skull cap and a mask over his face. Theall stated that 
there were guns there and that he did have one gun with an 
orange tip, which she knew was not a real gun. Theall advised that 
N. Cruz treated the gun as if it was real, because he used to walk 
around the neighborhood and he would have the gun. Theall said 
that she would tell his mother, “Lynda, he can’t walk around with 
it. He’s gonna get killed.” Theall advised that Cruz’ mother died on 
November 1, 2017, and that she saw the post and called police 
after she had already passed away. Detective Floyd asked Mrs. 
Theall if she was able to “say” where Subject N. Cruz was living 
when she called the police. Theall advised that she “believed” she 
did. Theall said that she told “them” that at one time he was living 
with “Rocxanne;” the woman who took him and his brother in 
[Later identified as Mrs. Rocxanne Deschamps]. Theall advised 
that Deschamps did nothing but help him. Theall stated that 
during the Instagram conversation she had with N. Cruz, he told 
her that he did not like Deschamps, because she was making him 
pay for things. Theall said that N. Cruz believed Deschamps should 
spend all her money on him and he should not have to do 
anything like that. Theall said that she responded back to N. Cruz 
on Instagram and told him that Deschamps was a wonderful and 
honest person for doing what she was doing. Theall advised that 
she told N. Cruz that Deschamps would help him and told him to 
do whatever she tells him and that he would be fine. When 
Detective Floyd asked Mrs. Theall if anyone called her back after 
she contacted the police regarding her concern, she initially 
stated, “No.” Floyd then verified a second time by asking Theall if 
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she ever spoke with any deputies from Parkland. Theall then 
recalled that she was told that she could not speak to a detective 
right away and she had to first talk to a deputy and they would 
call her back. Theall advised that she did speak to someone, but 
could not recall their name and believed that it may have been 
“Chase” [later identified as Deputy Treijs]. Theall advised she had 
the name written down somewhere and recalls writing the word 
“Spanish” next to the name. Theall advised that their 
conversation led her to believe that the deputy knew Mrs. L. Cruz 
and the family. Theall said that she believed that he would help 
her, because it turned out that he was one of the “guys” who 
would respond to the Cruz” house all the time and knew what 
was going on. Mrs. Theall said that nothing ever happened. 
Theall said that when she found out that he was going to kill 
people, she knew that it had to stop, so she called the FBI [It 
should be noted that Theall contacted the FBI on January 5, 2018, 
approximately one month later after reporting the information to 
the BSO]. Detective Floyd asked Theall what the deputy’s 
response to her was before they hung up. Theall initially said that 
the deputy said, “Thank you very much,” and that they would call 
back if they had any questions. Theall then advised that she was 
“so confused” and that she did not know if it was the FBI or the 
deputy from Parkland who said that to her. Detective Floyd 
pointed out that there was some confusion as to where Subject N. 
Cruz and his brother were living. Floyd asked Mrs. Theall whether 
she ever spoke to any law enforcement agencies from either Lake 
Worth or Palm Beach County. Theall advised that she believed she 
did call Lake Worth prior to calling the BSO Parkland District, but 
when she stated that it was regarding Parkland, she was directed 
to call the BSO, which is what she believes she did. Theall believed 
that is when she spoke to Deputy Treijs, who told her that they 
would call her back if they had any questions. 
 
Detective Floyd verified that the reason why she initially made the 
phone call and became concerned was because of the three 
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postings she observed on an Instagram account. Theall pointed 
out that there was one posting in particular with all the ISIS 
“stuff” and the fact that Subject N. Cruz wanted to kill himself. 
Theall explained that N. Cruz posted on Instagram that he wanted 
to kill himself, but then he took it off. Theall confirmed that she 
saw the post prior to her phone call. Theall said that when she 
“heard,” she started an Instagram account, because she did not 
even know what Instagram was, Theall said she saw N. Cruz’ 
account and believed that something was going to happen. Theall 
said that she then called the FBI when she found out N. Cruz was 
saying that he wanted to kill people. Theall said that she recalls 
saying, “This is gonna be Columbine all over again.” Mrs. Theall 
reported that she and Subject N. Cruz’ mother were friends for 
almost sixty years. Theall advised that she had met N. Cruz and his 
brother and that they were like nephews to her. Detective Floyd 
then verified that Theall had made a total of three calls, one to 
Lake Worth, Parkland, and the FBI regarding her concerns. 
 
I explained to Mrs. Theall that it appeared that there may have 
been a mix-up of information regarding the initial information she 
provided to the BSD and the FBI. Theall agreed that she had 
initially contacted the BSO, next the FBI, and ultimately provided a 
statement to Detective Floyd. Mrs. Theall explained that she was 
initially attempting to contact the “Parkland Police Department” 
(BSO Parkland District), but ended up contacting another police 
department, “something Worth,” who provided her with the 
phone number to the BSO. Theall advised she had the phone 
number written down and provided it [It should be noted during 
an Internet search, the number provided by Theall was registered 
to the Fort Worth City Police Department located in Texas, (817) 
392-4200]. Theall said that she believes that she may have started 
to tell the police department about the incident, but she was 
stopped and provided with the number to the BSO Parkland 
District, (954-753-5050). Theall advised that when she called the 
BSO and asked to speak to a detective, she was told that she 
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could not do that. Theall stated that she was informed that 
someone would call her back, so she provided all her information 
and someone did call her back. Mrs. Theall agreed that she 
contacted the BSO on November 30, 2017. Theall said that her 
initial concern was that Subject N. Cruz was saying that he wanted 
to kill himself and posted it on his Instagram page. Theall advised 
that Mrs. L. Cruz’ cousin, Mrs. Katie Baine (later identified as Mrs. 
Katherine Blaine), was the person who reported it to her and 
believes that she was the one who told her that N. Cruz posted it 
on his Instagram account and then removed it. Theall clarified 
that she never saw the post and only received the information 
from Blaine. Theall stated that her first concern was that this 
situation had to stop, because she knew how N. Cruz was and 
surmised what he was going to do. Mrs. Theall advised that she 
called the BSD and voiced her opinion to the deputy who she 
spoke to [later identified as Deputy Treijs]. Theall stated that she 
started the conversation by stating, “I know you’ve been to Lynda 
Cruz’s house on numerous occasions” and informed Treijs that 
Mrs. L. Cruz passed away on November 1, 2017. Theall said that 
Treijs responded by stating, “Lynda’s dead?” 
 
Theall informed me that it was this statement, which led her to 
believe that Treijs knew exactly what she was talking about, that 
he had been to the house, that he knew the situation, and that 
he was going to help her. Theall said that she proceeded to tell 
Treijs that Subject N. Cruz wanted to kill himself and believes that 
she told him about the guns. Theall then said that she was unsure 
of what she told Treijs and would have to hear the tape again [It 
should be noted the 911 tape was no longer available at the 
initiation of this investigation due to the time delay]. Theall 
believed that she told Treijs that N. Cruz was going to do 
something bad. Theall could not recall whether it was the BSD or 
the FBI, who told her that they would call her back if they had any 
more questions. Mrs. Theall clarified that she created a personal 
Instagram account after Mrs. Blaine told her that Subject N. Cruz 
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had posted some concerning things on his Instagram page. Theall 
said that after she created her Instagram account, the first few 
posts she saw on one of N. Cruz’ accounts was a photo where he 
had guns, he shows a picture of a gun that he wants to buy, and 
another photo where he has a mask on and an “Army hat.” Theall 
stated that she saw an Instagram post where N. Cruz was wearing 
a mask and said that N. Cruz always thought he was Al-Qaeda. 
Theall explained that at the time she called the BSD, she had 
already created her Instagram account, because that was how she 
was able to provide the deputy with all the information. Theall 
stated that she passed on the Instagram information to Deputy 
Treijs and also to the FBI. Mrs. Theall initially denied that she 
made contact with Subject N. Cruz during this time or prior to 
calling the BSO. Theall was confused and could not recall whether 
she made contact with N. Cruz 
 
I asked Mrs. Theall if she provided the call taker with an address in 
Parkland. Theall stated that she did not have the address where 
Subject N. Cruz lived. Theall said that what she told Deputy Treijs 
was what he already knew, the address when N. Cruz was a 
student, which was 6166 Northwest 80 Terrace, Parkland, Florida. 
Theall stated that she visited the residence on numerous 
occasions in the past. Theall estimated that the Cruz family lived 
at the 6166 Northwest 80 Terrace address for at least 20 years. 
Theall advised that Mrs. L. Cruz sold the house and moved into a 
townhouse in Parkland in January of 2017, but did not have that 
address with her. I asked Theall again if she believed that she 
might have given the Parkland address when she initially called 
the BSO, because she did not know where N. Cruz was and that 
was the only address she knew of. Theall believed that what she 
told Treijs was that N. Cruz left Mrs. Deschamps’ house and was 
back in Parkland. Theall did not believe that she provided the 
address, because Treijs knew the address and had been there on 
numerous occasions. Theall said that she “knew” that someone 
knew what she was talking about, was there, and could 
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understand what she was saying. Theall reported that when N. 
Cruz left Deschamps’ house he stayed with someone by the 
name of “Brian” in Parkland for two days, before he ended up 
moving into Mr. James Snead’s house. Mrs. Theall stated that 
before Mrs. L. Cruz passed away she Mrs. Theall stated that 
before Mrs. L. Cruz passed away she requested that Mrs. 
Deschamps take in Subject N. Cruz and his brother if something 
happened to her. Theall advised that N. Cruz and his brother 
moved in with Deschamps on November 1, 2017. I asked Theall 
whether N. Cruz had already left Deschamps’ house when she 
called the BSO. Theall reported that on November 29, 2017, 
Deschamps’ called the police, because of an altercation between 
N. Cruz and her son. Theall advised that Deschamps did not want 
to allow N. Cruz to bring any weapons into her house, so he 
decided to leave. Theall pointed out that she did not know that 
information until after she had called the BSO. Theall clarified that 
when she called the BSO, she believed that N. Cruz was still living 
with Deschamps. Mrs. Theall explained that she and Mrs. 
Dechamps were acquaintances and that they never spoke until 
after Mrs. L. Cruz passed away. Theall said that she and 
Deschamps did exchange text messages. I asked Theall whether 
she knew any of Deschamps’ personal information. Theall stated 
that she did have her phone number and that was how she was 
able to text message her. Theall advised that she believed 
Deschamps’ lived in Lantana and that she had the address written 
down. Theall clarified that she did not know that information 
when she spoke to Deputy Treijs. Theall said that all she knew on 
November 30, 2017, when she called the BSO was that 
Deschamps took the Cruz boys to live with her, but did not know 
the address and did not even think about providing the phone 
number. Theall said that the only thing she was focused on when 
she called the BSO was that N. Cruz was going to either hurt 
himself or someone else. Theall said she did not know what 
information she gave, but she would have provided the 
information if she had it. I pointed out to Mrs. Theall that in the 
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notes the deputy wrote that she informed him that Subject N. 
Cruz was staying with “Billy.” Theall corrected me and advised 
that the friend’s name was Brian. Theall advised that Brian lived 
somewhere in Parkland, but advised that she did not know that 
when she called the BSO on November 30, 201 7. Theall said that 
she only knew that Brian had a room that he rented. When I 
asked Theall why she believed that Cruz was staying with Brian 
she advised that she had “no idea.” Later in the statement, I asked 
Mrs. Theall whether she knew that Mrs. Deschamps had kicked 
Subject N. Cruz out of her house at the time that she called the 
BSO. I pointed out to Theall that she allegedly told Deputy Treijs 
that N. Cruz was staying with Brian. Theall advised that she did 
not believe she knew that information when she called the BSO. 
Theall said that she received that information after she spoke to 
the BSO, which would have been around the first week of 
December 2017. I advised Theall that Treijs documented that she 
reported that N. Cruz was living with a friend, Billy. Theall 
corrected me again by saying Brian. I explained that she may have 
told Treijs the name Brian, and he may have misunderstood and 
wrote the name Billy. I again asked Theall that if she told Treijs 
that N. Cruz was living with a friend, does she believe that she 
would have known that N. Cruz was no longer living with 
Deschamps. Theall then agreed and advised that she was getting 
very confused regarding the time lines. Theall denied that she 
knew Brian’s last name or address. I then asked Theall how she 
would have known that N. Cruz was staying with Brian and if 
Deschamps would have been the one to tell her that. Theall was 
unsure if someone told her that or if she would have just assumed 
it, because he did not go to Mr. Snead’s house right away. Theall 
ultimately advised that she did not remember why she would 
have told Treijs that N. Cruz was living with Brian. [Brian is Caden 
Krzeminski who Cruz stayed with for a short time after Lynda 
died] When I asked Theall if she knew where Brian lived she 
advised in Parkland. I then asked Theall how she knew that and 
she stated that she believed Mrs. L. Cruz told her that Brian 
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rented a room in Parkland and was friends with N. Cruz. When I 
asked Mrs. Theall if she spelled out the name Nikolas to the call 
taker, she advised that she did not believe she did. Theall 
explained that she was really upset at the time and said that she 
did not know what she said to the call taker, besides that she 
wanted to speak to a detective. I then asked Theall if she ever 
spelled the name out for Deputy Treijs. Theall advised that she did 
spell it out for him, because she gave him as many Instagram 
accounts as she could remember (The account names were not in 
any of Treijs’ CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch notes). Theall 
advised that the name Nikolas did not have a common spelling 
name and that he was named after Mrs. L. Cruz’ grandfather. 
Theall later stated that she believed that she may have spelled out 
the name to both the call taker and Deputy Treijs, because she 
provided the name of the Instagram account, which was 
“Nikolas_Cruz.” Theall advised that there were several other 
Instagram accounts, but this one had the information and a 
picture of the gun that he wanted to buy. Theall said that she told 
the deputy to go on Instagram, so she could prove what she was 
talking about. Theall later said that she believed that she told 
Treijs about the one Instagram account that she knew of at the 
time. I asked Theall what were the photos that she was concerned 
about when she called the BSO. Theall reported that the first 
Instagram photos she saw was the one with the picture of the rifle 
he was going to purchase, the one where Subject N. Cruz was 
wearing the Army skull cap and he had a mask on, and the one he 
was holding the knives. I asked Mrs. Theall what changed that 
caused her to contact the FBI. Theall reported that Mrs. Blaine 
told her that Subject N. Cruz posted on Instagram that he wanted 
to kill people and then removed the post. Theall advised that she 
saw the additional photos that N. Cruz posted. Theall said that her 
first thought was that she had not heard anything from the BSO, 
so she called the FBI and gave them the information on Instagram 
accounts and told them that N. Cruz was “nuts.” Mrs. Theall 
stated that there are so many things going through her head right 
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now of what she had said and does not know what she said to the 
BSO, to the FBI, or both. Theall said that she was so concerned 
about the situation with Subject N. Cruz. I asked Mrs. Theall 
whether she knew Subject N. Cruz’ date of birth. Theall advised 
that it was September 28 and that he was 19 years old. Theall 
denied that Deputy Treijs ever asked her for Cruz’ date of birth. I 
asked Theall what types of questions Treijs asked her. Theall 
stated that she did not know and that basically she was doing all 
the talking. Theall stated that when Treijs said, “Oh, Lynda’s 
dead,” that it was a shame, and that he was sorry to hear that; 
she figured that he had all the information. Theall stated that he 
knew the address, he knew that he had been to the house on 
numerous occasions, and that he knew it was a bad situation. 
When I asked Theall why she believed that Treijs had been to the 
house on numerous occasions she advised, because he knew 
Mrs. L. Cruz by her first name. Theall reported that L. Cruz was 
on a first name basis with a lot of deputies that responded to the 
house. I asked Theall that besides Treijs knowing L. Cruz’ first 
name, did he tell her (Theall) that he had been to the residence 
on numerous occasions or that he was familiar with the family 
and she responded, “No.” Theall advised that she told Treijs that 
she was calling about “Nikolas Cruz,” and that if he wanted to 
verify it, to check the records, because “you” (the police) have 
been called to the house on numerous occasions and he would 
be able to see the deputies that were called to the house and the 
reasons that they were called. Theall advised that was when she 
stated that N. Cruz’ mother passed away and Treijs stated her 
first name. 
 
Mrs. Theall agreed that Deputy Treijs asked her for her personal 
information and she provided it. I asked Theall whether she had a 
phone number for Subject N. Cruz at the time she called the BSD. 
Theall advised that N. Cruz did not have a phone and that he was 
using his mother’s phone. Theall said that the phone did have 
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service, but that N. Cruz did not answer anyone’s calls and the 
mailbox was full. 
 
Mrs. Theall advised that she wrote down the deputy’s name that 
she spoke to, but did not have the information with her. Theall 
advised that she remembers writing the name Chase and in 
parenthesis she wrote down the word “Spanish” and believes it 
may have been because he had a Spanish name. Theall denied 
that there was a language barrier or a bad phone connection 
when they talked. I asked Mrs. Theall whether she ever suggested 
a way for Deputy Treijs to identify Subject N. Cruz or how to make 
contact with him. Theall advised that she told him about the 
Instagram account and the previous calls to the house. Theall 
advised that she assumed Treijs knew what school N. Cruz was 
attending, because he worked in the City of Parkland. When I 
asked Theall if N. Cruz was enrolled in school at the time that she 
called the BSO, she advised that she did not know. Mrs. Theall 
could not recall whether she ever received a case number from 
Deputy Treijs. Theall believed that Treijs told her that he was 
going to “look into it,” but was not positive that he actually said 
that and she only assumed he would, since he knew the situation. 
Theall stated that she assumed that the deputy was going to write 
a report regarding what she told him. Theall said that she did not 
know whether she asked Treijs to follow-up with her. Theall 
reported that the next time someone contacted her was after the 
MSDHS shooting. I asked Mrs. Theall if Deputy Treijs ever told her 
that they did not know where Subject N. Cruz was, that he could 
not follow-up, or that she needed to call the Palm Beach Sheriff’s 
Office, because that was the last place he was known to reside. 
Theall denied that Treijs ever told her that. Theall reported that 
Treijs just listened to her. Theall denied that Treijs provided her 
with any instructions after she reported her concern. 
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On DECEMBER 15, 2017, the student enrolled in the Off 

Campus Learning Center at Rock Island. 

JANUARY 5, 2018: MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL PHONED IN THIS 
WARNING TO THE FBI: 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Thank you for calling the FBI. Can I get your 
name please? 
 
MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: My name is Marianne Hamel Theall  
  
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Thank you. And can I get your telephone 
number please? 
 
MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: Sure. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Thank you. And how can I help you today 
ma'am? 
 
MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: Okay. I was just figured -I guess I was 
talking to the operator and she transferred me. Um, like I said to 
her. I don't know how to go about this, but on the INSTAGRAM 
account, I have a - I wouldn't say he's by blood but, I would 
consider him a cousin. He's only 18, but he's got the mental 
capacity of a 12 to a 14 year old. His mother just passed away on 
the first of November. He's got INSTAGRAM accounts. He started 
off saying he wanted to kill himself. So what I did was I called the 
Parkland, which is where he lives. Uh, Parkland Police Department 
and I spoke to an officer. Um, I didn't hear anything on, you know, 
my - I left it. I gave him all the information I had. And then just 
recently, now he has switched it to he wants to kill people. And 
then he put that on his INSTAGRAM and about two days later, he 
took it off. Um, if you go onto his INSTAGRAM pages, you'll see 
the guns…he's so into ISIS and I'm afraid this is, so-something's 
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gonna happen. Because he doesn't have the mental capacity. He 
can’t, he's so outraged if someone talks to him about certain 
things. And he had pulled a rifle on his mother before she had, 
passed away because he wanted to get money to [UI]. Um, and 
the whole, and mother problem is that-and-and he's 18 and his 
mother's life insurance policy is coming in and he is going to 
receive $25,000 from that and then at 21 24, and up to 30, he's 
receiving $25,000 every year after that from a wrongful death suit 
that the mother had on his father. So, he went out and he took 
money out of his mother's account. I don't know how he got the 
debit card, but he did. And he took money. This is after she 
passed away. And he took the money out, the social security 
money out. And he took it, and he bought all these rifles and 
ammunition and he posted pictures of them on the INSTAGRAM. 
And the family that, you know a distant cousin [Katherine Blaine] 
and myself are very concerned about this because I just want 
someone to know about this so they can look into it. If they think 
it's something worth going into, fine. If not, um. Just know I have 
a clear conscience if he takes off and just starts shooting places 
up. [R] 
 

Marianne Hamel Theall was unfamiliar with the name 
Broward County Sherriff’s Office and called it the Parkland Police 
Department. She was the same caller who made the November 
30, 2017 call which dealt with Cruz killing himself or becoming a 
school shooter. The content of Cruz’s INSTAGRAM page has 
Marianne Hamel Theall upset because the kid is retarded and 
suicidal And then just recently, now he has switched it to he 
wants to kill people. And then he put that on his INSTAGRAM 
and about two days later, he took it off. I just want someone to 
know about this so they can look into it. If they think it's 
something worth going into, fine. If not, um. Just know I have a 
clear conscience if he takes off and just starts shooting places up. 
This woman was not a crank and was obviously sincere and didn’t 
want it on her conscious if the what she believes is inevitable 
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occurs. He spelled it out on his INSTAGRAM page and Facebook 
didn’t take the page down or report him to the authorities. They 
have an algorithm to detect these posts.  

 
He wanted to kill people. What made Cruz think that by 

expressing his thoughts in public he wouldn’t endanger his 
chances of actually do this and realizing his ambition to be a 
professional school shooter meaning a successful one? Cruz was 
reckless but smart enough to know that the vast majority of 
people who read his posts were afraid to get involved. Marianne 
Hamel Theall continued: 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. And did he say he 
would do that or he just wanted to, ma'am? 
 

The Intake Specialist was determined to downplay the callers 
reports and started to split hairs: “Okay. And did he say he would 
do that or he just wanted to, ma'am?” This Intake Specialist, 
probably hired under USAG Eric “H. Rapp” Holder or USAG Loretta 
Lynch was looking for a way to weasel out of opening an 
investigation. Common sense suggests you first start out wanting 
to do something then you fulfill that want by doing something. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Uh, on the INSTAGRAM, he says, "I want to 
kill people." Um. Yeah, let me see. [Unintelligible] yes, "I want to 
kill people." And, um, I can, give you, the INSTAGRAM accounts 
and you can look at them and you'll see the pictures. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Yeah. Um. Yes please, ma' am. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. The one account where it was on 
there, "I want to kill people," and then he took it down is Nikolas, 
n-i-k-o-l-a-s underline cruz, c-r-u-z underline. Now there's another 
that you should really look at and that's Nikolas. Oh this is all one 
word all, under case -lowercase. n-i-k-o-l-a-s-c-r-u-z-m-a-ka-r-o-v. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/346056516/FBI-Documents-former-Attorney-General-Eric-Holder-was-a-Terrorist
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INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. And then there's an-there's another 
one it's Cruz, c-r-u-z, underline, Nikolas, n-i-k-o-l-a-s. Um, and 
that's where all [Unintelligible].  

 
The caller was spelling it out for the intake agent but it 

seemed as if she doesn’t write down the URLs she is being given. 
The so-called Intake Specialist never asks for Cruz’s entire name, 
Nikolas Jacob Cruz, she just lets Marianne Hamel Theall list the 
URLs, and his is apparently where she gets the name from when 
she runs a check after the call was terminated.  

 
MARIANNE THEALL: And, now, it's cutting up animals and things 
like that. Little animals. Right now it's just frogs and I know for a 
fact it was a bird at one time. Uh, just to give you a little 
background on him. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: You know how bird will fly around in the 
backyard and then hit your glass door, your sliding glass doors and 
hit the ground? 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Mhm. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Well that's what happened. He brought the 
bird into the house. He threw it on his mother's kitchen counter 
and he started cutting it up. He has all kinds of hunting knives. I 
don't know what knife he used though. And he started cutting 
the, bird up and his mother Lynda [PH], said, "What're you 
doing?" And he says, "I want to see what's inside." Now ... I don't 
know.  
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INTAKE SPECIALIST: [chuckle]  
 
MARIANNE THEALL: That to me would. Be a red flag. 
[Unintelligible]— 
 
CLASSIC MASS SHOOTER SYNDROME: KILLING AND TORTURING 
ANIMALS. 
 
 

 
 
Two college professors looked at 23 school shooters from 

1988 to 2012 and found reports of prior animal cruelty in the 
histories of 10 of 23 (43 percent) school shooters, a rate almost as 
high as in the backgrounds of serial killers. These two categories 
of people treated animals differently than ordinary folks. Ninety 
percent of our animal-abusing school shooters committed cruelty 
in an up-close and personal manner — strangling, bludgeoning, 
burning or mutilating — much like serial killers. Columbine killers 
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold boasted about mutilating animals for 
fun, a type of cruelty that required hands-on control of the victim 
and tactile cutting. Kip Kinkel, who fired on students in Oregon’s 
Thurston High, decapitated and immolated cats, dissected live 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2018/02/21/how-reliably-does-animal-torture-predict-a-future-mass-shooter/?utm_term=.b61194fce193
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squirrels, blew up cows and put firecrackers inside gophers and 
cats. Of course that is a red flag, but the intake specialist was 
more familiar with gang violence. Her identity will never be 
revealed. 

 
In fourth grade Nikolas Cruz would shoot squirrels with his 

pellet gun. Then Cruz went after chickens. Deborah Cooper & 
Jonathan Cooper: 
 
A. One of our neighbors that lives in the back of us came to our 
door and told me that there was somebody at the back shooting 
our chickens with a gun. So, she left after that, and I went back 
there to see if there was anybody back there. I didn't find anyone. 
From there I remember waiting for my husband to get home to 
see whether or not we should phone the police and let them 
know about this incident. And I do remember speaking with him 
about it as soon as he arrived home which wasn't too much pass 
that I remember. And we did in fact make a phone call to the 
police, to the Sheriff's Office and you guys came out to 
investigate. And they had some idea of where to go apparently. 
And they left me and I remained in the house till they returned a 
while later probably around twenty minutes or so. And the officer 
informed me that they had found the young man that had been in 
the backyard. And that I think he admitted to it. And he told me 
that the young man had autism or other disorders. And asked me 
if I wanted to press charges. And I did not considering his ah it 
seemed like a prank, a teenage prank. It wasn't a real gun. 
 
Q. Okay, did you ever see this person? Did they ever take you to 
show him to you or bring him for you guys to identify him or 
anything like that? 
 
A. No, we never saw him on the property. We never saw him with 
the police. We never talked to him. 
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Q. How about after the fact? Did you ever learn of who he was 
or?  
 
A. We didn't know until a reporter came to our door that that 
evening of the 14th and advised me, and told me that it was the 
same person – And the chickens were mostly not injured. I 
remember one having a broken wing, and I think maybe one died 
later. We could tell that there was blood. We saw the blood and 
we can tell where there was a wound and the chicken did die 
later. 

 
When Cruz was a teenager he was sneaking into his 

neighbors’ yard trying to get his dogs to attack their baby potbelly 
pigs. He rammed long sticks into rabbit holes, hoping to kill any 
animals inside. Zachary Davies terminated his friendship with 
Cruz: “Because like the whole thing with the dead animals in his 
lunchbox was just a little too much like dead birds and squirrels.” 
Dominic Dimartino: “He was, he was insane he was just like, he 
killed animals, he took pictures of them. I'm pretty sure he shot 
them and at one point he showed me a picture of a decapitated 
cat. He jokingly one time made a joke about shooting up the uh 
our school. Uh In my class freshman year. That was two years ago. 
Yes. Kinda scared me but that's really it. I didn't think anything of 
it.”  

Cruz discussed killing small animals. He posted a photo on his 
INSTAGRAM account of a disemboweled frog, saying he had killed 
it because one had killed his dog. Dana Craig: “It was ... it was just 
to shoot them. He would always tell us that he would shoot frogs 
because his dog died from eating frogs so he felt like angry at 
them and he would mainly shoot frogs.” In the INSTAGRAM chat, 
he describes killing a number of birds with his gun.  

 
An identity protected student was asked: 

 
Q. Prior to the 14th have you ever seen any pictures or anything 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/fla-shooting-suspect-had-a-history-of-explosive-anger-depression-killing-animals/2018/02/15/06f05710-1291-11e8-9570-29c9830535e5_story.html?utm_term=.508fa45aabc9
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of Nikolas posting him with guns or anything on social media? 
 
A. Yeah he would ... it was on his Instagram and he would send us 
pictures of guns or pictures of animals that we had killed as 
threats. 
 
Cruz killed a duck with a tire iron, shot squirrels with a pellet gun, 
killed frogs and decapitated a bird, Pinellas County Sheriff’s 
Detective Chris Lyons said in a presentation to the Parkland 
Commission, based on statements from students, neighbors and 
co-workers of Cruz and his mother. Cruz displayed a photo to a 
student of a decapitated cat. Like other demented Nazi scum, 
Cruz loved to kill.  

 
MARIANNE THEALL: And then you know, wanting 
to kill all these animals and he wants to do 
something in Arabic and he dresses up like a Ninja 
or an ISIS guy. And he has pictures of all the rifles 
and everything on the INSTAGRAM, on one of 
these accounts. 

 
Marianne Hamel Theall mentioned the word ISIS and Arabic 

yet this didn’t trigger a response like “ISIS? Is he learning Arabic 
because he thinking of joining the terrorist group or becoming a 
domestic terrorist?” 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. Does he say anything 
else about doing anything, ma’am? 
 
[Overlapping Voice] [Unintelligible]  

 
The Intake Specialist was getting bored with the call and 

wanted to get it over with by making it seem like a First 
Amendment issue since Nikolas just might be whistling Dixie, 
blowing off steam, and had no intention of DOING ANYTHING. We 
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can’t judge for ourselves what the overlapping voices said and if 
this is a redaction since all we have now is an FBI transcript of the 
call. 

MARIANNE THEALL: No. He really, he doesn't, but 
he has expressed in different times, he expresses 
different things and then he takes it off. But he left 
the pictures. There's one of these accounts I had, 
texted him on his INSTAGRAM asking him how he 
was and you know, if he was doing okay and telling 
him I needed to speak to someone and could he 
get me the phone number, and I went back on the 
account because I hadn't heard from him. And at 
the top of the page it said, "Leave me the fuck 
alone." And now I don't believe it's there anymore. 
And I know he was speaking to me. 

 
The Intake Specialist browbeat the caller into saying that Cruz 

doesn’t mention specific actions but still the pictures that he left 
on the INSTAGRAM page worry her. Marianne Hamel Theall who 
knew Cruz for quite some time prior to his mother’s death, had 
feelings for him and needed to speak to someone on his behalf 
but he tells her to FUCK OFF. 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. 
 

The Intake Specialist probably heard that word all the time so 
it really doesn’t register as a threat. 

 
MARIANNE THEALL: You know, it’s just, it's so much and I know 
he's going to explode. A man he befriended, some young boy 
who's also on INSTAGRAM and his father, this boy's father took 
him in. Him and his wife took Nikolas in and said he could live 
there and his guns and everything could be in the house because 
he has them locked up. This is another flag I saw. He also said 
when Nikolas gets his money, his $25,000. This man will invest it 
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for him. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay. 

 
Again, no reaction from Intake Agent, no question such as 

what do you mean “he is going to explode?” Where did the caller 
get this information from if Cruz refused to communicate with 
her? She saw all of this on INSTAGRAM page. this is another flag I 
saw. She saw it, she didn’t hear it. It was all there on the page, the 
desire to be a mass murderer, the guns, the mutilated animals, all 
there for Snead’s son, Jameson Snead, to see. From Twitter: 
“Brett, did Snead tell u his dad had design's on Cruz's inheritance 
& that Cruz's family had desperately tried to warn him, but Snead 
refused to speak w/them? Cruz family was so desperate that THEY 
called @FBI. Did he tell u any of this? Or just "how hard" the 
Sneads have it now?” 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: He [Snead] doesn't know Nikolas from a hole 
in the wall. And I don't know who he's going to invest it with or 
what's going to happen but I do know. And this is a fact, when you 
ask Nikolas for money; he goes up one wall and down the other. 
He gets crazy, because he will not give anybody his money. Matter 
of fact, he thinks anything he [Unintelligible] the bank is all is, and, 
you know, to hell with everybody else including his brother.  
 

Marianne Hamel Theall was afraid that if Snead embezzled or 
made bad investments with the Miscreant’s money and lost it the 
Miscreant would blow him away. 

 
MARIANNE THEALL: So, and I have the, man's name who [took 
him in], the family and I have tried to call this gentleman and he 
refuses to return any phone calls but I got his name and his 
address if you'd like it. 
 

“We didn’t know he had such an evil past,” Snead said in a 
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telephone interview with the New York Times “We just didn’t 
know.” He didn’t know because he didn’t want to know and 
refused to take calls from Marianne Hamel Theall. He wanted that 
money because one of his son’s Cody Snead, was getting married 
in the Spring. 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Yes please. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. His name is James 
Snead. His address is 7200 Loxahatchee RD, 
Parkland, FL [Phonetic] . Now I have um, a phone 
number And is that-- 561 372-9245 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: [Overlapping Voice] Um. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: --the one that he's staying 
with, ma'am? 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Yes. That's the man he's 
supposed to be staying with. And an aunt of his 
had called him. Another woman who was taking 
care of Nikolas, who has already spoken to him 
tried to call him. I tried to call him just to find out 
how Nikolas was and to make sure he understood 
the problems he has. And he just doesn't return 
any phone calls, which, if you’re going to help 
somebody and you know there's family involved at 
least return the phone calls and talk to them about 
it. Or, you know, return the phone call and say 
mind your own business. Yeah, something. 

 
Marianne Hamel Theall was also in touch with 

Roxanne DesChamps who told her that the Sneads were 
not returning her phone calls. Marianne Hamel Theall 
wanted to warn the Sneads about the problems he has 

mailto:james-snead-1970@cox.net
mailto:james-snead-1970@cox.net
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that she had detected on his INSTAGRAM page and though 
other sources. But the Sneads were having none of it. They 
wanted to get out of that trailer and into a house with the 
Miscreant’s inheritance. 
 

INTAKE SPECIALIST: Yeah, and does he talk about 
ISIS or he just dressed up like one of— 

 
The Intake Specialist had to wrap up the ISIS part because 

that was a key word so she asked if Cruz talked about ISIS or just 
dressed up like one which was his First Amendment right. 

 
MARIANNE THEALL: Yeah, well dresses that way 
and he's, if you go into the INSTAGRAM account. 
There’s one INSTAGRAM where he has a thing for 
Arabic words. Let me see. I'm going to it. 
[Unintelligible]. Oh boy [Unintelligible]. Okay. Well. 
Okay. Okay there's also a, it says crazy Nikolas 
underline new. All under case. C-R-A-Z-Y-N-I-K-O-L-
A-S underline new. N-E-W. Now the Cruz underline 
Nikolas account. See, if you go on that. It’ll show 
you all these pictures of him dressed up in. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Mhm. 

 
The Intake Specialist was unfazed by the use of Arabic words, 

like is everyone who studies Arabic a potential terrorist? And 
maybe Nick was dressing up for a humorous selfie? Any excuse 
will suffice. 

 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: He also wants to join the Army 
so [UI]. He shows the gun that he purchased. The 
Maverick 88 Slug. He paid $219 for it. Um.  
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This posting in itself should have raised alarms. What was he 
going to hunt in the vicinity of Parkland Florida that required a 
slug shotgun generally reserved for Big Game. It was reported 
that Cruz asked for advice on how to get around background 
checks and that he wanted to put a scope on a slug shotgun which 
is unheard of. He had devised some nefarious use for this 
weapon. 

 

 

MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: And he shows you all 
the knives that he's got and the gun. And he does 
hold up one gun. And I noticed at the end of the 
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one gun it has an orange tip. And that's just to let 
the police know it's not real. I believe. And he does 
use that. It's like air pistol. But, you know, and then 
the other one is where he's cutting up frogs and he 
shows his guns also.  

 

 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Uh, where is it?  
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay, the Nikolas Cruz M-A-K-
A-R-O-V. In that one there. [Let me] tell you how 
confused he is he's got the Make America Great 
Again hat on. And his face is all covered with a 
scarf. And it shows you a dirt road. It shows you the 
frogs. They're a little bloody. The American Eagle, 
ammunition. What looks to be a something that 
you shoot at, it's in a frame. His rifle, and then a 
whole bag with all kinds of rifles and stuff on it. 
And scopes. I mean he- and .. [Unintelligible] the 
main concern is also when he gets this $25,000. 
He's not going to give it to this man to invest. He's 
going to buy guns. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Okay— 
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MARIANNE THEALL: And I know the last rifle he 
bought, he went online and he bought it and it was 
shipped to in Parkland, Florida. I believe he's back 
at his old job which is at the Dollar Tree. And it’s 
right by Walmart in Parkland. I really don't know 
exactly which one it is but I know there's two right 
now he, it's right by Walmart. And it's the Dollar 
Tree.  
 

Not only did the Sneads allow him to bring his guns into their 
home, they let him have new weapons delivered there. Cruz was 
back at his old job at the Dollar Store and had he not taken the 
road of evil he would probably have been there for many more 
years because he was basically an imbecile.  

 
And I don't know. It just. It’s alarming to see these 
pictures and to know what he's capable of doing 
and what could happen. He’s not in school any 
longer. He never graduated high school. He's 
thrown out of all these schools because he would 
pick up a chair and just throw it at somebody, a 
teacher or a student because he didn’t like the way 
they were talking to him. I just think about. You 
know, getting into a school and just shooting the 
place up. You know. Unless there's any other 
information I could possibly give you I, you know, 
I'm willing. 
 

There it was in black and white Cruz was going to get into a 
school and just shoot the place up. 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Thanks. So if anybody else has questions they 
can call you back. Is that correct, ma'am? 
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MARIANNE THEALL: Yes, you can, hun. And your name is? 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: I can give you my ID number ma' am. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: It's Seven. Okay. [Unintelligible].  
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. Um. Are you an agent? 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Uh, we are Intake Specialists, ma'am. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. Very good. I didn't know whether to 
call you or Homeland Security or who, but, like I said. When you 
look into this, you can make the decision as to whether you want 
to go further or not. I just want to, you know. Get it off my chest 
in case something does happen and I do believe something's 
going to happen, but... 

 
It doesn’t take much training to know that this woman is not 

a crank but is genuinely worried that a relative of hers is a 
potential serial killer. She is even thinking about calling Homeland 
Security because with his references to ISIS he might be planning 
a terrorist attack. 

 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Yeah, I do appreciate you calling that in, 
ma’am. 
 
MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. Well thank you very much. And, have a 
good weekend. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: Thank you. You as well ma’am. 
 
INTAKE SPECIALIST: (Overlapping Voice) And stay warm [chuckle].  
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MARIANNE THEALL: Okay. 
 

FBI APOLOGY 
 

On January 5, 2018, a person close to Nikolas Cruz 
contacted the FBI’s Public Access Line (PAL) tip line 
to report concerns about him. The caller provided 
information about Cruz’s gun ownership, desire to 
kill people, erratic behavior, and disturbing social 
media posts, as well as the potential of him 
conducting a school shooting. Under established 
protocols, the information provided by the caller 
should have been assessed as a potential threat to 
life. The information then should have been 
forwarded to the FBI Miami Field Office, where 
appropriate investigative steps would have been 
taken. We have determined that these protocols 
were not followed for the information received by 
the Public Access Line on January. The information 
was not provided to the Miami Field Office, and no 
further investigation was conducted at that time. 

 
That made sense. The Intake Specialist was determined from 

the start to ignore Marianne Hamel Theall and convinced her FBI 
Special Agent supervisor to spike the investigation. When the 
Intake Specialist failed to even inquire as to the full name of the 
person the caller was informing on you know something went 
radically wrong. 
 
STATEMENT AND TESTIMONY OF DAVID BOWDICH DEPUTY 
DIRECTOR FBI BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY U.S. 
SENATE 

 
A few months later, on January 5, 2018, at 2:32 pm, 
the FBI received another tip by way of a call to the 
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PAL. The caller identified herself as a close friend of 
the Cruz family and she shared several pieces of 
information with the FBI’s West Virginia-based call 
center operator, including information from Cruz’s 
social media accounts that concerned her.  
 
The very explicit information the caller provided 
included the following: statements about Cruz 
harming himself and others; references to the 
Islamic State of Iraq and ash-Sham (“ISIS”); that 
Cruz had threatened his mother with a rifle; that he 
had purchased several weapons; that he wanted to 
kill people; that he was mutilating small animals; 
that he was going to explode; that the caller tried 
to call the person with whom Cruz was living, but 
she could not reach him; and that the caller was 
concerned that Cruz might shoot up a school. The 
caller also observed that Cruz was 18 years old but 
had the mental capacity of a 12 to 14-year old. She 
also indicated that she was very concerned, had 
contacted the Parkland Police Department, and just 
wanted someone to look into this matter. Upon 
finishing the call, the FBI operator conducted a 
search of FBI databases and found the closed 
Guardian lead out of Mississippi. The operator 
then consulted with her FBI Special Agent 
supervisor and the matter was closed. The 
information received was not forwarded to a field 
office for further review or action.  

 
This is incredible. A FBI Special Agent supervisor and the FBI 

operator found the Bennight lead in the Guardian Program that 
also mentioned Nikolas Cruz and school shooting but couldn’t put 
two and two together. With the approval of her dumb-assed 
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Supervisor, she closed the matter. So the Miami Field office never 
received a report on Cruz and potential school shooting. 

 
Per FBI policy, a Guardian assessment must have an 

authorized purpose and cannot be based solely on race, ethnicity, 
national origin or First Amendment protected activities i.e. 
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech. Remember the Intake Specialist asked: Okay. 
“And did he say he would do that or he just wanted to, ma'am?” 
 

MARIANNE HAMEL THEALL: On the INSTAGRAM, 
he says, "I want to kill people." Yeah, let me see. 
[Unintelligible] yes, "I want to kill people." And I 
can, give you, the INSTAGRAM accounts and you 
can look at them and you'll see the pictures. 

 
So the Intake Specialist could write that one off as free 

speech but the other report where he stated empathically “I’m 
going to be a professional school shooter” where he said he 
would do that was more difficult to dismiss but that hair brain and 
her equally dumb FBI Special Agent supervisor did it anyway. Who 
formulated these strict guidelines? FBI Privacy Impact Assessment 
for the eGuardian System Issued by: 
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Jacqueline F. Brown, Acting Privacy and Civil Liberties Officer 
Senior Trial Attorney, Environment and Natural Resources Division 
at U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Engineering Officer at Air 
National Guard. Past Trial Attorney, Civil Division U.S. Depart. of 
Justice Education Harvard Law School, University of Michigan 
College of Engineering. 
 

 
 

Reviewed by: Luke J. McCormack, Chief Information Officer, 
Department of Justice. McCormack was an Obama political 
appointee and was asked to resign when Trump became 
president.  

 
 
Approved by: Joo Y. Chung, Acting Chief Privacy and Civil Liberties 
Officer, Department of Justice. Date approved: January 4, 2013, 
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the start of Obama’s second term. Obama had his flunkies Holder 
and Lynch make it as difficult as possible for the FBI to open terror 
investigations.  
 

 
 

Bodich continued:  
 
As FBI officials learned of the Parkland shooting 
incident, FBI personnel conducted a search of its 
holdings and discovered that the two tips 
described above had been received. Clearly, in 
response to the tips of SEPTEMBER 25, 2017, AND 
JANUARY 5, 2018, the FBI could have and should 
have done more. Our internal investigation started 
almost immediately upon learning of our receipt of 
these tips, and that investigation is ongoing. We 
have taken certain immediate remedial measures, 
including doubling the number of Special Agent 
supervisors assigned to review tips received by 
non-agent personnel.  
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The FBI claimed part of the problem was not having enough 
real, live Special Agents reviewing the tips and doubled the 
number of agents without saying how many agents would be 
assigned to his job. It could be two. Other steps will likely be 
taken upon completion of our ongoing review. The Intake 
Specialist and her FBI Special Agent Supervisor will be fired or 
demoted after we conduct and investigation. 

 
I don’t know why the call taker did not [follow-up]. 
She conferred with her FBI Special Agent supervisor 
and made some sort of a presentation about what 
was contained in that call. There was discussion 
about the fact that the local department had been 
notified.  

 
This is a summary of the most relevant part of the phone 
call: 

 
He started off saying he wanted to kill himself. So 
what I did was I called the Parkland, which is 
where he lives. Uh, Parkland Police Department 
and I spoke to an officer. Um, I didn't hear 
anything on, you know, my - I left it. I gave him all 
the information I had. And then just recently, now 
he has switched it to he wants to kill people. And 
then he put that on his INSTAGRAM and about 
two days later, he took it off. 

 
Marianne Theall told the Intake Specialist that she called the 

Parkland Police and nothing happened. He was neither visited or 
brought in for questioning so she called the FBI hoping to get 
some action. Acting Deputy Director David Bowditch told 
Congress: 

 
You’re absolutely correct, senator, that the call was 
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very explicit; however, they made a decision to 
close it. No lead value and no call was made to the 
local jurisdiction. Part of that was the speed at 
which they were taking their calls and then how 
long it would take them to do their follow-up after 
they took the call. And that follow-up could be 
database checks, scrubs of additional tips they 
found, so we’re not so sure we didn’t potentially 
drive some behavior there that’s not so good in a 
case like this. 

 
The poor beleaguered Intake Specialists had to hastily do 

their calls and follow up work so their bosses might have been to 
blame for overworking the poor things. 
 

If I could return to two things if I could quickly 
return to call center some of those calls are 
nuisance calls from repeat callers so they can 
quickly sift through those. Others however are very 
challenging for these folks to listen to. Sometimes 
someone will begin a conversation so I went out 
immediately after this and sat down and I listened 
to listen to those calls they are challenging. Those 
folks they work hard out there and they are making 
judgment decisions. In this case we’ve been one 
hundred percent clear we do not believe the right 
decision was made.  

 
Special Russiagate Prosecutor Robert Mueller had just taken 

over as FBI director in 2001 when the Sept. 11 terror attacks 
confronted him with the daunting task of remolding the storied 
crime-fighting agency into a force against terrorism. Mueller 
pushed for a new and more efficient clearinghouse for handling 
criminal leads. The result: a national FBI hotline in a single call 
center to replace the traditional system of special agents 
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collecting tips in dozens of regional offices. The Public Access Line 
is housed in an FBI high-tech hub in the hills of West Virginia and 
operated by more than 100 civilian analysts.  

 
Do I think we could have changed the course of the 
outcome here? I don’t know. Again anytime we can 
get in front of this person is a positive thing 
because he now knows the FBI is sitting down with 
me sometimes along with local to discuss these 
types of behaviors. As far as authorities he 
purchased these weapons legally I don't know the 
mental health laws in the state Florida but it would 
have seen sure have been a nice opportunity to get 
in front of him and take along a state or local 
officer even if we did not have the authority to do 
anything for him then we could have made sure 
they knew now in hindsight we do know that they 
know about him as well. 
 
The FBI has also added a mechanism for additional 
review of calls to PAL and has undated PAL SOP. 
The SOP were reviewed and changed to ensure 
standardization of references and resourses used 
by the CSR and SSAs. One comprehensive and 
conscise SOP was developed and implemented and 
is now a searchable and available to CSR’s and SSA 
in real-time. FBI updated PAL’s information 
technology system to better document the steps 
CSR’s and SSA’s take to process and review calls 
prior to final disposition. A new product is going to 
be deployed which will utilize speech to text 
technology to identify key threat words used by the 
caller in the digital transcript of a call. 
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This researcher knows that Obama, Holder and Lynch hired 
people on the basis of race rather than qualifications. Was this 
Intake Specialist one of them? This is the BSO interview with 
Marianne Theall.  
 
Q. On November 30th, 2017 at 12:01 PM a 911 call was made. 
And it says that's it was from Mary at the phone number of 774-
688-9121. Is that you?  
 
A. Yes ma'am  
 
Q. Okay. And do you remember making that call?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. Okay, awesome. I'm just going to give the notes real quick of 
what that call was about. It says complaint reference to a subject 
named Nikolas Cruz collecting guns and knives and advised that 
he is going to one day kill himself and wants to go into the Army 
and kill himself. Advised that she is afraid that someone is going 
to get hurt and this might be columbine in the making. Advised 
subject has multiple guns and the subject is no longer living at the 
listed address. The subject has several social media accounts. 
She's requesting police assistance for additional information. 
Okay, you advised that the subject Nikolas is living with his friend 
Billy. Nikolas told Mary that he wants to join the service and kill 
people. She advised she resides in Massachusetts. Nikolas caused 
disturbance in Lake Worth where he was last residing two days 
ago. Nikolas is border line autistic it is unknown where he is 
currently located. According to caller Nikolas owns weapons and 
ammunition that keeps at his friend's house. Are those the things 
that you said in the 911 call?  
 
A. Yes they are. And that's I know it. .. I knew it be at that time  
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Q. Okay. And did anything specifically lead you to make that 911 
call?  
 
A. Yes. He was posting, that's another thing I gave the department 
was his Instagram account. And I asked that they would please 
look at them because it showed... you know pointing a gun. It 
showed him; he looked like Isis, he always liked to walk around 
like that, like he was in the military. 
 
Q. You saw the lnstagram posts?  
 
A. I saw, yeah all four of them. There's more. I saw four of them. 
At the time when I drove to Parkland there were only three that I 
knew of.  
 
Q. Okay. So when you made this call there were three lnstagram 
posts that you knew of?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. Okay. And what were they of? What do you remember seeing?  
 
A. Well one of them was in the backyard with the gun hanging on 
the fence. I don't know who's house he was at, he was pointing it 
at towards the backyard. I know it wasn't his yard in Parkland 
where he lived originally with his mother and his brother because 
she didn't have a wooden fence back there. So he had the gun 
pointed that way And once account he really wasn't...he didn't 
have anything on it, but the account that I was so concerned 
about was that he was wearing a army hat with almost like a skull 
cap and a mask over his face, I'm sure you seen it. And they were 
guns ... gun (mirror) and he did have one gun with the orange tip 
which I know is not a real gun but he treated it as such cause he 
used to walk around the neighborhood and he would have this 
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gun and I say Linda he can't walk around he's going to get killed. I 
said somebody is going to take (inaudible)  
 
Q. When you saw these posts and you called 911 was his mother 
still alive?  
 
A. She died November 1st  
 
Q. Okay. So when you made the 911 call she had already been 
passed?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. When you made the 911 call were you able to say where he 
was living?  
 
A. Well I said well I believe I did, I told them, he was living at one 
time with Roxanne, that woman who took him and his brother. 
And she did nothing but help him and he did Instagram 
conversation I had with him was, he had Instagram made telling 
me he didn't like Roxanne. She was making him pay for things. He 
thought she should spend all her money on him. And he shouldn't 
have do anything like that. And I just Instagramed her back saying 
to him back just saying that she's a wonderful person for doing 
what she's doing. She's honest I said she'll help you. Do what she 
tells you to do and you'll be fine. But talking to Nikolas he doesn't 
really comprehend a lot of things. Like he wouldn't know what the 
word conjure up or he would know certain words. Linda had to 
talk to him like he was in you know elementary school. That's how 
he would talk and listen. He would understand a full conversation.  
 
Q. Okay. Let me ask you this after you called and made this 911 
call when you made it, did anyone contact you back?  
 
A. No  
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Q. So you never spoke with any officers, Parkland officer, 
deputies?  
 
A. Oh wait. When I made the [call] Yeah I did when I called 
Parkland police that's what this is about. I did yes and this is why I 
thought they'd really help me because I... yes I had a call and they 
told me I couldn't speak to a detective right away. I had to talk to 
a police officer and they'll call me back. I said okay fine. So 
someone called me back and it turns out, I don't know if his name 
is Guntis I have these papers written in my apartment 
(unintelligible) I had somebody give me information and 
everything so I can transfer you guys and so I'm not positive about 
his name but next to the name I wrote the word Spanish. And he 
was one of the guys who would go to the house all the time like 
the 39 they're talking about. And be there with Linda and he 
even said to me he said I told him it was for Nikolas Cruz. And I 
told him I says you know you used to go there about Zachary 
Cruz. And he said, Linda I said she passed ... he said she died. I 
said yes she passed away November 1st and he was 
(unintelligible) that she has passed away. I said ... so I was 
thinking now wow this guy knows where I'm coming from. He 
knows I'm not blowing smoke.  
 
Q. Right  
 
A. Because I told him I says you know yourself, all you had to do is 
look at him. And my whole thing is, I said the lights are on but 
nobody is home. I said wow this guy knows what's going on he's 
going to do something. And that's how I felt and then nothing 
happened, nothing happened. Then I found out that he was going 
to kill people. And I just said this is got to stop so I called him back.  
 
Q. Okay. Let me ask you this, did that who was it that you spoke 
with it, it was a Parkland Police Officer is that correct?  
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A. Yes, yes. It was ah ... I couldn't even his name, his right name I 
don't think but I said you know with all these reports going 
through the house, one of them has to pop out maybe Chase. I 
don't know if it's a first name, last name  
 
Q. I'm sure they can find that my question to you is what was his 
... before you guys hung up, what was his response to you, what 
did he say he was going to do or did he ask you to do anything 
else?  
 
A. Oh he said thank you very much and I believe he said if we 
have any questions can we call you back. But now I'm so confused 
that I don't know if it was the FBI said that to me or he did.  
 
Q. Okay it was a long time ago. So it's you know we're not 
expecting you to remember everything word for word. You're 
doing this off of your memory. So my other question is I know that 
there was a confusion as to where Zachary and Nicholas were 
living.  
 
A. Okay the ... the (unintelligible)  
 
Q. Do you recall speaking with from Lake Worth or Palm Beach 
County?  
 
A. Yeah Roxanne.  
 
Q. Any law enforcement agencies, did you ever call  
 
A. No, no I called and I have the paperwork with me, I think I had 
... before I got to the Parkland police department. I did call Lake 
Worth and ask for Detective I didn't know who to talk to. And I tell 
them it's in regards to Parkland and they told me to call Parkland 
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police which is I believe that's what I did and they told me I 
couldn't talk to anybody until somebody called me back and ...  
 
Q. Okay. So you called Lake Worth prior to calling Parkland?  
 
A. Yes just to find out if I could talk to somebody. And then they 
told me to call Parkland.  
 
Q. Okay. And then that's when you spoke with the deputy or the 
police officer in Parkland and he said if we have any questions can 
I call you back?  
 
A. He (unintelligible) I believe so, yes.  
 
Q. Okay, no problem. And then how long afterwards would you 
say that you made the report to the FBI?  
 
A. You know I'm really confused about that like I said I got this 
information written out, I don't think they gave it all to me when I 
called my apartment. But I was under the impression I called the 
FBI, it was after Thanksgiving but before Christmas. So if I called 
you in the 30th in October I had to call them in December. I don't 
know. But that report that came on the TV said January 10th. And 
I didn't remember waiting that long to call the FBI. But I was really 
frustrated and upset about the whole situation before it ever 
happened.  
 
Q. I'm understanding that the reason why you initially made this 
phone call and you became concerned is because the three 
postings you observed on an Instagram account correct?  
 
A. Well the one posting in particular. With all these Isis stuff and 
the fact that he wanted to kill himself. I thought ... (unintelligible)  
 
Q. Did he actually say he wanted kill himself on the lnstagram  
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A. He posted it. He put it on and took it off.  
 
Q. Okay, no problem. And then how long afterwards would you 
say that you made the report to the FBI? 
 
A. ????  
 
Q. Okay. And that was prior to your phone call?  
 
A. Yes. And when I heard that and you know saw his lnstagram 
account, cause I didn't even know what the heck lnstagram was. 
When I saw the account I said this is ... you know, he can't... this 
can't go on, something is going happen. But I been saying this 
since he's 10 years old. So then I call the FBI when I found he was 
saying he wanted to kill people. And I said oh wow, and I told him 
somebody wanted him I said this is going to be Columbine all over 
again. And I hate to say it I mean his mother was a friend of mine 
for almost 60 years. We met as new girls and if you looked at the 
guy who did Columbine, you know he killed his mother and 
everything in that and put Nikolas next to him they can pass as 
relatives  
 
Q. You knew Linda since you guys were little kids?  
 
A. We were nine and ten when we ...  
 
Q. Okay. So when she had Nikolas and Zachary did you ever meet 
them in person?  
 
A. Yeah  
 
Q. Okay. How well would you say you knew them?  
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A. They were like nephews. I knew them very well. I would 
vacation there in Parkland, after Roger had died, I was there when 
Marger was alive and then shortly after and then when he died I 
would spend like two weeks with her at different times. My 
daughter and I would go there. And as a matter of fact when they 
were infants, my daughter in Florida and she's the only one that 
they would allow to babysit for the kids. Then I hear a report 
saying that Nikolas is two years old and Zachary was two months 
old, that's not correct. When she was in the hospital when Nikolas 
was born and she picked Zachary up in Ocala (out of prison)  
 
Q. Okay. The calls that we talked about you called Lake Worth, 
you called Parkland P.O. and you called the FBI are these the only 
calls that you made in reference to your concerns?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. Okay. So three telephone calls correct?  
 
A. Yes  
 
Q. Okay. Is there anything else you want to ...  
 
A. I just know that Roxanne is being prosecuted (unintelligible) I 
know Zachary is in a facility right now which is probably the best 
thing that happen. And it's just what's bothering me is all these 
false reports. And I understand it's not coming from you and it's 
not coming from the FBI. It's just very frustrating. Oh I know. I 
know. I just feel so bad for the parents. Cause they don't know the 
truth. They don't know the truth. 
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CHAPTER 14  
[return] 

THE CASE AGAINST THE SNEADS 

 
JAMES AND JAMESON SNEAD AKA J. T. 

 
After Cruz had threatened to kill Rock and Rocxanne 

DesChamps they were intent to evict him. Rocxanne: 
 

A. So you know he realize things but he can't really understand 
everything so I told Rocky---I said "Just stay here, find a place for 
him to go to" and there was the officer here too. I think stayed 
with him at the same time. But when I came back he was still here 
but at least he was calm and stuff so I just came in the house and 
they stayed outside. But that's when they found a place for him to 
go. One of his friends to go to so it was okay but I always kept a 
contact with Nick. 
 
Q. So that was NOVEMBER 28, 2017 had you seen him since? 
 
A. He came back on I think the DECEMBER 20, 2017 he came 
here... I had to talk to James Snead 'cuz me and James kept 
talking in regard of--- 
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Q. Who is James? 
 
A. James is the father of J. T., J. T. is the friend of Nick, Nick is the 
one that lives (inaudible) too and they go hunting. Yeah, the one 
that he lives with. So we talked about it, Nick came and visit his 
brother and he brought J. T., he came to see the dogs. 

 
James and Rocxanne had a conversation about Cruz and his 

violent tendencies, yet Snead still took him in. According to 
Kimberly Dawn and James Barrett Snead in late November 2017, 
around Thanksgiving, Nikolas Cruz was given a room in their run 
down Pompano Beach trailer home.  
 

 

On 02/23/2018 Giovarmy Figueroa was contacted by the FBI. 
Figueroa lives in Pennsylvania and was active in a Chatroom with 
Cruz for several months. Figueroa stated that Cruz “hated people" 
and always talked about having a lot of guns. IN LATE DECEMBER 
2017 EARLY JANUARY 2018 Cruz began to post his desire to go 
out and "shoot some niggers.” Figueroa stated that once when 
Cruz made a similar type comment another chat member made a 
comment about not being Cruz serious at which time Cruz posted 
"you guys are laughing but wait and see.”  
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SNEAD ALLOWED CRUZ TO HAVE BODY ARMOR, A BALLISTIC 
HELMET AND AN Smith & Wesson MP-15 IN HIS HOME 

 

 
THE ARMS STASH 

 
James Snead: I'm not sure how many guns. He had 
five or six guns. I knew he had five or six; I didn't 
know what kind they were. It didn't matter what 
kind of guns they were. I have guns. I respect guns 
as long as they're handled properly, safely. And one 
of the stipulations before moving in was to have a 
gun safe before he moved in. I talked to him about 
coming to the house with guns. I made sure they 
were purchased legally. I asked for the paperwork 
and he provided everything and it was okay. I'm 
not sure how many he had, what there was a few 
there's a few but he had a couple of pellet guns too 
you know so I don't know which was which and it 
really doesn't matter what he had they were under 
lock and key. I knew he had hunting rifles. I knew 
he had [an] assault rifle, but I knew he used it out 
hunting. It's his right to own a gun. It's his right to 
have it. I don’t feel any differently about that 
now. We feel heartfelt sorrow for the families 
involved. As far as being responsible, feeling 
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responsibility, you know we worked that out and 
there was nothing different we would have done. 
 

They were under lock and keys! James Snead provided a 
rationale for Cruz having an armory in his home: Cruz was a 
hunter. Cruz had seven to ten long arms including the Smith & 
Wesson MP-15. He brought in body armor with him, BB guns, and 
knives. Snead said he let Cruz bring in other rifles and handguns 
into the trailer because “he was a hunter.” "I knew he had hunting 
rifles... I knew he had [an] assault rifle, but I knew he used it out 
hunting," James Snead said. "It’s his right to own a gun." But what 
about the body armor? Was he going to use it for hunting 
humans?  

 

 

 
Zachary Cruz: “Yeah. And he also had a ballistic or a 

bulletproof vest type thing, like military third grade armor, and he 
had the ballistic helmet. He had like a duffel bag full of shotgun 
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shells that was filled pretty much to the top. For his AR he had a 
bunch of rounds for that.” 
 
JAMES SNEAD LIED WHEN HE SAID HE DIDN’T KNOW CRUZ HAD 
A KEY TO THE GUN SAFE 
 

Snead’s first statement to the media said that he had one key 
and Nikolas had one key. I heard a CNN report right after the 
shooting that stated a reporter talked to a SWAT team member 
who questioned James Snead. Snead said it must have been his 
boarder Cruz because “I had one key to the gun safe and Nik had 
the other.” SWAT team member ROBERT VALDES took the call 
from James Snead. James Snead“ the greed” told CBS News he 
thought there was only one key to the gun safe. But James now 
believes there were actually two keys – and Cruz had the other. As 
we have seen Cruz got real hinkey when he was unable to have 
access to his guns.  

 

 
 

Later Snead said Cruz must have secretly taken one key when 
he purchased the safe so that would leave Snead in possession of 
one key wherein at least two keys are supplied. Snead was asked: 
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Q. You were aware he had weapons when he moved into your 
home?  
 
A. Absolutely. One of the stipulations is he had to get a gun safe 
and we got a gun safe on the way back from Lantana from moving 
his stuff to our house. He didn't have free access to it. No no! I 
thought I had the only key to the gun safe.  
 
Q. And had he ever asked you beforehand to use a gun to take it 
out of the safe? 
 
A. Yes twice. Once I said yes because he wanted to clean it. 
Another time he said I want to clean a gun I said okay but another 
time. I told him it wasn't a good time.  

 
If Snead was telling the truth than how did Cruz duplicate the 

key? He must have snuck into Snead’s room and taken out of his 
pocket assuming that it was with his other keys. He would have 
had to have taken it off the key ring, gone out and have it 
duplicated even though he didn’t drive, then returned it to Snead. 
Cruz could have gotten the serial number off of the cabinet and 
called Stack-On, they can reference the key from that number and 
cut you a new one for just a couple bucks and mail it to you. The 
serial number must be on the outside of the safe otherwise it 
would be of no value to open it, however, I am sure Stack-On 
would require a bill of sale, a State ID before mailing out the key. 
No Gun Safe only comes with one key! The dirty lying Snead was 
criminally negligent by allowing him to have free access to an 
assault weapon. And don’t forget this. Cruz’s magazines for the 
Smith & Wesson MP-15 had swastikas carved on them? How 
could Snead have missed that if he was the only one with access 
to the safe? There was also a swastika carved on the butt of the 
Miscreant’s shot gun. Did they miss that too? The Sneads, Whites 
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living from paycheck to paycheck in a trailer, while the Jews lived 
in affluence may have allowed toleration of Nazi symbols. 

 
 

 
 
Deputy Steve Gonzalez: 
 

Me and one of the other guys both kind of looked 
at the same time and he goes, "Whose rifle is 
that?" And we look at it and I'm like, "I don't 
know." And it was a black, Smith & Wesson M&P 
M4 there laying down. And he goes, "Are we sure 
we don't have any officers down?" And I was like, "I 
don't know." And then I look at it, and he looked at 
it, and I go, "Dude that ain't one of ours." And he 
goes, "What do you mean?" And there was a 
swastika engraved on the mag. Clearly that's not 
gonna be one of ours. I look over, I mean literally 
from here to the book bag, maybe two feet, a foot, 
and I see a black book bag that was just kind of 
oddly put next to the rifle. I look behind the door 
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and I see an old school load bearing vest full of 
mags. And I said, "All right. Well, this is gonna be 
his." And he's saying the same thing to me. 

 
 Assuming Cruz is telling the truth in his statement of Curcio 

below, the Sneads are lying. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Where do you keep the guns? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Safe. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Safe? Is there a combination to the safe? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: It's unlocked? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: It's a key. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Where's the key? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: In my drawer. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Is your drawer at the house? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: The drawer to what? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: The safe. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. But the key to get in the safe is in the 
drawer in the safe? Where is the key to open the safe? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Uh, shelf thing. 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: Shelf thing of what, like a desk? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: The -- the a dresser. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Is it the only key on a ring or is there 
other keys? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Just that one. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Do you keep the gun safe locked all the time? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the affirmative.) 

 
Zachary Cruz shed some light on the Miscreants attachment 

to his guns when asked why he got booted from the DesChamps: 
 

ZACHARY CRUZ: Because he wanted guns in the house. He didn't 
want, Rock, her son to have control of Nick's guns. He wanted 
access to the guns whenever he wanted them. He wanted to buy 
his own gun safe, not the gun safe they wanted him to have. And 
Nick said he -- he even asked the neighbor next door, like, to hold 
onto his guns and the neighbor said he would, but Nick never 
brought his gun -- his shotgun that he just bought and he wanted 
to bring there. But Nick wanted his guns and he wanted full 
control of his guns. He wanted to have access. He didn't want no 
one else to be able to tell him that he can't touch his guns. 
 
DETECTIVE TUTLER: Did he have a handgun? 
 
ZACHARY CRUZ: No. He wanted one. 
 
Rock DesChamps: Long story. First it started with he was getting 
really pestering about his guns. I want my guns, I want my guns, I 
want my guns. And my rule was he was not allowed to have any 
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weapons without having a safe with in my room and I only 
knowing the safe combination to begin with.  
 
Q. What guns are we talking about here? 
 
A. Smith & Wesson MP-15, Remington’s, rifles (unintelligible) I've 
seen plenty He can buy them he's 18. He's allowed to buy them, 
this is how it is. 
 
Q. He was adamant about transferring these weapons, these 
firearms to your home but you would not allow them? 
 
A. No, never 
 
Q. How did your mom feel about that? 
 
A. My mother whether she would agree or not she wouldn't. I 
wouldn't let her. But she felt the same as I did, no weapons you 
know but she kind of is the one that said you know go ahead and 
get the guns but you must have a safe first, (unintelligible) was 
straight up no, no guns, nothing never from him. But my mom 
was more understanding towards him and said you know let's get 
a safe, put them in there you know so I just decided I would agree 
with it, you know. Okay fine but the circumstances, that only I 
have the safe code. So only I capable of accessing them 
 
Q. Why do you feel like it was a concern for you to secure these 
weapons away from Nikolas? 
 
A. Because I know from since we been ... I've known him since I 
been around 12 years old, I've known him. He's unstable. He's 
fidgety you know I know him, you know. He was sort of like a little 
brother to me. You know before the incident of course. I always 
knew that he had problems  
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Q. Had you ever hear him making threats to himself or anyone 
else? 

 
A. Well most recently I have ... I didn't talk to him in a long time 
but the last time I talk to him when I was younger, he always 
threatened when we were very young, I was 12 at the time, 13, 14 
he would always threat to kill, kill, kill, kill. Anyone that he doesn't 
like. He's threatened me, he's threatened his brother, his mother, 
he's threatened many, many people to kill, kill, kill you know. He 
has very bad fantasies of killing you know. 

 

 
 
Nikolas Cruz’s Weapons according to the Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement: 

•James Snead had guns hidden in his house but Cruz did not know 
where they were. Some of them were hidden in Cruz’s closet. 

•The Sneads knew Cruz had multiple guns. 

•Cruz’s guns were kept in a safe, James had a key and Cruz may 
have had a key. 

•The person who sold the safe said he believed there were two 
keys and that James was making Cruz give him one of the two. 

•James believed the guns and ammo were kept separate from 
one another, possibly in different safes. 
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•JT knew Cruz had his own ammo separate, James did not know 
that. 

•Cruz kept his guns and his ammo in his safe in his room. 

•James Snead described Cruz as having an interest, appreciation 
for guns. 

AGUSTIN FELMAN: THE SNEADS WERE AWARE OF CRUZ’S 
INTENTION TO COMMIT MASS MURDER  

The Sneads refused to give their son’s first name to the 
media. At first the Sneads would talk only through their attorney. 
Why? Thanks to Agustin we finally learned the truth of what went 
on in the Snead trailer while Cruz lived there and what they were 
hiding.  
 
Q. All right, now there was an incident that happened at the 
school yesterday where there was a shooting you said that 
happened to know the shooter?  

A. The shooter, I met him once.  

Q. Okay and how do you know him?  

A. He's--one of my closest friends he was living with him.  

Q. And what was your interaction with him? Did you see anything 
dealing with the shooting yesterday?  

A. Anything about the shooting yesterday, no I ran yesterday 
away but like while I was at his house like when the year began I 
saw him in possessions of firearms.  

Q. Okay, so what kind of firearms did you see him with? How did 
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that happen?  

A. I don't remember the exact ones, I'm pretty sure had assault 
rifles like that AR a machine gun I don't know---  

Q. And how many guns did you see? Did he have a gun safe?  

A. He had a gun safe, yeah, I saw two but I think he had a third 
one.  

Q. Okay and they were handguns or rifles?  

A. Rifles.  

Q. What color were they and who was-where was he standing at 
the time?  

A. 7000 to 100 Loxahatchee Road. I don't know the exact address 
I think I have it on my phone.  

Q. And what's your friend's name?  

A. Jameson Sneed (phonetically spelled).  

Q. Jameson Sneed, does Jameson still go to the school?  

A. Yes.  

Q. Okay, was Jameson in contact---is Jameson and this guy still 
friends?  

A. No, he was living with him. He was friends with him but he's 
(inaudible) it happened.  

Q. Okay.  

A. Yeah, I just talked to him.  
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Q. All right, do you know Jameson has come down here?  

A. No, I don't think he has, I don't know.  

Q. Did you let anybody else know that Jameson was living with 
him at the time?  

A. No, I didn't let them because at the time I didn't know it was 
important. Like he didn't have parents with him at that time so I 
thought they were just doing something nice.  

Q. Did Cruz ever make any statements to you that he wanted to 
harm anybody, wanted to hurt anybody, wanted to shoot 
anybody?  

A. Yes.  

Q. He did make a statement to you like that?  

A. He once said that he wanted to shoot black people.  

Q. Okay and when was this, where?  

A. This was at Jameson Sneed's house the first week of-the year 
2018.  

Q. Did Jameson know he had the guns and-  

A. Yes, he was, they're a pro-gun family, they all have gun, yes.  

Q. They all have guns in the house, okay. All right, is there 
anything else you want to add to this statement, sir?  

A. No.  
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So the Sneads knew of the Miscreant's desire to commit a 
mass murder targeting African-Americans and perhaps they 
consciously or subconsciously wanted to see this happen even if it 
meant their ruin. The Parkland Commission found that Cruz 
repeatedly made racist and anti-gay remarks, using the term 
“white power” and drawing swastikas on desks, his Smith & 
Wesson MP-15 magazines, the butt of his shotgun and his 
backpack. He remarked on the shooting at the Pulse nightclub in 
Orlando and “said he was glad they killed all those gay people.” 
He “made bad jokes about Jewish people, Nazis and Hitler and 
wished all Jews were dead.” One 11th-grader reported that Cruz 
“told him he did not like black people and would like to shoot 
them.” Cruz made his views clear to the Snead family; his 
intentions to become a killer yet they allowed him access to the 
tools he needed to do it. Criminal negligence charges should be 
brought against them. 
 
DEPRESSED AND SUICIDAL  

 
James Snead: Nik was very respectful he was a little 
quirky little socially awkward he was quiet he told 
us he was depressed we knew he was depressed. I 
knew he was kicked out of Stoneman Douglas. I 
didn't know why. I asked him. He says for fighting 
and that was it. I mean when he came in to live 
with us I tried to get him back in Stoneman 
Douglas and they just basically told me no.  

 
Why didn’t the school inform James Snead of the incident 

where Cruz was almost Baker acted for cutting himself and 
drinking gasoline? Is this a failure on the part of Stoneman 
Douglas or is Snead lying? When Snead asked for readmission did 
the administrators check their records? Were they constrained by 
privacy considerations since Sneed had no legal guardian status 
with Cruz. Or did they tell him that this turd had been involved in 
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some serious, life threatening stuff? Forget the Miscreants 
psychopathic plan; Sneed believed “Niki” was depressed. Why let 
a depressed kid have access to firearms, he might take his own 
life? Snead explained: 
 

I thought the reason for his depression stemmed 
from losing his mother not from being bullied or by 
the things that happened in school and I didn't 
know any about those issues I just thought it was 
about his mother you know. 

 
Snead could have asked him, “How long have you been 

depressed” and found out it was long before his mother died. As 
his mother’s banker testified, he hated her and wished she was 
dead and also threatened to kill her. Bullied? Cruz was never 
bullied. The other kids feared him. Who would bully the school 
psychopath? Cruz said he needed psychological help and Kimberly 
knew the kid was depressed from the outset but she waited two 
months before taking him to a shrink. The fact that she took him 
there days before the event tells us that something was going on 
with him that was abnormal. Kimberly: 
 

But the day I met him I told him I said you need to 
find somebody to talk to. I need to find you a 
professional to talk to speak to and get the ball 
rolling. Just days before the shooting I took him to 
a counselor yes I did because I have my own I had 
someone I go and talk to the last time I had gone I 
introduced them they got his name they were to 
start the insurance processes to see what would be 
covered and he was going to start going ironic they 
probably would have been this week right he asked 
me on more than one occasion he recognized that 
he needed help he knew it. We put him on a 
positive path, trying to heal. And he just blew it. 
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James Snead also claimed Cruz never showed any warning 

signs. Again, five days before the shooting, Kimberly Snead 
allegedly took Cruz to the office of a therapist she had been 
seeing. What was she seeing him for and for how long? Did she 
start when Cruz moved in? Cruz allegedly said he was open to 
therapy but didn’t like medication. He was starting to act crazy 
and that why she took him there. She also knew that not only did 
Cruz refuse to medicate himself, he had attempted suicide while 
living with the Sneads. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: No? Have you been to a doctor for anything 
recently other than today at the emergency room? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the negative.) 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: No? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Just a finger broke. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You broke your finger? When was that? 
When did you break your finger? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Four to five weeks ago. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Four to five weeks ago? All right. But you 
went to a doctor for that? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. You're not on any pain killers now or 
anything like that? 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. When your mom passed away they 
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didn't put you on any kind of anti-depressants or anything like? 
 

NIKOLAS CRUZ: Xanax. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Xanax. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Marijuana. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Marijuana. What else? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Tried killing myself with Ibuprofen and [Motrin] 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: When was that? When did you try killing 
yourself? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Two months ago. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Did you actually go to the doctor or 
where was that at? How did you do it? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I snuck out of the house. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Went to Walgreens. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. You were still staying at Brother's 
[Jameson Snead] house then? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. You snuck out of the house. You went 
to Walgreens. What happened? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Bought Ibuprofen, Advil. 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Went back. Took it. Drank a lot of water. Went to 
bed. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. How many did you take? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: All of it almost. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: What now? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I don't know how many pills. I just took a bunch. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. A bunch. You went back to bed. What 
happened then? You drank some water. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Heart started hurting. My stomach started feeling 
bad. Went to the bathroom. Threw up. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Okay. You never had to go to the 
doctor, the emergency room or anything like that? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: (Nods head in the negative.) 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Is that the only time you ever tried to kill 
yourself? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. What other time did you try to kill 
yourself? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ:  I tried – what was it called when you drink a lot? 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: Drinking too much alcohol I guess. Is that 
what you're talking about? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yeah. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Alcohol poisoning? When was that? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Couple years back. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: So it was before your mom passed? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: The Ibuprofen was after your mom passed? 
 
NIKOLAS ·CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Did you ever end up at the doctor with 
the alcohol poisoning? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: No. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: What did you do on that one? How did you 
try to do that? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Slept it out. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You slept it out? How much did you drink? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Vodka. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Vodka. All right. The most recent -- 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Tequila. Uh, wine. 
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DETECTIVE CURCIO: And that was when you were staying at your 
mom's house? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. The one with the Ibuprofen, what were 
you depressed about? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Everything. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: So what's the address? I'm not going to get 
your friend in any trouble, but I just need to know you know what 
your address is. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I don't know the address. 
 

Kimberly: “I offered him Motrin for a headache and he says I 
don't like taking pills so I don't know I mean he took eight 
eventually you know I told him I'm a nurse he should you know do 
this it'll help your head and you just and he was thankful later but 
he says I really don't like taking medications.”  

 
Was it because of this suicide attempt and others that 

Kimberly took him to a shrink?  
 

The Curcio Report: 
 

Cruz stated that he had once attempted to kill 
himself by taking too much pain medication after 
his mother's death. Cruz advised that he did not 
seek medical attention after this recent attempt 
Cruz stated that before his mother pasted away he 
had attempted to kill himself by drinking too much 
because he was "lonely.” 
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THE MISCREANT’S INSTAGRAM PAGE MADE IT CLEAR HE 
WANTED TO BE A SCHOOL SHOOTER 

J. T. was an INSTAGRAM follower of Nikolas Cruz who he had 
met in JROTC at Stoneman Douglas. INSTAGRAM is a mobile, 
desktop, and Internet-based photo-sharing application and 
service that allows users to share pictures and videos either 
publicly or privately to pre-approved followers. According to 
Marianne Theall, Cruz made it clear on INSTAGRAM he was going 
to shoot up a school. Jameson’s friend, a kid who said he was 
Jewish who knew Cruz, claimed Jameson had a sanitized 
innocuous INSTAGRAM page.  

 
And so you know, Nik had 2 INSTAGRAM accounts. 
And Jameson Snead was not aware of the bad 
INSTAGRAM account. As well, Jameson Snead did 
not provide him with the guns. Nik unfortunately 
bought those guns legally. thank you. But why post 
about a minor teenager who didn't see that side of 
him? We are a Jewish family. Nik was there. Nik 
knew she is Jewish. She said he was polite and 
normal, though just a bit strange. He just hid his 
bad side from "normal" friends and family. Oh 
maybe there were more than 2 INSTAGRAMs, but 
my point is that Nik hid his bad side from the 
Sneads. There was a "clean" INSTAGRAM but the 
officials took it down. It is not that the Sneads 
wouldn't name Jameson Snead. There are other 
minor teenagers down in South FL who were 
friends with him also. One saw him in the school 
with the gun that day. One saw him without the 
gun and leaving the school with the student 
population. The facts are the Sneads were trying to 
cope with this situation also (imagine if that 
happened to you), and Jameson Snead is a minor 
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trying to cope. The first time (I think) Jameson 
Snead was ready to talk was Dr. Phil. And Dr. Phil 
took the time to talk to Jameson Snead and make 
him feel comfortable. Not some big sinister cover 
up. 

 
 The “she” is Emilee Brenner. James Snead was asked: “There 

have been so many reports about Nicholas social media youths 
and about gun the posting of guns about killing small animals did 
you know anything about any of that?” 

 

 
 
 
No sir we only knew he had one INSTAGRAM 
account and that my son subscribed to and I guess 
that would be the normal one not these other 
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INSTAGRAM accounts that he had. We had no idea. 
My son had no idea about him as far as the animal 
killings he never did anything like that at our house 
we have animals and he loved our animals and 
animals loved him. 

 
Journalists and bloggers would have found the innocuous 

INSTAGRAM page before they found the other ones. It has been 
months since the event and no such sanitized page has surfaced. 
“And the animals loved him.” The animals loved him. That makes 
someone you can trust. These were his INSTAGRAM pages:  
 

nikolas_cruz 
Nikolascruzmakarov 

cruz_ nikolas 
crazynikolas_new. 

 
The New York Times reported: “The Sneads knew Cruz had an 

INSTAGRAM account and that their son followed Cruz on it but 
have since realized that Cruz had a much wider, more troubling 
presence on social media, in which he apparently posted about 
guns and about being cruel toward animals.” All the accounts 
were toxic, although one of them had a single picture of Cruz with 
a gun. He posted this stuff on his INSTAGRAM accounts and didn’t 
have a Facebook page or Twitter account. He made comments on 
several You Tube accounts. That was about it. There was no wider 
media presence. Remember Marianne Theall reported this to the 
FBI: 

 
A man he befriended, some young boy who's also 
on INSTAGRAM, and his father, this boy's father 
took him in. Him and his wife took Nikolas in and 
said he could live there and his guns and everything 
could be in the house because he has them locked 
up. Um, he also said when, this is another flag I 
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saw. He also said when Nikolas gets his money, his 
$25,000. This man will invest it for him. 

 
Marianne Theall saw Jameson Snead post on the murderous 

INSTAGRAM Page. Despite his seeing the same pages Jameson 
Snead told his dad it was ok for Cruz to have 24-hour access to an 
Smith & Wesson MP-15 because he was a nice kid who got some 
bad breaks.  

 
Officer Chad Ryen stated that after the event: “When I was in 

the auditorium, there was a female teacher and a student that 
came up to me. Student, opened up his phone on Instagram -- 
social media and said, "This is the guy. It's Nicholas Cruz. This is 
the guy." And that was relayed to Soto, who put that out too.” His 
INSTAGRAM account was widely disseminated. 

 

 

There is no disputing Jameson was a follower of Cruz’s 
INSTAGRAM accounts that were filled with expressions of desire 
to become a mass murderer. All the signs were there – images of 
killing animals. Everyone knows that’s how psychopaths start out. 
Jameson Sneed never had his father take the guns away after 
viewing Cruz’s INSTAGRAM page. Rock DesChamps saw the page: 
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Q. Did he ever hurt any animals? 
 
A. Yes, I know for a fact that he has. He's killed animals and 
random birds, frogs. 
 
Q. Did you know of how the method of his killings? 
 
A. I mean if you go look on his INSTAGRAM page he has a picture 
of a dead frog that I didn't see in details, I don't know if it was a 
bullet that killed the frog or he killed the frog either way I've not 
seen it. 
 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0rm_TFpUB4 

 
Cruz said it aloud on INSTAGRAM I want to kill people, I want to 
be a school shooter and this moron Jameson didn’t go to his 
father and tell him we have a monster living among us and he has 
access to a deadly assault weapon. Others who accessed Cruz’s 
INSTAGRAM account stated “We need to start monitoring and 
following through with reporting people like this. Maybe we can 
prevent future tragedies.” Jameson Snead subscribed to his 
INSTAGRAM feed and despite all of the violent images he said 
nothing or his parents ignored his warnings? Did Daddy Snead 
monitor Cruz’s social media accounts as parents are supposed to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0rm_TFpUB4
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do especially after what he learned from Jameson about Cruz’s 
background even if it was a watered-down version? When he was 
apprehended Cruz called James Snead “daddy.”  

 
Why was this all American-kid associating with an anti-social 

type like Cruz? Even if there was a clean account Jameson would 
have heard about Cruz’s reputation from his classmates. Chad 
Williams said Cruz was a troubled student who often set off the 
fire alarm for fun. Even people peripherally connected to Cruz 
knew his behavior was erratic at best. According to Jack Edward 
Dechene, Cruz kicked out a glass window at the school, then 
jumped through it and ran away. “And even the one time in our 
class he like kicked the door window and like it shattered kind of. 
And he just like ran to Wal-Mart. Like he used to always say stupid 
stuff in school. And he would like run off campus and like run to 
Wal-Mart.”  

 
One former classmate said that Cruz sometimes introduced 

himself by saying, “Hi, I’m Nick, I’m a school shooter.” [R] "I had a 
lot of suspicions about him," student Guiliana Matamoros said. 
"He's mentioned plenty of times that he wanted to shoot people 
and, like, that's why he would want to go to the military." 
Numerous other reports reprinted in this book confirm that fact 
that Cruz was open about his desire to become a mass murderer. 
He was reported to have done the same on SNAP CHAT. 
Mackenzie Hill, a 17-year-old junior at Stoneman Douglas, knew 
Cruz since middle school. She remembered seeing him at the 
Dollar Tree Store where he worked. "He would talk to me like he 
knew me, and it creeped me out," Hill said. "I always had a bad 
feeling about him," she said. Hill, like others, also cited Instagram 
posts, which, in the wake of the killings, even Sheriff Scott J. Israel 
called "very, very disturbing." Cruz told everyone he met that he 
wanted to shoot up Stoneman Douglas so he must had told his 
best friend, J. T. Snead. Papa Snead: 
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So we put him in an adult education he was 
studying what is he's trying to get is a high school 
diploma and he's doing well he's doing really well 
he was proud of what he was doing. He would tell 
me every day that he took you know how many 
quizzes how many tests and how did good on 
them.  

 
Cruz would tell Snead, not show him the tests. No doubt 

about it Cruz was misleading his benefactors. Snead claimed he 
was unaware of reports of him having been violent at times. The 
Sneads are lying about Cruz not having exhibited any abnormal 
behavior prior to the murders that might have given the Sneads a 
hint of what he was planning. 

 
CRUZ CALLS PAPA SNEAD FROM McDONALDS 

 
SWAT team member ROBERT VALDES took the call from 

James Snead: 
 
RV: So after I was able to get that information out, I believe it was 
the girl that gave me-- she called somebody who had the number 
for James who was the person that Nikolas Cruz was staying with, 
like the caretaker or whatever. And I call him up and I asked him 
where -- what -- I told him this is so-and-so from BSO. We're 
trying to see where Nikolas Cruz is. Where is he? He's like, Is 
everything okay? I'm like, we'll tell you later, blah, blah, blah. And 
then, he said last time I spoke with him, he was by the 
McDonald's.  
 
RV: It took me another five minutes to get on the radio and get 
that information on. I tried keying up and it just -- nothing. So 
while we're trying to get the information out, we get into 
Detective French's truck and started driving towards the 
McDonald's. We get to McDonald's. There was kids there. We 
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checked them. They're not Nikolas Cruz. Go inside the 
McDonald's. Cleared bathrooms or whatever. Nothing. While we 
were out in the parking lot trying to figure out what to do next,  
James called me back and he said something about that he has 
safes in the house with -- with firearms and that his wife is not 
answering the phone. Another five minutes we try to get on the 
radio and get the information, Hey, this guy's concerned about his 
wife's safety. Send units there. Eventually I was able to key up. 
They started sending units or they had already started sending 
units to the address --or whatnot. After that, I think probably, like, 
five minutes after, the guy from Coconut Creek says that he's 
possibly  sees him or in contact with him. 
 
MP: And you heard that over the radio? 

 
RV: No. I did not hear that over the radio. It was actually Margate 
PD, that Brown that was in the truck with us. He's like, Hey, Coral 
Springs is saying that Coconut Creek is possibly in contact with this 
guy. We had no idea of any of this stuff going on. I don't know 
why. So I tell people on scene, I tell my sergeant, and then they 
said, like, a road. So we jump into a marked unit from -- I can't 
remember what agency, but he knew the area, so we started 
going code there. By the time we got there, the kid was already in 
cuffs or they were putting him in cuffs as we were running up to 
the kid.  
 
CAPTAIN BRAD MOCK 
 
BM: We received a call. Someone approached me at the TOC, um, 
(unintelligible) Operations Center that he was seen at 
McDonald's. I think his father or somebody called, said he was in 
McDonald's. I immediately grabbed six of my SWAT guys -- 'cause 
we were getting to break the SWAT teams up to clear the rest of 
the school. I immediately grabbed six of my guys who were right 
 there, said, "You' re going to McDonald's." 
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James Snead lied about this call:  

 
After the SWAT team called me and asked where if 
I knew where my son Nicholas was and I said he's 
not my son but I don't know where he's at and at 
that point I got in touch with my son who was 
fleeing the scene at that point and description 
came out and we put two and two together me 
and my son and we figured out happening. 
 

 
So the Miscreant was on the phone with James Snead after the 
event. I wonder what they talked about? Was James playing 
dumb? Mission accomplished? Snead never mentioned this call 
nor said it was his tip that led them to McDonalds. 
 
The Curcio Report: 
 
Sergeant Rubin and Detective Sokol being aware that the address 
of 7200 Loxahatchee Road was the last known address for Cruz 
went to that location before Nikolas Cruz was taken into custody 
in an attempt to locate him. They made contact with James and 
Kimberly Snead at that location and secured the location with 
other detectives. Once it was confirmed that Nikolas Cruz was not 
in the location the address was secured pending a Search 
Warrant. James and Kimberly Snead were brought to the Public 
Safety Building where they were interviewed by Detective Metz. 
Both Snead's advised that Nikolas Cruz was a friend from of their 
son Jameson Snead and that after Linda Cruz died in November 
2017 they allowed Cruz to move into their house. James and 
Kimberly Snead stated that both their son and Cruz were in 
JRROTC at MSDHS. Jameson Snead who was not at 7200 
Loxahatchee Road at the time of contact with James and Kimberly 
Snead was waiting at the McDonalds in Coral Springs for James 
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Snead to pick him up when detectives arrived at the residence. 
Arrangements were made by Detective Metz to pick up Jameson 
Snead and transport him to the Public Safety Building to be 
interviewed. James and Kimberly Snead stated that before moving 
into their house Nikolas Cruz stated that he had been living in 
Palm Beach County with his younger brother but that the lady he 
was staying with didn't like him having his guns in her house. Both 
James and Kimberly Snead agreed to allow Nikolas Cruz move into 
their house but made him buy a gun safe and keep his guns 
secured. James Snead stated that he kept control of the only key 
to the gun safe. After leaving MSDHS both Cruz and Jameson 
Sneed enrolled in Rock Island Development Center for classes. 
Jameson Snead was interviewed and advised that Nikolas Cruz 
had an "unusual interest" in guns and had a large amount of 
ammunition. 
 
 Jameson Snead stated that he thought Nikolas Cruz was socially 
awkward and on 02/13/2018 Cruz told him he was not going to 
school on Valentine's Day. Jameson Snead stated that on 
02/14/2018 Cruz texted him several times but that it was nothing 
of significant other than one text where Cruz told him he had 
“something important to tell him.” Jameson Snead stated that he 
was at MSDHS at the time of the shooting but not near the 1200 
building. Jameson Snead stated that he heard gunshots and he 
and other students fled the campus· westbound where he 
travelled to the Walmart and called his father to pick him up. Do 
to the large amount of traffic and children from the school at the 
Walmart it was decided that Jameson Snead walk to the 
McDonalds to be picked up. For further information see the 
recorded statement of James, Kimberly, and Jameson Snead 
which was recorded on the Axion Video recording System and the 
supplement report of Detective Metz, Sokol and Sergeant Rubin. 
 
John Wilford stated in a sworn statement to Detective Roque and 
Detective Cottam that he was a student at MSDHS the day of the 
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shooting near the 900 building and that after the Fire Alarm he 
evacuated the campus and went first to the Walmart where he 
called his mother to advise her of the shooting. Wilford stated 
that he left Walmart and then later went to the McDonalds on 
Coral Ridge Drive. Once at the McDonalds, Wilford stated that he 
sat in a booth and a white male wearing a JROTC uniform sat in 
the booth-with him. Wilford stated that he did not know this 
white male and they both spoke about the shooting at the school. 
Wilford stated that the white male seemed concerned about all 
the police presence but overall was calm. Wilford stated that once 
his mother arrived to pick him-up the white male followed him 
into the parking lot and began to insist that he and his mother 
give him a ride to Wyndham Lakes. John Wilford stated that after 
he refused to give this subject a ride he again saw the same 
subject walking towards the houses at Wyndham Lakes. John 
Wilford later would identify the white male as suspect Nikolas 
Cruz after seeing his picture in the media according to Detective 
Roque. 
 
JAMES SNEAD 

 
James Snead, 48, is a decorated army veteran and a military 

intelligence analyst who served in the Middle East between 1988 
and 1996. He said he was trying to give Cruz a break but was really 
after his inheritance. There was a large gap in his employment 
history. According to Snead the only place Cruz was reported to 
behave was in his home. Sgt. James Snead “Sorted and scanned 
intercepted messages and signals.” And he couldn’t have checked 
out his boarders INSTAGRAM page? He was way over qualified to 
do so. Because of this intelligence connection the usual bunch of 
idiots are claiming the deep state was behind Cruz when there is 
no evidence to support this. People reacted negatively to the 
Sneads when they saw them on TV: Kimberly Snead: "He just blew 
it." "Just blew it???" If a kid gets busted for shoplifting & gets 
kicked out of school, He "blew it." This kid murdered seventeen 
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people, including 14 kids. No, YOU blew it, letting a troubled teen 
into your house with an assault rifle. I'm having a hard time 
believing this. No signs at all? James and Kimberly Snead Say 
Nikolas Cruz Had a 'Right to Own' Smith & Wesson MP-15? The 
Sneads humored Cruz giving him access to an Smith & Wesson 
MP-15 in order to get their clammy ham hocks on his inheritance. 
“We’re like many other families in America today, we live 
paycheck to paycheck,” James Snead said. Snead even allowed 
Cruz to have new guns delivered to his address.  

 
Cruz got up on February 14, 2017 and told the Sneads that he 

was skipping GED class because it was St. Valentine’s Day. Keep 
the Saint Valentine’s Day Massacre in mind. The last time the 
Sneads saw him was about 10:00 AM. “My wife Kimberly was 
home sleeping during the incident and at that point I was panic-
stricken for her safety so I called the SWAT officer [Valdes] back to 
get the police back to my home to check on her.” Kimberly was 
allegedly working a night shift as a pre-natal nurse and was 
allegedly on an errand when Cruz left with a black cloth gun bag in 
which he had placed an Smith & Wesson MP-15. Cruz put his 
swastika etched Smith & Wesson MP-15 magazines in his back 
pack along with an ammo vest that held loaded magazines and 
put the Smith & Wesson MP-15 in a what Andrew Medina 
described as a duffle bag but what was really a Cabella’s gun case. 
The bottom line is that Cruz had one key to the gun safe and 
James Snead, his host, had the other. He left he went to the back 
of the trailer and created this cell phone video: 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJ9AwonLGDU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdoWNQdX7os 

 
Kimberly: I didn't talk to him Wednesday morning I 
talked to my son and he told me that Nick told him 
the night before that it’s Valentine's Day and he 
doesn't go to school on Valentine's Day. There was 
nothing unusual about Wednesday mornings just 
the fact that he was home I just asked him I said 
“What are you doing home you didn't go to 
school?” and he said the same thing about 
Valentine's Day. I said well what about work and he 
said they didn't need me alright well I said what 
were you gonna do today? I'm just going fishing. He 
was getting fishing stuff out and I had some 
errands to run so I left and that's the last I saw him. 
 

 
The FBI or the Broward County Sherriff’s Office seized 

Jameson’s Computer and the computer the Miscreant used to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdoWNQdX7os
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post his psychopathic images. We now know at least some of 
what investigators found through info contained in these search 
warrants. At the Sneads home, investigators searched two 5 foot 
tall Stack-On gun lockers. Inside, they discovered: Firearms 
Ammunition Misc. Documents/Papers Inside the house they 
found: Spent Cartridge Casings Tactical Clothing/Equipment Live 
Ammunition Miscellaneous Desktop and Laptop Computers iPad 
XBOX GAME CONSOLES Computer Hard Drives USB Thumb 
Drives Firearms. On several occasions Cruz went nuts when his 
mother his X-box. 

 
January 15, 2013 Caller Lynda Cruz called to advise 
her son has anger issues and ADHD. Alleged she 
was thrown against wall because she took away 
Nikolas' Xbox game system. She advised that he 
did not threaten to harm her or herself Deputy 
responded. Found Nikolas (14 YOA) locked in room 
because he was mad at his mother. Henderson 
Behavioral Health responded and advised a Baker 
Act was not warranted at this time. Report taken. 

 
Exposure to violent programming further desensitizes a 

psychopath’s response to violence, thus making violent acts easier 
to carry out. Columbine murderers Harris and Klebold enjoyed 
playing the video game DOOM, a game licensed by the U.S. 
military to train soldiers to effectively kill. In August 2018 David 
Katz, another active shooter lost a video game tournament and 
killed two of the men who defeated him and wounded 10 random 
gamers.  

 
CRUZ WAS WORRIED ABOUT JAMESON’S SAFETY 

When the shooting began, Jameson managed to flee 
unharmed to a nearby middle school. Jameson had wittingly or 
unwittingly facilitated this event.  
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During his video-taped confession Cruz did all he could to 
protect J. T. He had no remorse for the people he shot a wounded 
but was anxious to find out if J. T. was among them. He was the 
only person in the world he cared for. That little bastard Jameson 
knew what was going to happen and is going to get away with it. 

 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You know, do you know what city you were 
living in the last, say, week or -- how long have you been living 
with your friend? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Four months. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Four months. Okay. I got to take notes 
because I'm old. What's your friend's name? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I can't remember. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You can't remember? You know him from 
where? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: School. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. And the school you know him from -- 
again, some of these questions are going to sound stupid, but I 
need to know. What school do you know him from? From 
Douglas? 

 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Yes. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Do you know his nickname or do you 
know -- what do you call him? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Do you know him? 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: What is it? 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: Do you know him? 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Dee-nome (phonetic) 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Do you?  
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Yeah, of course. Again, I've already told you 
that certain people have given me background about you. I hear it 
from you whether it's true. You can't worry about, you know, who 
your friend is at the moment because I'm just trying to find out 
where you were staying. 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Is he okay? 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: What? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: Is he okay? 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Yes. Is he okay? From what I understand, he's 
okay. But again I got to get a little background information like 
where you're staying, your phone number. You know, some of the 
things I'm hearing out there, I need to know if it's true or not. 
Okay? So what name do you call him by? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: BROTHER. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Brother? Okay. And is that you've been 
staying there four months. Is that where you stayed last night, at 
his house? 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I can't remember. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: You can't remember. Okay. 
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NIKOLAS CRUZ: I can't remember anything. 
 
DETECTIVE CURCIO: Okay. Well, I think you can remember, but 
we'll get into that as we get into -- 
 
NIKOLAS CRUZ: I'll try. 
 

Cruz loved Jameson. On the morning of the mass murder of 
innocents Cruz texted Jameson and asked him what room he was 
in before opening fire so he wouldn’t kill him, just 17 others yet 
he was still worried about him. There was definitely more than 
meets the eye to this friendship and the Sneads are covering it up 
to save Jameson. It is amazing how the media gave the Sneads a 
Mulligan.  

 
Time Magazine asked: “It's now come out that he had sent a 

couple of texts to your son in while he was in the Uber car on the 
way to the high school. Does it ever cross your mind that he what 
might have been looking for your son?” “Every second of the day 
absolutely.” “What do you think those were about?” “I have no 
idea. I don't know if he was looking for him or trying to protect 
him or what I don't know.” “Is there any part of you that thinks 
that your son might have been the target of Cruz when he was 
going over there?” “No I'd know because he had every 
opportunity to hurt us if he wanted to and he didn't.” Cruz 
wanted to make sure he didn’t air out Jameson because without 
him he could have never pulled this off. James Snead: “He told my 
son he was going to the movies and he said he had something to 
tell my son Preston (sic) “What is it what is it?” “Nothing bad bro.” 
Then he said he was going to the movies and then the last text my 
son got was “um yo” and that was it and that was about 2: 18 PM.  

 
The Florida Department of Law enforcement reported: 
 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:33:30 Cruz received a text from JT "A hour a 
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seven mins" 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:33:01 Cruz sent a text to JT "Doesn't school 
end in one and a half hours."  

On 02/14/2018 at 13:44:44 Cruz received a text from JT "US 
history." 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:57 Cruz sent a text to JT "What class are 
you in." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:33:42 Cruz received a text to JT "Oh ok."  

On 02/14/2018 at 13:45:19 Cruz sent a text to JT "Sent?"  

On 02/14/2018 at 13:45:17 Cruz received a text to JT "Who's your 
teacher." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:51:36 Cruz received a text to JT "Cool."  

On 02/14/2018 at 13:51:19 Cruz sent a text to JT "I had him as a 
teacher." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:46:59 Cruz received a text from JT "Coach 
Short." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:51:52 Cruz received a text from JT "What 
does he look like." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:54:18 Cruz received a text from JT "OK I will 
at the end of class." 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:52:55 Cruz sends a text to JT "Ask him if he 
know Nick Cruz" 

On 02/14/2018 at 13:52:33 Cruz received a text from JT "Yes" 
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On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:57 Cruz sends a text to JT "He's bald and 
is in the back of the school."  

On 02/14/2018 at 14:09:26 Cruz sent a text to JT "I have to tell 
you something important soon" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:22 Cruz receives a text from JT "Yes"  

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:22 Cruz sent a text to JT "Hey man."  

On 02/14/2018 at 14:10:15 Cruz receives a text from JT "Text it to 
me dude I don't need this right" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:10:09 Cruz sent a text to JT "Nothing man"  

On 02/14/2018 at 14:10:36 Cruz receives a text from JT "Right 
now and U better not be fucking with me!" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:22 Cruz receives a text from JT "What?" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:22 Cruz sent a text to JT "Dude nothing 
bad bro" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:32 Cruz received a text to JT "Ok good"? 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:37 Cruz received a text from JT "Then 
what is it?" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:53 Cruz sent a text to JT "I'm heading to 
the movies." 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:11:57 Cruz received a text from JR "I wa" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:12:12 Cruz received a text from JT "WTF 
about the fire.” 
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On 02/14/2018 at 14:12:22 Cruz received a text from JT "I got 
Caroline to come". 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:12:27 Cruz received a text from JT "I got 
Caroline to come." 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:12:33 Cruz sent a text to JT "Aww fuck!" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:12:51 Cruz received a text from JT "Well too 
late now I didn't expect her to come" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14: 13: 18 Cruz received a text from JT "WTF 
dude u better stay I got her to come for u." 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:13:39 Cruz sent a text to JT "What time she 
coming". 

On 02114/201-8 at 14:13:55 Cruz received a text to JT "After 6-
ish" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:14:05 Cruz received a text from JT "Go to 
the movies tomorrow 

This is the last outgoing text from Cruz's cell phone before the 
shooting. 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:17:13 Cruz's cell phone received an 
incoming text JT stating "I hope ur back before 6" 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:16:43 Cruz sent a text to JT "Too late man". 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:18:46 Cruz's sent a text to JT stating "Yo". 

On 02/1412018 at 14:18:59 Cruz's received an incoming text from 
phone number JT "Yes." 
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On 02/14/2018 at 14:26:59 Nikolas Cruz's cell phone received an 
incoming text from JT "Yes". 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:36:31 Nikolas Cruz's cell phone received an 
incoming text from 1-561-809-5620 which went unread "What did 
you want to tell me?" 1-561-809-5620 is not listed in Cruz's cell 
phone contacts. This number was later determined to be a subject 
named Orlando Morales. Morales involvement will be discussed 
later in BSO Detective Curcios supplement report. 
 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:36:48 Nikolas Cruz's cell phone received an 
incoming text from 1-954-415-7784 which went unread “Answer 
your phone?” 

On 02/14/2018 at 14:51:47 Nikolas Cruz's cell phone received an 
incoming text from phone number 1-954-830-3035 that went 
unread stating "Where you at?" 1-954-830-3035 in the listed in 
Cruz's cell phone contacts as the number of James Snead. 
 
SNEADS GET SUED 

 
After the Sneads testified before a Grand Jury on March 7, 

2018 their attorney stated “they are alleged to being sued by 
some of the people involved. If they are sued, they're sued and 
that will come. We have no knowledge of how he got into that 
safe or got that ammunition.” In reality the Sneads should have 
faced changes of 784.05 Culpable negligence.—  

 
(1) Whoever, through culpable negligence, exposes another 

person to personal injury commits a misdemeanor of the second 
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. But 
they get the White skin Florida native (there is a Snead island) 
privilege.  
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From Borges lawsuit:  
 

At all times material hereto, the Sneads undertook 
to maintain exclusive control over said guns by 
placing them in their locked gun safe to which 
James Snead has asserted he possessed the only 
key. At all times material hereto, contrary to said 
assertion by James Snead, Nikolas Jacob Cruz had 
access to one or more of his guns, while residing at 
the Sneads’ residence; and specifically, the Smith & 
Wesson MP-15 rifle that he subsequently used in 
committing the massacre at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School. James Snead and Kimberly 
Snead, jointly and severally, were negligent and 
breached their duty of reasonable care for the 
safety and protection of the public and Anthony 
Borges by allowing Nikolas Jacob Cruz to have 
access to his guns over which the Sneads had 
asserted exclusive control as a condition of his 
residing in their house. As a direct and proximate 
result of the above-described negligence of the 
Sneads, Anthony Borges was placed in fear for his 
life and shot 5 times by Nikolas Jacob Cruz, thereby 
sustaining severe physical injuries, mental pain and 
suffering, psychological injuries, scarring, disability, 
disfigurement, and the loss of the capacity for the 
enjoyment of life. 

  
This was how Snead’s attorney responded: 

 
Plaintiff avers in paragraph 20. "the SNEADS 
undertook to maintain exclusive control over said 
[NIKOLAS CRUZ'S] guns by placing them in their 
locked gun safe to which James Snead has asserted 
he possessed the only key" but do not aver that 
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the Sneads had a legal duty to control Cruz's 
conduct or firearms, by virtue of any special 
relationship that existed between Cruz and the 
Sneads that was legally cognizable under the facts 
of this case. 

 
The Defendants argue that the Sneads had no legal 

responsibility as he was just an adult crasher in their crib.  
 

Plaintiff has not asserted in the complaint that the 
Sneads had a legal duty to ensure that the Sneads 
possessed the only key, regardless of whether 
Defendant James Snead believed that or not.  

 
Even if Snead was lying about the key and Cruz had one, 

which of course he did, Cruz had a legal right to access firearms 
registered in his name. 
 

In consideration of Florida Statutes §§ 790.174 and 
784.05, the Sneads had a legal duty to secure 
firearms in their home, a premises under the 
Sneads' control, in order to limit access to firearms 
by minors that are present in their home. As such, 
if 20 implies that the Sneads [voluntarily] 
"undertook", when in fact the act of keeping 
firearms in a "securely locked box or container or in 
a location which a reasonable person would 
believe to be secure" is required by law and hence 
not a voluntary undertaking, in order to keep 
firearms out of the reach of minors that happen to 
be in their home.  

  
Cruz was not a minor so even if he had a key the Sneads had 

fulfilled that requirement. 
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Plaintiff does not aver that Defendants voluntarily 
assumed control of, or were required to take 
control of the person of Defendant Cruz. By 
definition, Defendants cannot have a special 
relationship with Defendant Cruz's property.  

 
The Sneads hadn’t adopted the Miscreant and had no legal 

relationship like guardian etc. 
 
Plaintiff does not aver specifically what "control" 
means in the complaint, or under what parameters 
Cruz had access to the firearms that Cruz owned, 
by way of example, to go to the gun range. If this 
Court were to hold that the act of reasonable 
compliance with mandatory Florida Statutes §§ 
790.174 and 784.05 (related to firearm safety and 
prevention of access to firearms by minors), ipso 
facto created a Florida Common Law, Restatement 
Of Torts, special relationship between the Sneads 
and Defendant Cruz personally residing in the 
Snead's home, vis-a-vis use of a "voluntarily 
assumption of control" [of Cruz's guns] label, that 
decision would have a chilling effect for 
homeowners tenants, and roommates throughout 
the state of Florida, and would turn §§ 790.174 
and 784.05 upside down. 

 
In other words no special relationship was created by Cruz 

and the Sneads other than guest and being a guest didn’t make 
the Sneads responsible for what he did with his weapons that he 
had legal access to. If it did it would put everyone and their 
grandmother at risk of prosecution. What the Plaintiffs here must 
do is prove that the Sneads knew Cruz was a total nut job by 
deposing Jameson Snead, the weak link in the chain. 
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FINDINGS OF THIS INVESTIGATION  

AUGSTIN FELMAN TESTIMONY INDICATES THE SNEADS ARMED 
CRUZ HOPING HE WOULD “SHOOT BLACK PEOPLE.” 

JUST LIKE ANDREW MEDINA AND THE LEGENDARY COWARD 
SCOT PETERSON, IT WAS THE SNEADS INACTIONS, RATHER THAN 
ACTIONS, THAT ALLOWED THIS MISCREANT TO COMMIT THE 
PARKLAND MASSACRE. CRIMINAL CHARGES SHOULD BE 
BROUGHT AGAINST THE SNEADS. 

At first the Sneads refused to give their son’s first name to the 
media and would talk only through their attorney. Why? There 
was more going on in the Snead household when Cruz lived there 
than meets the eye. But we got a glimpse into what was really 
going down when Nikolas Cruz was overheard by Jameson Snead 
and Augstin Felman saying that he was going to use the arsenal 
that he displayed to Felman to “kill niggers.” Jameson must have 
told his father about this, or perhaps his father had already heard 
it from Cruz himself. In any event he failed to act on this 
information still allowing Cruz access to the arsenal Cruz had 
amassed which is tantamount to arming him. Thanks to Agustin 
we finally learned the truth of what went on in the Snead trailer 
while Cruz lived there and what they were hiding.  
 
A. He [Nikolas Cruz] once said that he wanted to shoot black 
people.  
 
Q. Okay and when was this, where?  
 
A. This was at Jameson Sneed's house the first week of-the year 
2018.  
 

Q. All right, now there was an incident that happened at the 
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school yesterday where there was a shooting you said that 
happened to know the shooter?  

A. The shooter, I met him once.  

Q. Okay and how do you know him?  

A. He's--one of my closest friends he was living with him.  

Q. And what was your interaction with him? Did you see anything 
dealing with the shooting yesterday?  

A. Anything about the shooting yesterday, no I ran yesterday 
away but like while I was at his house like when the year began I 
saw him in possessions of firearms.  

Q. Okay, so what kind of firearms did you see him with? How did 
that happen?  

A. I don't remember the exact ones, I'm pretty sure had assault 
rifles like that AR a machine gun I don't know---  

Q. And how many guns did you see? Did he have a gun safe?  

A. He had a gun safe, yeah, I saw two but I think he had a third 
one.  

Q. Okay and they were handguns or rifles?  

A. Rifles.  

Q. What color were they and who was-where was he standing at 
the time?  

A. 7000 to 100 Loxahatchee Road. I don't know the exact address 
I think I have it on my phone.  
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Q. And what's your friend's name?  

A. Jameson Sneed (phonetically spelled).  

Q. Jameson Sneed, does Jameson still go to the school?  

A. Yes.  

Q. Okay, was Jameson in contact---is Jameson and this guy still 
friends?  

A. No, he was living with him. He was friends with him but he's 
(inaudible) it happened.  

Q. Okay.  

A. Yeah, I just talked to him.  

Q. All right, do you know Jameson has come down here?  

A. No, I don't think he has, I don't know.  

Q. Did you let anybody else know that Jameson was living with 
him at the time?  

A. No, I didn't let them because at the time I didn't know it was 
important. Like he didn't have parents with him at that time so I 
thought they were just doing something nice.  

Q. Did Cruz ever make any statements to you that he wanted to 
harm anybody, wanted to hurt anybody, wanted to shoot 
anybody?  

A. Yes.  

Q. He did make a statement to you like that?  
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A. He once said that he wanted to shoot black people.  

Q. Okay and when was this, where?  

A. This was at Jameson Sneed's house the first week of-the year 
2018.  

Q. Did Jameson know he had the guns and-  

A. Yes, he was, they're a pro-gun family, they all have gun, yes.  

Q. They all have guns in the house, okay. All right, is there 
anything else you want to add to this statement, sir?  

A. No. 

The Felman testimony is just the tip of the iceberg.  The Sneads 
knew Cruz was Nazi who hated Blacks and Jews and was planning 
a mass murder but still allowed the Miscreant to have access to 
an arsenal. James had a military intelligence background for God 
sake. They knew he was violent from speaking with the last 
people who housed Cruz, the Deschamps and he was not just 
whistling Dixie.  

Cruz told everyone and his dog he hated Blacks and that he was a 
Nazi why not the Sneads? Jameson Snead was the Miscreants’ 
best friend. He called him “brother.” He was the only one he was 
worried about after the event. He made sure Jameson was not 
killed in the slaughter by finding out what building he was in just 
before the event.  

Cruz also told numerous people he was going to be a school 
shooter. He posted it on the internet using his own name. He 
must have told his closest friend. Most close friends share each 
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other’s ideology. Especially when have extremist’s beliefs.   

There was no way the Sneads could have not known Cruz was a 
Nazi and if they didn’t sympathize with his with his beliefs they 
would have thrown him out. Cruz had etched swastikas on his 
magazines and butt of his shot gun. He made his Nazi beliefs clear 
to everyone except maybe to his Jewish girlfriend, but who 
knows? She might have thought it was cool?  

The Sneads had no connection with Nazi groups but as recent 
synagogue murders have demonstrated Nazis can pop out of 
anywhere. John Earnest appeared perfectly normal before he 
attacked a Chabad Synagogue. The Sneads suspected that Cruz 
would be involved in racially motivated mass murder and so let 
things slide, winking at each other, even though they had no 
record of racist beliefs in the past. 

Campus Monitor Andrew Medina who lack of action also enabled 
the Miscreant, stated: “You scare people not that I know of 
anything [violence, fights] but a lot of like racist stuff you know 
because he had 666 on his bag he had a little Jewish swastika on 
his back pack people that didn't want in his in his life that you 
want racist to like blacks “oh I hate blacks” anybody who want 
with his little side you know I mean he was with the camouflage.”  

 
A reporter from CNN was added to a private Nazi INSTAGRAM 
group by one of the active members in it. The responding group 
members, who appear to be younger than 18, refused to confirm 
their identities to CNN on or off the record. Most of the 
conversation in the group since Cruz joined around August 2017 
was between six people -- including Cruz. Cruz wrote that he 
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hated, "jews, niggers, immigrants." He talked about killing 
Mexicans, keeping black people in chains and cutting their necks. 
One member even joked about Cruz's particular venomousness, 
saying that although he hated black people, too, he didn't "to a 
point I wanna kill the niggers like Nick." Cruz said he hated black 
people simply because they were black; Cruz hated Jews because 
he believed they wanted to destroy the world. After one Nazi 
expressed hatred for gay people, Cruz agreed, saying, "Shoot 
them in the back of head." White women drew Cruz's hatred as 
well, specifically those in interracial relationships, whom he 
referred to repeatedly as race traitors. Cruz asked the group 
whether it was legal to wear body armor to school. "School 
shooters," he replied, when someone asked why he wanted to 
know. The bio on one of his INSTAGRAM accounts read, 
"annihilator." At one point in the chat, he wrote, "I think I am 
going to kill people." After another Nazi told him not to say things 
like that, he said he was just playing. The Nazis claimed Cruz spoke 
of his birth mother, saying, "My real mom was a Jew. I am glad I 
never met her" and CNN believed this lie to discredit Jews. Cruz 
had the KKK Poster “Shut Up Nigger." He had "Nazi German 
Hardcore Hell March" Screen Shots. A video in his possession 
shows war clips of Adolph Hitler and World War Two scenes. 

 
A former classmate, Vishnu Anand, who survived the 

shooting without physical injury, said Cruz was a Nazi who hated 
Jews. 

 
Q. Alright you said you know what type of person he is. So how 
long have you know Nicholas? 
 
A. So back in sophomore year I used to live in Homburg Road on 
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75th Street and he used to live right next street. So we had bus 
together we use to see him in the morning and we biology class 
together in 10th grade. So I would see twice a day. 
 
Q. But I am saying how many years would you say? 
 
A. After junior he got expelled. 
 
Q. No how many years have you known Nicholas that's what I am 
asking? 
 
A. Oh just one year. Yeah sophomore year. 
 
Q. So what type of person is he? 
 
A. He was pretty awkward and his topics were pretty violent and. 
 
Q. What like what kind of topics? 
 
A. He used to always make a bad jokes about Jews, Nazi's, Hitler 
and those stuff type of stuff. 
 
Q. What like hurting people or like? 
 
A. Yeah like how Hitler I wish all Jews were dead and stuff. 
 
Q. Oh so he was a racist basically. 
 
A. Yeah kind of racist. 
 
Q. He was racist towards Jews. 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Jews and blacks. 
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A. Yeah. 
 
Q. Ok. 
 
Q. What was he expelled for? 
 
A. He like one time he was getting in trouble all the time when 
were at lunch he used to draw like Nazi symbols on the desk and 
the. 
 
Q. The Swastika. 
 
A. Swastika yeah. 
 
Q. Yeah. 
 
A. Then he like got called in we got called in and there like why 
you guys doing this for. I said I didn't do this I try and talk him out 
of it. Then I saw that I am getting in trouble by hanging out with 
this guy. 
 
Q. So you stop hanging around. 
 
A. I start rejecting him staying away from him after that I never 
saw him I heard that he go suspended for like misbehaving. And 
being all that kind of racist stuff. 
 

Judging from his syntax “oh he use to bring knives bullets to 
school. He used to show me but I like try to stay cautious and like 
no-have nothing to do with him” Vishnu Anand is an Indian 
immigrant. He saw Cruz bring a gun to school, bullets, knives, say 
he was a self proclaimed Nazi who loved Hitler and hated Jews yet 
he never reported it to the school administration or the Sheriff’s 
Office. He was a punk. 
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Zachary Cruz: I think he got kicked out for writing, carving 

stuff into the table. I think he was probably doing the swastika 
on the school lunch tables. 
 

Columbine mass murderers Klebold and Eric Harris openly 
admired Adolf Hitler. They opened fire on students and teachers 
at Columbine High School on the Nazi maggot’s birthday April 20, 
1999, killing 12 classmates and a teacher and wounding 23 people 
before taking their own twisted lives. Klebold and Harris both 
wore Iron Crosses and spoke in German to each other.  

 
A Commission headed by Pinellas County Sheriff Bob Gualtieri 

revealed that Cruz studied the Columbine Massacre before he 
committed mass murder. Santiago Cuellar told the BSO: 

 
A. He would always make these strange comments. One time he 
mention to me did you hear what happened in Orlando and I 
didn't know what he was talking about because it months after 
the incident that he was referring to. 
 
Q. And what incident was he referring to? 
 
A. The Pulse nightclub shooting. And he goes I'm so glad they kill 
all those gay people, they really got them and I ... I don't know it 
was just a very scary moment like I didn't know how to react it. I 
just shut off the conversation and minded my own business. We 
worked on a group project once and one day that I wasn't there 
and neither was the kid in our group. We came back and he told 
us I did some sabotage and he had snapped all these other kids 
bridges that we were making. And we really didn't know why... 
we're just confused that how strange he was acting and he just 
kind of like took out his aggression for no reason. I asked him why 
he did it, he said I don't know. He just seemed like kind of scared 
and confused. I don't know like he really didn't know what he was 
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talking about. One time I don't remember what context he said 
White Power which kind of disturbed me. I remember him having 
a swastika on his backpack that was like sharpied on. He only 
had that backpack for a few days and I guess he got rid of it or 
whatever. 
 
Q. When you say “sharpied on” you’re referring to some type of 
pen? 
 
A. Yeah. And I would let him cheat off of me because I genuinely 
really felt bad for him. 

 
Vincent Valdes stated in his sworn statement that he was in the 
100 Building practicing for a JRTOC event when the shooting 
occurred. Valdes stated that he lived in the same neighbor as Cruz 
when they were in Seventh through Ninth grade. Valdes stated 
that Cruz would hang with his friends and became best friends 
with another neighbor friend Hunter McCutcheon. Valdes stated 
that Cruz and McCutcheon became best friends because they 
both were living "Country Style and became involved in shooting 
animals and posting pictures of the dead animal on social media. 
Valdes stated that in middle school he knew on one occasion that 
he brought a knife to school in his backpack. Valdes stated that 
around 2016 Cruz and McCutcheon participated in a “Kick group 
Chat Room" where they both talked about killing people and 
hating people and posted videos of themselves wearing bullet 
proof vests and gas masks. 

Cruz made his intentions to kill Blacks clear to the Snead family 
either directly or via Jameson or both; yet they allowed him 
access to the tools he needed to do it. They believed Cruz was 
going to be involved in a racially motivated shooting, not a school 
shooting, since their son attended MSDHS. Snead lied about Cruz 
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not having access to the gun safe, when the key was in a nearby 
dresser drawer. The Sneads knew Cruz was suicidal when he tried 
to OD on OTC medication.  

Geraldine Avila:  
 
Q. Alright did he express any hate toward any other group? 
 
A. Yeah. 
 
Q. That's what I want to get out what group did he not like? 
 
A. Black people. He just doesn't like them at all. 
 
Q. And what things would he say? 
 
A. He wants to kill them all. 
 
 
THERE WAS NO WAY JAMESON ONLY SAW A SANITIZED CRUZ 
INSTAGRAM PAGE 
 

 
Marianne Theall saw Jameson Snead post on the murderous 

INSTAGRAM Page. She became of Jameson after seeing this page 
because it made reference to him being a Cruz sponsor and 
Instagram follower. Despite his seeing the same page he was 
mentioned on or posted on Jameson Snead told his dad it was ok 
for Cruz to have 24-hour access to an Smith & Wesson MP-15 
because he was a nice kid who got some bad breaks.  
 
February 5, 2016: 1145 hours, BSO 
Caller/Number: Joelle, 954-258-2332 
Incident Type: Suspicious Incident 
Location: 6255 NW 80 Terrace, Parkland, Florida 
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Case#: 17-1602-000212 
 
Curcio Synopsis: 
 

Caller advised that her son told her neighbor's son 
on Instagram that he saw where Cruz stated that 
he was going to shoot his school. In the Instagram 
pictures was Cruz with BB guns. Caller advised that 
subject was expelled from Westlake Middle School 
and goes to another school, possibly high school. 
Caller stated that they lived three houses away 
from subject. Follow Up: On February 17, 2018 at 
1057 hours, Detectives Kami Floyd and Detective 
Bruce Link obtained a taped sworn statement from 
this same caller, Joelle Guarino (01/07 /1967). 
Joelle advised that her son, Zachary Guarino, 
observed photographs on social media of Nikolas 
Cruz with guns and told her. Joelle Guarino saw the 
Instagram post which had a picture of a gun and 
stated something similar to "I am going to get this 
gun when I turn 18 and shoot up the school." As a 
result Joelle Guarino called 911 to make a report 
Joelle Guarino stated that a Broward Sheriff’s 
Deputy did arrive and spoke with her. The CAD 
(Computer Aided Dispatch) reports indicate that it 
was Deputy EDWARD EASON. The Deputy then 
went to Nikolas Cruz's residence and returned to 
Joelle Guarino's residence advising that Nikolas' 
mother said that Nikolas was an angel and that 
Zachary Guarino was tormenting him. The Deputy 
told Joelle Guarino that Nikolas' mother stated 
that Nikolas didn't have anything like that on his 
Instagram account. Unfortunately, Joelle Guarino 
did not take a snap shot of the post when her son 
showed it to her and it was no longer posted for 
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them to show the Deputy. A taped statement was 
taken from Deputy Eason by Homicide Sergeant 
Jonathan Brown. In that taped statement Deputy 
Eason could not remember the listed call even 
when he was shown the Computer Aided Dispatch 
report. In the Computer Aided Dispatch report it 
shows that the information was forwarded to SRO 
Peterson at MSDHS. The case was closed as a 
"Police Information" and coded "BRAVO" with no 
written report. For further information see the 
supplement reports of Sergeant Brown, Detectives 
Kami Floyd and Detective Bruce Link and the sworn 
statement of Joelle Guarino, Deputy Eason and 
Deputy Peterson. 

 
I asked Ms. Guarino to clarify for the record why 
she had called for a deputy to respond to her 
residence, and she replied that her son had shown 
her an online post made by Nikolas Cruz that said 
that he couldn’t wait to turn 18 to buy a gun, with 
a stock photo of a gun attached. Guarino added 
that Nikolas also made an online post that said 
something about wanting to shoot up the school. 
When I asked, Guarino clarified that it was two 
separate online posts made by Nikolas and that 
they were not posted on the same day. Guarino 
advised that she did not call to report the posts 
until she spoke with co-workers about them and 
they urged her to call the police to report it. 
Guarino stated that the first post from Nikolas 
about purchasing a gun happened a while prior to 
her calling the police, but the second post about 
shooting up the school occurred approximately one 
to two days prior to her calling the police. I asked 
Guarino what the deputy told her when he showed 
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up and she replied that she asked him about the 
Baker Act. Guarino explained that she specifically 
asked if Nikolas could be Baker Acted and the 
deputy replied that the Baker Act would only apply 
if Nikolas was an immediate threat to himself or 
others. Guarino added that because this was a 
threat made in advance and essentially an empty 
threat because Nikolas did not have the means to 
shoot anyone, Guarino felt that the deputy did all 
he could do in that situation. Guarino confirmed 
that she told the deputy that she wished to remain 
anonymous. Guarino added that the deputy asked 
her if she wanted him to speak with Nikolas’ family, 
but she replied that she did not remember what 
she specifically told him. Guarino stated that she 
wanted the deputy to do something, but he had 
already told her that there was nothing he could do 
in that situation. 

 
Mrs. Katharine Blaine advised that she did see three or four of 
Subject N. Cruz’ Instagram accounts. Blaine explained that she 
already had an Instagram account and looked up N. Cruz and Mr. 
Z. Cruz just to check—up on them and see what they were getting 
into. Blaine advised that she had seen one of N. Cruz’ Instagram 
account approximately two months before Mrs. L. Cruz had 
passed away. Blaine advised that the first Instagram account she 
saw had a picture of N. Cruz holding knives, there were guns on a 
bed, his face was covered with what looked like T—shirts with 
slits cut in them for his eyes. Blaine reported that she told Lynda 
Cruz about it and she responded by saying that he wanted to go 
into the Army and join the infantry. Lynda Cruz told her that it 
was just his way of horsing around. Blaine advised that after L. 
Cruz passed away she started noticing “nastier stuff.” Blaine 
advised that N. Cruz posted, “I want to kill people,” 
approximately two weeks before the shooting at MSDHS [It 
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should be noted that when Mrs. Theall contacted the FBI on 
January 5, 2018, she reported that N. Cruz has posted that he 
wanted to “kill people,” which was approximately one month 
before the shooting at MSDHS]. Blaine advised that N. Cruz was 
living with Mr. Snead at the time. Blaine said that she attempted 
to contact Snead several times and was unsuccessful until she 
threatened to contact the “authorities.” Blaine advised that she 
warned Snead about N. Cruz’ behavior, potential for violence, 
and the content if his Instagram accounts. Blaine said that Snead 
told her that he would talk to N. Cruz and that he was sure that he 
was “just acting out a little.” Blaine stated that Theall told her that 
when she notified the person that L. Cruz had passed away he 
seemed shocked. Blaine advised that Theall told her that the 
person seemed to acknowledge all the calls that were made by L. 
Cruz over the years regarding Subject N. Cruz and Mr. Z. Cruz. 
Blaine said that Theall told her that she reported how N. Cruz “is”, 
that he had guns, that he did not have anyone to keep him calm, 
and that he should take the guns away before he did something 
stupid. I asked Blaine whether Theall told her that she said 
something about the Instagram accounts and she said yes. I asked 
Blaine whether Theall knew where N. Cruz was staying when she 
called the BSD on November 30, 2017. Blaine said that she 
believed that Theall still thought that he was at Mrs. Deschamps 
residence. I asked Mrs. Blaine whether she knew what pictures 
were posted on Subject N. Cruz’ Instagram account when Mrs. 
Theall called the BSO on November 30, 2017, versus the pictures 
that were posted when she called the FBI in January of 201 8. 
Blaine stated that they were, “Pretty much the same” and did not 
have a lot of differences. Blaine agreed that the photos of N. Cruz 
with guns and the knives, and him covering his face were posted 
prior to November 30, 2017. Blaine clarified that before Mrs. L. 
Cruz passed away she did not see N. Cruz’ posting, “I want to kill 
people,” or “I want to kill myself.” Blaine said that she did not see 
those post until after L. Cruz past away. Blaine believed that the 
post which stated that he wanted to kill himself was removed 
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approximately one or two days after it was posted. Mrs. Blaine 
said that she thinks that whoever handled both of Mrs. Theall’s 
calls “dropped the ball.” 

 
A man he befriended, some young boy who's also 
on INSTAGRAM, and his father, this boy's father 
took him in. Him and his wife took Nikolas in and 
said he could live there and his guns and everything 
could be in the house because he has them locked 
up. Um, he also said when, this is another flag I 
saw. He also said when Nikolas gets his money, his 
$25,000. This man will invest it for him. 

 
Marianne Theall saw Jameson Snead post on the murderous 

INSTAGRAM Page. Despite his seeing the same pages Jameson 
Snead told his dad it was ok for Cruz to have 24-hour access to an 
Smith & Wesson MP-15 because he was a nice kid who got some 
bad breaks.  
 
EPILOGUE: NIKOLAS CRUZ MIGHT ESCAPE THE DEATH PENALTY 
 

 

The Broward Public Defender’s Office will likely explore Cruz’s 
genetic makeup and childhood development in their effort to 
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keep the 19-year-old from being executed. His birth mother could 
be called to testify during the sentencing phase of his trial on 17 
charges of first-degree murder and 17 charges of attempted 
murder. Due to the requirement of the death penalty law passed 
in the spring of 2017 in Florida, the state now requires juries to 
unanimously find at least one aggravating factor justifying the 
imposition of the death penalty, and a second unanimous vote 
recommending it. Simple majorities were required before 2016, 
but a combination of federal and state supreme court decisions 
found that without a unanimous verdict, Florida’s death penalty 
process was unconstitutional. All it would take is one juror to vote 
against the death penalty and Cruz would end up spending the 
rest of his life in prison. On July 16, 2018 three convicted cop 
killers learned they wouldn’t face execution for the 2006 ambush 
murder of Broward Sheriff’s Deputy Brian Tephford. So if they let 
cop killers escape the death penalty they might do the same with 
Cruz. 

 
In November 2018 Nikolas Cruz attacked a Broward jail guard 

Sgt Raymond Beltran who was in a dayroom area guarding Cruz, 
according to the incident report. When Beltran asked Cruz not to 
drag his sandals as he walked around the room, Cruz gave him the 
middle finger. Beltran, 41, stood up and Cruz, 20, rushed him. 
Cruz punched Beltran in the face and they both fell to the ground, 
the report said. They struggled until Cruz was on top of Beltran, 
repeatedly punching the deputy’s head with his right hand. 
Another CO witnessed the fight and called for backup. While on 
the ground, Beltran managed to roll on top of Cruz, who then 
grabbed the Taser from the deputy’s holster. As the two wrestled, 
the device discharged but no one was shocked. Beltran regained 
control of the Taser and punched Cruz in the face. After that, Cruz 
retreated and sat down in a dayroom chair.  
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CHAPTER 15  
[return] 

 
CRUZ BECOMES  

A POP CULTURE HERO 
 

 

“Cruz accesses a Rolling Stone Article titled "How the AR-15 
Became Mass Shooters Weapon of Choice. This article was saved 
to CD and placed into evidence.” 
 

The insanity of making a mass murderer into a culture hero 
started when Jann Wenner put the surviving Boston Bomber on 
the cover of Rolling Stone magazine giving the Islamist worm rock 
star treatment. Letters poured in and fan clubs were formed. 
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Same thing is currently happening with Nikolas Cruz. Even though 
he confessed to taking 17 lives these mostly girl fans proclaim his 
innocence. Their generation grew up on computer games and 
videos and they lost their ability to reason based on traditional 
Western values. They devolved. Why love a stinking excrescence 
like Cruz is beyond comprehension. Then there are the other 
sickies who pretend to believe the event was staged. This “crisis 
actors” BS is a Dog Whistle phrase for “we will have another 
Holocaust and claim that never happened too.” They are crypto-
Nazi scum. 

 

 
 
 Take Robert Glenn, who I came across on Facebook: 
 

Evidence of a crime having taken place from Sandy 
Hook to Parkland do not exist for inexplicable 
reasons other than perhaps, their (sic) isn't a crime 
to document photographically. The St. Valentine’s 
Day massacre was photographic front page in late 
edition of the Chicago Tribune. The Tate-LaBianca 
murders were likewise very real, pictures and all 
and unlike the Chicago crime scene printed in full 
color. When contrasted to every homicide from 
Sandy Hook through Parkland the obvious 
distinction realized other than zero documentation 
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is weird lack of emphasis bearing upon the victims, 
the perpetrator(s) and motive. 

 
Went to Shadle Park High School  
Lives in Spokane, Washington 
Divorced From Spokane, Washington 
 

 
 

Monica Stenberg ❄ 
@MonaMarie777 
Love Jesus, love my family and Yankees' fan! In our 
country, the lie has become not just a moral 
category but a pillar of the State. -A.S. I feel that 
#NikolasCruz was framed. #StonemanDouglasHS 
math teacher, Jim Gard, told reporters the school 
had been practicing an active shooter drill w/blanks 
3 wks prior. Too, many witnesses w/different 
discriptions (sic) of more than 1 shooter. This story 
stinks! 

THE TRUTH ABOUT NIKOLAS CRUZ 

You know what’s sad? Nik will never be able to see 
the sky again. He will never be able to breath fresh 
air again. He will never be able to feel the wind, he 
will never be able to see the sunset, he will never 
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be able to enjoy the amazing feeling of the sea, he 
will never be able to see the sun and the moon, he 
will never be able to see the stars again, he will 
never be able to fall in love, he will never be able to 
kiss somebody again, he will never be able to get 
married, he will never be able to make love to 
someone, he will never be able to have kids, he will 
never be able to go to the pool with his brother 
Zachary, he will never be able to play with Kobe 
and Maizy, again. He will never be able to travel. 
He will never be able to live his life, to not be stuck 
in between 4 walls, he will never be Nik again. He 
will never be happy again. You know why? Because 
society failed him. Because individuals hurt him, 
because cancer and neumonia consumed his 
mother’s life and caused her to leave him too early, 
because people pushed him to do what he did. Nik 
didn’t deserve this. It breaks my heart. Nik 
deserved better, he still does. I love you, Nik. I 
always will. 

 
There are literally hundreds of Nikolas Cruz Tumbler pages 

that all start with “I do not condone.” 
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APPENDIX 

 
THE THREATS THAT WERE IGNORED 

 
Kelvin Greenleaf the Security Specialist at his high school who 

never reported his death threats to the police. There were 
ordinary people who encountered him at the Dollar Store where 
he worked as a cashier and his fellow students who all heard him 
brag about how he was going to be the next school shooter and 
almost all of them failed to report it. He is a list of his threats: 

 
Threat 1 I would just come there and kill them all. 
[R]  
 
Threat 2 we were worried that he's coming back 
with that gun that he bought that he was going to 
go pick up the gun and kill us. [R] 
 
Threat 3 Concerned he will kill himself one day 
and believes he could be a school shooter in the 
making. [R] 
 
Threat 4 My friend had told me about him he used 
to joke a lot about killing people and killing 
animals and saying how he hates the school [R] 
 
Threat 5 He jokingly one time made a joke about 
shooting up the uh our school. [R] 
 
Threat 6  And he was, I don't know. I'd kill people. 
I swear. [R] 
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Threat 7 And saying like if I took her away from 
him he was going to kill me and rape me and hurt 
my family. [R] 
 
Threat 8  I guess Nick, he threatened to kill her or 
kill the kid or whatever. [R] 
 
Threat 9  threatens multiple times to "kill" him. [R] 
 
Threat 10 He talked about killing Mexicans, 
keeping black people in chains and cutting their 
necks. [R] 

 
Threat 11 September 29, 2016 a mental health 
counselor visited Cruz at his Parkland home 
because a guidance counselor was troubled that 
he wrote the word “kill” [R] 
 
Threat 12 come to her lunch table and he would 
harass her friend, when they ... she told him to 
stop and he made a joke that he would shoot up 
the school. [R] 
 
Threat 13 Third hand information received from 
neighbor's son that Nikolas Cruz planned to shoot 
up the school from his INSTAGRAM account. [R] 
 
Threat 14  I know you say he talked about 
shooting people in a park that was the year 2020. 
[R] 
 
Threat 15 I'm gonna go to that school. I'm gonna 
shoot everybody. I think he said, I'm gonna -- 
something, something, something. [R] 
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Threat 16 “I’m going to be a professional school 
shooter” [R] 
 
Threat 17 Yeah he did He said oh yes ... he said ah 
... I can go shoot them and you know I can shoot 
you too. [R] 
 
Threat 18 Concerned he will kill himself one day 
and believes he could be a school shooter in the 
making. [R] 
 
Threat 19 “I’m going to go to Stone Douglas and 
shoot it up!” [R] 
 
Threat 20 One former classmate said that Cruz 
sometimes introduced himself by saying, “Hi, I’m 
Nick, I’m a school shooter.” [R] 
 
Threat 21 If not, um. Just know I have a clear 
conscience if he takes off and just starts shooting 
[R]  

 
These people were cowards and worried that if they reported 

the Miscreant he would shoot them. Then there were people who 
reported the threats and incidents to Sherriff Scott Israel’s AKA 
Scott Palestine Office but were never properly investigated or 
investigated at all! 
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FAKE NEWS FROM THE SUN SENTINEL 

 

The latest installment in a series of occasional 
stories examining the factors that might have made 
a crucial difference in the Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School shooting from the Fake News 
reporter at the Sun Sentinel. When the campus 
monitor spotted the former student arriving on 
campus, head hung low, wearing a back pack and 
carrying a duffel bag, he couldn’t recall the kid’s 
name but he remembered he was trouble. “Crazy 
boy. That’s crazy boy.” 

 
The school day was about 20 minutes from 

dismissal as Andrew Medina, a baseball coach and 
unarmed campus monitor, rode his golf cart 
around the Marjory Stoneman Douglas campus 
unlocking gates. What followed were more of the 
critical moments that might have made a 
difference between life and death for the 17 
people killed on Valentine’s Day at the Parkland 
school. 
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Medina laid out the chain of events to 
detectives in a sworn statement obtained by the 
South Florida Sun Sentinel. Medina was the first to 
see Nikolas Cruz step onto the Parkland campus on 
Feb. 14. He tuned into the 19-year-old getting out 
of a gold-colored Uber and striding purposefully 
toward the 1200 building. “He’s beelining. He’s got 
his head down. He’s on a mission, you know. He’s 
on a mission,” Medina later told investigators.  

 
Medina radioed ahead to a fellow campus 

monitor assigned to that building to warn him that 
a suspicious kid — who Medina didn’t suspect was 
carrying a gun in his duffel bag — was heading for 
the east-side entrance. Cruz broke into a run when 
he noticed Medina coming his way on a golf cart 
“kind of chasing him.” Cruz then slipped inside the 
building. In less than a minute, Medina heard “the 
first bang, like pow.” Campus security had long 
been leery of Cruz. “I’m telling you I knew who the 
kid was,” Medina, 39, of Coral Springs, told 
investigators. “Because we had a meeting about 
him last year and we said, ‘if there’s gonna be 
anybody who’s gonna come to this school and 
shoot this school up, it’s gonna be that kid.’” 
Medina remembered Cruz as the “racist” kid who 
always wore black or camouflage and had 
swastikas on his back pack. The same kid who had 
been sent to the office for wearing a camo mask, 
hiding behind poles and (video) jumping out to 
scare students. He texted other monitors to try to 
figure out Cruz’s name. Although Medina didn’t 
think Cruz was armed, something told him not to 
approach him. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ParklandMiscreant/videos/2569456759947375/
https://www.facebook.com/ParklandMiscreant/videos/2569456759947375/
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Medina instead relied on his training: “Do 
what we’ve been taught. Report it.” “Because I was 
ready to go get him. Like, I was ready to go be the 
guy, just go get him.” He radioed David Taylor, 49, 
a coach and fellow campus monitor, warning him 
to “be careful” because a “suspicious kid” was 
coming. Taylor descended to the first floor where 
he saw Cruz walk in on the opposite end of the 
building and go into a stairwell where he 
assembled and loaded his Smith & Wesson MP-15. 
“When [Taylor] was walking halfway down the 
hallway, he heard the shots and he ran right into a 
janitor’s closet that was right there,” Medina said. 
“Like, that’s what we’re — our training is go in, lock 
in, close all the doors.” At the first sound of gunfire, 
Medina considered reporting an emergency code, a 
warning that a shooter was on campus. But he 
hesitated. He’d been trained not to set off a 
massive law enforcement response unless he 
actually saw a gun or shots fired. “I don’t want to 
be the guy who calls that, you know.”  

 
As Medina picked up armed school deputy 

Scot Peterson with his golf cart, somebody on the 
radio yelled: “It sounds like fireworks.” Somebody 
responded: “Those ain’t fireworks.” Medina and 
Peterson made their way to the front of the 1200 
building where they heard more shots. “That’s 
when the deputy was like, get out of here … and he 
told me just to go back to the front of the school.” 
Peterson, who has since resigned from the 
Broward Sheriff’s Office, has been vilified and 
called a coward for not rushing into the building 
and shooting Cruz. When the shooting stopped 
minutes later, everyone was trying to figure out 
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where the gunman had gone. Cruz had abandoned 
his rifle and blended in with fleeing students. Police 
arrested him about an hour and 20 minutes later 
on a nearby residential street. When Medina was 
brought there to identify the suspect, Cruz 
hyperventilated and vomited clear fluid. Hours 
later, Medina second-guessed himself as he talked 
to detectives. “Now I really wish I would have 
stopped him before and we would have saved all 
this, but it really wasn’t nothing I could do about 
that … I was just doing my job, what they train us 
to do, you know.” In the two weeks before the 
Valentine’s Day shooting, campus monitors had 
been training on how to handle a mass shooting, 
Medina said. He mentioned Sandy Hook and the 
lessons learned there about locking all doors inside 
the school. A campus monitor’s primary duty, 
according to a job description provided by the 
Broward School District, is to watch for outsiders 
and figure out why they’re on campus, keep a log 
of suspicious activities and patrol the grounds. 

 
Debbi Hixon, whose husband Chris, athletic 

director, wrestling coach and a campus monitor, 
was murdered when he ran to confront Cruz, said 
she was shocked that no one actually got in Cruz’s 
face as he walked onto school property. “If 
someone had confronted him, I think he would 
have been a coward and it wouldn’t have 
happened,” she said. “Why didn’t people just do 
their job? Here was a trespasser.” Hixon said she’s 
not surprised that her husband, an Iraq war 
veteran, ran toward danger but she’s mad that he 
did — because now she’s a widow. When reached 
on Wednesday, Medina disputed what he told 
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investigators while under oath. He told a reporter 
that there was never a meeting identifying Cruz as 
a potential school shooter, he didn’t recognize Cruz 
specifically and he saw him arrive at the school 
from a distance of about two football fields. 
Medina earns $1,302 a year as a baseball coach. 
which he has been for six years. And as a campus 
monitor, a position he has held for three years, his 
annual salary is $18,392, according to school 
district records for this academic year. The months 
since the shooting, Medina said, have been 
emotional. “Every day is different,” he said. “You 
got to return to the same place every day." 

 
Staff writers Stephen Hobbs and Lisa J. Huriash 

contributed to this report. 
 
The Broward County Sheriff’s Office released a video of Medina’s 
sworn statement. This is the first part of the interview: 
 

Today I got there about 7:10 in the morning. I've 
been there all day. School starts at 7:40 the bell 
rings around 7:30 for school finish at 2:40 well I – 
at 2:10 go out - I patrol the front of the school all 
day. I'm security in front of the school all day I 
watched a parking lots make sure kids ain't trying 
to run or jump gates or people trying to get on 
campus that ain't supposed to be. I lock up all the 
gates in the front if they got to come in then they 
call the radio I'll go open up the gate or like I know 
the UPS guy and the FedEx guy. I just ride over and 
you know let them in so they can drop off their 
things so I at 2:10 every day at 2:10 I close off the 
front of the school with cones so the parents can't 
come in because there's no more sign outs after 
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2:10 they can't sign the kids out it's just dismissals 
after that so I close off the front of the school 
that's like right here. I close off the front of the 
school so then if the parents can't come in and the 
big the loop is right here where they pick up so I 
pulled up in front of school. I close off the front of 
the school so if there's a fire or something at a time 
the fire truck and come roll right in there ain't no 
cars blocking them off to that 2:30 that loop is all 
full and ain't nobody getting in there there's no 
parents target apparently they come late they 
think they own the place so we close off the phone 
so method that we came up with so emergency 
situation we have you know yeah so I close off the 
front so at 2:10 I came up and I closed off the front 
of the school after I closed the front I come out and 
then I start unlocking the gates for the kids to walk 
through every day is this is the way the way it goes. 
You know I if I don't open I'm then I don't have 
time to get over being the kid to be delayed who 
me so 2:10 I get out there and then I wait about 
two I put the cones up and then I go take off 
there's another set of cones for this parking lot so 
then I go do that and then I go around and then I 
start opening up the back gate for the buses to 
start coming in so then you know I open that up so 
I open that up once I opened all those up I came to 
the north side of the school and open up this 
there's a gate here for the bike rack by the band 
where the kids can go get out and then there's 
another one that gate up here in the front of the 
school right off of Pine Island as well so I opened 
up this one ran over here open up that one came 
to the street came back to my post to the front so 
it's like an parent comes or somebody they go hey 
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we gotta get into school we have a meeting with a 
principal to meet with somebody I can pop the 
cone in that can get so while I'm up there talking… 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/383276878/WITNESS-
STATEMENT-IN-NIKOLAS-CRUZ-CASE Witness statements this 
book is based on. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/373061844/The-Miscreant-
AKA-Nikolas-Cruz-was-Enabled-by-Obama Obama’s Promise 
Program 

FDLE: 

• At 2:19 p.m. Medina observed an Uber stop on Pine Island Road 
in front of MSDHS, Cruz exited. 
• Medina was in the process of opening the perimeter gates for 
dismissal just prior to the arriving Uber  
• Cruz walked toward the school wearing a backpack and carried 
what was readily identifiable as a rifle bag. 
• Cruz entered through one of the gates Medina had just opened. 
• Medina radioed Campus Monitor David Taylor who was 
stationed inside of building 12. Medina stated that there was a 
“suspicious kid” that just walked on campus. 
• Medina began to drive his cart towards Cruz. 
• Medina later made a specific statement to law enforcement that 
he knew the bag Cruz was carrying was a rifle bag. 
• Medina did not call a CODE RED.  
• Medina radioed Taylor again that the suspicious kid was headed 
toward the east entrance of building 12. 
• Medina stated that Cruz did turn his head and look back at him. 
Medina recognized Cruz but did not recall his name initially. 
• Cruz picked up his pace and moved toward building 1200 with a 
purpose, according to Medina. Medina stopped his cart at the 

https://www.scribd.com/document/383276878/WITNESS-STATEMENT-IN-NIKOLAS-CRUZ-CASE
https://www.scribd.com/document/383276878/WITNESS-STATEMENT-IN-NIKOLAS-CRUZ-CASE
https://www.scribd.com/document/373061844/The-Miscreant-AKA-Nikolas-Cruz-was-Enabled-by-Obama
https://www.scribd.com/document/373061844/The-Miscreant-AKA-Nikolas-Cruz-was-Enabled-by-Obama
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northeast corner of the administration building and watched Cruz 
enter building 12. 
• After approximately 17 seconds Medina then drove toward 
building 1200 and heard the first rounds fired within the building. 
• Medina radioed that “suspicious noises” were coming from 
inside of building 1200, but still did not call a CODE RED. Medina 
turned back south and headed to find other help. 
• Medina met with Deputy Peterson and Security Specialist Kelvin 
Greenleaf. Medina transported Peterson and Greenleaf back to 
building 1200. Medina stated when he was within feet of the east 
door of building 1200, he heard additional noises and realized at 
that point that the noises were gunshots. 
• Medina stated that he believed he could not call a CODE RED 
unless he physically saw a gun or heard gunshots. 
• Despite hearing gunshots Medina still did not call a CODE RED. 
• Medina admitted he did not approach Cruz because he thought 
Cruz may have had a handgun that was easily accessible. 
• Medina claimed that after hearing the gunshots he did not call a 
CODE RED because he was focused on getting help. 
• Medina advised that the first person he heard call a Code Red 
was Campus Monitor Elliot Bonner. (Over 3 minutes after Cruz 
began shooting and after Cruz had already shot and/or killed 24 
people on the first floor) 
• Medina stated he did not observe Deputy Peterson’s actions. 
 
RADIO DISPATCHES  

 
14:21:18 Building 1200 Suspect enters the school. 

14:21:33 Building 1200 Suspect begins firing rifle 

14:22:30 Building 1 – area SRD Peterson near Building 1 
(Administration) 

14:22:38 Building 1 Fire alarm activation (heard throughout the 
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school campus) 

14:23:16 Building 8 – area SRD Peterson headed toward Building 
12 

14:23:22 BSO Dispatch 8A Alert tone sounded for 17J3 (Peterson),  

17B3 (Seward) and 

17B4 (Hanks). Dispatcher will be interrupted by subsequent 
transmission by 17J3 (Peterson).14:23:26 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 
(Peterson) advises over channel “Be advised we have possible, 
could be firecrackers, I think we have shots fired, possible shots 
fired - 1200 building.”BSO Dispatch 8A Dispatcher: Alert tone. 
“Attention all units. Possible shots fired at 5901 Pine Island Rd at 
Stoneman Douglas High School.” Units advise they are enroute 
17T2 (Kratz), 15Y4(Goolsby). 

Building 7 

SE of Building 12 

SRD Peterson can be observed near the south east corner of 
building 1200 and the north east corner of building 7. He appears 
to 

remain in this area for the duration of the incident. 

14:23:55 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) – “Make sure we get 
some units over here, I need to shut down Stoneman Douglas, the 
intersection.” 

Dispatcher: 10-4. B49 (?) advises he is enroute and to bravo out 
his current call. 15Y4 (North Laud) asks for the address.  
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14:24:14 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We’re talking about 
the 1200 building, its going to be the building off Holmberg Road.” 

14:24:16 BSO Dispatch 8A Unknown unit, “Any description? I’m 
coming up from Westglades 

Middle School.”14:24:24 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We 
don’t have any description yet, we just hear 

shots, appears to be shots fired.”14:24:35 BSO Dispatch 8A 
(Peterson) “I’m over by the south side by the 700 building.” 17T2 
(Kratz) “T2, I’m shutting down eastbound Holmberg at the divide 
between Westglades (middle school) and the high school.” BSO 
Regional 

14:25:08 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) “17T2 (Kratz) I hear 
shots by the football field, shots fired by the football field.” 
Dispatch: “Shots fired by the football field, heard.” 

14:25:18 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “17J 3, We’re looking at 
the 1200 building, its going to be the 300 building, its right off 
Holmberg Road, by the senior lot” 

14:25:38 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “Get the school locked 
down gentlemen.” 

14:25:42 BSO Dispatch 8A (Football Field) Dispatch: “Attention all 
units not working signal 33 (shooting) go to bravo channel for 
regular traffic.” 17T2 (Kratz) “some students thought it was 
firecrackers, but we’re not sure, by the football fields.” 

14:25:56 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12) 17J3 (Peterson) “All right, 
26…We also heard its by, inside the 1200 building.” 
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14:26:00 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “We’re locking down 
the school right now, make sure there’s no pedestrian traffic 
anywhere on Holmberg Rd.” 

14:26:40 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson): “Juliet 3 we’re going to 
Bravo…I hear shots fired.” Dispatch: “shots fired.” 

14:27:30 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson) “Make sure I have a 
unit over in the front of the school, make sure no one comes 
inside the school.” Dispatch: “I need a unit to the front, advise.” 

14:27:55 Building 1200 West Stairwell/doorway The suspect 
observed in stairwell and exits the west side of the building. 
Leaves in a westbound direction 

14:28:00 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12/13 area) 17J3 (Peterson) 
“Broward, Do not approach the 1200 or 1300 building, stay at 
least 500 feet away at this point.” Dispatch: “Stay away from 1200 
and 1300 building.” 

14:26:40 BSO Dispatch 8A 17J3 (Peterson): “Juliet 3 we’re going to 
Bravo…I hear shots fired.” Dispatch: “shots fired.” 

14:27:55 Building 1200 West Stairwell/doorway The suspect 
observed in stairwell and exits the west side of the building. 
Leaves in a westbound direction 

14:28:00 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12/13 area) 17J3 (Peterson) 
“Broward, Do not approach the 1200 or 1300 building, stay at 
least 500 feet away at this point.” Dispatch: “Stay away from 1200 
and 1300 building.” 

14:28:00 BSO Dispatch 8A (Building 12/13 area) 17J3 (Peterson) 
“Broward, Do not approach the 1200 or 1300 building, 
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stay at least 500 feet away at this point.” Dispatch: “Stay away 
from 1200 and 1300 building.”  

DAVID TAYLOR STATEMENT 

This is a sworn taped statement taken by Detective Cade, CCN 
16361 of the Broward Sheriff’s Office. Today’s date is February 15, 
2018. The time is now 1:54 pm on February 15, 2018. This 
statement will be taken from white male date of birth. It’s gonna 
be in reference to case number 17-1802-000525 for the offense of 
homicide. Ah resides at 
 

Q. Do you understand I’m a Detective with the Broward County 
Sheriff’s Office? And also a Deputy for the State of Florida. And 
therefore I’m able to take sworn taped statements. Alright. Please 
raise your right hand for me. DO you solemnly swear the 
statement you’re about to give is the truth the whole and nothing 
but the truth so help you God? Alright please state your name for 
the record. And your date of birth? And a contact number for 
you? Okay let me take you back to February 14th at ah Stoneman 
Douglas High School. What did you witness? 
 
A. Well at approximately 2:24 I was alerted by another member of 
our security team that a ah suspicious young man was heading 
toward the back side of the building that I uh I patrol on the first 
floor. I was on the west side of the building I went down the stairs 
from the second floor to get into the hallway of the first floor and 
I looked down towards the east side of the building and I saw a 
young man in a red burgundy shirt Douglas shirt said JROTC 
carrying a uh bout a 3 foot long duffle bag, hand held duffle bag. 
 

Q. You remember how he was carrying it? 

A. He was carrying it I believe in his right hand. 
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Q. Okay. 

A. Like this. It wasn’t over his back over the shoulders it was 
definitely in his hand. 

Q. Now that the building you’re talking about what’s that building 
number? 

A. It’s the 1200 building. 

Q. The 1200 building? 

A. The freshman building they call it. 

Q. Okay go ahead 

A. And uh I believe he made eye contact with me. I looked at him 
and he immediately made a right turn into that far east stairwell. I 
returned into my stairwell on the west side went jump ran up to 
the second floor to try to hit him off. I did not see him when I got 
to the out into the hallway. And then I immediately one step in to 
the hallway I heard gun fire. I heard two shots and then a volley of 
a bunch of shots. Then I immediately took cover inside a custodial 
closet on the second floor. 
Q. Um hm 

A. I heard several quite a few gunshots actually after that. Then I 
heard then it went quiet for something feeled like forever but it 
was probably 30 seconds. And then I heard a double tap close to 
me it was right above me or right below me or right outside my 
door I’m not sure because I was behind the like a little wall but I 
heard it sounded like a double tap and then I didn’t hear any kind 
of fire after that. 
 

Q. Now when you heard the the gun fire what did you heard 
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screaming and stuff like that 

A. I did not hear screaming. 

Q. No? 

A. No. 

Q. Okay and then what happened after that? 

A. After that I waited in the closet for roughly 8 to 10 minutes and 
I heard yelling outside the room that I was in, orders being given, 
radios and I knew it was uh uh law enforcement. I peeked my 
head out Officer Monzol from Coral Springs Police department 
saw me. Informed me to raise my hands, let me see your hands. I 
came out he recognized me immediately. He said come on. And 
he escorted me out. Two other officers took me downstairs 
outside the west entrance of the building on the first floor and 
that’s where I saw Coach Feis on his back real close to the door 
within 3 or 4 feet. And I paused for a second I uh he was my friend 
so I was, I looked at him and I froze and the police officer said 
don’t stop and they just kept pushing me and then I was let out to 
where on the north gate on Holmberg road where another officer 
I put my hands on the vehicle. They searched me just to make 
sure you know. And then from that point on I was on Holmberg 
Road for the next three hours waiting to be…  
 
Q. Now the gentleman you saw with the backpack did you  
recognize him? 

A. Yep. 

Q. Do you know him? 

A. Yep. 

Q. What do you know him as? 
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A. Nikolas Cruz. 

Q. You dealt with him before? 

A. Yep. 

Q. In what capacity? 

A. Security. Uh remove him from the classroom, uh 

Q. So you’re familiar with him? 

A. Oh yeah 

Q. Okay. 

A. He, he’s been in trouble. Not like fights or anything but like, 
just odd stuff like swastikas all over his back pack and on his 
folders and stuff we had to ya know suspend him for that. 
 

Q. Uh huh 

A. Just odd behavior 

Q. Like what what kind of odd behavior? 

A. Kids would always say he’s weird then I be I believe if 
recollection serves me correctly he he had made some racial slurs 
in the past at the school. Other than that it was just usually 
because he was being defiant and teachers kicked him out of class 
ya know for being defiant and being disrespectful and I would go 
pick him up. 
 

Q. And you were 

A. Bring him to the administrators 
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Q. And usually you were the one that had to take him out of 
class? 

A. Well not alw, not only me but all of our security personnel. I 
would say everybody, I would yeah cause they’ve all been there 
long enough other than maybe one guy I would say all the security 
personnel dealt with that kid. 

Q. Alright 

A. On more than one occasion 

Q. So this is not somebody who’s strange to you? You know him. 

A. No definitely not, we knew him. I I, he never really gave me a 
problem he was always the conversation he was a quiet kid. I saw 
him in the cafeteria in the mornings cause I I I used to monitor the 
cafeteria for breakfast duty. 

Q. Um hm 

A. And two years the year he was dismissed from school I would 
id see him in there in the morning eating his breakfast he never 
really gave me a problem and you know he wasn’t like a talkative 
kid like come on hey coach. Like most kids are like, hey Coach DT, 
ya know and he just ya know. I got to know him just through 
interactions. One morning I’d just say hey Nik how you doing 
today man? Doing really good and he would just, a nod. He 
wouldn’t talk much. He was quiet and 
 
Q. Now when you saw him coming into the building did he say 
anything to you or? 

A. Naw. He was 50 yards away. Not maybe not 50 but the length 
of a hallway. 
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Q. Mm hm 

A. He looked at me, I looked at him and that’s when he made that 
immediate right turn. 

Q. Alright 

A. And I couldn’t remember his last name but I knew the kid and 
that’s when I was talk I was when I was in the room, oh I’m sorry. 
After I got out after I was on the street, me and Coach Medina, I 
don’t know if you talked to him yet. He he’s the one that alerted 
me the kid was coming in the building. He’s the one, he texted me 
and said I know that kid. I I go I know its Nik I can’t remember his 
last name. I think it’s Cruz or Diaz or something like that but he’s 
not a Spanish kid. And we were talking via text and then he and 
then he came back and he goes yeah its Nikolas Cruz. Remember 
him, the kid with the camo, he always wore a camo to school. 
 

Q. So Coach Medina was the one that saw him and contacted 
you? 

A. Yes 

STATEMENT OF: 17-1802-000525 

CLC Page 5 of 5 

Q. What’s what’s Coach Medina’s uh first name? 

A. Andrew. He had the FBI at his house last night at midnight. He 
was in contact with detectives right while the right after the 
whole incident. They had him in a car cause he was out front and 
that’s where the majority I guess of the police went at first. The 
front of our school. I was on the north side of the school on the 
Holmberg side of the road. 
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Q. Alright. Okay, and for the record you’re the baseball coach 
here correct? 

A. One yeah 

Q. One of the baseball coaches? 

A. Yeah the assistant baseball coach yes 

Q. okay is there anything else that you’d like to add? 

A. It was fast 

Q. Trust me I can imagine 

A. It felt like hours I was in that closet it was probably like all the 
shooting came and went. I I If I had now that I think about it 2 
minutes maybe 3 

Q. Alright. This will now conclude this taped statement the time is 
now 2:02pm on February 15th 2018. 

 
MICHAEL KRATZ 
 
MK: I said -- basically what I asked them is What did you see; what 
did you hear? Tell me what -- and they gunshots. It's real not 
firecrackers. And, so I get out -- I have my rifle now with me. Well, 
before that, let me back - I remember turning around to the 
drivers and going like this 'cause they were so close. I remember 
the driver of the first car kinda like seeing me. I remember 'cause 
it was a male or female, laying down on her seat. So, I know -- he 
or she saw me, but I'm freaking out about those buses & then a -- 
a gentleman approached me. He appeared to be school staff, also 
a -- a coach. He approached me at my position and he -- I don't 
remember if he said he saw the video or it was relayed to him the 
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video that was being observed that it was an ex-student named 
Nikolas Cruz. I said, "How do you know him?" "He used to go to 
school here." Well, that's important 'cause I don't think I've ever 
heard the name yet. I got on the radio finally and I advised per so -
- and I believe that's on the radio also, "Possible subject, Nikolas 
Cruz." 
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